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ABSTRACT 

This study undertakes an examination of the life and works of the satirist 

Vladimir Voinovich, set in the context of satire in general, and in particular against 

the changing political, ideological and artistic background of the Soviet Union and 

the new Russia. It is demonstrated that in certain respects he is typical of his 

generation and in others an exception. 

The analysis shows how Voinovich's work gradually diverged from the 

accepted norms of Socialist Realism, leading him into conflict with the state and 

into increasingly satirical modes of expression. It is suggested that every satirist is 

to some extent an exile, since detachment is required from the society which is the 

object of the satirical impulse. The notion is studied that Voinovich became firstly 

an ideological exile, and compounded this with a form of chronological exile by 

expressing himself satirically at the `wrong' time, before consequently becoming 

also a geographical exile. 

Detailed attention is paid to his novel Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia 

soldata Ivana Chonkina, which proved to be a turning point in both his life and 

work. The hero of this novel has his pedigree in the Russian tradition of the plain- 

speaking fool Ivanushka-durachok who wins out in spite of circumstances, and it is 

suggested that he shares certain characteristics with his creator. The writing of 

Chonkin sealed Voinovich's fate as an emerging `dissident', and after its 

unauthorised publication abroad, he was persuaded to leave the Soviet Union. 

In emigration the question arose of how to engage relevantly with his 

readership in the rapidly changing Soviet Union. Despite the trauma of dislocation, 

Voinovich continued to write creatively in emigration and then in partial return to 

post-glasnost' Russia. 

The new Russia provides fertile ground for satire, but the returning satirist 

faces the question, now and in the future, of what type of expression is appropriate 

in a nascent democracy which he instinctively wishes to protect and support, rather 

than censure. Voinovich's solutions are diverse, and sometimes unexpected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vladimir Voinovich is now in his mid-sixties and has been writing and 

publishing for four decades. In some ways he is typical of his generation, and in 

others he has chosen his own path. His life has been set in `interesting times' which 

have spanned the period of the `thaws' through the era of `stagnation' and onto the 

momentous upheavals of glasnost' and perestroika with their aftermath. 

Previous PhD theses have covered aspects of his work and of his life in the 

period up to glasnost', 1 and substantial studies by Robert Porter, Geoffrey 

Hosking and Karen Ryan-Hayes2 have focused on certain periods and facets of his 

1 Carol Elizabeth Pearce, ̀ The Prose Works of Vladimir Voinovich', abstract in DAI, 43 (1982), 
12A, 3933, University of Washington. 

Sally Anne Perryman, 'Vladimir VojnoviZ: The Evolution of a Satirical Soviet Writer', Ph. D, 

Vanderbilt University, 1981; abstract in DAI, 42.4 (October 1981), 1660-A, 8120213. 

Karen Lee Ryan-Hayes, `Soviet Satire After the Thaw: Tvardovskij, Solienicyn, VojnoviZ and 

Iskander', Ph. D, University of Michigan, 1986; abstract in DAI, 47.3 (September 1986), 

929-A, DA8612617. 

Wlodzimierz Rybarkiewicz, 'Scapegoat and Fool in HaAek, Brecht and Voinovich'; Ph. D, 

University of Oregon, 1992; abstract in DAI, 53.9 (March 1993), 3205-A, DA9238955. 
Sandra Mary Thomson, '77w Life and Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin by Vladimir Voinovich: 

A Commentary and Explication', Ph. D, University of British Columbia, Canada, 1981; 

abstract in DAI , 42.12 (June 1982), 5143-A. 

2 R. C. Porter, ̀ Thinking Differently', Index on Censorship, 5.4 (Winter 1976), 87-90. 
R. C. Porter, ̀Vladimir Voinovich and the Comedy of Innocence', Forum/or Modern Language 

Studies, 26.2 (April 1980), 97-108. 

Robert Porter, ̀ Animal Magic in Solzhenitsyn, Rasputin, and Voynovich', Modern Languages 

Review, 82.3 (1987), 675-684. 
Robert Porter, Four Contemporary Russian Writers (Oxford: Berg, 1989), pp. 87-128. 

Robert Porter, Russia's Alternative Prose (Oxford: Berg, 1994). 

Geoffrey A. Hosking, Beyond Socialist Realism: Soviet Fiction Since 'Ivan Denisovich' 
(London: Granada, 1980; NY: Holmes & Meier, 1980). 

Geoffrey Hosking, `Profile. Vladimir Voinovich', Index on Censorship, 9.4 (August 1980), 19-22. 

Geoffrey Hosking, `Vladimir Voinovich: Chonkin and After', The Third Wave: Russian literature 

in Fmnigration, Conference of Russian Writers in Emigration, 14-16 May, 1981 at 
U. C. L. A., ed. by Olga Matich with Michael Heim (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1984), 147-152. 

Karen Ryan-Hayes, `Decoding the Dream in the Satirical Works of Vladimir VojnoviZ', Slavic 
and East European Journal, 34.3 (Fall 1990), 289-307. 

Karen Ryan-Hayes, ' VojnoviVs Moskva 2042 as Literary Parody', Russian Literature, 36 (1994), 
453-480. 

Karen L Ryan-Hayes, Contemporary Russian Satire: A Genre Study (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), pp. 193-238. 
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writing, as have articles in the Soviet and emigre press, but this is the first full- 

length examination of his literary career from its start in the late 1950s to the present 

day. 

As an author adds to his oeuvre, so this illumines his preceding work in 

new ways, and recent developments in Voinovich's literary creativity have 

demonstrated an extrapolation from and clarification of the philosophy expressed in 

his earlier writing. His life and art could be presented as a case study in the 

development of a critically-thinking individual within, and then outside, a state 

insufficiently developed to accommodate this civic phenomenon. His democratic 

instincts have taken him along a trajectory from proletarian worker to realistic writer 

to satirist to dissident (despite himself), thence to exile and, finally, to returnee. To 

some extent he is representative of a general movement towards individualism and 

critical thinking within Soviet culture and society, his case revealing the inherent 

tensions with particular clarity because his wry detachment expressed itself 

proactively through satire. His life's work, despite being unfinished, can be read as 

a complete statement on the role of the individual within society. 

The turning point in Voinovich's life and work was the novel Zhizn' i 

neobychainyeprikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina. 3 This present study will first 

present Voinovich's early career against the setting of his literary and social 

background. It will then consider his work, apart from Chonkin, up to his 

emigration in 1980, dealing with it thematically in the context of when it was 

written. Chapters Three and Four will be devoted to Chonkin, analysing it 

thematically and structurally in close detail. It was in Chonkin that the author, in full 

creative flow, turned his pen from genial irony to satire, and Chonkin it was which 

brought him into direct conflict with the state. In this work the satirist revealed 

himself, creating a whole fictional absurd world in uncomfortably close parallel to 

the world of historical reality. The consequences of Chonkin were considerable, 

3 `Litso neprikosnovennoe: zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina', part one 
in Gran, 72 (1969), 3-84. 

Lilso neprikosnovennoe: zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina (Frankfurt am 
Main: Possev Verlag, 1969) (Paris: YMCA Press, 1975). 

Pretenuient na prestol: novye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Clwnkina (Paris: YMCA Press, 1979). 
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both on a personal and literary level, and included Voinovich's emigration. The 

complete spectrum of Voinovich's work in emigration and return has not previously 

been researched. This will be addressed in the last two chapters, along with a 

consideration of the changing role of the Russian satirist in the turbulent years at the 

close of the millennium. 

Appendix A provides the text of an interview granted by Voinovich to the 

present writer in March 1996. This is referred to where it gives information not 

available elsewhere in published form. A second appendix offers a document from 

the strange world of historical reality that underlies the absurd world in Chonkin. 

In common with Anglo-American publishing practice, quotations will be 

given in English, with transliterated Russian where a linguistic point is being made. 

Page references from works by Voinovich will show sources in Russian and in 

English translation where appropriate, on the first occasion in detail and thereafter 

in abbreviated form. Unless otherwise indicated, where quotations are supplied 

from texts for which an English translation is cited, they will be assumed to be by 

the translator of that volume; where no English source is quoted, translations are 

my own. The Library of Congress transliteration system will be used except for 

certain names already familiar in an alternative form, such as Tolstoy. Any 

inaccuracies and mistakes in this study are my sole responsibility. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

THE LIFE AND EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF 

THE WRITER VLADIMIR VOINOVICH 

The Biography of Vladimir Voinovich 

Socialist Realism 

`Youth Prose' 

`Village Prose' 

Urban Prose or Byt 

Conflict in the Sixties 

Reading Between the Lines 

Socialist Realism in the Seventies 

Voinovich and the Theory of Socialist Realism 

Satire 

Vladimir Nikolaevich Voinovich, born in 1932, began his literary career in 

the last days of Stalin's Soviet Union, enjoyed the `thaws' of the Khrushchev 

period, was sufficiently troublesome to the Brezhnev regime to merit harassment 

leading to his departure to the West in 1980, returned a decade later to witness 

Gorbachev's perestroika, and now writes in Yeltsin's new Russia. His work, 

employing a variety of genres, styles and media, is characterised by his sense of 

individuality, his imperative to tell it as it is, and the satire which he has used to this 

end. 

With which factors did he and his generation have to contend to achieve 

their goals? How do writer and state find themselves in positions of open, mutual 

hostility? What compels a writer to work in greater fear of retribution than hope of 

publication? How does an author in a controlling system maintain a sense of 
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personal integrity, and how relate to a readership? What influence does state 

censorship have on a writer, and how does he adjust to its absence? And how do 

his readers respond as he addresses them from an apparently affluent and safe 

distance, and then returns to claim his voice in a new society? 

These questions may be addressed initially by an examination of 

Voinovich's life and works, contextualised by an assessment of the prevailing 

literary climate, including an overview of socialist realism's evolution and influence 

on `youth prose', `village prose' and byt or urban prose, and of its relationship to 

satire. 

The Biography of Vladimir Voinovichi 

Vladimir Nikolaevich Voinovich was born on 26 September 1932 in the 

Central Asian city of Dushanbe, Tadzhikistan. The name Voinovich is of Serbian 

origin; his father was a journalist and translator of Serbian literature, and his mother 

Jewish, a maths teacher with a passion for reading. His family background was 

more cultured than proletarian, as evidenced by a smattering of well-known and 

intellectual relatives: his great-grandfather was founder of the Black Sea fleet; and 

relatives included the Serbian prose writer and dramatist No Voinovich and the 

Serbian dissident intellectual Milovan Djilas. Voinovich's father was a Party 

member, whose commitment to Communism did not prevent his arrest for anti- 

Soviet agitation and propaganda in 1936, nor his death sentence in June 1937, a 

1 For fuller details of Voinovich's works see bibliography, and for details of his biography, see: 
V. Voinovich, `I am a Realist', interview including translations of open letters, Index on 
Censorship, 2 (1975), 49-54; 
V. Voinovich, 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', interview by Tat'iana Bek, Druzhba 
narodov, 12 (1991), 245-261; 
V. Voinovich, 'Kak eto delalos", Iskusstvo kino ,8 (1989), 128-133; 
`Voinovich o sebe', The Third Wave: Russian Literature in Emigration, Conference of Russian 

Writers in Emigration, 14-16 May, 1981 at U. C. LA. ed. by Olga Matich with Michael Heim 
(Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1984), 138-146; 
`O sebe', foreword to Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina: Litso 
neprikosnovennoe and Pretendent na prestol (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1990), pp. 5-6; 
V. Voinovich, `Zamysel', Znamia, 10 (1994), 7-73; 11 (1994), 11-70: 
Bernard Levin, `The Tragedy of Comrade Voinovich', The Times, 23 December 1980, p. 10; 
Robert Porter, 'Vladimir Voinovich: The Joker', Four Contemporary Russian Writers (Oxford: 
Berg, 1989), pp. 87-128. 
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sentence later commuted to five years hard labour. In 1941 he was released from 

prison, and in May took the young Vladimir to the Ukraine to live with his 

grandmother, leaving the boy's mother behind to finish her studies. In August of 

the same year the young Voinovich was evacuated to Stavropol', thence the 

following year to the Kuibyshevskaia oblast', as a result of which disruption he 

received very little education during the war, from which his father returned an 

invalid. From 1944 to 1945 he lived in the Vologodskaia oblast', where he worked 

as a herdsman on a kolkhoz. Returning to Zaporozh'e in the Ukraine in 1945, he 

trained in technical school as a locksmith and began work as a joiner. From 1951 to 

1955 he served as an aircraft mechanic in the army in Poland and elsewhere, and 

began to write poems, one of which was published in a newspaper, a fact he 

discovered whilst browsing the available sheets in the army latrines. 

Notwithstanding the lack of acclaim, Voinovich was pleased to have earned ten 

roubles for fifteen minutes' work. During his military service and early working life 

he continued his education at evening school, completing his fourth, sixth, seventh 

and tenth grades. Aspiring to an intellectual career, he tried acting and drawing 

without great success, before he turned to writing. As he lived in a country with a 

strongly influential literary tradition, and came from a family who were examples of 

well-read provincial intelligentsia, literature had proved the main influence in his 

interrupted education, although much of the contemporary writing had been 

compromised by being harnessed to the state apparatus. 2 He was uninspired by 

published Soviet writers of the time, and authors such as Platonov and Bulgakov 

were effectively unknown, so the strongest influence on his writing came from 

Gogol' and Chekhov and from translations of Hemingway and Salinger. His 

decision to become a writer began with a resolution to produce at least one poem a 

day for a year. He read Soviet poetry in the library to work out his own theory of 

production, one day writing eleven poems, some of which were published in a local 

Crimean newspaper. 

In 1956 Khrushchev made his secret speech to the Twentieth Party 

Congress, heralding the second brief literary `thaw' (the first having begun with the 

2 Appendix A, p. A3. 
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death of Stalin three years previously), and in the same year Voinovich applied for 

admission to the Gor'kii Literary Institute in Moscow. On being denied entry, he 

sent a telegram of protest in verse, and set off for Moscow regardless. Moving to 

the capital from the provinces presented problems, not least the difficulty of getting 

a residence permit, so initially he worked on the railways outside Moscow before 

finding employment as a carpenter on a building site, which brought with it the 

coveted permit. In 1957 he applied again to the literary Institute, but was denied 

admission, he believes, because of his Jewish-sounding name. Rather 

unenthusiastically, from 1957 to 1959 he studied instead in a pedagogical institute, 

spending three months in 1958 in Kazakhstan where he began to write `My zdes' 

zhivem', completing this upon his return to Moscow. By 1960 he was editing radio 

programmes, had written some fifty songs, some of which were published, and 

was married, sharing a room in a hostel with two other families. 

His big break came with the song `Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starta', 3 written 

in 1960 to celebrate the return from space of the cosmonauts Nikolaev and 

Popovich. October of 1961 saw Khrushchev's vilification of Stalin at the Twenty- 

second Congress of the CPSU, heralding a further literary `thaw', and in the same 

year Voinovich wrote `Rasstoianie v polkilometra' and had `My zdes' zhivem'4 

published in Novyi mir, the pioneering journal which, under the editorship of 

Tvardovskii, was to express a preference in 1965 for `contributors who mirror 

reality realistically' and for works `that do not avoid new means of expression 

when this is warranted by the content' .5 To be published in Novyi mir meant 

immediate public attention, but for Voinovich this resulted in an almost instant 

polarisation of the critics into supporters and opponents. 6 In 1962 Voinovich 

became a member of the Writers' Union and wrote 'Kern is mog by stat", 

published under the title `Khochu byt' chestnym' in Novyi mir along with 

3 `Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starts', Russkoe bogatstvo, 1.5 (1994), 51. 
4 'My ides' zhivem: povest". Novyi mir, 1 (1961), 21-71. 

5 Liudmila Koehler, 'Old Troubles of "The New World"', Russian Review, 32.2 (April 1973), 
143-151 (p. 147). 
6 L. Anninskii, `Ot prostoty do mudrosti', literaturnaia gazeta, 27 May 1961, pp. 2-3. 
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`Rasstoianie v polkilometra' in February 1963.7 ̀ Khochu byt' chestnym' was not 

well received on the grounds that it was not sufficiently inspiring and positive, 

causing a retrospective reevaluation of the ideological credentials of `My zdes' 

zhivem'. Later a film script of `Khochu byt' chestnym' was banned, but a play was 

successfully produced. In 1963 Voinovich began writing the first part of Zhizn' i 

neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina, on which he was to work up 

to 1967, completing the second part by 1970.8 It was a measure of the amount of 

literary freedom at the time that Novyi mir optimistically announced its intention to 

publish the first part of Chonkin in 1963,9 but the political situation soon changed 

and 1965-1966 saw the arrest, trial and imprisonment of Siniavskii and Daniel. A 

petition of protest, signed by Voinovich and sixty or so other writers, brought a 

reprimand. In 1965, `V kupe' 1o was published, followed by `Dva tovarishcha' 11 in 

1967, of which a play was also staged. Ginzburg and Galanskov were tried in May 

1968, and again Voinovich was reprimanded for his signature on a document of 

protest. This time retribution was more severe, with the banning of two film scripts 

and the suspension of his plays in fifty theatres on the improbable grounds that he 

was alleged to have smuggled diamonds from abroad. Relatively undeterred, he 

wrote `Putem vzaimnoi perepiski'12 and `V krugu druzei', 13 both unlikely to be 

published in the Soviet Union at the time. In 1969 ̀ Vladychitsa' appeared in Nauka 

irellgiia, 14 but Voinovich found himself severely compromised by the unauthorised 

publication in Grani of extracts from Chonkin, which had been circulating in 

samizdat and had found their way to Frankfurt without his knowledge. 15 This time 

Voinovich's stories were removed from journals, reference cards were taken out of 

7 'Khochu byt' chestnym' and'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', Novyi mir, 2 (1963), 150-197. 
g7. hizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina: Litso neprikosnovennoe and Pretendent na 
presto! (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1990). 
9 Novyi mir, 10 (1963), 286. 
10 'V kupe', Novyi mir, 2 (1965), 69-71. 
11 'Dva tovarishcha', Novyi mir, 1 (1967), 85-152. 
12 ̀ Putem vzaimnoi perepiski: povest", Druzhbanarodov ,1 (1989), 91-126; Grani , 28 (1973), 
122-191. 
13 'V krugu druzei', Evropa i Amerika, 1 (1991), 112-122,143. 
14 'Vladychitsa', Nauka i religiia, 4 (1969), 84-91 and 5 (1969), 60-71. 
15 'Litso ncprikosnovcnnoc: zhizn' i ncobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina', Grani, 
72 (1969) 3-84. 
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library catalogues, and plays based on `Khochu byt' chestnym' and `Dva 

tovarishcha' were withdrawn. On 4 November 1969 Solzhenitsyn was expelled 

from the Writers' Union, and Voinovich spoke out in his defence, bringing further 

displeasure from the authorities. In an attempt to bring him into line, the Writers' 

Union suggested that Voinovich should publish a letter in Literaturnaia gazeta 

denouncing the unauthorised publication of Chonkin, with the incentive that he 

might be allowed to publish again in the Soviet Union. Deprived of the means of 

making a living, and encouraged by friends not to be intransigent, Voinovich 

consented to publish a brief statement, but found when it appeared on 14 October 

1970 that Viktor Il'in, a KGB general and Secretary of the Moscow branch of the 

Writers' Union, had amended the letter without his permission. 16 Notwithstanding 

the letter, Voinovich was effectively a banned writer in the Soviet Union until 1972, 

although parts of Chonkin continued to appear in the West. 

In 1972 he was offered the chance to return to the fold with the publication 

in the series Plamennye revoliutsionery of a novel about Vera Figner, Stepen' 

Doveriia, 17 to which he also wrote a supplementary chapter, unpublished at the 

time, `Literator Skurlatskii'. 18 It should be remembered that whilst he was working 

on the novel about the `ardent revolutionary' he was also working on the second 

and darker book of the Chonkin cycle; this is by any standards a feat of literary 

diversification. Also in 1972 a collection of his stories was selected for publication 

by the Sovetskii pisatel' publishing house, 1 9 and it seemed that he might again be 

able to earn a living as a writer. However, a fresh source of conflict soon arose, 

and on 2 October 1973 Voinovich wrote an open letter protesting at the 

establishment of the new state copyright agency VAAP. 20 In 1973 ̀ Putern vzaimnoi 

perepiski'21 was published in Grani, and in January 1974 Voinovich issued a 

16 'V redaktsiiu ̀ Literaturnoi gazety", literaturnaia gazeta, 14 October 1970, p. 4. 
17 Stepen' doveriia: povest' o Vere Figner, Plamennye revoliutsionery (Moscow: Politizdat, 
1972). 
18 ̀ Literator Skurlatskii', Nedelia (20-28 February 1989), 14-15. 
19 Povesti (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1972). 
20 'Otkrytoe pis'mo predsedateliu VAAP tov. Pankinu', Khochu byt' chestnym: povesti 
(Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1989) pp. 296-298. 
21 'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', Grans, 122-191. 
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further statement in support of Solzhenitsyn, which led to his own expulsion from 

the Writers' Union. At the time, Voinovich believed that he had been expelled on 20 

February, but later found that the secret decision had been taken on 13 March 1974. 

At any rate, he was made a member of the International PEN Club on 21 February. 

However difficult his situation, he continued to write, producing the 

autobiographical stories `Diadia Volodia', `Maior Dogadkin', `Kapitan Kurasov' 

and ̀ Starshii leitenant Pavlenko'. 22 In May 1975 he was called to a meeting at the 

Metropol' hotel with two KGB agents, where he believes an attempt was made to 

poison or drug him by means of doctored cigarettes, which events he documented 

immediately in `Proisshestvie v "Metropole"', 23 published in Paris, where an 

edition of Chonkin 24 appeared in the same year. In 1976 Ivan'kiada, 25 the 

documentary epic story of how he and his pregnant second wife struggled to move 

into an apartment rightfully theirs but coveted by an influential apparatchik, was 

published in the USA. On 10 October 1976 Voinovich wrote an open letter to the 

Ministry of Communications to protest about the disconnection of his telephone, 26 

and further compounded his situation by publishing an appeal on behalf of 

Sakharov in The New York Times on 29 January 1977.27 

By now, there was clearly no possibility of reintegration into the Soviet 

literary scene, and Voinovich judged himself to be in personal danger. In February 

1978 his elderly father was taken on foot to a police station where he was told that 

his son was missing, probably dead. His sick mother, upon hearing this report, fell 

ill and died two weeks later. In 1979 Pretendent na prestol was published in 

Paris, 28 as was the collection Putem vzaimnoi perepiski, 29 and on 28 January 1980 

22 'Diadia Volodia', 'Maior Dogadkin', 'Kapitan Kurasov', 'Starshii leitenant Pavlenko', Putem 
vzaimnoi perepiski (Paris: YMCA Press, 1979). 
23 'Proisshestvie v "Metropole"', Kontinent, 5 (1975), 51-97. 
24 Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina (Paris: YMCA Press, 1975). 
25 Jvan'kiada, iii rasskaz o vselenii pisatelia Voinovicha v novuiu kvartiru (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 
1976). 
26 Khochu byt' chestnym: povesti (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1989), pp. 300-303. 
27 `Appeal on behalf of Sakharov', New York Times 

, 
29 January 1977, section 1, p. A2. 

28 Pretendent na prestol: novye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina (Paris: YMCA Press, 
1979). 
29 Putem vzaimnoi perepiski (Paris: YMCA Press, 1979). 
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Voinovich wrote a further appeal in support of Sakharov, 30 who had been banished 

to Gor'kii. In March of the same year, Voinovich was warned of the possibility of 

`an accident', and in April he was threatened with banishment from Moscow or 

imprisonment unless he left the country. He agreed to leave on condition that he be 

allowed to take his books and papers, and that the telephone be reconnected for his 

wife's parents to use after his departure. 

On 5 August Voinovich suffered a series of heart attacks. His wife's 

mother, distressed at the thought of her daughter's emigration, fell ill and died in 

hospital on 21 August. His wife's father was informed of her death by telephone, 

fell whilst rushing to his daughter, and died on the same night. This induced a 

further heart attack in Voinovich, but he recovered to continue the bureaucratic 

wrangle for the necessary emigration documents, writing one last open letter of 

protest3l on 25 November before leaving the Soviet Union with his wife and 

daughter on the anniversary of Stalin's birthday, 21 December 1980. Their 

departure at the airport was not without complications, but eventually they left for 

Munich, where Voinovich had been elected to lecture at the Bavarian Academy of 

Fine Arts. On 16 June 1981 he was stripped of his Soviet citizenship in his 

absence, in response to which he wrote an open letter to Brezhnev, 32 also in this 

year finishing `Etiud'33 which he had commenced in Sochi in 1979. 

The year 1982 was spent at Princeton university, followed by a return to 

Munich to work on Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, 34 the written version of a 

documentary series of satirical broadcasts about life in the Soviet Union which 

Voinovich began making on Radio Svoboda in 1983. His next major publication 

was his anti-antiutopia Moskva 2042 which appeared in 1987.35 In the same year 

30 Khochu byt' chestnym: povesti (Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1989), p. 303. 
31 'Besstyzhie nagletsy! ', Novoe russkoe slovo, 25 November 1980, p. 1. 
32 `Gospodin Brezhnev', Russkaia mysl', 31 July 1981, p. 3; 'Brezhnevu', Kliochu byt' chesinym: 
povesti , pp. 304. 
33 'Etiud', Novoe russkoe slovo, 21 June 1981, p. 3,5. 
34 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1985). 
35 Moskva 2042 (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1987). 
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he wrote Shapka 36 and entered into correspondence with Zalygin, 37 the new editor 

of Novyi mir, with a view to publishing `Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', but to no 

avail. The following year Shapka and `Skazka o glupom Galilee'38 were published, 

and in 1989 Voinovich was able to make his first return visit to Moscow. 

After this, most of his works became widely available, and in 1990 his 

citizenship was restored and a play39 and film based on Shapka began a long and 

successful run. Voinovich also spent some time in Washington, USA, preparing 

materials for a planned continuation of the Chonkin story, and shortly after this an 

apartment in Moscow was restored to him by Gorbachev. He was now publishing 

allegorical tales and publitsistika, whilst working on a major book - Zamysel, a 

blend of autobiography, philosophy and strands of Chonkin. He maintained his 

home in Munich, but spent an increasing amount of time in Moscow trying to 

reestablish his right to a voice, and fielding frequent criticism for having emigrated 

in the first place and for subsequently failing to return completely. In 1993 he 

published `Delo no. 34840', 40 an account of his investigations into the poisoning 

incident at the Metropol' hotel, and in 1994 ̀ Zamysel'41 was published, on which 

further work is still in progress. A film of Chonkin was released in 1995,42 and 

Argumenty ifakty began publishing a serialisation of Voinovich's satirical sitcom 

`Novye russkie'. 43 

From an early age Voinovich was driven by a creative will to write, but it 

has also been his blessing or his curse to live in `interesting times', times in which 

bureaucrats rather than men of letters had a measure of control over literary content 

36 Shapka (London: Overseas Publications Interchange Ltd., 1988). 
37 Russkoe bogatstvo, pp. 257-264. 
38 'Skazka o glupom Galilee', Strana i mir, 3 (1988), 139-142. 
39 'Kot domashnii srednei pushistosti', Voinovich, V. and Gorin, Grigorii, Teatr 

,5 
(1990), 38- 

61. 
40 'Delo no. 34840', 7namia, 12 (1993), 44-120; Delo no. 34840 (Moscow: Tekst, 1994). 
41 "7amysel', in Amnia, 10(1994), 7-73; 11 (1994), 11-70; ̀ Zamysel', in Maloesobranie 
sochinenii ,5 vols (Moscow: Fabula, 1995), 5, pp. 5-246. 
42 Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina, Director Jiri Menzel. Portobello 
Pictures (1995). 
43 'Novye russkie', incompletely serialised in Argumenly i fakty, 44 (1995), 8; 45 (1995), 8; 46 
(1995), 8; 48 (1995), 8; 49 (1995), 11; 50 (1995), 11; 51 (1995), 8; 52 (1995), 8; 2 (1996), 8; 
3(1996), 8; 4 (1996), 8; 51996), 8; 7 (1996), 8; 8 (1996), 8. 
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and style, and in which non-compliance carried heavy consequences. As with any 

ideologically controlled culture, there were `thaws' and ̀ freezes' dependent on the 

latest interpretation of dogma, and Voinovich's life and writing illustrate the 

difficulty of indefinitely maintaining creative versatility and integrity within such a 

system. 

Socialist Realism 

A period of freedom and variety was enjoyed by Soviet literature 

immediately after the Revolution, but this was to be short-lived. 44 Throughout the 

twenties an uneasy balance of power was maintained between the `fellow travellers' 

(poputchiki ) under the auspices of the All-Russian Union of Writers, and the 

proletriters grouped in the various Associations of Proletarian Writers, of 

which 
, 
YPVA* the most aggressive. The end of the New Economic Policy in 

1928 meant ýny private publishing houses which might have rivalled the 

state publishers, and 1h same year saw state control of literature tighten as the 

Central Committee issued If directive stipulating suitable topics of address by their 

J rs. 

The thirties saw Stalin's gip on the Party apparatus strengthen to a point 

where the last elements of political freedom in the country had been eliminated. The 

rise of German fascism made Stalin more than ever conscious of the backwardness 

of Soviet technology, and he began to exert tremendous pressure to industrialize 

Russia. Increasing education of the masses meant a greater readership, and the 

Party saw the potential of literature to provide a moral imperative to inspire, or 

oblige, the common man to sacrifice material comforts to reach the goal. Morally 

uplifting literature within a constricted understanding of human nature and historical 

processes was required, and the Writers' Union would see that it was supplied. 

In 1932 the literary monopoly by the state had been confirmed when the 

44 The section on socialist realism draws on the following work. 
Nicholas Luker, From Furmanov to Sholokhov: An Anthology of the Classics of Socialist 
Realism, cd. by Luker (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1988), pp. 12-35. 
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Central Committee dissolved all existing literary organisations to set up the Writers' 

Union. The chairman of the Organising Committee for its establishment, I. 

Gronskii, is thought to have been the first to use the term `socialist realism' at this 

time, 45 and the concept was swiftly adopted and presented by Andrei Zhdanov at 

the First All-Union Congress of Soviet Writers in August 1934. He declared that 

`under the guiding genius of our great leader and teacher, Comrade Stalin, the 

socialist system has finally and irrevocably triumphed in our country', 46 before 

turning to the still outstanding problem of `overcoming the survivals of capitalism 

in the consciousness of people'. The solution he offered to this problem was the 

doctrine of Marx, as expressed in contemporary literature - `the richest in ideas, the 

most advanced and the most revolutionary literature' 47 He called on the `engineers 

of human souls' to `depict reality in its revolutionary development' and to remold 

and educate the `toiling people in the spirit of socialism' 48 Literature, according to 

Zhdanov, should be based on material realism, was required to catch up with the 

`reality' which was Soviet life and should present a new form of revolutionary 

romanticism. Thus was set in train a process of control over literature's subject 

matter and style which was to cripple many authors by demanding of literature an 

unambiguous endorsement of the current ideology. 

Socialist realism, as a development of Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist literary 

theory and criticism, should be seen in context. The philosophical outlook of 

Marxism, as outlined by Jeremy Hawthorn, was characterised by its monist view of 

reality, apparently relevant to all spheres of human life, and consequently able to 

comment on any f eld 49 It interpreted history as the struggle for control of the 

material conditions which sustain life, makingthe social base into the primary 

45 Wolfgang Kasack, Dictionary of Russian Literature Since 1917, trans. by Maria Carlson and 
Jane T. Hodges (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), pp. 388-390 (pp. 388-389). 
46 Andrei Zhdanov, ̀ Soviet Literature - The Richest in Ideas. The Most Advanced Literature' , 

in 
Soviet Writers' Congress 1934: the Debate on Socialist Realism and Modernism in the Soviet 
Union (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1977), p. 15 (first published as Pervyi vsesoiuznyi s'ezd 
sovetskikh pisatelei 1934. Stenograficheskii otchet, Moskva: 1934). 
47 Zhdanov, p. 17. 
48 7hdanov, p. 21. 
49 Jeremy Hawthorn, A Concise Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theory (London: Edward 
Arnold, 1992), pp. 97-100. 
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reality of life and leaving the superstructure of philosophies and beliefs, including 

art and literature, which sprang from this base, in a position of secondary 

importance. The philosophy was active and interventionist, art was seen as a mirror 

of society, and writers were required to use the realist techniques of the nineteenth- 

century, but optimistically and educatively, not critically. 

From 1934-1941 socialist realism dominated the content and style of Soviet 

literature. A correct piece of socialist realist work should contain a positive hero 

(polozhitelnyi geroi ), the concepts of closeness to the people (narodnost' ), a 

reflection of the class ideology (klassovost' ), ideological content (ideinost'), Party 

spirit (partiinost' ), and should present `reality' in the spirit of `revolutionary 

romanticism'. The writer's task was to create heroes out of abstract ideals to inspire 

and lead the people into a purposeful future, and at his disposal were all the literary 

traditions of the nation: the ancient folk literature, inspirational writings of the old 

religion, and the classicism of the eighteenth century, tempered by the nineteenth- 

century satirical castigation of wrong-doers. 

For all its restrictiveness, there nonetheless developed a tolerance level 

within the doctrine which allowed for shifts in the ideological climate, leaving much 

of the interpretation and self-censorship to the writer himself. Viktor Nekrasov, 

reflecting in the seventies on socialist realism, refers to Siniavskii's claim that great 

literature will only appear in a country where writing is forbidden. 50 Conceding the 

possible truth of this, he remembers as well the thousands of writers who 

pragmatically kept abreast of political developments in order to write publishable 

material. This, he claims, is how socialist realism was born: writers were not 

necessarily mendacious, but simply agreed to confine their activities within certain 

limits. It should also not be forgotten that some writers and artists were sincere in 

expressing their commitment to the Party through their work. 51 

The strong line laid down at the First Congress of the Soviet Writers' Union 

was relaxed briefly with the outbreak of war in the interests of producing 

propaganda, but in 1943 the Party again tightened its control. The most sterile years 

50 Viktor Nekrasov, 'Zapiski zevaki', Kontinent, 4 (1975), 13-172 (32). 
51 Luker, p. 35. 
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came during the period of `Zhdanovism', from 1946 to Stalin's death in 1953. This 

period began with the issuing of a decree by the Central Committee on the direction 

of post-war literature, an attack on two Leningrad journals for their alleged 

apoliticism, and the denunciations of Akhmatova and of Zoshchenko, who was 

accused of concentrating on the negative aspects of Soviet life. 

After Stalin's death and after Khrushchev's secret speech to the Twentieth 

Party Congress in 1956, propagandist and optimistic writing was still called for, 

but journals began to make a politically endorsed appeal for sincerity in literature. 

Although the ideology of socialist realism remained strict, the form of writing and 

the content were not determined in advance, allowing a degree of freedom for the 

inventive writer. As information became more readily available, and as Soviet 

society tried to come to terms with its traumatic history, the sixties saw a hidden 

agenda developing in literature as it tackled moral questions of integrity and self- 

expression. But this was not essentially a turning away from socialist realism, but 

rather a change of emphasis to renewal and a return to the pure and purposeful path 

of socialism after the mistakes of the past 52 The community of writers, suffering a 

collective sense of guilt for its complicity in the rationalisation of the worst 

absurdities of the time, recognised the need for honesty, a quality which was 

welcomed in turn by a new generation of young writers. In spite of continuing 

censorship, literature began to restate values such as ̀ the uniqueness of the 

individual personality; the right of the conscience to question institutionalized 

morals and ethics; the dignity of introspection, of private thoughts and tastes; the 

recognition of a common humanity in art, independent of political and social 

systems' 53 

In 1957 DoktorZhivago was published in the West, and by now samizdat 

had become an established feature, sometimes tolerated and sometimes repressed. 

Aleksander Solzhenitsyn responded to the call for sincerity by creating a new point 

of reference for `telling the truth' in the form of Odin den' Ivana Denisovicha, 

52 Geoffrey A. Hosldng, Beyond Socialist Realism: Soviet Fiction Since Ivan Denisovich 
(London: Granada Publishing, 1980), 1-28. 
53 Deming Brown, Soviet Russian Literature Since Stalin (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1978), p. 374. 
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published in Novyi mir in 1962 with the personal authorisation of Khrushchev. An 

overwhelming public response probably led to Khrushchev's address to the 

Writers' Union in 1963, warning against `bourgeois influences'. In 1964 

Khrushchev was replaced by Brezhnev and February of 1966 brought the trial of 

Siniavskii and Daniel, prosecuted for spreading `anti-Soviet propaganda'. 

In spite of all these fluctuations in political climate, the doctrine of socialist 

realism remained essentially unchanged into the seventies, 54 enshrined in the 

statues of the Writers' Union. Because it was inextricably linked to politics it 

admitted to no real discussion but, regardless of the ideological demands, new 

trends began to emerge in the depiction of contemporary Soviet reality: some 

writers identifying with the `youth prose' movement; others with `village prose' or 

byt literature; while Voinovich related to all three. 

`Youth Prose' 

`Youth prose', published largely by the journal lunost' in the sixties, 

presented changes in Soviet society through the eyes of the young, with a 

previously unknown degree of openness and detachment. Its voice was that of a 

generation aware of the compromises of the past, tainted with scepticism and 

anticipated disappointment, and unwilling to commit itself unreservedly to 

anything. Vasilii Aksenov in his story `Zvezdnyi bilet', 55 and others such as 

Anatolii Gladilin, Andrei Bitov and Vladimir Maksimov, explored the theme of 

inter-generational conflict by dwelling on the psychological processes of reaching 

maturity, and by questioning the dogmas of the past. Their work was characterised 

by intimate first-person narration and dialogue which revealed the doubts, 

uncertainties and sometimes rage of their ironic heroes. 

Before the death of Stalin literature had tended towards utopianism, 

attempting to justify the difficulties of the present by looking forward to a blissful 

54 Kratkii slovar'-spravochnik agitatora i politinformatora (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo politichcskoi 
literatury, 1977), p. 239. 
55 V. Aksenov, `Zvezdnyi bilet', Sobranie sochinenii (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1987), pp. 185-347. 
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future with an optimism borrowed, `in a mounting national debt, against the 

accounts of future generations' ideal circumstances of life' 56 Rejecting the 

certainties of the past and the unreasonable deferral of gratification, the `youth 

prose' writers expressed their rebellion in informal language, whilst commonly 

resolving questions of morality by the application of personally assimilated truths, 

rather than dogma. The end product was a new type of positive hero with a sense of 

identity and an understanding of the meaning of life which related more to personal 

integrity than political ideology. Much of Voinovich's work of the sixties and 

seventies, with its unassuming and questioning style, has a strong flavour of `youth 

prose'. 

`Village Prose' 

`Village prose' emerged as the Soviet Union sought for moral values in 

order to come to terms with Stalinism and the subsequent reevaluation of history 

and society. As a result, literature reached back to nineteenth-century Slavophilism 

and its elevation of the Russian peasantry, in a reaction against the generalisations 

of Stalinist prose with its concentration on Revolutionary history. The `village 

prose' writers sought in their semi-fictional sketches, short stories and novels to 

focus instead on those on the fringes of the Revolutionary action, or on those with 

links to pre-Revolutionary times through their traditions and their individuality. 

Their language often drew on folk expressions, and their narratives celebrated the 

moral qualities of the peasant by contrast with urban society, increasingly leading to 

a nationalistic quest for the sources of traditional Russian spirituality. The peasant 

was portrayed as a victim of urbanisation, poverty and bureaucracy, in danger of 

losing his native honesty and relationship with the soil. Solzhenitsyn's `Matrenin 

dvor'57 represents the prime example of such a work, and although his books were 

withdrawn from the libraries, the literary movement was carried on by others. 

56 George Gibian, `Themes in Recent Soviet Russian Literature', Slavic Review 23 (September 
1964), 420-432 (p. 425). 
57 A. Solzhenitsyn, ̀ Matrenin Dvor', Odin den' Ivana Denisovicha, Matrenin dvor (Paris: YMCA 
Press, 1973), pp. 123-161. 
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Some writers, such as Valentin Ovechkin, were openly critical of the government 

apparatus in its management of the countryside; others turned to satire to make their 

point; whilst many used their detailed knowledge of peasant life and cultural 

antiquity to make a reasoned plea for social reform. 

Geoffrey Hosking contends that ̀ village prose' played a vital part in 

attempting to provide an answer to Tolstoy's question, `By what do men live? ' in 

both a material and spiritual sense 58 The peasant heroes of `village prose' who had 

so nobly preserved their links with the past were also those who, as every Soviet 

reader knew, had suffered the effects of famine, civil war, collectivisation, and 

requisitioning. Maybe these souls, who had preserved their crafts and spirituality 

intact down the centuries, could provide the missing sense of community, morality 

and purpose so longed for. 

Under Stalin, the peasantry had often been portrayed as ideologically 

backward, in need of reeducation to conform to the glorious future for which it was 

destined. Khrushchev, in addition to trying to raise the peasants' living standards, 

attempted to give them a new image by introducing reforms offering more initiative, 

and by encouraging literature which would give them credit for their achievements. 

However, his reforms, imposed paternalistically from above, failed to produce the 

desired results, and Hosking suggests that the intelligentsia questioned whether this 

was not simply because the peasants were not allowed control of their lives. 

By the early sixties, `village prose' writers were being disciplined for 

overstepping the limits of social criticism, and by the early seventies, the conflict 

between `village prose' and Marxist-Leninism in literature had reached its peak, 

voices in Soviet literary criticism arguing forcefully that the former was inadequate 

to address contemporary issues. E. Starikova reasoned that although it may be 

uninteresting and immoral to live without a grateful memory of the past, still `one 

cannot live in the past alone and, since "village prose" is devoted to the past, its 

one-sidedness and limitations are perceived with increasing intensity' 59 She argued 

58 Geoffrey A. Hosking, ̀The Russian Peasant Rediscovered: "Village Prose" of the 1960s', 
Slavic Review, 32 (April 1973), 705-724 (p. 705-707). 
59 E. Starikova, `Sotsiologicheskii aspekt "derevenskoi prozy"', Voprosy literatury ,7 (1972), 11- 
35 (p. 12). 
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that in view of the recent changes in village life the writers' insistence on 

illuminating the culture of the past failed to present the realities of the situation. The 

sub-text of this argument must surely be that `village prose', by indulging in 

nostalgic contemplation of human values which transcend the Revolution, 

encouraged the reader to look backwards rather than to strive towards the future. 

Such writing may still have contained the ideal of narodnost', but it could scarcely 

claim to be motivated by partiinost' or ideinost'. Some writers responded to such 

criticism by setting their works in the Stalinist past, whilst others enthusiastically 

described improvements in the countryside, but such writing was in danger of 

being didactic at the expense of literary merit. 

Granted that the concept of `the people' as the focal point of society and 

socialist realism needed revision and that `the theme of the people [... ] had been 

profaned in literature'; 60 ̀ village prose' answered the need of the reading public by 

turning from the theme of great historical events to consider the details of human 

life. What is more, it gave people an awareness of the past beyond that of the post- 

Revolutionary years, and provided a sense of tradition and rootedness in the native 

soil which had been undermined by the portrayal of the glorious sweep of history. 

Robert Porter, writing of a group of `village prose' writers, describes their 

peasant heroes as ̀ characters in a rural setting, who operate on intuition rather than 

reason, who are uneducated, ignorant, and/or hostile to the technological age [... ] 

and yet who undoubtedly possess an implied moral superiority' 61 Whatever the 

shortcomings of these ideologically backward characters, their commitment and 

loyalty were of infinite political use to the authorities. 

Galina Belaia points out retrospectively the dangers of the romanticised and 

unattainable world view presented in the sixties and seventies. In `village prose' the 

order of the village was idealised: such an order and such communities never 

existed historically, the creation of this image being a reaction against the previous 

60 Galina Belaia, 'The Crisis of Soviet Artistic Mentality in the 1960s and 1970s', trans. by 
L. Milne, in New Directions in Soviet Literature 

, cd. by Sheclagh Duffin Graham (New York: St 
Martin's Press, 1992), pp. 1-17 (p. 3). 
61 Robert Porter, 'Animal Magic in Solzhenitsyn, Rasputin, and Voynovich', Modern Language 
Review, 82.3 (1987), 675-684, (p. 675). 
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literary norm 62 During the `years of stagnation' this view of the world, 

emphasising personal dignity and human values in the face of overwhelming public 

interference, was welcomed by many, but in the light of events of the later eighties, 

argues Belaia, it must be seen as a backward looking view, over-romanticised and 

lacking in foundation. In its time, however, it presented a voice of challenge. 

Urban Prose or Byt 

Other writers such as Viktor Nekrasov, Daniil Granin and Vladimir 

Dudintsev turned their attention to the city in an attempt to focus on the issues of 

contemporary Soviet man in a more complex and challenging setting. Vasilii 

Shukshin highlighted the contrast between rural life and the drab urban routine by 

confronting the difficulties experienced by many peasants when moving to the city. 

Iurii Trifonov's `Obmen'63 broke new ground by illuminating the prosaic lives of 

tiny human beings in the gargantuan city, and returned the subject of their personal 

concerns to literature. 

To many of the `village prose' writers the city was seen as a threat to the 

organic, dynamic life of the countryside, and conflict between the two arenas was 

often the pivotal point of their work. But to the writers of byt , the city itself was 

organic and alive, providing fertile ground for the development of complex 

characters. However, the moral principles of the city, if portrayed faithfully, were 

far from conforming to the requirements of socialist realism, raising problems for 

writers and critics alike. The `village prose' school described a world peopled by 

loyal, obedient, stoical but insufficiently Communist Russians, and the byt writers 

portrayed a society where ambiguity, alienation and temptation away from 

Communist morality had become real problems for their heroes. Given the 

sociological facts of Soviet urban existence it was perhaps inevitable that writers 

should dwell on the theme of immorality, and no less inevitable that the critics 

should take issue with this tendency. The critic N. N. Shneidman pointed out that 

62 Belaia, p. 5. 
63 Iurii Trifonov, `Obmen', Moskovskie povesti (Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 1988), pp. 5-60. 
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`ethical values become increasingly important in the period of the alleged transition 

from socialism to communism, because a true Communist society can only be built 

on sound moral grounds by people selflessly dedicated to the cause of the 

revolution' 64 The argument continues that an increase in material benefits leads to 

spiritual corruption, and the people deviate from the communist pathway, becoming 

ever more selfish and egotistical. So in spite of, or perhaps even because of, the 

achievements of the state in industry and education, urban Soviet man is changed 

for the worse. In this moral climate, where man is at peace neither with himself nor 

his society, the traditional `positive hero' is an anomaly, and fails to engage with 

the realities of his time. 

So it was that writers of urban literature were faced with the Sisyphean task 

of elevating the image of life in the Soviet city to meet the demands of the ideology, 

whilst being aware that their own and their readers' experience would daily debase 

it. 

Gibian, writing about the urban theme in Soviet Russian prose, 

distinguishes five dominant views of the city. Firstly the city may be seen as 

octopus, enveloping and overwhelming its citizens; or secondly it may be the 

setting and inspiration for dreamers on a quest of self-discovery. The heroes of 

such literature may be either sophisticated and ironic or child-like and lost, and the 

city takes on a life of its own as a dynamic organism, the embodiment of the 

passing of time. Gibian describes the city in this phase as ̀ a catalyst in the 

characters' working through their lyrical introspections'. 65 Thirdly it may be 

portrayed as a big village, to which vital, traditional characters have transferred their 

village culture, including the sustaining values of family and home. Fourthly, it 

may be the site of factories and research institutes where characters struggle to keep 

their individuality in a vast collective, striving to balance their public and private 

lives. Lastly, it may act as the locale of perennial ethical dilemmas, where writers 

tackle the minutiae of Soviet urban life and its pressures on their characters, who 

M N. N. Shneidman, ̀Soviet Prose in the 1970's: Evolution or Stagnation? ', Canadian Slavonic 
Papers, 20.1 (March 1978), 63-77 (p. 76). 
65 George Gibian, 'The Urban Theme in Recent Soviet Russian Prose: Notes Toward a 
Typology', Slavic Review 

, 
37 ( March 1978), 40-50 (p. 47). 
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may begin as morally neutral but are gradually corrupted, like Dmitriev in 

Trifonov's `Obmen', until they become capable of despicable acts. 

Whichever milieu the writer chose in these years, reality would have 

presented a monumental credibility gap when contrasted with the socialist realist 

image. Immediately after the Twentieth Party Congress, there inevitably arose a 

time of personal crisis for many artists and their appreciators, and a realisation that 

life would never again seem so simple. Yet in spite of the complex process of 

reassessment, the Party still demanded all the traditional features of socialist realism 

from its literary community, presenting a considerable challenge to its artistic 

integrity in demanding that the swollen foot of the ugly sister be crammed into 

Cinderella's dainty slipper. 

Conflict in the Sixties 

Although the protagonists in the ideological duel between writer and state 

had changed since the thirties, the parties were still as unevenly matched in the 

sixties: witness the fate of Siniavskii (Abram Terts), whose essay ̀ Chto takoe 

sotsialisticheskii realizm'66 was published in the West in 1959, and whose work 

was used as evidence against him at his trial. In his essay, he at no point quarrels 

with the aim of striving for the creation of a Communist society, but he does 

maintain that if literature is to be used to serve a purpose, then an adequate form for 

the expression of that purpose should be found. He argues that the great nineteenth- 

century realist writers, whom the socialist realists purported to emulate, were 

aimless, self-doubting, anguished and sceptical. The attempt to blend the realist 

method and the romantic message had created an artificial style, essentially 

unartistic in form. He complains about the characters of Soviet fiction, that they 

`torment themselves almost ä la Dostoyevsky, grow sad almost ä la Chekhov, 

arrange their family life almost ä la Tolstoy, and yet at the same time vie with each 

other in shouting platitudes from the Soviet press: "Long live peace in the whole 

66 Abram Terts, `Chto takoe sotsialisticheskii realizm', in Fantasticheskii mir Abrama Tertsa 
(New York: Inter-Language Literary Associates, 1967), pp. 401-446; `On Socialist Realism', trans. 
by George Dennis (New York. Pantheon Books, 1960). 
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world" and "Down with the warmongers. "' He concludes with a memorably 

dismissive formula: `This is neither classicism nor realism. It is semi-classical 

demi-art of a none too socialist demi-realism. ' ('Eto poluklassitsisticheskoe 

poluiskusstvo ne slishkom sotsialisticheskogo sovsem ne realizma. ' )67 This 

mixture of styles, he concludes, has failed to coalesce into a meaningful whole, and 

an aiming for the fantastic, writers would be better returning to the classical style of 

the eighteenth century, if their writing must derive from anything. The only 

contemporary poet whom he considers to have created a style suitable to the times 

is Maiakovskii, with his use of fantastic imagery. 

Even though Siniavskii did not argue with the goals of the Soviet state, his 

doubts about the form of its literature were soon to lead to his imprisonment; a 

warning to others of the reverence in which the pronouncements of the leaders of 

the Writers' Union were to be held, and of their desire to maintain authority, and 

their fear when challenged by those with genuine literary credentials. Any writers 

experiencing doubts would be wise to make their work at least appear to conform to 

the rules of the prescribed form, leaving the Soviet readership to do that at which it 

has always excelled: reading between the lines. 

Reading Between the Lines 

The long-established understanding between writer and reader, the former 

using carefully coded words, and the latter exercising his art as interpreter, had long 

been a part of the modus operandi in the Soviet Union. With Russia's rich literary 

heritage, at times open to and at times insulated from the West, with all the 

variegation of political conformity and dissent, with the often oppressive ideology 

of the tsars and the Party, writers of every persuasion had been obliged as part of 

their training to master the doublespeak of a censored literature. Everything written 

was produced in awareness of what had gone before, as well as of what might 

follow. Bakhtin's interpretation of literature, as summarised by Tzvetan Todorov, 

emphasises the importance of the utterance's `dialogism, that is, its intertextual 

67 Terts, (English) pp. 94-95; (Russian) pp. 443-444. 
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dimension'. He continues: `all discourse is in dialogue with prior discourses on the 

same subject, as well as with discourses yet to come, whose reactions it foresees 

and anticipates' 68 The implication is that the reader of any literature needs to 

channel as much creative energy into the reading of a text as the writer contributed 

to its writing. To read Soviet literature peculiar skills are necessary, since 

everything has been produced not only in dialogue with every other utterance, but 

also with an awareness of the retributive shadow of the censor's scissors, and of 

the power of the state to retaliate if its authority is challenged. Todorov continues 

Bakhtin's train of thought: `The author is always partially unconscious with respect 

to his work, and the subject of understanding is obligated to enrich the meaning of 

the text; he is equally creative. '69 Thus, the relationship of both writer and reader to 

socialist realism would include an awareness of the development of Russian 

literature, from the self-confident classical style of the eighteenth century through 

the sceptical realism of the nineteenth century; and would result in an assessment of 

socialist realism as distant from realism as from reality. 

Socialist Realism in the Seventies 

By the early seventies it was widely agreed that socialist realism could 

embrace almost any form of writing, providing its purpose was still served. In 

defence of this position A. Ovcharenko wrote that `neither "forms of real life", not 

the romantic or conditional forms, fantasy, grotesque, or different kinds of 

deformations are contradictory to the method of socialist realism if they assist the 

writer in the recreation of a deeper, more subtle, and correct picture of reality which 

is in the process of continuous and complex transformation' 70 So, providing that 

writers still presented a Marxist-Leninist perspective on life, they were free to 

experiment with the form of their writing. 

68 Tzvetan Todorov, Mikhail Bakhtin: The Dialogical Principle, trans. by Wlad Godzich 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), p. x. 
69 Todorov, p. 109. 
70 N. N. Shneidman, pp. 6465, quoting A. Ovcharenko, Sotsialisticheskaia literatura i 
sovremennyi literaturnyi protsess (Moscow, 1973), p. 165. 
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Love, faithfulness and infidelity, a theme of enduring interest to writers of 

all eras and cultures, had largely been displaced by early socialist realism in favour 

of social and political interests. Xenia Gasiorowska, considering the treatment of 

this theme in the sixties and seventies? 1 quotes a character from a play which 

defines the formula for love in literature before the `thaw' as ̀ physical attraction 

combined with a community of social and cultural interests'. 72 This ironical 

assessment perhaps explains why the theme of conflict and infidelity spread 

through literature so widely by the end of the sixties. After decades of being offered 

only volumes of ideologically pure relationships, the readership must have 

welcomed this development. But the change in Soviet fiction was not just a change 

from the morally correct romance of the thirties to a more realistic approach to the 

dilemmas of love. It was a move above all towards the uncertain diversity of 

opinion which characterises the twentieth-century experience of humankind, and 

which allows the freedom to enjoy questions as well as answers. Gasiorowska 

concludes that `there is a growing number of works in which characters are neither 

heroes nor villains, works with open-ended plots, unresolved conflicts, and 

unanswered questions' 73 

The theme of the passing of time also changed its focus in the writings of 

the sixties and seventies. Earlier Soviet literature had carried a strong sense of past 

and future, with the journey towards a bright Communist future representing a 

continuum on which the lives of its heroes gained meaning. The revelations of the 

late fifties about past realities disturbed this view, and the heroes of the new 

generation took increased responsibility for their lives, seeking meaning in the 

present, uncluttered by historical perspectives. So a new attitude towards time was 

born, and the individual began to see his lifetime as his own to spend as he chose, 

rather than as a tiny contribution to an over-arching central plan. 

The freedom of writers to experiment in the sixties and seventies often led to 

a certain ambiguity of meaning, at times concealed by doublespeak, but at times 

71 Xenia Gasiorowska, 'Two Decades of Love and Marriage in Soviet Fiction', Russian Review, 
34.1 (Jan 1975), 10-21. 
72 Gasiorowska quotes A. Volodin, `Fabrichnaia devchonka', Teair, 9 (1956), 58. 
73 Gasiorowska, p. 21. 
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resulting in conflict between state and writer. Iurii Mal'tsev, looking back over 

Soviet literature from the perspective of the seventies, writes of the dual nature of 

its artistic manifestation, divided between official and underground forms. This 

duality, coupled with a whole society's awareness of being in dialogue with `prior 

discourses', he argues, is what led to such a deep and ineradicable scepticism 

throughout the whole stratum of thinking people. He points out the special 

historical reasons which made this problem, common to all cultures, particularly 

acute for the Soviet literary world, explaining that `there has never before been such 

total control over all forms of creative activity, and no single society in the past has 

lived a double life to such a degree'. He continues with an analogy of Soviet society 

as a `false, artificially maintained facade', behind which `there seethes the secretly 

authentic, but "underground" life of the whole nation'. 74 This secret life, he notes, 

remains hidden to international observers, who assume that works by writers such 

as Solzhenitsyn, Siniavskii and Maksimov are isolated phenomena, not realising 

that they are `an integral part of the whole culture' whose ideas are known to the 

whole of Soviet society. The post-Revolutionary experience, he claims, has 

produced an awareness of the complete bankruptcy of official doctrine, and the loud 

proclamation of absolute truths has led to wide-spread scepticism 75 This analysis, 

published in the West in the mid 1970s, perhaps explains why the officially-held 

beliefs of a whole culture evaporated so rapidly at the end of the 1980s, since even 

those enforcing them had long since grown sceptical of their authenticity, and were 

using them to maintain their own positions of power. Perhaps it also throws light 

on the ease with which many of those in power were able to transfer allegiance to 

the new ideology of the market economy, regrouping to maintain the domination of 

their culture. 

Voinovich and the Theory of Socialist Realism 

In his creative evolution Voinovich was firstly an officially sanctioned 

74Iurii Mat'tsev, Vol'naiarusskaialiteratura (Frankfurt/Main: Possev-Verlag, 1976), pp. 409-410. 
75 Mal'tsev, p. 411. 
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Soviet writer; secondly, a samizdat and tamizdat writer resident but unpublished in 

the Soviet Union; thirdly, an emigre writer, maintaining links with his readership 

across a geographical divide; and fourthly a returning writer spending a great 

proportion of his time in the new Russia. His working life as a young man 

equipped him well for his career as a Soviet writer, his largely proletarian pedigree 

with its blend of rural roots and urban experience giving him an insight into the 

lives and language of ordinary Soviet people, and a desire to reflect `something', as 

yet undefined, in words. He claimed to have `felt a great need to say something' in 

his youth, without knowing what that was'. 76 But in addition to those obstacles 

common to everyone attempting to liberate a work of literature from within, a 

further one remained: socialist realism. 

Socialist realism initially occupied the role of guiding mentor in Voinovich's 

literary career, gradually becoming a tyrannical overseer as he sought to express 

more realistically what he had gleaned from life, before finally casting him out of 

Soviet society in an uncomprehending rage at his satirical gift. 

Voinovich must have become aware of socialist realism in his youth as a 

consumer of art, but his active engagement with the phenomenon began with his 

early songs, poems and short stories, depicting the lives and dilemmas of Soviet 

citizens in various parts of the Soviet Union and in orbit above it. 

He had already observed what were in effect two literary `thaws' before he 

began writing seriously, and his first stories were published in the early sixties in 

the journal Novyi Mir during the third literary `thaw' following the Twenty-second 

Congress of the CPSU in October 1961. It can have come as no great surprise to 

see further `freezes' and `thaws' during the sixties, as the CPSU manoeuvred to 

exploit both the literary `liberals' and `conservatives', maintaining its own power 

by unpredictably appearing to support first one and then the other. Rufus W. 

Mathewson, analysing the transience of the `thaws', concludes that `they were 

never correctly read as a liberal trend, but are better understood as the result of 

bureaucratic decisions to loosen the screws in order to increase the quantity, and 

76 Richard Lourie, `Translator's Introduction' to Vladimir Voinovich, In Plain Russian ( N. Y: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Inc., 1979), pp. xi-xvi (p. xii). Quoted from Voinovich 
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elevate the quality of a failing literary "product"' 77 

Against this background, Voinovich produced work consonant with the 

current tenets of socialist realism, which at the time encouraged an increasingly 

humane approach to life. He himself testified that `the degree of freedom for 

literature in the Khrushchev period was sufficient for me personally' 78 

When Brezhnev replaced Khrushchev this no longer applied, and Voinovich 

expressed his opposition to growing state interference in literature by appearing in 

samizdat and tamizdat and by open letters and petitions in support of dissident 

writers, resulting in reprimands and warnings before his expulsion from the 

Writers' Union in 1974 and his emigration in 1980. Well before this time, his view 

of the degree of artistic freedom necessary to the writer had changed radically, and 

he formulated his assessment of socialist realism with a well-worn joke, saying: 

`Socialist realism is praise of the present leadership in a form that is intelligible to 

them. I tried to work in that spirit of Socialist realism at the beginning because I 

didn't know much about contemporary Western literature [... ] But the more I 

wrote, the more I understood that I wasn't interested in such heroes. '79 Socialist 

realism's demand for a `positive hero' to be `a vigorous, fearless, self-sacrificing, 

optimistic and, above all, socially dedicated activist who serves the reader as an 

inspiration and model of Communist behaviour'80 found little response in 

Voinovich's heroes, described by him as ̀ very natural people who fall into 

unnatural situations' 81 

For Voinovich, educated in the thirties and forties, the positive hero of 

socialist realism must have been a familiar figure, and yet his non-academic 

education had shown him heroes and anti-heroes of a very different kind. Maybe 

some writers, passing straight from school to literary institutes, could preserve in 

77 Rufus W. Mathewson, Jr., The Positive Hero in Russian Literature, 2nd edn. (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1975), p. 257. 
78 `I am a Realist', p. 57. 
79 Christopher S. Wren, ̀ Soviet Life and Adventures Of a Kicker of Sacred Cows', New York 
Times, 27 April 1977, p. A2. 
80 Deming Brown, `Soviet Russian Fiction: Changes, Challenges and Frozen Propositions', 
Contemporary European Novelists, ed. by Siegfried Mandel (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 1968), pp. 3-38 (p. 17). 
81 Wren, p. A2. 
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their minds the myth of the motivated and honest toiler on the soil or down the 

mine, but for a man who had spent years immersed in the real world of work, 

norms, plans and bureaucracy in both the countryside and the city such a myth 

would be more elusive. Having spent his early years in different rural environments 

before moving to Moscow, he had experienced the type of culture shock which 

struck him again more acutely on emigrating to Germany in 1980. Retrospectively 

he pointed out that the difficulties which emigration brings are as impossible to 

prepare for as the inhospitability of the capital to someone arriving fresh from the 

provinces 82 The city has none of the sense of community and closeness of village 

life and seems huge and intimidating, but it is enlivened by the promise of exciting 

possibilities if once the structure can be mastered. With his background, Voinovich 

was less inclined than many to idealise either village or city life along the lines of 

`revolutionary romanticism'. 

From a Western perspective, socialist realism as art might be compared with 

the romantic heroics of the comic book. But once it is defined not as entertainment 

but as a doctrine intended to reflect and affect the lives of ordinary people, and once 

those people realise their obligation to behave like comic-book heroes, the 

implications become socially oppressive. The purest form of socialist realism is 

almost pure romance, dealing with adventure, the quest, the youthful hero and his 

enemy, redemption and triumph. Northrop Frye puts it in context, describing 

romance as the `nearest of all literary forms to the wish-fulfilment dream', for that 

reason fulfilling a socially paradoxical role. He continues: `In every age the ruling 

social or intellectual class tends to project its ideals in some form of romance, where 

the virtuous heroes and beautiful heroines represent the ideals and the villains the 

threats to their ascendancy', before concluding that `this is the general character of 

[... ] revolutionary romance in contemporary Russia' 83 

Voinovich was well aware of the prescribed subjects and forms of socialist 

realism, but found it an unsuitable vehicle for the ideas he had to express, as his 

82 `Mechta Lenina nakonets sbylas", literator, 20 (1990), 7-8 (p. 7). 
83 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four Fssays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1957), p. 186. 
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pen turned increasingly towards irony and satire. 

Satire 

Within the context of European literature, Arthur Pollard summarises satire 

as a mode of literature sure of its values, which proceeds from an agreed moral 

stance and invites the reader to identify and condemn vice. It deflates its target as it 

criticizes, inspiring laughter, ridicule, contempt, anger, or even hatred. The reader 

is persuaded to take pleasure at another's discomfort, and is manipulated into 

assuming a stance of moral superiority. The satirist poses as a guardian of ideals, 

claiming a shared awareness with the astute reader of the difference between how 

things are and how they ought to be. Wasting no opportunity in spotlighting the 

contradiction between appearance and reality, the satirist demonstrates the moral 

rectitude of his task by appearing detached and well-balanced, whilst selecting a 

target which will not be diminished by loss of topicality. And, of course, he also 

entertains. 84 But the comedy of satire is at its best when achieved by lightness of 

touch and by what is left unspoken, the satirist's task being to highlight the factors 

which undoubtedly exist but which are omitted from the portrayal of an ideal 

society. Frye writes that `philosophies of life abstract from life, and an abstraction 

implies the leaving out of inconvenient data'85, the satirist's task being to highlight 

just these data to comic effect. Leonard Feinberg suggests a more personal 

motivation for the satirist, suggesting that he attacks in others the weaknesses he 

perceives in himself, using the act of writing to solve an inner conflict. 86 It would 

certainly be true to say that effective satire requires an understanding in both writer 

and reader of the contradictions of the human condition. 

When applied to the vices of mankind in general, satire has universal 

84 Arthur Pollard, Satire, ed. by John D. Jump, The Critical Idiom, 7 (London: Methuen, 1970). 
85 Frye, p. 229. 
86 Leonard Feinberg, Introduction to Satire: The Satirist: His Temperament, Motivation, and 
Influence (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State U. P., 1967). 
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application, but when applied to a given society it becomes ̀ an applied genre'87 

which crosses cultural boundaries imperfectly. Hence the satirist in geographical 

exile has to summon up every reserve of literary agility to connect with a native 

readership, particularly if he will write satire directed at the society of his homeland, 

and the more so if that society is in a state of flux. Satire demands the participation 

of writer and reader in a shared knowledge of circumstances, and works only if 

both join in recognition and condemnation of the opposition between appearance 

and substance. 

Karen Ryan-Hayes, in her examination of contemporary Russian satire, 

considers the features of Russian satire which distinguish it from the Western 

satirical tradition 88 Firstly, Russian and Soviet criticism tended to conflate satire 

and humour, diminishing satire's status and relegating it to special sections of 

journals and newspapers. Secondly, its object was perceived by Soviet literary 

critics as reformative and didactic within the social, political or moral fields of 

culture. 89 Furthermore, Kenneth Burke and Lev Loseff lend weight to the view that 

censorship exercised a positive effect on the development of particularly inventive 

satire, 90 providing both author and reader with a cathartic breaking of taboos and 

consequent coming to terms with a repressive authority. 9I Ryan-Hayes 

demonstrates how parody of specific literary genres is used within Russian satire as 

a vehicle of `exposing, mocking or condemning aspects of contemporary Russian / 

Soviet society which an author considers pernicious or ridiculous' 92 This feature, 

far from giving such works `low' literary status, makes them densely referential 

87 Petr Vail' and Aleksander Genis, Sovremennaia russkaia proza (Ann Arbor. Ermitazh, 1982), 
p. 53. 
88 Karen L. Ryan-Hayes, Contemporary Russian Satire: A Genre Study, Cambridge Studies in 
Russian Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
89 Ryan-Hayes, p. 3. 
90 Kenneth Burke, The Philosophy of Literary Form. Studies in Symbolic Action (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1973), pp. 231-232; 
Lev Loseff, On the Beneficence of Censorship: Aesopian Language in Modern Russian Literature 
(Munich: Sagner, 1984). 
91 Robert C. Elliott, The Power of Satire: Magic, Ritual, Art (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1960); 
M. M. Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. by Helene Iswolsky (Cambridge, MA: The MIT 
Press, 1968). 
92 Ryan-Hayes, p. 239. 
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and requires of the reader a knowledge of contemporary Russian culture and its 

supporting literary traditions. 

D. J. Richards, writing on the impulses of wit and worship in modem 

Russian literature, recalls Zamiatin's claim that `there are two ways of conquering 

the tragedy of life: religion or irony', 93 and builds on the idea that much of Russian 

literature is drawn towards mysticism but that there is another strand, perhaps more 

Western European in flavour, which conquers through satirical wit. Benedikt 

Sarnov illuminates another function of Russian satire, arguing that the satirist is not 

expected to present an objective picture and may even distort reality, but his aim is 

the same as that of the psychological novelist: to show his perception of the truth 94 

It is the distance between the ideal and reality which drives the humour of satire as it 

presupposes the ideal and reveals the opposite, provoking laughter by exposure of 

the incongruous. This is not necessarily a desire to turn the tragic into the funny 

but, according to Poel' Karp, is laughter through tears: the reply of the victims of 

tragedy to those who are cheerful. 95 Who better to explain the compelling attraction 

of satire in the Soviet setting than Bulgakov who, in his letter to Stalin, quoted 

Gogol', explaining that when he is engaging with contemporary themes `the pen of 

the writer imperceptibly turns to satire' 96 

Eberhard Reissner, writing in the late seventies about contemporary Soviet 

satire, made the incontestable point that `in the consciousness of the Russian people 

literature was always more than a means of entertainment. '97 He lists three 

important satirical techniques, the first two of which are well established in world 

literature. The first involves setting `the social phenomenon against which the 

satirical attack is directed' in `a particular, distant, perspective'; the second involves 

relocating the object of attack `to a distant point in time'. The third technique he 

93 D. J. Richards, ̀Wit and Worship - Two Impulses in Modern Russian Literature', Russian 
Literature Triquarterly , 14 (Winter 1976), 7-19 (p. 12). 
94 B. Sarnov, 'Posleslovie', (Afterword to Zhizn' ... ) Iunost', 2 (1989), 73-74 (p. 74). 
95 Poel' Karp, `Za kogo Chonkin? ' Knizhnoe obozrenie, 21 October 1988, p. 6. 
96 M. A. Bulgakov quotes Gogol', Avtorskaia ispoved' in Pis'ma: zhizneopisanie v dokurnentakh, 
Compilation and commentary by V. I. Losev, and V. V. Petelin (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1989), 
p. 194. 
97 Eberhard Reissner, `Contemporary Russian Satire', trans. by Susan MacRae, Survey, 23.3 
(104), (1977-1978), 52-61 (p. 52). 
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considers to be `wholly relevant and effective only under Soviet conditions', since 

it involves a process whereby `instances of the perversion of social life and human 

relationships with which every Soviet citizen is familiar [... ] become the 

biographical material of a hero whose disposition is calculated to win him the 

reader's sympathy' 98 This hero is not a `positive hero'; he neither represents, 

upholds nor profits from the political system; he is unprivileged or underprivileged, 

equipped only with the `native wit, practical ability and staying power' to enable 

him to overcome problems without losing integrity and decency. The reader 

identifies with him, elements of his own experience are brought to mind, and he is 

stimulated into taking a critical view, thereby satisfying the satirist's aim. This third 

device applies perfectly to more than one of Voinovich's heroes and to Chonkin in 

particular, and has its roots in the character of Ivan-durachok of Russian folk 

literature. 

The tradition of satire has been enjoyed in Russian and Soviet literature in 

varying degrees according to the ideological demands of the times. In the so-called 

`Golden Age' of Soviet satire immediately after the Revolution, writers such as 

Maiakovskii, Zoshchenko, and BY and Petrov defined and developed Soviet satire 

in relation to the nineteenth-century classics of Gogol' and Saltykov-Shchedrin. 

The fourth great satirist of the epoch, Bulgakov, was not published until the 1960s. 

With the advent of socialist realism, however, the age of the `positive hero' came 

into the ascendancy and satire fell into official decline. It was considered 

retrospectively to have been appropriate under the tsarist regime as an expression of 

protest, but inappropriate when directed against the roots of Soviet society, 

although it might be allowed against individual aberrations from the socialist realist 

norm. Some argued that satirical laughter might be healthy and challenging, but in 

the end the debate found in favour of an optimistic brand of comedy, leaving little 

room for publication of anything but the most specifically directed satire 99 Such 

satire should be used as an instrument of Communist education, as Sergei 

98 Reissner, p. 53. 
99 Robert Russell, 'Satire and Socialism: The Russian Debates 1925-1934', Forum for Modern 
Language Studies , 30.4 (1994), 341-352. 
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Mikhalkov explained with painfully correct ideological rhetoric in 1962: ̀ We are all 

for the bright, incisive, meaningful kind which lashes out at negative elements still 

nestling here and there in the nooks and crannies of our new society, interfering 

with everything that is sound and life-giving. '100 He lists those negative elements 

as swindlers and rascals, plunderers, ignoramuses, bigots and demagogues 

preaching morality, fools and numskulls, loafers, drunkards and hooligans, and 

callous bureaucratic officials. 10 1 It was in just this ideological climate that 

Voinovich was attempting to develop his artistic potential, and in common with 

other writers, whether published or not, he soon found fertile soil within the 

`virtual reality' of Soviet society for satirical comment. There was the requisite 

stability, to the point of stagnation, for satire to flourish; there were vices, power 

games and hypocrisy, and a gaping chasm between the ideal and reality. 

Following Stalin's death, the brief interludes of `thaw' produced a ̀ Silver 

Age' of Soviet satire, during which works of the twenties were reissued. But soon 

the `period of stagnation' set in, bringing severe consequences for those who 

overstepped the mark, and stricter censorship which tested the ingenuity of writers 

and readers alike. Even during the `thaws', according to V. Kapianidze, the `inertia 

of silence' continued its dark work. 102 Yet it was precisely under such 

circumstances that satire and comedy are at their most effective and apposite, as 

they `displace, distort, subvert and dispel the familiar structures of reality, truth and 

history, replacing these rule-making systems with the rule-breaking laws of humor, 

at once the most humane and subversive of our impulses'. 103 

Whereas Voinovich's early work was largely in harmony with socialist 

realism, as he began to come into conflict with the ideology, his writing became 

increasingly satirical, this being a mode which lends strength to the interrogation of 

any rigid structure. By a blend of parody and satire, he contrived to puncture the 

100 Sergei Mikhalkov, 'Satire, Instrument of Communist Education', Soviet Review, 3 (May 
1962) 49-59 (p. 50). 
101 Mikhalkov, p. 53. 
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103 Malcolm Bradbury, `Cosmic Misunderstandings', New York Times Book Review, 7 June 
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balloon of socialist realism, a task made easier by the rigidity of Soviet literary 

philosophy. Given that his first typewriter was an old machine lacking both 

question mark and exclamation mark, l04 it is unsurprising that he developed an 

understated style, Chekhovian in its integration of embedded questions, and 

critically descriptive of reality. 

Voinovich was initially reluctant to call himself a satirist since his declared 

aim was simply to describe life, and he observed that his work was more successful 

when he wrote seriously, often being unaware that his readers would find it funny 

until he observed their reactions. los However, his subject matter, which frequently 

addresses that which is built on illusion and denies the instinct of the individual, 

lends itself to satire since, as he sees it, the satirist concentrates on `the shady sides 

of life and on negative tendencies', emphasising existing problems and even going 

to extremes. 106 He describes satire as the most serious genre because it shows the 

border between the funny and the serious, the funniest situation of all being when 

people with no sense of humour construct a satirical reality stranger than any satirist 

could describe. 107 The Soviet satirist, claims Voinovich, does not need to 

exaggerate reality since the bureaucrats have already done this. 108 His evolving 

satirical stance may be observed passing from the lightest touches of irony to the 

hostile invective of some of his later pre-emigration works, subsiding at times into a 

more reflective tone after his reestablishment in the life of the new Russia. 

The purpose of his satire, except at its most personally embittered moments, 

has been to provide the reader with a perspective which draws the sting and makes 

life in difficult circumstances bearable. As Wolfgang Kasack expresses the satirist's 

goal: when he is `dealing with negative phenomena, the abolition or improvement 

of which appear impossible, then he at least wants to diminish their weight by 

104'Kak is pisal gimn sovetskikh kosmonavtov', Strana i mir, 3.39 (1987), 138-144 (p. 139). 
105 Appendix A, p. A6. 
106 'Ia vse eti gody zhil nadezhdoi', interview by Benedikt Sarnov, lunost', 10 (1988), 81-83 
(p. 82). 
107 'la vernulsia by .. . ', interview by I. Rishina, in Maloe sobranie sochinenii , vol. 3 
(Moscow: Fabula 1993), pp. 525-539 (p. 529). 
108 'Na pyl'nykh tropinkakh dalekikh planet', interview by Viktor Matizen, Sovetskii ekran , 10 
(1989), 28-29 (p. 28). 
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teaching the reader to be able to laugh at them'. 109 At times, particularly during and 

since emigration, Voinovich has written unmediated by satire, but his work is 

generally more effective when he does not formulate his ideas positively. 

Satire frequently uses the device of an outsider observing a society 

unfamiliar to himself but familiar to the reader, in which the narrator acts as 

provocateur. To achieve this effect the satirist must, to some extent, stand aside 

from his society and place himself in the position of exile from another world 

seeing everything as if for the first time. The Greeks maintain that the first 

experience of exile common to man is birth, the second exile is not to belong and 

the third is to forget the enormity of one's loss. I 10 Exile is in many ways a 

universal human experience, and it brings benefits as well as trials, allowing the 

exile to see things through fresh eyes and often acting as a spur to creativity. 

But for more than one Soviet satirist, this initial ideological distancing act threatened 

to become reality as the state took an interest in the disingenuously expressed 

opinions of the naive outsider, frequently deciding to interpose some geographical 

distance between writer, subject and reader in an attempt to rupture their lines of 

communication. So ideological exile could become geographical, whether internal 

or external, with all the attendant threats to language, topicality, rootedness and 

interconnectedness. Whilst the undauntable Solzhenitsyn in involuntary exile 

continued his mode of `truth-telling' through absolute prophetic utterance, 

Voinovich's case was different. In consenting emigration he found himself enacting 

in real historical time and geographical space a metaphor of the satirist as exile - 

ideologically, geographically and chronologically out of step with the society he had 

left behind, but dependent upon it for a readership and for topical grist to his mill. 

What is more, a Soviet readership which appreciated and felt indebted to the 

outspokenness of a satirist in its midst inevitably lost a degree or two of fraternal 

warmth towards the same man pointing out the weakness of its response to the 

109 Wolfgang Kasack, ̀ Vladimir Voinovich and his Undesirable Satires', Fiction and Drama in 
Eastern and Southeastern Europe: Evolution and Experiment in the Postwar Period, ed. by Henrik 
Birnbaum and Thomas Eckman (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1980), pp. 259-276 (259). 
110 William Gass in John Glad, ed., Literature in Exile (Durham: Duke University Press, 1990), 
p. 4. 
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totalitarian machine from an enviable distance. To compound matters, the social, 

political and economic changes of the late eighties absorbed most of the potential 

readership's attention, leaving little to devote to the inaccessible writings of a satirist 

disengaged from contemporary Russian reality. Even since his partial return to 

Russia, Voinovich has been unable to engage in the same way as before with a 

society grown perhaps too unstable and uncertain of its values to support a robust 

satirical tradition. 

Yet Voinovich has continued to write, driven by a quest for significance 

through text. In a country with such a long history of censorship, the intelligentsia 

has always had a keen appreciation of the potential immortality of the written word, 

whatever the changes in political climate. Chonkin as preserved in paper and ink 

became a guarantee of a lasting memorial to Voinovich, who reflected in 1975 with 

satisfaction on the fear inspired in the KGB by his `little bow-legged soldier with 

the outdated bayonet', able to defend himself far more efficiently than any mere 

mortal writer. 111 

Just before leaving Russia, he sent a letter to the authorities, reminding them 

that, whatever else they might do, they could not eject him from the canon of 

literature, and that `the more you torment a writer, the longer his books shall live 

and outlive not only himself, but his persecutors as well'. 112 The satirist may 

consider his task to have been fulfilled if his books not only live after him, but also 

continue to generate the spontaneous democratic `laughter, which in the end turns 

out to be one of the most dreadful enemies of totalitarianism'. 113 

111 'Proisshcstvie v "Metropole"', p. 94. 
112 Levin, p. 10; trans. from `Besstyzhie nagletsy! ', 25 November 1980, p. 1. 
113 Review of 'Khochu byt' chestnym', Znamia, 5 (1990), 237. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

THE IDEAL AND THE REALITY: EMERGING THEMES IN 

VOINOVICH'S PERIPHERAL WORKS UP TO 1980 

The Countryside 

The City 

The Changing Face of Socialist Realism 

The Hero 

The Average and the Extraordinary 

The Individual 

Love, Sex and Marriage 

The Power of the Word 

Morality 

Voinovich first made his mark with the anthem of the cosmonauts 

`Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starta' 1 which found favour at the very heart of the system 

in an era of euphoric romance between the Soviet people and the cosmos. 

Retrospectively its words provide an ironic premonition of the author's life. It 

speaks of preparations for distant travel, and of having a cigarette before departure - 

an unwittingly sinister presage of the Metropol' poisoning attempt. It anticipates the 

cosmic traveller leaving his footprints on the dusty paths of far-off silent places, 

knowing that his own planet awaits his return. Given Voinovich's initial sense of 

loss and inarticulateness in early emigration, and his eagerness to be received home 

again, these words too cast shadows. The cosmonauts' reflections end with the 

thought that their trail-blazing journey has allowed them to take a sideways glance at 

their native earth, an experience with which the satirist is familiar. 

I `Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starts', Russkoe bogatstvo, p. 51. See also transcript of interview with 
Voinovich, Appendix A, pp-A24-25. 
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Yet even as it appeared that the sky was the limit in Voinovich's projected 

rise to fame and fortune, an editorial telephone call heralded the interference of the 

socialist realist monitoring system in his creativity. He had written the song for 

radio in 1960 in anticipation of imminent manned space flights, and production of a 

record was proposed? But before this could be done the radio editor telephoned 

asking the author to change the words `dusty paths' to `new paths', since dusty 

might be construed as negative and untidy in a socialist realist universe. Voinovich 

objected that no caretakers existed to sweep the distant planets, and besides the 

word `new' would imply erroneously that there had previously been old paths. 

After further argument the recording was cancelled. However, when two years later 

the cosmonauts Popovich and Nikolaev sang it in space and Khrushchev himself 

intoned it from the platform of the mausoleum, the words became instantly 

acceptable and the editor called Voinovich again to announce the immediate 

production of a record. To which the songwriter facetiously objected, asking that 

the word `dusty' should first be changed, alarming the editor who reminded him 

exactly who had now sung the original words. Voinovich, provoking the editor, 

argued that surely the author has more right over the choice of words than the 

singer, whoever he may be, but in Soviet reality this was clearly not so, and the 

first seeds of conflict between him as an individual and the socialist realism system 

had been sown. 

This tale, which may have grown in the telling, illustrates the dynamics of 

socialist realism in action: beginning with the original editorial objection, countered 

by Voinovich's refusal, and parried by the counter offensive of a system willing to 

grant primacy to the ideological over the commercial. But this purism was 

subverted eventually by the way that popular culture embraced the original version, 

forcing an accommodation and allowing the song to be adopted into official culture. 

These convoluted manoeuvrings provide a comic example of Voinovich's early 

relationship to socialist realism, and raise the chicken-and-egg question of whether 

it was his writing or an intractable political apparatus which made `dissidence' 

2 `Proisshestvie v "Metropole"', Kontinent, 5 (1975), 51-97, (78); `Incident at the Metropole' 
trans. by David Chavchavadze, Kontinent 

,2 (1992), 1-43, (27). 
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unavoidable for him. 

Having succeeded in the medium of verse (`Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starta' 
had taken him all of fourteen minutes to write), Voinovich accepted the challenge of 

writing his first povest', later comparing the writing of poetry to swimming within 

the banks of a river by contrast with prose writing, which resembles swimming in 

the uncharted waters of the ocean .3 
His first story has a rural setting and the style of `youth prose', but most of 

Voinovich's work defies classification as ̀ youth prose', `village prose' or byt. 

since he chose never to identify himself with any one group, sometimes switching 

themes specifically to avoid being pigeon-holed by the literary critics .4 Yet certain 

themes are evident from the start, which reappear in later works and which are 

central to his thinking. 

The Countryside 

`My zdes' zhivem'5 presents the realities of village life, confronting its 

characters with problems of survival, either as a result of the natural environment or 

the encroachment of urban administration. The reader quickly becomes aware of the 

shortage of men in the countryside due to the general exodus to the cities, and also 

of the problems of migrants and moonlighters. The president of the kolkhoz is 

caught between the priorities of the raion and the workers, and Mother Russia's 

omnipresent mud sucks the characters into a quagmire of limited opportunities. 

The hero Goshka is an honest country boy, but he is drawn by the magnet 

of the city and has aspirations towards an urban education. But when he receives 

his certificate of secondary education, it thrills him less than he expected, which, he 

observes, is the same with many things long sought after. 

The theme of conflict between city and country values is stated in the initial 

dialogue between two girls, one of whom has lived in the city, and it is reinforced 

3 `Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 246-247. 
4 Appendix A, p. A25. 
5 `My zdes' zhivem: povest", pp. 21-71. 
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by the return of Arkasha from a glamorous life of travel in the army, complete with 

acquired sophistication and smart uniform. But the real trouble begins with the 

arrival of young Vadim from Moscow, an all-singing, all-piano-playing poet who 

has come to `the people' to gain experience and inspiration for his writing. He is 

welcomed by the local cultural organiser, who shares his poetic aspirations. Vadim 

has romantic notions about the village and the steppe, but these are brutally 

dispelled by the reality of mud, harvesting, and the low cultural level and apathy of 

the villagers. To them he represents many things: the threat of authority; the 

intimidating superiority of a good education; the artificiality of a shallow man who 

takes refuge in poetry; and the interfering rootlessness of someone who does not 

know where he belongs. In the end his poetic talents prove ineffectual in helping 

`the people' to live better, and he turns his creativity to self-pity, tale-telling and the 

destruction of relationships. 

As far as the villagers can gather, the only difference between Moscow and 

Popovka is that the former has telephones and bathrooms: unnecessary luxuries for 

people who see all their friends every day and have a river to bathe in . They are 

firmly grounded in the earth which feeds them, and they know who they are and 

where they belong .6 The final show-down between the city-slicker and Anatolii, the 

country lad, takes place on the river bank where Vadim is bathing in an attempt to 

commune with nature and tone up his image. Anatolii argues powerfully that the 

difference between them lies in the fact that Vadim has come to the village to gain 

experience, but that he and Goshka live here .7 It is the difference between a life 

lived vicariously and an authentic one in a community of people willing to get their 

hands dirty providing real bread for those in the city. Shortly after this, Vadim 

abandons the village, unlamented and barely leaving a ripple. 

Life returns to normal, and as an affirmation of his own place in the 

community, Goshka stops by the road sign announcing the name of his village and 

writes on it in chalk: `We live here', signing his name. Hearing the sound of 

approaching vehicles, he deletes his signature but leaves his credo as a statement of 

6 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 59. 
7 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 67. 
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his individuality and unchallenged place in the universe. This povest' does not offer 

a romantic, nor a truly socialist realist view of the countryside: the life is hard, the 

people apathetic and not entirely honest, the ideology has barely touched their lives, 

and yet all the values which characterise `village prose' are present. The people live 

in community, and they have an authenticity and morality which reflect traditional 

values. At the same time, this is not exclusively `village prose' since its style is very 

much that of `youth prose' with minimal authorial interference and a gift for 

observing the characters' lives `somewhat from the side' .8 

The title `My zdes' zhivem' could be seen as an affirmation by Voinovich, 

as well as by Goshka, of belonging at the heart of a community, aware of its 

shortcomings but nonetheless committed to it. The critic S. Dmitriev, however, 

expressed himself disappointed by the tone of the new author. 9 He interpreted the 

presence of the village idiot in the opening scene as a symbol of the unattractive 

backwardness of village life. He argued that city and countryside are 

interdependent, and that the village could not possibly exist without the influence of 

Moscow. He sympathised with Vadim, whose motives are pure, even if his skills 

of adaptation are slight. Voinovich he saw as an admittedly talented writer who had 

over-reacted against the romanticism of some accounts of virgin-landers, and who 

had gone to the other extreme, deheroicising reality, and confining his characters 

unnecessarily. 

Further criticism was voiced by N. Shamota, who reminded the artistic 

community, and Voinovich in particular, that the party called them to the same goal 

as art, `towards the peaks of beauty', ' ° and added that in the portrayal of Soviet 

people, to omit to mention `the constantly enriching links which bind them together, 

with society, with the world, is to omit too much'. ' 

M. Gus responded at length, regretting that Voinovich's assessment of a 

human feat seems to consist of the sum of many little daily achievements, which 

8 V. Kardin, "`Vechnye voprosy" - novye otvety', Voprosy literatury, 3 (1961), 25-48 (p. 45). 
9 S. Dmitriev, `Delo bylo v Popovke', MolodaiaGvardiia, 4 (1962), 279-282. 
10 N. Shamota, ̀Vospitanie chuvstv', Voprosy literatury, 10 (1961), 39-59 (p. 47). 
11 Shamota, p. 59. 
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has the effect of deheroicising life and sidetracking literature away from the main 

highway. He broadened his attack to include other young writers who, he objected, 

all too often follow the path of pseudo-Chekhovian objectivity and insist on 

describing life as it is. 12 

So even in his first story Voinovich found his critics amongst the 

establishment ideologists, and his attempt to speak plainly about the realities of life 

in the Soviet countryside was met by the criticism that it is not the writer's job to 

show life as it is, but rather as it ought to be. 

The writer and critic Tendriakov, however, was more positive in his 

assessment of Voinovich's work, and praised him for the freshness of his 

approach, wishing that he would `intervene more actively in life, would show more 

clearly his social sympathies and antipathies, would defend that which he loves 

more strikingly and struggle more fiercely against that which he hates'. 13 At the 

same time he added the cautious condition that the author should not be condemned 

for what he had not shown, but should be judged on his handling of the tasks 

which he set himself, providing that `these tasks are consonant with the spirit of the 

times'. 

Voinovich's next story set in the countryside is ̀ Rasstoianie v 

polkilometra'. which introduces the reader, by its title, to its modest theme: the 

ordinariness of people's existence. It is half a kilometre from the village to the 

cemetery, a journey taking only seven minutes on foot. Ochkin, an ordinary man in 

an ordinary village, having lived an ordinary life, most of it in camps, has just died, 

face down in his soup. Having been born half a kilometre from his grave, he has 

done nothing to distinguish himself, and in effect has taken his whole life to travel 

as far as the cemetery. 

As before, the village is overshadowed by the distant presence of Moscow, 

about which the villagers have many expectations, including the suspicion that 

everything there must be bigger and better. Ochkin's friends argue about the 

number of columns on the Bolshoi theatre, one of them reasoning that there must be 

12 M. Gus, `Stolbovoi dorogoi zhizni ..., Oktiabr', 12 (1961), 188-197, (p. 191). 
13 V. Tendriakov, 'Svezhii golds - est'! ', Literaturnaia gazeta, 25 February 1961, p. 3. 
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eight, since even their local House of Culture has six. 14 Several people have 

contacts with the distant metropolis where beautiful bags and shoes may be 

purchased, and where an education may be acquired which enables one to call a 

heart attack a myocardial infarction. 15 Yet, in spite of the mixed admiration and 

resentment which they feel for Moscow, the villagers have a firm sense of identity 

and community which supports them through the rituals of life and death which 

their city brothers, through their sophistication, have probably lost. 

This sense of community is vital to `village prose'. Hosking writes that ̀ one 

of the most intriguing aspects of the "village prose" of the 1960s has been evidence 

that Soviet writers are gripped by the [... ] yearning for that sense of community 

which has been lost in the corrupt and impersonal urban world'. 16 The theme of 

belonging, sometimes reluctantly, is dominant in all of Voinovich's stories of the 

countryside, and in `Rasstoianie v polkilometra' the villagers' lives are united by 

their organic and natural environment: they live deep in mud, Ochkin dies face 

down in his pea soup, and Nikolai the carpenter and coffin-maker relates to the 

wood which he crafts as though to a dear friend. The grandiose theme of life and 

death does not inspire them with thoughts of a purposeful striving towards a bright 

future, but rather impresses them with the insignificance of everyone's unique 

contribution to life. 

The smallness of Voinovich's theme incensed the critic Larisa Kriachko, 

who deplored the story's pessimism and lack of inspiration. 17 She interpreted its 

purpose as wishing to portray the meaninglessness of life, and was perplexed that 

the author should show village life as stifling of talent. She acknowledged the 

demographic drift to the cities, but attributed this to the lack of responsibility given 

to the young in the running of the kolkhoz, and not in any way to the lack of 

facilities or opportunities in the countryside. Consequently she was outraged at 

14 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', Khochu byt' chestnyºn: povesti , p. 57; 'A Distance of Half a 
Kilometer', In Plain Russian: Stories, p. 82. 
15 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 61; 'A Distance of Half a Kilometer', p. 88. 
16 Hosking, 'The Russian Peasant Rediscovered', p. 706. 

17 Larisa Kriachko, 'Pozitsiia tvortsa i besplodie meshchänina', Oktiabr', 5 (1964), 207-219, 
(pp. 213-214). 
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Voinovich's insistence on showing the worst of village life, although his professed 

aim in writing was to show life as it is, with all its uncertainties and dilemmas. 

He had been inspired to write `Rasstoianie v polkilometra' by his 

experiences in the Vladimirskaia oblast', where he was frequently struck by the 

strange ̀ brightness of the everyday tedium', and the sluggishness of rural life. 18 

But this personal knowledge did not entitle him, in the view of the critic A. 

Dymshits, to portray characters so similar to Solzhenitsyn's Matrena, - characters 

who do not perceptibly manifest any of the `features of the new people of the 

village'. 19 

The community spirit of life in the countryside appears in all its ambiguity in 

`Vladychitsa', which is a microcosmic allegory of a whole society, set in the rural 

North and concerning a people ruled by the Spirit of the sea and forest through his 

wife on earth, the Sovereign. Whenever the Sovereign dies, she is replaced by the 

most beautiful, agile and clever girl in the village: strange qualities for a shaman. 

The story begins as the village goes through the rituals of grieving for the recently 

departed Sovereign prior to a selection ceremony for her replacement. The young 

unmarried girls prepare themselves, with the exception of the heroine Man'ka who 

insists that she has no spirit within her save her own, and intends to marry Grin'ka, 

a decision incompatible with the calling of Sovereign. Inevitably, she is the one 

who is chosen, and becomes the wife of the spirit, to whom she must be faithful on 

pain of being buried alive and bringing terrible retribution on her people. She finds 

her relationship with the non-manifesting spirit distinctly unsatisfying, but is 

persuaded to commit herself publicly to the pretence of belief in her own authority, 

after which withdrawal from the myth would be all the harder. Her role as leader of 

the people develops, but even as her official status grows her private doubts are 

confirmed by the feelings which she and Grin'ka still share. He is banished, but 

Man'ka smuggles him into her home, where the village elder confronts her with 

accusations of the damage she may do to the villagers' faith. Grin'ka is expediently 

18'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 247. 
19 Al. Dymshits, 'Rasskazy o rasskazakh, zametki o povestiakh', Ogonek, 13 (1963), 30-31 
(p. 30). 
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murdered, and the story ends with a funeral procession identical to that at the start, 

with the exception that this time the Sovereign is buried alive, as the people one by 

one throw a handful of earth onto her body until a new burial mound is created. The 

next day they are summoned by the law enforcer to choose a new Sovereign. Not a 

single door opens, and no-one stirs, causing him to sit down in the dust and sob, 

`Are we really going to live without faith now? '20 At which dreadful threat a door is 

timidly opened. 

The story is driven by an intense feeling of enforced mutual responsibility, 

since however flawed the community, even the outcast still belongs and is subject 

to the will of the communal body politic. Parts are written in a stylized imitation of 

traditional folkloric wedding poetry, consonant with the style of `village prose', 

which contributed to making the work acceptable for publication in Nauka i religiia. 

Throughout his development Voinovich has turned periodically to allegory 

to summarise the state of affairs in an abstract way. Like satire, allegory requires a 

common view to be shared by author and reader, and counts on the successful 

displacement or disguise of the self-evident truth in order to elude the censor, 

challenge the power of the state and reward the reader. Loseff describes allegory 

and Aesopian language as ̀ a special literary system, one whose structure allows 

interaction between author and reader at the same time that it conceals inadmissible 

content from the censor'. 21 It is essential that author and reader are jointly in 

possession of the same information, and the carnivalesque devices of Aesopian 

language are best applied to the taboo or sacred elements of the theme of power, 

toppling `sacred notions from the "lofty" to the vulgar "lowly"', thus effecting a 

comic catharsis. 22 Loseff analyses the structure of Aesopian text as having firstly a 

surface level of articulated content; secondly a level of veiled allegorical content, 

and thirdly the deep content of socio-psychological cast. The reader does not 

necessarily analyse the text in this way, but may respond by simply celebrating it 

20 `Vladychitsa', p. 71. 
21 Loseff, p. x. 
22 Loseff, pp. 219-221. 
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emotionally and experiencing a cathartic victory over authority. 23 

`Vladychitsa', published in 1969, was Voinovich's first attempt at allegory and 

contains the essence of his philosophy of the relationship between the people and 

the system, with the people getting the rulers they deserve because they collude 

with the cult of personality. Its Aesopian language provides a structure with 

Loseff's required three levels: offering the reader a cathartic experience, although in 

this case the catharsis is in no way celebratory or comic. Its style and setting 

disguise its significance as a tale of a cult of personality enforcing conditions 

antipathetic to truth, which is dangerous to leadership and people alike. It was 

written within a decade of Khrushchev's attack on Stalin at the Twenty-second 

Party Congress, and its allegorical form liberates the author to preach obliquely the 

complete exposure of the myth as the only path to freedom, whilst bemoaning the 

reluctance of the people to relinquish their dreams in favour of reality. 

Voinovich's next work, apart from Chonkin , to throw light on the theme of 

the countryside, is Stepen' doveriia. 24 This long povest', based on the life of the 

revolutionary Vera Figner (1852-1942), is written in two parts: the first narrated by 

Vera's husband; and the second by an omniscient narrator. Most of the story takes 

place in the city, centre of power, learning and new ideas, but the heroine and her 

friends venture into the countryside to work among the people and influence their 

lives. Vera's friend Betia proposes to go alone into the countryside and to commit 

suicide if necessary in order to open the peasants' eyes to her beliefs 25 She buys 

clothes to disguise her origins, but they are unable to transform her into a peasant, 

and the sophisticated creature sets off with her knapsack stuffed with tracts for the 

illiterate peasantry, and returns after two days sleeping rough, not even having 

mastered how to tell which way a river flows26 Disillusioned, she poisons herself 

a year later. Vera's work as a teacher and medic among the people, influencing 

23 Loseff (with acknowledgement to Herbert Eagle for insight into levels of Aesopian text), 
pp. 222-230. 
24 Stepen' doveriia (Moscow: Politizdat, 1972). 
25 Siepen' doveriia, p. 166. 
26 Siepen' doveriia, p. 171. 
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them to reject corruption and religion, is more successful 27 But the countryside is 

still seen as a difficult place for a revolutionary to work, since the people are 

steeped in traditions and values which go back centuries. This story, written under 

Khrushchev, makes an historical justification for the credo of `village prose', 

demonstrating that the people are elementally timeless, and have stability in a world 

where ideologies can change with the political weather. 

Voinovich's fourth work set in the countryside is `Putem vzaimnoi 

perepiski'. 28 The hero, Ivan Altynnik, is a small-town soldier, used to an ordered 

way of life and completely unprepared for the shocks of country life which beset 

him when he travels to meet his penfriend, Liudmila. His journey passes through 

Moscow, where he quickly adapts from his status of visiting hick to a self- 

consciously easy familiarity with the ways of the metropolis29 However, this is 

not where his future lies, and soon he is on his way into the heart of the country 

where fate in the form of Liudmila and her brutal family await him. To the 

inhabitants of Kirzavod, Moscow is a distant irrelevance. Trains pass through their 

little town, but whence they come and whither they go is of little interest unless they 

come bearing marriageable young men. 

When Altynnik arrives at Kirzavod station it is snowing and dangerously 

slippery underfoot. Liudmila, considerably older than expected, leads him to her 

home, where her mother awaits them in felt boots and night-shirt. After a generous 

application of vodka, Altynnik begins to relax and takes off his boots. In a later 

chapter it will become evident that boots for Private Ivan Chonkin represent far 

more than just footwear, since they express his personality and represent protection 

and security. The reader begins to fear for Altynnik. When he makes his first move 

towards gaining sexual experience with the frightful Liudmila he is rebuffed and, 

tired and disillusioned, he reaches for his boots. He manages to get one of them on, 

but when he sets to work on the second, Liudmila tears it from his hand and tosses 

27 Stepen' doveriia, p. 210. 
28'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', in Khochu byt' chestnym: povesti , pp. 70-122; `From an 
Exchange of Letters', In Plain Russian: Stories, pp. 101-179. 
29 'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 73; 'From an Exchange of Letters', p. 106. 
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it back under the table 30 Changing her tactics she lures him towards the bedroom, 

and he follows her like a lamb to the slaughter with one boot on and one boot off, 

dangerously unprotected. When he wakes in the morning he is bootless, amnesic 

but almost certainly violated, and an easy target for the bullying brother Boris who 

soon appears in huge felt boots up to his knees. Before he knows it, Altynnik is a 

married man with a stamp in his service book for proof. There follows a ghastly 

celebration, gate-crashed by all the old women in the village, and the last thing he 

remembers on his wedding night is, of course, `someone pulling off his boots' 31 

As he walks to the station the next morning, his feet slip and slide in the snow, and 

he treads carefully because he knows that if he falls `there'd be no getting back 

up' 32 

Thinking that he has escaped, he continues life in the army until he is 

discharged and is once more ensnared by Liudmila who abandons their baby with 

him in an attempt to make him take responsibility. Burdened and despairing, 

Altynnik walks down a hot road with his suitcase and son, until the baby messes its 

swaddling clothes, and the reluctant father is obliged to repair the damage. In a 

scene parallel to one in Pretendentnaprestol he takes off his puttees and tries to 

swaddle his son just as Chonkin swaddles his foot as if it were a baby 33 

Years later, when the narrator catches up with Altynnik, now father of 

three, he watches the pregnant Liudmila beat her husband for drinking when his 

children have no shoes to wear. Altynnik may now have boots, but he has 

surrendered his right to mobility, has missed every opportunity of education and 

city life, and is stranded in a rural backwater with a vicious woman and unshod 

children. 

The theme of footwear runs, largely unobserved by Voinovich, through 

much of his work 34 In `My zdes' zhivem' the dancers at the village club are not 

30 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 86; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 125. 
31 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 102; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 149. 
32'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 103; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 150. 
33 Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina: (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1990), 

p. 520; The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin, trans. by Richard Lourie 
(Paris: YMCA, 1975; London: Jonathan Cape, 1977), p. 355. 

34 Appendix A, p. A25. 
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only characterised by their footwear, but it even seems as if their shoes are doing 

the dancing: Arkasha's box-calf boots squeaking `carefully next to Lizka's 

slippers' 35 When Goshka is persuaded to dance with San'ka, he goes through 

agonies because ̀ his tarpaulin boots seemed to him to be as big as boats', and he is 

afraid of stepping on her feet 36 Later, when their relationship founders, he throws 

himself onto his bed without undressing, not even taking off his boots. In such a 

muddy village, this is the behaviour of a desperately unhappy man. In Stepen' 

doveriia, it is Betia's footwear which causes her most difficulty when she tries to 

assemble her outfit for incognito travelling: the normal peasant boots are much too 

big and she has to wear a child's boots, emphasising her naivete 37 

Closely related to the theme of footwear is the motif of mud, which is a 

prominent feature of rural Russian life. `My zdes' zhivem' is set in a village where 

mud is part of the rural economy; the girls dig up clay and Goshka transports it, 

vehicles slip around in it, the pig roots in it and the harvesters are engulfed in it. In 

`Rasstoianie v polkilometra' even the jeep has difficulty negotiating the road to the 

cemetery because of the autumn mud, but the procession finally arrives and 

Ochkin's coffin is `soon covered by the soaking wet clay, which kept sticking to 

the shovels' 38 

The treachery of the countryside is exemplified by the slipperiness of 

conditions underfoot in `Putem vzaimnoi perepiski'. It is wet and icy as Altynnik 

makes his reluctant way to Liudmila's house; 39 he slips in the snowdrifts as he 

returns from the shop with Boris; 40 after the wedding he is pulled through the 

garden by his bride and nearly slips off the porch, 41 making the village hags cackle 

at his discomfiture. This is a long way from the norms of socialist realism - or 

indeed of `village prose' - which should depict a caring community bound together 

35 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 40. 
36 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 41. 
37 Stepen'doveriia, pp. 167-168. 
38 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 69; 'A Distance of Half a Kilometer', p. 99. 
39 "putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 78; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 113. 
40 "putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 93; 'From an Exchange of Letters', p. 136. 
41 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 101; `From an Exchange of Letters', pp. 148. 
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by love of the Russian earth. As Altynnik staggers to the station to abscond, the 

`clay under the melted snow' makes him slip, 42 but once back in his military 

environment there is no further mention of mud until his discharge. It is now high 

summer, so the mud has changed to dust, and it is into the dust that Liudmila drops 

her son; 43 it is dust again in which Altynnik sprawls as the policeman prevents his 

escape 44 When the narrator sees him in later years he notices the dust on the streets 

of the little country town, 45 dust which waits only for the autumn to turn to 

constricting mud. 

`Putem vzaimnoi perepiski' introduces another recurring theme in 

Voinovich's writing on the countryside: that of animals, although this is a theme 

developed more in the Chonkin novels. The first animal to be mentioned is the 

hapless dog, shot by Boris to try out his new rifle. A shadow of this dog haunts 

Altynnik as he vomits behind the bathhouse after his wedding, but it is chased away 

by his bride. Liudmila and Boris tell Altynnik proudly about their rich diet of 

rabbits, pork and cow's milk, but in reality all he is offered are mushroom pirozhki. 

However, he is taken to see the cow, in case his city upbringing on powdered milk 

has left him ignorant of the genuine article. The closing scene of the story contains 

an act of brutality against a calf with a rake tied to its tail, which is chased by a 

crowd of children 46 This may be life as it is, but again it is a far cry from 

Zhdanov's `revolutionary romanticism'. 

In `My zdes' zhivem' the animals which populate the kolkhoz feature 

briefly, the first scene opening with the village idiot, who once sold the kolkhoz 

cow to the gypsies for five kopeks, driving the herd across the bridge and treating 

the calf negligently as it gets its leg trapped. He sees it simply as a source of food, 

and the same sentiments are expressed by Tiul'kin as he watches the pig rooting for 

food, the quicker to grow fat and be killed 47 A horse also puts in an appearance, 

42 'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 103; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 150. 
43 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 113; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 166. 
44 'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 117; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 172. 
45 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 120; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 176. 
46 Tutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 120; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 176. 
47 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 37. 
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bearing Lizka across the steppe to her lover. There is nothing significant in the 

choice or treatment of these animals by Voinovich, as they are simply part of the 

backdrop of kolkhoz existence, but the same trio play much more significant roles 

in the Chonkin novels. 

The City 

As has already been noted, in `My zdes' zhivem' Moscow is glimpsed only 

through the eyes of Vadim -a poor ambassador for city life. He may be young and 

idealistic, but he is also selfish, spineless and unable to cope with the joys of honest 

toil apart from on paper. The reader is left with the impression that the life of the 

countryside is authentic, while the city represents artificiality and illusion. 

Voinovich's first work to give a strong sense of the city is 'Kern is mog by 

stat', which he describes as his manifesto and which had its title changed to 

`Khochu byt' chestnym' to pass the censors. Its opening scene shows the hero 

Samokhin beginning his day, 48 woken not by the sun but by his alarm clock. It is 

raining and dark outside, and his inclination is to go back to sleep, but his life in the 

city is governed not by the elements but by the demands of an artificially imposed 

routine. As he lowers his feet to the floor and begins the process of transformation 

into `contemporary man', he stares at the wall, aware of the unpleasant taste in his 

mouth and the pain in his chest. He is in poor physical condition, because his only 

exercise is lifting weights, and these are unappealingly covered with dust. His 

electric razor buzzes so loudly that it disturbs the man in the next flat, and when he 

leaves for work the streets are alive with a frightening number of people although it 

is still dark. For fifty kopeks he eats at a stand-up cafeteria with a fearsomely 

complicated coffee urn, and then goes to work in an environment choked with 

tobacco smoke. If this is `contemporary man' then he is out of touch with nature, 

with his own body and with his environment. He contrasts strongly with the heroes 

of `village prose' who rise and lie down with the sun, grow their own food, and 

48 'Khochu byt' chestnym', Khochu byt' chestnym, pp. 3-4; 'What I Might Have Been', In Plain 
Russian: Stories, pp. 3-5. 
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toil in the fresh air. In the city the closest manifestation of nature is the presence of 

mud which swamps the building site, coating both the workmen's boots and the 

bureaucrats' shoes indiscriminately, but this is hardly enough to reunite urban man 

with his roots. Because the city is driven by five-year plans and a rapid programme 

of industrialisation, it makes impossible demands on the mere humans who 

effectively fuel it. Samokhin is pressured beyond endurance by the bureaucracy 

behind the construction industry, and the last element to be considered in any 

decision is the people who will have to build or live in the new flats. The city 

constricts its subjects, forcing upon them a layer of unreality which runs counter to 

all the evidence, an arrangement confirmed by the journalist who confects heroic 

phrases out of the prosaic reality of Samokhin's life. His rhetoric ensures that even 

when Samokhin refuses to hand over the building for which he is responsible until 

it is fit for habitation, his grand gesture is absorbed by an amorphous cushion of 

socialist realist interpretation, rendering it valueless to all but Samokhin himself. 

The seed is sown here of an idea later to be developed by Voinovich in `Tribunal' 

and Shapka : that of the hero's embryonic dissent being expropriated by the media 

and transformed against his will, into either compliant heroism or full-blown 

dissidence. 

`Dva tovarishcha', written in 1967, is an example of `youth prose' which 

confronts urban life through the eyes of two young men growing up in a provincial 

city whose landscape itself plays an important part as a catalyst of the action. 

Stories about the countryside are set mostly around the home and the village shop, 

but the variety of settings which the city provides makes the plot more complex, 

and it is as if a third major character has come on the scene, as moody and 

confrontational as any adolescent youth. This is the location of institutions and, 

within them, corridors; the looming presence of the huge Wedding Palace which 

dwarfs all who walk by it; dark streets and crowded parks: claustrophobic 

apartments; a dance floor, a hairdresser's, a police station and an aerodrome; joy- 

riding and motor scooters: violence, love and betrayal. The two friends belong here 

and take their identity from the city, which mirrors their changing emotional 
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landscape by its spectrum of scenes. It provides them with a scale against which to 

measure the world, and although Grek, the local hooligan, might appear streetwise 

and tough to a village boy, no doubt to a Muscovite teenager he would be just a 

provincial lout. The two friends appear more sophisticated than their country 

cousins, more ironical as they confront the absurdities of regulated city life, and yet 

they are perfectly ordinary teenagers, making discoveries about themselves, 

assessing the failings of their parents, and establishing patterns for adult life. The 

city reflects their young lives: competitive, vibrant and full of promise, yet with a 

potential for danger and a `dog eat dog' morality which is a far cry from the 

traditional values of the village. 

In addition to works set in the city or the country, Voinovich also wrote his 

group of autobiographical sketches reflecting life in military establishments or 

construction site hostels -a sort of compromise between the two states. 49 The army 

provides the structure and organisation of an urban setting without any of the 

luxuries, but also without the demands of domestic relationships. It lifts many of 

the responsibilities so burdensome to urbanites and villagers alike, but offers just 

enough freedom for a degree of individualism to be developed by the very 

determined. In the same way as the village provides its characters with a framework 

of the organic community, and the city plays an active part in the lives of its 

characters, so the military establishment provides a structure against which to rebel. 

To each story, then, setting is crucial and dynamic, and as Voinovich moves from 

`youth prose' to `village prose' and byt he acknowledges the various palettes of 

colour which each genre offers. It is noticeable that in his writings of the sixties and 

seventies Voinovich's sympathies tend to be with the young and enthusiastic, 

though he shrewdly observes the behaviour of his older protagonists and is not 

without understanding for their dilemmas. His work keeps the flavour of `youth 

prose' as long as is decently possible, and he evidently fears and guards against the 

slow process of moral corruption which might threaten with advancing years. 

49 'Diadia Volodia', 'Maior Dogadkin', `Kapitan Kurasov', `Starshii leitenant Pavlenko', Putem 
vzaimnoi perepiski (Paris: YMCA Press, 1979). 
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The Changing Face of Socialist Realism 

Voinovich, unable or unwilling to embrace the doctrine of socialist realism 

without reservation, accepted the limited freedoms which it permitted in his early 

creative years whilst formulating his own doctrines. Yet even when these were still 

embryonic, there was sufficient ambiguity in his writing to attract the attention of 

the critics. 

Kriachko, responding to `Khochu byt' chestnym', remarked that whilst 

faults in society might reasonably be exposed in order to keep a sense of credibility 

and realism, it is unhelpful to concentrate on them as Voinovich does. If protest is 

to be voiced, it should be active and directed against the enemies of society. 

Literature should provide the modern Soviet reader with inspiration, not 

abstraction, and the Communist view of life should be creative, constructive and 

optimistic So Samokhin was dismissed by G. Brovman as an `unremarkable figure, 

a man devoid of activity and initiative, a cold being, for whom social ideals are 

mysterious and incomprehensible'. 51 A. Gorev declared that the story might be 

enough to reduce `young innocent people to despair' 52 

Similarly, `Dva tovarishcha' attracted criticism for its unfocused morality. 

The hero, Valerii, was deemed to be apathetic, betraying an old-fashioned 

weakness of character by forgiving his friend instead of confronting him. 53 Both 

friends were accused of `spiritual childishness', 54 and Voinovich, it was claimed, 

had a deplorable penchant for making comparisons between characters which could 

misleadingly make the hero appear good by comparison with others, whereas a 

mere relative goodness cannot be excused for its squeamish patience in regard to 

surrounding evil S5 It is interesting to note that Valerii's world is not nearly so 

50 Kriachko, pp. 207,219. 
51 G. Brovman, `Pafos zhizneutverzhdeniia i1i zhupel lakirovki? ', Voprosy literatury, 12 (1963), 
3-24 (p. 10). 

52 A. Gorev, 'Eto fal'sh", Trw!, 24 March 1963. 
53 L. Anninskii, `Retsenziia', Don, 12 (1967), 178-179. 
54 N. Tolchenova, To retseptam negativnoi skhemy', Ogonek, 27 (1969) 22-24, (p. 22). 
55 V. Kondrat'ev, `Neubeditel'nye sravneniia', Molodaiagvardiia, 9 (1967), 293-296. 
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absolute as the critics'. When he parts from his mother and grandmother at the 

station, the women begin to cry and he comments: `I began to pretend that I was 

howling, although in fact I really wanted to howl. Or maybe, I really was howling, 

and only thought I was pretending' 56 Thus Voinovich teasingly reminds the reader 

that reality may be Dostoevskian in its instability and that even those at the heart of 

events cannot always perceive it accurately. 

In spite of the criticism, the very fact that `Dva tovarishcha' was published 

indicates what Deming Brown calls `the new humaneness of Soviet literature' at 

this time, 57 when a new generation of writers turned to problems of conscience and 

displayed an interest in the human psyche. Sexual infidelity was once more 

accepted as ̀ intrinsically interesting and self-justifying', and psychological 

problems and conflict between the generations were addressed. An interest in 

human inadequacies developed, along with a freedom to portray conflict `without 

making moral judgments or coming up with pat solutions'. The importance of 

individuals was acknowledged apart from their function in society, and a new space 

for literary exploration came into being, since `where the party has moved out of 

literature, the folk have moved in' 58 

Yet not even this degree of realism was sufficient for Voinovich, who 

turned the grimmest reality into fantasy in `V krugu druzei', 59 introduced in its sub- 

title as ̀ a not very reliable tale about a certain historic party'. This is a chapter 

originally written in 1967 as part of Chonkin, but withheld by Voinovich ostensibly 

because he hoped to have the novel published in the Soviet Union. It charts the 

night of 21 July 1941, the eve of war with Germany, in the company of Stalin and 

the politburo. The story opens with the popular myth of Stalin as father of the 

nation, always working and vigilant behind the lighted window in the Kremlin. His 

adoring people gather to watch him, but fail to realise that the figure in the window 

is a dummy `so skilfully crafted that unless you actually touched it there was 

56 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 148. 
57 Deming Brown, 'Soviet Russian Fiction: Changes, Challenges and Frozen Propositions', p. 35. 

58 Deming Brown, P. M. 
59 'V krugu druzei', Putem vzaimnoi perepiski , pp. 165-190 ; 'A Circle of Friends', In Plain 
Russian, pp. 180-208. 
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nothing to indicate that it wasn't alive', 60 complete with paste-on moustache and 

mechanically-smoking pipe. The real Koba is an ordinary man who hides in a secret 

room, clean-shaven and pipeless. This work does not even pretend to conform to 

socialist realism, observing instead with a satirical eye the moral contortions of the 

dictator, and finding him and his cronies to be a sorry sham. 

Ivan'kiada 61 is another work rich in fantasy, born out of an absurd reality. 

This is Voinovich's satirical account of a slice of his Soviet experience, in the 

parodic form of an heroic epic. The title first suggests the epic form, and this is 

confirmed by the structure of the book which is in short sections, like cantos. The 

story is a blend of documentary and fantasy, the elements treated on equal terms; 

and the fact that much of the data is composed of authentic eyewitness reports, 

diary entries and conversations lends a particular interest to what is a mundane 

subject, the fantasy embellishing the mundaneness still further. Voinovich's 

narrative voice opens the account by explaining that he was engaged in the writing 

of Chonkin when the events described took place, and that he was diverted from his 

task by the necessity of dealing with a long and absurd struggle for possession of 

an apartment, life imposing itself demandingly on art. 

Voinovich is the hero of his own tale, and the villain is played by Sergei 

Sergeevich Ivan'ko, an apparatchikwith connections in the KGB and the 

publishing industry. He is chairman of the board of Goskomizdat, is allegedly a 

writer (although he lacks evidence of literary aptitude), and he lives in the Moscow 

Writers' Housing Cooperative. He decides to enlarge his living space by tearing 

down a wall to annex a room in an adjoining flat to house his new toilet, brought as 

a trophy from America. The flat, however, has been promised to Voinovich and his 

pregnant wife, who contest Ivan'ko's decision, provoking a fascinating 

development of the rituals and double-speak of Soviet society. The story presents 

two dream sequences: one featuring a saucepan and the other ajewel-studded toilet, 

both of which are designed to diminish the characters to which they relate, and 

60 'V krugu druzei', p. 166; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 181. 
61 "Ivan'kiada, ili rasskaz o vselenii pisatelia Voinovicha v novuiu kvartiru, Khochu byt' 

chestnym: povesti , pp. 123-210; The Ivankiad or the Tale of the Writer Voinovich's Installation in 
His New Apartment, trans. by David Lapeza (London: Penguin, 1979). 
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consequently the system of Soviet bureaucracy 62 

The critic Murikov in 1991 expressed his disgust that the writer of 

`Chetyrnadtsat' minut do starta' should stoop so low as to write Ivan'kiada, 

marvelling that what must now be seen as ̀ the phony cosmic romance of the 

sixties' should be so easily transformed into `the vulgar passions of the 

seventies' 63 

Ivan'kiada became a popular text in America where Ivan'ko lived after the 

events of the novel, and students of Soviet society and literature made something of 

a cult of both it and him. He was mobbed for his autograph like a celebrity, 64 this 

extra-textual afterword providing the final twist to a story which combined the 

American dream with Soviet reality to produce the inspired fantasy of `an 

improbably blue, diamond-studded toilet' 65 

The Hero 

The partial and temporary eclipse of the `positive hero' may be discerned 

clearly in `My zdes' zhivem', which presents Goshka, a hero who refuses to be 

manipulated, but who is pragmatically open to suggestions from his friend that he 

should cheat in his exams, since everyone does. Anatolii advises Goshka that the 

most useful topic to prepare for the exam is the difference between the positive and 

negative hero, which he defines simply as the difference between himself and 

Goshka. Goshka may not have any bad habits, but he timed his career poorly and is 

a negative character by comparison with Anatolii, who has bad habits aplenty, but 

was astute enough to be a good komsomolets, a virgin-lander, and a medal holder 

at the right moments 66 This is a cynical analysis of the theory, presented through a 

fairly neutral character, and it allows the narrator to raise the question of the 

62 Karen Ryan-Hayes, ̀Decoding the Dream in the Satirical Works of Vladimir VojnoviV', Slavic 
and East European Journal, 34.3 (Fall 1990), 289-307. 
63 G. Murikov, `Bez siez, bez zhizni, bez liubvi', Sever, 8 (1991), 143-149 (p. 145). 
64 `A vy znaete, kakoi on? ', Sovetskaia Bibliografiia, 4 (1989), 43-55, (p. 46). 
65'Ivan'kiada', p. 183; The Ivankiad, p. 89. 
66 'My zdes' zhivem', pp. 26-27. 
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arbitrariness of Soviet approval or disapproval, based more on public image than on 

inner worth. 

Another moral dilemma arises, and Goshka has to forge a signature and 

circumvent the rules of the institute in order to sit his exam. That such ruses were 

necessary was well known, but it was not in the spirit of socialist realism to 

mention this, nor to present a hero sufficiently immoral to act in this way. The 

narrator also presents the cultural life of Goshka's village as stifled by apathy, with 

the unsuitable Borodavka forced into organising the club and writing anonymous 

articles for the wall newspaper simply because no-one else will contribute. 

Furthermore Goshka's conclusion upon passing his exam that things once achieved 

no longer hold any interest is a sorry attitude for someone supposed to be working 

towards a bright future 67 When disappointed in love, far from confronting his rival 

or even his girlfriend, Goshka retires to bed in his boots, with a bottle of vodka to 

hand in a very Soviet gesture of masculine despair, and cries like a child 68 The 

critic P. Glinkin seized on this weakness, calling on Belinskii to testify that tears for 

oneself are `not a sign of depth and strength of feeling; a man is far more of a man 

who is able to weep at others' sufferings or even at imaginary sufferings' 69 

Goshka is at last moved to action by evidence of corruption in the community, but 

his overall image is not of a hero single-mindedly and selflessly dedicated to the 

future. 

Samokhin of `Khochu byt' chestnym' is another character sadly deficient in 

the qualities of the `positive hero', his most striking characteristic being his 

reactivity to his surroundings. He sees himself as others do, is aware of his 

neighbour's disapproval, spends hours developing a strategic plan to circumvent 

the ridiculous system of distribution at work, is upset by his mother's 

disappointment in him, is manipulated by his girlfriend Klava, and appears to agree 

with everyone at work. It is not until he is asked to deny himself even the luxury of 

considering his work averagely good that he is spurred to action. This is perhaps 

67 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 50. 
68 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 65. 
69 P. Glinkin, `Bez bozhestva, bez vdokhnoven'ia', Neva, 3 (1962), 175-181 (p. 179). 
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what enraged the literary establishment most, as John Bayley points out in his 

article on Samokhin as a Soviet `I' figure: `the fact that the narrator did what he did, 

not for the cause or on Communist principle, but because he was an individual who 

had a mind of his own' 70 

The original title of the story, 'Kem is mog by stat" , 
is taken from a 

translation of a poem by the Australian Henry Lawson: 

But you, my friend true-hearted - 

God keep our friendship green! - 

You know how I was parted 

From all I might have been. 

The Russian translation used by Voinovich implies not so much the speaker's 

possible regret at having failed to achieve his potential, but rather his relief at 

maintaining his integrity and avoiding what he might have become. 

Boo )KH3Hb SI JIe3 H3 KO)KH, 

LITO6bI He CTaTb, O Bowe, 

Tem, KeM Si MOT' 6bI CTaTb.. . 

Even at this early stage Voinovich was aware of the choices facing him, not 

simply those common to the human condition but also those peculiar to the Soviet 

scene. It is as if the two statements made in the titles `We Live Here' and `I Want to 

be Honest' were linked by a `but', producing `We live here, but I want to be 

honest'; an expression of the tension involved in living honestly in such a society. 

In line with Samokhin and with Chonkin - the ultimate honest fool who triumphs in 

the folk-tale variant of Soviet life - Voinovich appears to have chosen a policy of 

plain-speaking over politically expedient dissembling. According to Grigorii 

Svirskii, Voinovich's decision to be himself was entirely natural, since he was 

`always warm-hearted, shy and trustworthy' and `had a crystal-clear honesty about 

70 John Bayley, ̀A Soviet "I"', New York Times Book Review, 7 October 1979, pp. 32-33. 
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him'? 1 Since Solzhenitsyn had already broken many taboos, writers of this era had 

to choose between actively acknowledging the validity of his prior discourse and 

thereby risking the censor's scissors and worse, or maintaining the socialist realist 

fiction. Voinovich, whose intimate, anecdotal style of writing effortlessly presents 

unsavoury truths, judged himself particularly suited by upbringing to a vocation of 

honesty, having been taught `always to tell only the truth, to be principled without 

reservation' 72 

`Kern is mog by stat", almost a socialist realist work apart from the number 

and manner of the questions it raises, and described by Voinovich as being written 

completely in the spirit of socialist realism, 73 presents the dilemma of compromise 

in a society apparently controlled by ideology but actually driven by self-interest. 

Samokhin is tempted to compromise for his own comfort but resists, not for 

reasons of ideology but for his own self-respect. Deming Brown suggests that the 

story is an example of a `production novel', the function of which was traditionally 

to `demonstrate the therapeutic and educational value of work in forming the 

personality and social outlook of the individual'. However, he adds that at this 

phase in socialist realism the moral focus of the genre was broadening to allow for a 

less heroic hero. 74 Voinovich was left in no doubt by the critical reception of this 

work that the socialist realist artist was expected to be the conscience of the people, 

but he did not embrace the suggestions of the critic B. Brainina for alternative titles 

to this story, reading which gave her the sensation of falling into a dank cellar from 

a spacious new house. They were "`The Diary of a Superfluous Man", "Everything 

in the Past", "I am a Failure", "A Nasty Story"', and "`There Is No-one To Whom 

I Can Stretch Out My Hand"'75 Undeterred, Voinovich was clearly already 

working to his own agenda of a proactive depiction of reality. He was inclined to 

believe in the dependability of experience and instinct over an artificially trained 

71 Grigorii Svirskii, `Vladimir Voinovich and Vladimir Komilov', A History of Post-war Soviet 
Writing, trans. by Robert Dessaix and Michael Ulman (trans. of Svirskii, Na lobnom ineste , 
London: 1975) (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1981), pp. 377-385 (p. 377). 
72 'Potomstvennyi dissident', interview by T. Kulikova, Kuranty, 10 April 1992, p. 8. 
73 `I am a Realist', p. 51. 
74 Deming Brown, `Soviet Russian Fiction: Changes, Challenges and Frozen Propositions', p. 21. 
75 B. Brainina, `Zhit', to est' sozidat', trudit'sia... ', Voprosy literatury, 6 (1963), 21-40 (p. 28). 
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intellect, 76 and after decades of experience as a writer he still maintained in the 

nineties that intuition `often guides the hand of the writer although he himself 

doesn't understand the way' 77 

The theme of some of Voinovich's later writing is to consider the different 

directions which his life might have taken, and this povest', whose original title 

evokes all the positive and negative potential of life, must have contributed to the 

formulation of his philosophy. Porter perceives Samokhin's aim as maintaining `a 

sense of reality and identity. It is as if the moral question will take care of itself as 

long as the individual's personality can remain intact' 78 This is the real substance 

of the story. The narrator is prepared to play by the rules of a poorly organised 

society only until they challenge his own sense of personal worth, at which point he 

ceases to react and becomes proactive. 

The critic Larisa Kriachko, whilst conceding the possible faults in the 

construction industry, lamented the passivity, tiredness, apathy, cruelty and 

blindness of Samokhin, and apparently failed to notice his self-redemption at the 

end? 9 lu. Uziumov in a letter to Izvestiia leaped to the industry's defence, asking 

whether Voinovich could possibly believe that building crews such as Samokhin's 

would be ̀ capable of erecting gigantic hydroelectric power stations, and building 

thousands of new housing blocks' 80 

Valerii, the hero of `Dva tovarishcha', also casts light on Voinovich's 

development of the hero. He is young, sceptical, noncommittal and rebellious. He 

feels dwarfed by his city, chooses his friends as a matter of convenience rather than 

of ideology, and slides into many situations by accident rather than by positive 

effort. In the early stages of the story he is `easily led', but by the end, after a series 

of betrayals by his friend Tolik, he is able to act without reference to the approval of 

others. This is just the sort of hero not needed by socialist realism: a man who 

makes up his own mind based on experience of life rather than according to an 

76 Appendix A, p. A1. 
77 `Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 256. 
78 Porter, Four Contemporary Russian Writers, p. 90. 
79 Kriachko, `Pozitsiia tvortsa i besplodie meshchanina', pp. 207-209. 
80 Iu. Uziumov, `Kochka i tochka zreniia', Izvestiia, 10 April 1963. 
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abstract theory. 

The critic L. Anninskii judged the story to be poorly constructed, and the 

hero to be reactionary and apathetic. Valerii, he considered, shows no strength of 

character, and his indifference and tiredness are to be deplored. 81 Voinovich's early 

attempts to explore the youthful search for integrity had raised the possibility that an 

individual may measure an ideal against reality and find it wanting: a view intensely 

threatening to the establishment. The story was also criticised by M. Sinel'nikov on 

the grounds that `it is as if the author is playing with the reader, mocking his 

common sense and treating him to an `originality' which turns out to be inverted 

banality' 82 

Ivan'kiada presents a further illuminating portrait of the Soviet ̀ hero' 

Ivan'ko and his anti-hero, Voinovich. In the foreword Voinovich the narrator 

reflects on the Marxist dogma which is used to explain everything in Soviet society. 

Marx is now apparently dead, for better or worse, but from the `rosy mirage' which 

his portrait has left behind `there arises [... ] not a dogmatist, not an orthodox 

person, but a figure of a new type', none other than Ivan'ko, the `hero' of the 

tale. 83 This new Soviet man is variously described as related to someone important, 

a friend of someone else, holding an important position, burdened with equipment 

for his flat, a good and kind man, a writer, a hack, and no more of a writer than a 

saucepan is, although, of course, a saucepan could certainly be admitted into the 

Writers' Union on the grounds that `it was not untalented - at least, so far it hadn't 

written anything untalented' 84 

As the story progresses Ivan'ko is unmasked as a hypocritical abuser of his 

powers and privileges, a selfish manipulator of events, and an unprincipled 

schemer. Yet the narrator still refers to him as an example of Soviet man, and feigns 

astonishment at his unexpected twists and turns. At one point he comments that `if 

this weren't a documented history taken straight from life, if it were a novel, written 

81 L Anninskii, 'Retsenziia', pp. 178-179. 
82 M. Sinel'nikov, 'Preodolenie', literaturnaiagazeta, 4 October 1967, p. 5. 
83 "Ivan'kiada', p. 125; 77ie Ivankiad, p. 9. 
84'Jvan'kiada', p. 136; The Ivankiad, p. 27. 
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according to the tenets of socialist realism, then there really would be a happy 

ending in the Regional Committee Office' 85 In reply to the reader's potential 

accusation that the story is anti-Soviet, he justifies himself innocently: `But, citizen 

judges, please note that it was not I who created this story but those very people I 

have listed here. I did everything in my power to keep it from happening this 

way. '86 So, reality triumphs over the ideal, and evil almost triumphs over good. In 

conclusion, Voinovich presents Ivan'ko as a sort of Soviet Everyman, in step with 

the times, adapting to every opportunity, `the humble drudge with the simple, 

unmemorable, greedy face. Gentle, smiling, obliging, efficient, ready to do you a 

good turn, flatter your self-esteem, he is present in every cell of society, breathing 

life into all these changes' with his `wolfish grin' 87 

When such an unscrupulous representative of privileged Soviet society is 

deployed to represent the positive hero of socialist realism, the gulf existing 

between Soviet reality and Soviet literature is highlighted. The corollary is that only 

in the real world do real heroes exist: ordinary people inspired by individual ideals 

but beset at the same time by ordinary human weaknesses. 

The Average and the Extraordinary 

In Voinovich's philosophy, to be natural in an unnatural world is highly 

desirable, but in addition each individual has a unique potential to fulfil in a given 

field, whether that be playing the violin or playing skittles 88 Many of Voinovich's 

minor characters are lazy and easily satisfied, happy to do the minimum required for 

a quiet life, and as personalities they are perfectly underwhelming. His heroes, on 

the other hand, whilst having human failings, are generally seen to be striving to 

meet their potential, sometimes by education or simply by pushing back the limits 

of what is generally expected. 

85 Ivan'kiada', p. 181; The Ivankiad, p. 86. 
86 'Ivan'läada', p. 181; The Ivankiad, p. 86. 
87 `Ivan'ldada', p. 204; The Ivankiad, pp. 113-114. 
88 `Zamysel', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, p. 6. 
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As a member of the third generation of men in his family to be deprived of 

schooling by force of circumstances, Voinovich rarely presents education as a 

positive factor in his characters' successes. 

Goshka, in `My zdes' zhivem', seeks qualifications to lift himself out of the 

rut of village life, or at least to give himself a different perspective on it, but it is his 

decency and common sense which distinguish him as a hero. Education is seen as a 

mixed blessing, since it sometimes brings an inflated self-image and conflict, as 

with the teacher who corrects her husband's letters, 89 whereas the natural integrity 

of simple characters like Chonkin is highly prized in Voinovich's universe. 

Although the Muscovite poet Vadim may be educated, he astonishes the 

villagers with his naive and untried enthusiasm for hundred-kilometre hikes, and 

with his belief in the usefulness of piano-playing and poetry when crops need 

harvesting. With his rarefied background he is easily bored, feels entitled to special 

treatment , and lacks the inner resources to cope without the props of civilisation. 

To ease his frustration, he attempts to convert San'ka to the idea that she too is 

specially gifted and deserves more than the village can offer. San'ka is perfectly 

content, but Vadim protests that the villagers are all ordinary, and that her 

extraordinary gift for singing is wasted in the countryside. She is unmoved, 

contending that she is just the same as everyone else, and that there are no 

extraordinary people 90 The reader concludes that San'ka and Vadim are using 

different terms: for San'ka a person's worth is expressed by something other than 

qualifications or abilities, but for Vadim, who has little sense of self, education is to 

be used as proof to the ignorant of his hidden depths and extraordinary insight. 

There is, then, little connection for Voinovich between education and 

authenticity. Vadim may have a good education, but then so does the search dog 

which has been on a course for a year and a half. 91 The author seems to suggest 

that one moves from the poverty of the average into the ranks of the extraordinary 

by virtue of qualities such as self-belief, naturalness, and a responsible engagement 

89 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 23. 
90 `My zdes' zhivem', p. 61. 
91 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 66. 
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with one's own destiny. 

Perhaps the story in which Voinovich most clearly spells out his philosophy 

of the struggle against the purely average and barely adequate is `Khochu byt' 

chestnym'. Samokhin knows that he is capable of far better than is asked of him, 

and is determined, at least once, to be all that he is capable of being, and might have 

been all along. His is a classic mid-life crisis: he suffers from an awareness that the 

trivia of life have made him satisfied with less than the best; that life does not last 

forever and that if he is to achieve his potential he must do so before it is too late. 

He cannot even look back to his youth as a time of resolution and strength, having 

usually taken the line of least resistance, but he is aware that he has latent qualities 

at his disposal and determines to animate them. He is forty-two, his mother 

considers him a failure, and with regard to his profession he says: ̀ My work is no 

better or no worse than any other, [... ]I can't make a building any better than it 

was projected to be. But sometimes I am forced to make one worse than I can, and 

this I don't like' 92 All he wants is to be allowed to do a decent job and live a 

normal human life without being manipulated by a system which sets low average 

standards. He has twice before refused to hand over poor work, but the desire for a 

quiet life is growing stronger with age. Yet he is unwilling to deny the impulse to 

do something of which he need not be ashamed 93 Klava insists that he is good, 

kind and talented but he retorts: `I'm not the least bit talented. I'm just your 

ordinary man in the street. '94 A journalist writes an article portraying Samokhin, 

against his will, as a socialist realist hero - an indication of the devaluing effects of 

rhetoric. The whole society works in a sub-standard way; even the teapots, 

designed by an engineer and offered for sale in the shops, have handles which 

break off. 95 Frustrated by further examples of poor workmanship, Samokhin 

resolves to take the initiative and to ring his boss Silaev, refusing to turn over the 

building. `Let him learn that not everyone was like him, that there were still people 

92 ̀ Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 20; ̀ What I Might Have Been', p. 27. 
93 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 28; `What I Might Have Been', p. 39. 
94 `Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 29; `What I Might Have Been', p. 41. 
95 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 32; `What I Might Have Been', p. 45. 
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who never went against their conscience. I nearly burst with a sense of my own 

nobility; I felt beautiful and brave. '96 However, problems of communication 

intervene, and the day of the inspection arrives without Samokhin having 

committed himself to any course of action. The inspection committee gathers and 

the secretary types out the papers accepting the building before it has even been 

inspected. She is told to type `Building accepted with the rating of good', but asks 

`what if the building was excellent? ' The answer to this is `Impossible. Rastrelli or 

Rossi, they used to build excellent. Now the best they can do is good' 97 So 

progress marches historically backward in a state where rhetoric is more powerful 

than reality. The ambitious young student on the committee is scandalised by the 

standard of work, with doors not fitting and balcony railings coming away at a 

touch, but to the rest of the inspectors this is perfectly normal. 98 

Suddenly Samokhin resolves that even if this is normal it is not acceptable, 

and refuses to sign the building over, although he knows that this will cost him his 

job. It will be worth it to be honest for once and to live without playing the rules of 

the game. He has one more conflict with the concept of the average before he 

leaves, arguing with his workers who refuse to carry an oxygen cylinder up the 

stairs because it is too heavy. He draws an historical comparison with the builders 

of the pyramids who lifted huge weights without cranes. Once more, to prove a 

point about what people are capable of if they stretch themselves, he carries the 

cylinder single-handed to the fourth floor. 99 The effort very nearly kills him, but as 

he lies in hospital he has no regrets. The ponderings of the `deheroicised' 100 

construction worker in the hospital about the meaning of his life antagonised the 

critics, but for Voinovich they are evidence of integrity. Samokhin is far from 

believing that he has learned the meaning of life, but he has made a stand and drawn 

a little closer to what he might have been. Yet even here the averageness of society 

absorbs his protest, and through the journalist turns it into the action of a socialist 

96 ' ochu byt' chestnym', p. 33; ̀ What I Might Have Been', p. 47. 
97'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 43; 'What I Might Have Been', p. 61. 
98 `Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 46; `What I Might Have Been', p. 65. 
99'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 51; 'What I Might Have Been', pp. 72. 
100 Dymshits, p. 30. 
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realist hero, a noble construction worker prostrated by his own magnificent efforts. 

In `Dva tovarishcha' Valerii successfully seeks for his own identity and 

follows his chosen path away from literature to be a pilot. His father presents a less 

optimistic picture as a writer with aspirations, who has ended up writing sketches 

for the circus. His wife despises him for failing to realise his dream, and humiliates 

him in front of his son by reading from his novel, which has grown by seventeen 

pages in twelve years. He has aspired to climb out of the rut but has failed, possibly 

because he is in a relationship which saps all his creativity. So the philosophy is not 

fool-proof, and of the many called to be above average, it is a statistical 

impossibility for all to achieve their goal. 10 t What may be possible, however, is to 

alter the concept of what is to be regarded as average. This is where Voinovich's 

didactic brand of realism engages with a practical goal in a recognizably complex 

reality. 

Of course, in the real world, this progression from the average towards the 

extraordinary may not be generally acknowledged. Voinovich, locked in combat 

with Ivan'ko in Ivan'kiada, is regarded as an idiot, and is described by his 

opponents as ̀ some Voinovich person, the husband of a pregnant woman'. 102 For 

the individual, the choice to strive for one's potential sometimes has to function 

both as challenge and its own reward. 

The Individual 

The theme of individualism is closely connected with Voinovich's view of 

the hero in his work. A hero may manifest his individualism by his unwillingness 

to conform, by his choice of friendships, by his transparency before others, or by 

his appearance and unusual skills. The growth in awareness of individual 

psychology in the literature of the sixties and seventies has already been observed, 

and Bayley's interpretation of the importance of the individual in `Khochu byt' 

101 Except, of course, in the mythical American town of Lake Wobegon, 'where all the women 
are strong, all the men are good-looking, and all the children are above average'. Garrison Keillor, 
Public Broadcasting Service, USA. Lake TVobegon Days, (New York: Viking Penguin, 1985). 
102 'Ivan'kiada', p. 165; The Ivankiad, p. 66. 
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chestnym' has been noted. This development reflects not only the reality of Soviet 

society but also the preoccupation of many writers at this time, marginalized and 

isolated by the Union of Writers, and branded as dissidents for their views. 

D. Pospielovsky points out the erroneousness of the word `dissent' in its 

Western interpretation of a peculiarly Soviet phenomenon: `The term presupposes a 

dialogue between a dominant and a dissenting opinion. There can be no question of 

such dialogue when `dissidents' are dealt with administratively and when the 

official `opinion' is an administrative compulsion allowing no individual 

interpretation or deviation. ' 103 So the appellation `dissident' is bestowed by the 

state on individuals whether or not they are willing to be categorised in this way. 

Voinovich began his writing career apolitically, and was gradually edged 

into the position of `dissident' as his work became more satirical, and as he became 

more outspoken in his support of others. Speaking about the phenomenon of 

dissidence, he explains how sometimes people are branded dissidents by those who 

wish to underline their own compliance with the State. When a whole society 

behaves as if it has been hypnotised, it owes a debt of gratitude to those who stand 

up and disagree with the authorities, because it is just these people who preserve the 

honour and life of society. True `dissidents', he suggests, are those who are hurt 

by the suffering of people they see. However, many take on the role simply for 

vanity, and to hear their name on foreign radio. Others attracted to the movement 

may be extremists prepared to sacrifice a great deal for the cause, but ready to abuse 

power should they get it. 104 

However misleading the word `dissident' may be, it reflects the 

circumstances of the times, when writers were forced out of gosizdat and into 

samizdat and tamizdat because of their work. Voinovich was not alone at the time in 

writing some works for publication at home, and others for the desk drawer or for 

publication abroad. It was natural, therefore, for the theme of the individual 

marching to the beat of a different drum to feature in his work. In the wake of 

103 D. Pospielovsky, 'From Gosizdat to Samizdat and Tamizdat ̀, Canadian Slavonic Papers, 20.1 
(March 1978), 44-62, (p. 51). 
104 Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda' pp. 248-249. 
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Stalin's death, the debate on literature had been brought sharply into focus by two 

essays: V. Pomerantsev's `On Sincerity in Literature', 105 published in the Soviet 

Union and violently attacked by the critics, and Siniavsky's `What is Socialist 

Realism? ', t06 written in response and published in the USA. 

Pomerantsev argued that great literature can only be produced by an author 

who is true to himself, motivated by sincerity, and free from ideological restraints. 

Edward Brown selects extracts to give the essence of Pomerantsev's article as 

follows: `Sincerity is lacking in many novels and plays [... ] People don't believe 

our writers because they varnish life [... ] The habit of improving on reality has 

become deeply ingrained in Soviet writers. They have become their own best 

censors. ' 107 

Siniavsky, on the other hand, saw post-Stalinist socialist realism as a 

discredited form after the uses to which it had been put, and envisaged the future of 

Russian literature as an area far removed from reality: that of phantasmagoria. 

Voinovich responded to both sides of the debate; writing documentary 

works infused with dreams and fantasy such as Ivan'kiada and phantasmagoric 

novels based on historical fact such as the Chonkin series, although the latter are 

scarcely more fantastic in content than the former, given the absurdities of Soviet 

reality. 

But whether Voinovich concentrated on reality or the fantastic, his works all 

feature a new type of hero: an individual who in some way is a microcosm of his 

society, reflecting many of the dilemmas of the time. This psychological orientation 

towards the individual hero is achieved by a conversational narrative tone, 

sometimes in the first person, sometimes through a confiding narrator using the 

skaz technique, `a sympathetic device, in which the narrator is not an alien 

individual disparaged by the author, but rather a surrogate for him'. 108 

105 V. Pomerantsev, ̀Ob iskrennosti v literature', Novyi mir, 12 (1953), 218-245. 
106 Terts, What is Socialist Realism? (New York: Pantheon Books, Random House, 1960); `Chto 
takoe socialisticheskii realizm', Fantasticheskii mir Abrama Tertsa (New York: Inter-Language 
Literary Associates, 1967), pp. 401-446. 
107 Edward Brown, Russian Literature Since the Revolution (London: 1969), pp. 241-242. 
108 Deming Brown, Soviet Russian Literature Since Stalin, p. 149. 
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Voinovich's language employs the rhythms of everyday colloquial speech 

and slang, and his use of dialogue gives expression to the doubts and opinions of 

his protagonists. His heroes often stand out from the crowd by eccentricities in their 

choice of hobbies or clothing, features which are used by the author in their 

characterisation; and they are all distinguished by a strong sense of self. 

The autobiographical sketch ̀ Diadia Volodia' is set in a workers' hostel in 

Moscow in 1953, where the young Voinovich, narrator of the tale, shares a room 

with seven other men, including diadia Volodia. The eponymous hero is set apart 

from the common herd by his liking for drink and drama, and his unusual ability to 

play the guitar, a skill which has cost him months of endeavour and is very limited 

in its application, but which is evidently part of his statement of identity. Samokhin 

of 'Kern is mog by stat" distinguishes himself from the rest of the workforce by 

his demonstrations of strength, bending a crowbar around his neck and carrying 

heavy weights unaided. The carpenter in `Rasstoianie v polkilometra' has greater 

talents than he can exercise in Klimashovka, and to compensate he eccentrically 

names all the objects he crafts and converses with them. 

Valerii of `Dva tovarishcha' is another hero who refuses to be diverted by 

family or friends, and he states his individuality partially by his choice of clothing. 

Secondary characters in this story are also frequently distinguished by their 

clothing. Valerii is first seen as one of a group of naked men being examined for 

military service by a medical commission. The doctor is characterised only by her 

yellow rubber gloves, and the members of the commission by their clothes, teeth 

and hair. The oldest has seen thousands of naked men and is profoundly bored by 

the spectacle, while the young major optimistically sees the potential for heroic 

service behind every shivering figure. 109 The young men are stripped to their very 

essence, and the rest of the story makes frequent mention of characters' clothes as if 

they were symbols of a person's image, although the reality rarely lives up to the 

image. When Valerii emerges from the examination, his former friend Tolik is 

swallowing lighted cigarettes for the amusement of the crowd. Tolik is the height of 

sartorial outlandishness in yellow boots and a blue plastic mackintosh, with his red 

109 'Dva tovarishcha', pp. 85-86. 
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fringe sticking out from under his cap. When Tolik visits Valerii at home, he wears 

a suit and tie, which impresses Valerii's mother and grandmother, women who are 

always trying to control Valerii's eccentric and careless dress sense. 110 His 

grandmother is dressed in apron and glasses, although one assumes this is not 

all. 111 On one occasion, Valerii threatens to go out in a skirt because his 

grandmother has hidden his trousers to keep him at home. 112 When his mother sets 

off on a mission to retrieve her son's papers after he has signed up without her 

permission, she dresses in a suit with a semi-transparent blouse, perhaps seeking to 

indicate her authority as mother whilst acknowledging her weak position as female 

supplicant. 113 Lest the reader should miss the significance which the narrator 

jestingly gives to clothing, Tolik gives us a further clue when he is sparring 

verbally with Polia. She asks whether he considers dolphins to be intelligent 

beings, and he contends that they are not, since they do not wear swimming 

trunks. 114 Commenting elsewhere on this dialogue, Voinovich regrets that some of 

his readers have complained that he makes his heroes appear stupid. His aim, on 

the contrary, is to show the natural reactions of natural people like Tolik, whose 

comment about the dolphins could be interpreted as stupid, but could also be seen 

as a paradox with a natural idea behind it, since if dolphins really were intelligent 

they might be expected to have developed some of the attributes of a material 

culture, such as swimming trunks. 115 

Clothing, then, like footwear, can be used to present an image to the world. 

This is sometimes misleading, and may conceal the lack or confusion of true 

personality, or may reveal features of an individual before his speech and actions 

confirm the reader's analysis. Characters who dress with inappropriate smartness 

or in showy uniforms or boots are often seen to betray an inner emptiness, while 

those who dress carelessly or inadequately may be those whose sense of self and 

110 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 94. 
111 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 89. 
112 'Dva tovarishcha', pp. 118-119. 
113 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 121. 
114 'Dva tovarishchä', p. 101. 
115 'O sovremennosti i istorii', Rossiia, 2 (1975), 228-235, (pp. 231-232). 
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inner worth does not need bolstering by outward appearances. 

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is Koba in `V krugu druzei', 

whose perception of reality is grossly distorted. When he hears of his friend's 

treachery he retreats to his secret room, discards his pipe and moustache, pulls off 

his boots and undoes his trousers. 116 From great and feared genius he is 

transformed in the mirror into `a pitiable moustacheless old man [... ] Mechanically 

rubbing his scrawny knees, the old man was sitting on an iron bed, his pants at his 

ankles'. 117 Confused by the reflection, Koba wonders if it is his father, himself or 

the hangman, and shoots it in a rage. When the cleaning lady calls the next morning 

she finds him slumped on the bed in a state of undress. Reports have it that she 

took his trousers off and tucked him up, but the narrator doubts the veracity of this: 

Supporters of the pro-Kobaist line in our historical scholarship, while not 
denying the existence of the old woman, doubt that she actually removed 
Comrade Koba's pants, which they consider unremovable. These scholars 

point out that just as Comrade Koba was born in a generalissimo's uniform, 
he lived his life in it as well, without ever having once removed it. The 

adherents of the anti-Kobaist line, on the other hand, maintain that Comrade 

Koba was born naked but that his body was covered with thick fur. From a 
distance his contemporaries mistook this fur for a common soldier's 

overcoat or a generalissimo's uniform. 118 

This sequence of impressions, describing the great leader consecutively as pathetic 

old man, unassailable icon and wild animal, lead the reader to conclude that this is a 

figure entirely without essence: a mere shell whose status is formed by his uniform, 

and who is so unsure of his own identity that he shoots his own reflection. 119 

When a man is nothing naked and everything clothed, questions are raised about his 

identity. 

On the other hand, Voinovich's heroes, from Valerii in his skirt to Chonkin 

116 'V krugu druzei', p. 186; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 204. 
117 'V krugu druzei', p. 187; 'A Circle of Friends', p. 205. 
118 'V krugu druzei', p. 190; 'A Circle of Friends', p. 208. 
119 'V krugu druzei', pp. 188-189; ̀A Circle of Friends', p. 206. 
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in his holey boots, may be people whose dress-sense leaves much to be desired but 

who are distinguished from their fellows by their naked strength of character. This 

is not to say that they are unwavering in their individualism. Indeed many of them 

make mistakes and misjudgments, but in the end their integrity survives. Except 

perhaps for Altynnik, the hero of `Putern vzaimnoi perepiski', who so lacks identity 

that he depends on others to supply it. To impress his penfriends he sends 

photographs of himself wearing someone else's badge, or even photos of students 

taken from the bulletin board. His letters are full of fantasies, and he judges other 

people entirely by their appearance: a dangerous principle, as he is to learn. Yet for 

all his weaknesses, Altynnik engages our sympathy because his punishment far 

outweighs the crimes of having an underdeveloped sense of self and a flimsy grasp 

of honesty. 

Perhaps Vera Figner, alone among Voinovich's heroes and heroines, is 

characterised by an unwavering strength of will which makes no mistakes and 

perfectly understands its own destiny from the start. But she is a socialist realist 

heroine, a pure flame of resolution, unswayed by opposition or circumstances, and 

because of this rather saintly quality she fails to attract the reader's sympathy. If, 

instead of deliberately missing the point in order to make an ideologically sound 

work, Voinovich had developed the book to draw parallels with contemporary 

Soviet life, and if he had been allowed to use his chosen title for the work - 

`Dereviannoe iabloko svobody', in reference to Vera Figner's eventual post- 

revolutionary experience of an all too-relative freedom, she might have been a more 

sympathetic and less idealised heroine. 120 

Love, Sex and Marriage 

This theme appears throughout Voinovich's work, from the opening scene 

of `My zdes' zhivem' in which San'ka and Lizka discuss men and their attempts to 

ensnare them. Lizka is a pragmatic romantic, willing to be swept off her feet by 

anyone who will play the part of ardent lover and provide a home, and once she 

120 'A vy znaete, kakoi on? ', p. 44. 
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attains her goal she slips happily into the role of weak woman and refuses to help 

lift the furniture. 121 San'ka, on the other hand, is more single-minded in her 

affections, and although she is swayed for a while by Vadim's charms, her loyalties 

remain with Goshka. 

The three men come to love with very different attitudes: Vadim has learned 

all his romantic notions from books, is unconvincing, and lacks follow-through; 

Arkasha is simply Lizka's pawn and status-symbol; and only Goshka is genuinely 

in love, and expresses his feelings with the gauche naturalness shared by many of 

Voinovich's heroes. Towards the end of the story, Anatolii says that he believes 

Goshka could have achieved some great exploit, but Goshka diffidently regrets that 

`even with San'ka I couldn't be a man'. 122 However, he has not lost hope of 

righting the relationship, and although his ability to shape his own destiny is as yet 

limited, he has formed the philosophy to carry it through when he is more mature. 

Although he aspires to romantic love, he still believes in individual responsibility, 

and saves Tiul'kin's wife from the punishment which justly falls on her husband, 

reasoning that she is not responsible for his wrongdoing. 123 

`Diadia Volodia' shows a very different picture of man's attitude to woman, 

in which the hero, under the influence of alcohol, frequently pesters the girls in the 

hostel. 124 The manageress, a strong woman who will stand no nonsense, rebukes 

him rather as a mother might rebuke a child, and his response is in the same key. 

As the story progresses, it becomes clear that he responds to women either as 

maternal authority-figures or as toys to bolster his ego and satisfy his sexual 

demands. He brings girlfriends to the hostel and makes love to them in front of his 

room-mates: one is a toothless old crone and one is a `princess' who loved him in 

his youth, but who sees him more realistically now. 125 Which all goes to prove, as 

far as he is concerned, that women cannot be trusted. He marries briefly, but his 

wife clearly fits into the category of maternal authority-figure, because after three 

121 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 71. 
122 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 70. 
123 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 69. 
124'Diadia Volodia', pp. 199-200; ̀Uncle Volodya' In Plain Russian: Stories, p. 235. 
125 'Diadia Volodia', p. 206; 'Uncle Volodya', pp. 241-242. 
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days he is back, incensed that she wanted some of his drinking money for other 

purposes. 126 When he dies it is the motherly hostel manageress who pays for most 

of his funeral wreath. 

This pattern of men behaving badly, drinking heavily, and wanting to be by 

turns either indulged or controlled by women, is a painful reflection of parts of 

Soviet society; and Voinovich faithfully represents the stresses of a world with no 

privacy and, moreover, a demographic disadvantage to a woman in search of a 

good man. 

`Khochu byt' chestnym', with its rather more likeable hero, provides 
further evidence of this disturbed social pattern. Samokhin's mother is 

manipulative, clearly disappointed in her son, and accomplished at inducing guilt in 

him. 127 For consolation, Samokhin dreams of his ideal woman Rosa, long dead, 

and imagines his life had she lived. 128 Meanwhile, `out of inertia' he carries on a 

relationship with Klava, a middle-aged woman who gets her way by inspiring pity 

and guilt: an irresistible cocktail to a man of his background. 129 She is a romantic, 

always trying to apply the themes of her extensive reading to her relationship with 

Samokhin, but unfortunately he has not read the same books and fails to respond 

appropriately. When he finds she is pregnant he feels obliged to marry her, but is 

alarmed by the gulf between her and his imagined Rosa, but rationalises this 

emotion and thinks resignedly: `What was Klava guilty of? Of being worse than 

Rosa? But who knew what Klava was like at eighteen and what Rosa might have 

become if she'd lived and her life had turned out like Klava's. ' 130 To distract 

himself he goes out for the evening with the flirtatious Zoia from the cafeteria, but 

she too is soon sighing and talking of love, and he flees. 131 Drink proves to be no 

more effective a solace. 

After Samokhin's collapse, Klava visits him faithfully in hospital and longs 

126 'Diadia Volodia', p. 209; 'Uncle Volodya', p. 246. 
127 'Khochu byt' chestnym', pp. 8-9; `What I Might Have Been', pp. 11-12. 
128 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 20; 'What I Might Have Been', p. 28. 
129 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 27; 'What I Might Have Been', p. 38. 
130 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 40; 'What I Might Have Been', p. 56. 
131 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 42; `What I Might Have Been', p. 59. 
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to care for him at home. He resists, but eventually concedes that reality is far 

removed from the ideal and muses: ̀ Maybe that's what real love is, changing 

someone's bedpan. ' 132 On this melancholy note he comes to terms with his mid- 

life crisis, and allows that although idealism may be applied to one's own integrity, 

this is inappropriate on behalf of other people. The voice of the author here 

preaches obliquely through his narrator, urging the reader to take responsibility for 

what can be changed, and never mind the rest. Once again, the hero forms a 

philosophy which will allow him expression in a culture discouraging of 

individualism, whose women are, as he perceives it, predatory and demanding. The 

only good woman, it seems, is a dead woman, because she alone allows a man his 

illusions. 

Ochkin, of `Rasstoianie v polkilometra' is another man living with a wife 

who might be his mother. She sends him out on an errand, scolds him when he 

returns, berating him for wasting good money on wine, then feeds him and goes 

out to work in the vegetable garden while he sits quietly with his soup. 133 Katia has 

always done the man's work around the house, 134 while he has spent his life 

avoiding it, preferring to live in work camps to working on the kolkhoz at home. 

Katia has become used to running her own domestic economy, and treats her 

husband's care as one more job. She is such an automatic nurturer that even when 

he is dead she covers his corpse with her coat. 135 The women in this story are 

workers and providers, while the men idly drink, gossip and look for someone to 

take care of them. Lekha, delayed by the funeral, complains inwardly that if he had 

managed to catch his train `in three hours he'd have been home sitting at the table 

and his mother would be fussing over him, serving him good little things to eat'. 136 

`V Kupe'137 is a fragment in which the narrator shares a sleeping 

compartment with a woman on a train journey. His behaviour is above reproach, 

132 "Khochu byt' chestnym'. p. 53; `What I Might Have Been', p. 75. 
133 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 55; 'A Distance of Half a Kilometer', p. 79. 
134 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 64; 'A Distance of Half a Kilometer', pp. 91-92. 
135 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 65; 'A Distance of Half a Kilometer', p. 94. 
136 'Rasstoianie v polkilometra', p. 68; `A Distance of Half a Kilometer', p. 99. 
137 'V kupe', pp. 69-71. 
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but she perceives him as predatory and dangerous and spends the night awake, with 

the light on and the door open, while he sleeps fitfully, dreaming of her ideal world 

in which shops, transport, even cities and planets would be sexually segregated. He 

regrets the energy she has wasted on the defence of her unassailed virtue, and the 

inconvenience she has caused him. She fits neither into the category of maternal 

type nor seductive manipulator, and therefore she is simply an illogical mystery to 

him, and he wastes little sympathy on her, even making fun of her with a 

suggestive comment: `She had blue circles under her eyes. You might have thought 

that she had been up to God knows what all night. ' 138 Whoever the narrator may 

be, he is more attuned to the potential comedy of the situation than to sympathy for 

his disturbed companion, and it seems that this alienation probably has something 

to do with the fact that she is not conforming to one of his stereotypes, and it is a 

psychology to which he cannot make the imaginative leap. 

The hero of `Dvatovarishcha' is a young man whose adolescence is 

complicated by the fearsomely restrictive matriarchy in which he lives. He says of 

his female relatives: `I had no girlfriend. I only had my Mum and my grandma, 

who for their complete peace of mind wanted all the processes of my private life to 

take place before their eyes. At nineteen I came to realise that the restriction of one's 

personal liberty is a heavy burden, even if it is the result of someone's boundless 

love'. 139 It is only when he is kissed by Tat'iana that he is able to forget about his 

mother, grandmother and himself'. 140 Yet he does not pretend to understand about 

love: embarrassed by witnessing a scene in which his stepmother bullies and 

humiliates his father, he remembers a schoolfriend who cut his wrists for love, and 

is baffled. 141 He cannot imagine feeling passionate love or hatred for anyone, and 

the best he can do is to say that he loves his mother and grandmother in spite of 

everything. He fails to understand why his father has chosen to live miserably with 

a woman who does not love him, especially since he loved his son and had got on 

138 "V kupe', p. 61. 
139 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 89. 
140 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 107. 
141 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 134. 
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well with his first wife. This remains an unanswered question for him, but he 

begins to grasp at autonomy when he leaves home to join the army, fighting off the 

avalanche of food and warm cardigans which his mother and grandmother want to 

bestow on him. 142 This is not so much the story of a grown man trying to relate to 

women as mother-figures or seductresses, but rather a tale of a boy trying to gain 

sufficient freedom to set his own agenda for relationships in the future. 

Whilst writing `Dvatovarishcha' Voinovich was also working on `V krugu 

druzei', which makes no claims to psychological character development in its 

caricature of Stalin, but it is interesting to note in passing some of Koba's distorted 

attitudes to gender. He occasionally sleeps with his cleaning woman, but the 

manner of their intercourse is significant: it merely interrupts her work, not a word 

is ever exchanged, and he is unsure whether it is even the same woman each 

time. 143 When he suffers his nervous breakdown, she undresses him and tucks 

him up in bed in a travesty of nurture before exploiting their `relationship' 

shamelessly: selling a note he has issued her entitling her to food, and buying a 

house and cow with the proceeds. 144 His memories of childhood include a sad 

mother and a father who used to abuse him physically. 145 He longs to take revenge 

on his father, and shoots the image in the mirror in a confused gesture of patricide, 

suicide and defence of the nation. 146 For amusement he cuts up pictures of 

industrial leaders and sticks parts of men and women together to make diverting 

images. 147 In the context of who this is - the great scientist and architect of souls - 

this has a particularly sinister ring. When Zhbanov is late because his wife is dying 

in hospital, Koba again shows a terrifying absence of proportion, complaining that 

some woman's whim means more to him than being with his friends'. 148 In his 

paranoia he has constructed a barren microcosm where men toady to him through 

142 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 143. 
143 'V krugu druzei', p. 166; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 182. 
144 'V krugu druzei', pp. 189-190; 'A Circle of Friends', pp. 207-208. 
145 'V krugu druzei', p. 167; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 183. 
146 'V krugu druzei', p. 188; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 207. 
147 'V krugu druzei', p. 168; ̀ A Circle of Friends', p. 184. 
148 'V krugu druzei', p. 169; ̀ A Circle'of Friends', p. 185. 
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words and actions, and women exist simply to clean his room and fulfil his sexual 

needs in silence. It would not occur to him that people might have relationships of 

mutual love and trust, and this attitude resonates with the horrors of the purges 

where families were tom apart in the middle of the night by impersonal figures in 

uniforms who knew best where people should be taken. 

`Vladychitsa' and Stepen'doveriia have leading heroines, but both Man'ka 

and Vera Figner are shallow and unconvincing characters compared with 

Voinovich's heroes. Man'ka is an ordinary girl in love, living with a mother who 

rules the home in a system of licensed violence, threatening the drunken father with 

a beating himself if he will not beat his daughter into compliance. Man'ka marries 

the spirit according to custom, but this is no physical marriage and her desire for 

her lover eventually leads to her downfall. 

Psychologically the story is unconvincing, although allegorically it draws 

powerful parallels with the shamanistic system of power exercised by the Soviets, 

which, as Hosking writes, in some respects resembled a religion. `It claimed to 

understand the whole of human nature and indeed, in the form of `dialectical 

materialism', the whole of the universe. It was backed by rituals and ceremonials 

that were partially reminiscent of religious ones. ' 149 Within this system, Voinovich 

suggests, power was not vested in the figure-head of the ideology, but rather in the 

circle of high priests that surrounded the leader. the political leaders and heads of 

the armed forces and security services. The Sovereign is simply a puppet, existing 

to provide a focus for the people, and if necessary, to be a sacrificial scapegoat. 

Given that every Soviet leader has been a man, why does Voinovich choose a 

woman for the role of Sovereign? If the spirit represents the teachings of Marx and 

Lenin, and the Sovereign their representative on earth, then the concept of the spirit 

having a wife is valid. But why not a female spirit and a male shaman? It is possible 

that Voinovich chose a female Sovereign to emphasise the qualities of naivete and 

powerlessness which he wanted to attribute to the leadership. 

When asked what quality he values most in women, Voinovich replied with 

149 Geoffrey A. Hosking, A History of the Soviet Union (revised edn. ) (London: Fontana, 1990), 
p. 221. 
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the word pokladistost', 150 a term which embraces the ideas of amenability, 

adaptability and complaisance; and the femininity of the Sovereign perhaps indicates 

a view of women not unusual among men of his culture and generation. In the same 

way that male artists tend to idealise and spiritualise the female image, whilst 

women paint more realistically, from a position of inside knowledge, in 

Voinovich's work it would be true to say that the female characters are less 

convincing than his male figures. Mary Ellmann, writing of stereotypes in Western 

literature, lists the essential feminine characteristics as formlessness, passivity, 

instability, confinement, piety, materiality, spirituality, irrationality, and either 

compliancy as in the roles of whore, servant and mother, or incorrigibility as in the 

roles of shrew and witch. 151 Applying this list to Voinovich's work, there are 

female characters which fit into all these stereotypes, but it is only Chonkin's Niura 

who transcends them and comes to life as a flesh-and-blood human being. 

Man'ka's two-dimensional portrayal makes it difficult for the reader to engage with 

her character, and this could be because ̀Vladychitsa' is an allegory, but the same 

problem is encountered in Stepen' doveriia, in which a genuine historical character 

becomes an unconvincing socialist realist heroine, idealised and infallible with an 

almost religious sense of calling. 

Vera Figner is young and pure; she demands a marriage of equality, and 

pursues her aims with a dedication which borders on the ruthless. Her husband, the 

bemused male narrator of the first part of the novel, follows her progress with hurt 

bewilderment, whilst the implied author enjoys a loftier understanding of the 

greatness of her vocation. Later the dullard husband disappears and an omniscient 

narrator takes over, elevating Vera's actions to the heights of a true socialist realist 

heroine. The reader has little access to the thoughts of this pure creature, glimpses 

no weakness or doubts with which to identify, and only once sees her afraid. 152 

Since most readers may be presumed not to enjoy the moral stature of a Vera 

Figner, this leaves a distance between reader and heroine which results in a sense of 

150 'liubliu zhizn' v epokhu reform', interview by Valerii Perevozchikov, Sibirskaia gazeta, 36 
(September 1993), 16. 
151 Mary Lilmann, Thinking about Women (London: Virago, 1979), pp. 56-145. 
152 Stepen' doveriia, p. 231. 
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watching a spectacle rather than a life. 

Voinovich was overwhelmed by the amount of documentary material at his 

disposal for the writing of this book since Vera Figner had written seven tomes 

about herself, but he hit on the device of writing initially from the point of view of 

the husband in order to gain a little distance and to see his heroine from the side. 153 

But satire is a feature which he deliberately suppresses in this novel, and it is as if 

the implied author takes the heroine as seriously as she takes herself. This is 

Voinovich apparently at his most compliant with the regime, trying to regain 

admittance to the world of gosizdat, whilst secretly nurturing Pretendent na prestol. 

He acknowledged this conflict later in emigration, saying: `I decided to behave 

more cautiously and kept quiet for three years. I conducted myself loyally and did 

not sign any letters. ' As a result Stepen'doveriia and a collection of stories were 

published, but this was a hollow victory since Voinovich `did not want to write 

about ardent revolutionaries, but about bandy-legged Private Chonkin'. 154 

It is perhaps in what is not said at the end of Stepen' doveriia that the real 

eloquence of the author is manifested: the story closes with Vera's death at the age 

of ninety in 1942, and the reader is aware that during a life spent in prison and 

exile, she has witnessed the Revolution, the First World War, famines, the rise of 

Stalinism, the purges, and the start of the Second World War. How many of her 

dreams, the reader wonders, could remain intact until her death? 

Surely the most telling portrayal of the relationships and conflicts between 

men and women comes in `Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', a tale of everyday country 

folk who brutally take possession of a naive urbanite who blunders into their 

matrimonial clutches. Young Altynnik is idealistic, and assumes that women will 

deal straightforwardly with him although he is not averse to deceiving them. In his 

first letter to Liudmila he claims that `beauty and figure are qualities of a person that 

can be lost later in life, what I'm looking for is intelligence and character'. 155 What 

he is really looking for is sexual experience, because although he claims to be 

153 '0 sovremennosti i istorii', p. 230. 
154 'Voinovich o sebe', p. 144. 
155 'Putem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 72; `From an Exchange of Letters', pp. 103-104. 
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something of a connoisseur on the subject of women, his acquaintance with them 

has been limited to the epistolary form. Thinking aloud to the train conductor, he 

weighs up his chances of getting Liudmila into bed and wonders whether he would 

fare better with the lame girl further down the line who is more likely to `take what 

comes or she might not even get that'. 156 When he sees Liudmila he realises that 

she has deceived him with her photograph, and the tables are turned as he finds 

himself in the position of young and vulnerable victim while she takes control on 

her own territory with her greater age and experience. Back at the house, she plies 

him with food and alcohol, and he becomes more optimistic: `this was a real 

woman sitting in front of him, not some adolescent. She knew why people kiss and 

what you do after'. ] 57 But kissing is not what she has in mind: first she wants to 

share her thoughts on the subject of men, who would, apparently, all sell their own 

mothers for alcohol. 158 When the soldier attempts to move things towards a 

satisfactory conclusion, she responds passionately at first, pressing `her breasts and 

knees up against Altinnik, shuddering and breathing heavily as if she were about to 

die from insane passion'. 159 Those breasts, traditionally a symbol of `plenty, food, 

nutrition and, of course, desire' 160 are soon to become repellent to him, but the 

youth is as yet undeterred. Suddenly she ends the embrace as abruptly as she began 

it, claiming that `all men are like dogs', and accusing him of trying to take 

advantage of her. 161 At this, he speaks sternly to her about his time being limited 

and starts to put on his boots. Scared of her quarry evading her, she throws herself 

on him and steers him towards the bedroom. The scene resembles a romance 

between a cat and mouse, but poor Altynnik still thinks he has a chance, and does 

not make his escape. His fate is sealed. Unused to alcohol in the generous 

quantities of the village, he passes out and falls into the stereotype of drunken 

Soviet man about to be scolded, beaten or abused by Soviet woman. Although he 

156 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 76; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 110. 
157 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 82; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 119. 
158 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 83; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 121. 
159 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', pp. 84-85; 'From an Exchange of Letters', p. 123. 
160 Bigas Luna, 'The Surreal Reign in Spain', Guardian, 11 July 1996, p. 10. 
161 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 85; `From an Exchange of Letters', pp. 123-124. 
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remembers nothing the next morning, he gets his scolding and his next drink from 

Liudmila's mother, and the pattern is set. 162 The oafish brother arrives with stories 

of a neighbouring wife-beater who has just died from drinking wood alcohol. 

These tales of Punch and Judy violence should alert Altynnik to the fact that life in 

the country is by no means so cosy as life in the army, but he is too inebriated to 

notice. The day continues with more vodka and beer, and hints from the family 

about marriage. Altynnik tries to joke his way out of it, but Liudmila reacts 

furiously with tears and bared breasts, and the drunken soldier promises to marry 

her although she seems more like a mother to him than a lover. 163 Yet what a brutal 

mother-figure she is, belying the `official glorification of the Soviet family - with 

pedestaled maternity as its centerpiece' which constituted the official myth of the 

times. 164 The wedding is a mockery with Altynnik so intoxicated that he can barely 

stand, and the reception is marked by more alcohol and obscene dances. By the 

time Altynnik escapes from Kirzavod the sight of drink, mushroom pirozhki and 

his wife's bare breasts all make him equally nauseous. Safely back in the bosom of 

the army, he attempts to forget the whole nightmare, but the rapacious Liudmila 

tightens her grip with letters, threats, promises and more mushroom pirozhki. Her 

trump card is the baby she produces, and when this undeniable offering is 

reinforced by her revolting bared breast, so reminiscent of a pirozhok, and her 

hysterical tears, the combination induces nausea and total compliance from her 

husband who longs only to return home to his mother. 165 

It is his fate never to escape from the shackles of marriage to a shrewish and 

fertile wife, endless children, miserable dependence on alcohol, and his mother-in- 

law's cooking. Liudmila had never desired an equal relationship with a man, nor 

even yet a nurturing relationship of a motherly wife to her younger husband. 

Instead, her `wicked stepmother' methods and goals were bullying and 

162 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', pp-88-89; 'From an Exchange of Letters', p. 130. 
163 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 97; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 141. 
164 Helena Goscilo, ̀ Mother as Mothra: Totalizing Narrative and Nurture in Petrushevskaia', A 
Plot of Her Own: The Female Protagonist in Russian Literature, ed. by Sona Stephan Hoisington 
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1995), pp. 102-113 (p. 113). 
165 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', pp. 116-119; ̀ From an Exchange of Letters', pp. 171-175. 
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manipulation, using attributes which could be considered charms to terrorise 

Altynnik into submission in a horrible travesty of marriage, usurping his aspirations 

in favour of those of her teenage son. Hosking, commenting on this story, points 

out that the `mixture of allure, cunning and brute force with which she ensnares her 

partner is in its own homely way reminiscent of the means used by the totalitarian 

state, and substitutes for love in holding the family together'. 166 Liudmila's 

household, with its dearth of adult males, its alcoholism, undisciplined behaviour 

and instability, could be seen as a microcosm of the Soviet state, with Liudmila at 

the helm: not as a weak woman being manipulated by men as in `Vladychitsa', but 

as a powerful, incorrigible example of the shrew-witch stereotype, with her home- 

brew and magic mushrooms. Altynnik, showing many of the stereotypical qualities 

usually reserved for women, is formless, passive, compliant and irrational, and is 

violated by Liudmila as surely as ever woman was ravished. The disparity in their 

relative strength is compounded by the difference in their ages, and the child-like 

Altynnik is cruelly punished for his youthful dreams and deceptions in this horrible 

demythologisation of `village prose' in which the traditional positive images of 

family life are inverted and negatively remythologized. 

Or it is just possible to read the story differently, as D. Shtok attempts, 

suggesting that the reader's pity should be kept for Liudmila, who fell in love with 

Altynnik and cried quite naturally when he insulted her but did not force him to 

marry her, and who, at the end of the story, is left thrashing about like a fish on the 

ice, torn between work and home, with three small children and a shiftless 

husband. 167 This interpretation, making the blame for the marriage as mutual as the 

correspondence leading to it, is just feasible, but hardly less horrible for that. 

Porter proposes a further reading which takes into account the impossibility 

of reaching any clear interpretation, and suggests that the story might even be seen 

as a ̀ good-natured parody of that recurrent motif in Russian literature of man 

166 Hosking, Beyond Socialist Realism, p. 152. 
167 D. Shtok, 'Vybor puti', Grani, 32 (April-June 1976), 150-170 (p. 161). 
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inviting his own punishment, and thus redeeming himself through suffering'. 168 

The Power of the Word 

Voinovich frequently exhorts the reader to take seriously the significance of 

words in human affairs, and to remember that what a person says or writes is able 

to change lives. Frequently, conversations mark the pivotal point of a story, and, 

even more often, letters bring about drastic changes for those who write or receive 

them. People's inner selves may be revealed or concealed by the words they 

choose, which sometimes illuminate and sometimes obscure the inner self. The 

most significant expression of identity is the signature, anticipating the moment 

when Chonkin signs his name on the cell wall, unable to think of anything more 

eloquent to write. 169 This has added significance in the context of the times in 

which an overheard conversation, letter, document of denunciation or signature 

could carry the power of life and death. Voinovich uses words in his plots 

sometimes portentously, sometimes humorously, in the many misunderstandings 

which complicate his characters' lives; but however they are used they are always 

handled with respect. After all, they are the stock in trade of the writer, and the 

more Voinovich wrote the more he became aware of the power of words to affect 

his own life, and the more he understood how fine is the line dividing life and art, 

reality and fantasy. 

Reflecting in 1991, Voinovich recalled the evolution of his work from 

moralistic, traditional Soviet writing to humour, satire and the grotesque. He began 

as a realist in spite of warnings that he was writing too closely to life, and 

particularly enjoyed reading aloud to see when people laughed, since humour, he 

considers, is often simply a recognition of the truth by the reader. He did not 

deliberately become satirical; it was life which showed him satire, in events such as 

168 V. N. Voinovich, Putem vzafmnoi perepiski, ed. with Introduction and Notes by Robert 

Porter (London: Bristol Classical Press, 1996), p. xi. 
169 pretendent na prestol, p. 516; Pretender to the Throne, p. 351. 
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those documented in Ivan'kiada. 170 Whilst his career may have begun with an 

interest in money and fame, his creative literary urge then developed to a point 

which eventually led to his emigration. Literature features prominently in his 

writing, those who read and write being divided into those who do so in a search 

for status, and those who are concerned with a philosophical understanding of the 

world around them. 

Vadim the poet comes to Popovka ready to enrich people's lives with his 

muse, and is unimpressed by the cultural organiser's four sacks of collected essays: 

in a village where people move their lips whilst reading poetry silently, he feels his 

talent is wasted. 171 Things are not much better in the nearby town where the couple 

who run the kindergarten have a large, well-stocked book cupboard, but are 

actually devious speculators. 172 Literature does not always have the desired effect, 

and Voinovich takes the opportunity to stress the benefits of a natural and authentic 

existence over the falsity of a literary world-view with no experience behind it. The 

written word is nonetheless a powerful commitment, and when Goshka writes `My 

zdes' zhivem' on the road sign he is making an important statement and is saying 

more than Vadim or than all Borodavka's sacks of literature. He may be too 

cautious to leave his signature, but he has made his mark on the world and has 

expressed a vital truth. 

Samokhin is little influenced by formal literature, but the written word still 

plays a crucial part in his life. Letters from his mother and from his friend in Siberia 

have the power to change his world, and two of the women in his life are 

influenced by literature, although not for the better. Klava has countless books 

which she devours indiscriminately, and Samokhin comments that `everything 

affected and artificial in her came from books'. 173 She talks in cliches, trying to 

mould Samokhin into the sort of romantic hero she reads about, and when she 

croons: `I was thinking how good it is to know a man like you is always there by 

170'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', pp. 245-247. 
171 'My zdes' zhivem', p. 59. 
172 ̀ My zdes' zhivem', p. 62. 
173 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 27; `What I Might Have Been', p. 38. 
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my side', he responds with amazement: `This she says about me. Those books of 

hers do her no good. ' 174 Zoiia from the cafeteria also has a limited view of 

literature, collecting aphorisms into albums, so that when she has enough she will 

not need to read any more books. 175 Samokhin himself has little time for literature, 

which is not surprising in a world where brute force usually wins the day, and 

where one of the worst workers who cares only about food and money is 

nicknamed `the Writer' simply because he is eccentric enough not to wear a hat in 

winter. 176 The journalist who writes an article on Samokhin is clearly working 

along the same romantic lines as Klava, l77 and once again it is down to the average 

man to seize the power of the written word to make sense of the world, and this 

Samokhin does by withholding his signature from the ready-typed inspection 

document. Here silence proves more eloquent than inappropriate words, and his 

gesture draws the sting from his confinement to the hospital bed while the journalist 

publishes fabrications about him. 

The theme of literature runs through `Dva tovarishcha' from start to finish. 

Valerii's father is an unsuccessful `engineer of human souls', giving Valerii a 

realistic view of the trials of authorship. Tolik, on the other hand, sees writing as a 

passport to easy money since a poet earns a ruble per line. 178 Furthermore, 

literature can also be used to impress girls. 179 Valerii's grandmother reads the 

Bible, and Valerii likes the style, particularly the use of capital letters relating to 

God and Jesus, which he thinks would fit well into a narrative of his life. 180 His 

mother prefers Antoine de St. Exupery, and weeps copiously as she reads Le petit 

prince. 181 Trying to fail an exam, Valerii accidentally writes an excellent essay on 

flying, and is patronised by a teacher who writes horribly contrived poetry. 182 In 

174 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 30; `What I Might Have Been', p. 42. 
175 "Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 41; `What I Might Have Been', p. 58. 
176 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 6; `What I Might Have Been', p. 8. 
177 'Khochu byt' chestnym', p. 52; 'What I Might Have Been', p. 76. 
178 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 95. 

179 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 99. 
180 'Dva tovarishcha', pp. 117-118. 
181 ̀ Dva tovarishcha', p. 93. 
182 ̀ Dva tovarishcha', pp. 128-129. 
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the end, he has to resort to using German in an English exam to get the poor mark 

he needs to escape the institute which his mother has chosen for him. Listening to 

the radio in the park, Valerii hears someone reading Pushkin's Mozart andSalieri as 

if they were reading the news from TASS. This broadcast, presumably intended to 

be culturally enlightening, has the sorry effect of elevating the prosaic and political 

whilst debasing the literary. 183 When Valerii and Tolik meet at the end of the story, 

Tolik has become a `genuine' poet complete with poetical stance and voice, and 

knowledge gained from reading `do it yourself' uides to poetry writing. 184 He has 

also, incidentally, proved himself to be totally lacking in integrity, and the former 

friends part: Tolik waxing lyrical in farewell; Valerii waving noncommittally from 

his position of moral superiority. 185 In an absurd society literature may be wrongly 

interpreted as a token of integrity, and the honest but less articulate aviator who 

wants to serve his country is cast in the role of uninitiated philistine. 

`V krugu druzei' is rich in satirical examples of ritual language used to 

flatter and deceive. Koba has built a society where no-one dares speak or write the 

truth, and consequently has no idea what anyone thinks, adding to his paranoia. 

When he has his `conversation' with the repulsive figure in the mirror, his 

tormentor spells out to him the dilemma he has brought about: 

Who's going to support you now? The people? They hate you. Your so- 

called comrades? Comrades, that's a laugh. A bunch of court flatterers and 
flunkies. They'd be the first to sell you out as soon as they got the chance. 
In the old days, at least jesters and saints were allowed to tell the truth. But 

who'll tell the truth now? You demanded lies; now you can choke on them. 
Everybody lies now - your newspapers, your public speakers, your spies, 

your informers. 186 

This is a society where no-one dares to be honest, not even the jesters and saints 

who were once able to speak without fear to the tsar himself. This provides a 

183 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 135. 
184 ̀ Dva tovarishcha', p. 151. 
185 'Dva tovarishcha', p. 152. 
186 'V krugu druzei', p. 187; ̀ A Circle of Friends', pp. 205-206. 
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phenomenal challenge to ordinary, natural people who want to live instinctively, 

allowing their words to be an integrated and true reflection of their inner selves. 
Close in theme to `V krugu druzei', `Vladychitsa' begins with Man'ka 

debunking the rhetoric of the selection ceremony, before making sacrifices in the 

interests of her people's security of mind and becoming at the same time the 

manipulator and the manipulated. When all is lost, and she has been betrayed by 

those whom she thought to be her protectors, she briefly becomes articulate again 

and exposes the system as she faces certain death, before subsiding into silent 

acquiescence. 

Stepen' doveriia presents literature in a slightly different light, since within 

the culture of the developing anti-tsarist revolution, literature was a means of 

educating the masses, and its dissemination was considered a most dangerous 

crime. ' 87 Written within a culture of censorship, about resistance to a previous 

culture of censorship now considered ideologically spurious, Stepen' doveriia 

provides a vehicle to raise questions about the freedom of the individual to choose 

what to read and write. The written word in Vera Figner's time was as dangerous 

as it was during the purges, and when an arrested person asked for pen and paper 

in the prison cell it was a sign of readiness to commit himself and others beyond the 

point of no return. 188 

But the power of literature in all its ambivalence is perhaps best seen in 

`Literator Skurlatskii', 189 a chapter expanding the story of the deluded Skurlatskii 

from Stepen' doveriia. The man of letters shows all the characteristics of an author 

apart from the fact that he is unable to write anything at all, and when he finds a 

letter from the revolutionaries in a style which his sleepy wife declares to be 

admirable, he sees his chance for fame and claims the authorship for himself. Never 

mind that this leads to his arrest and incarceration in an asylum: he has achieved his 

fantasy of being a great writer. 

For Vera Fi gner, testifying at her trial, literature has failed society because 

187 Stepen'doveriia, pp. 145-146. 
188 Stepen' doveriia, p. 260. 
189 'Literator Skurlatskii', pp. 14-15.; 'Skurlatsky, Man of Letters', In Plain Russian , pp. 209- 
227. 
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of censorship: she would not have chosen the path of violence if other options had 

been open to her, but `our press, as is well known, is not free, so to think about 

spreading ideas by means of the printed word is impossible'. 190 

The spectre of the censor's scissors also hangs over ̀ Proisshestvie v 

"Metropole"', in which Voinovich the narrator spars with KGB agents on the 

subject of literature and the options for publishing both in the Soviet Union and 

abroad. During the course of the conversation he spells out his attitude towards 

writers in the following way: `I say that struggling with a great writer is even more 

stupid than with a windmill. The more you attack him the higher you build the 

pedestal under him. ' 191 He claims that literature must not be treated as a commodity 

with short-term goals, and cannot be considered to belong to any particular regime, 

serving instead whoever claims it. Censorship acts against the very powers which 

impose it: a statement equally true for Vera Figner as for writers under Soviet 

power. Threats are powerless to prevent writers from expressing themselves, 

merely providing them with new material, and obstacles placed in his path, 

Voinovich claims, have only served to encourage his evolution from irony to 

satire. 192 When the whole affair is over, he is left to reflect with satisfaction on the 

immortality of Chonkin, who will live on regardless of what may happen to his 

creator. 

Ivan'kiada was written when life got in the way of art, and addresses the 

idea of literature as job, status symbol and way of playing the rules of the game for 

personal gain. The hapless Voinovich finds himself in competition with Ivan'ko, a 

man with more influence than literary talent. In a blend of fantasy and reality, the 

reader is admitted to the inner sanctum of the Writers' Union, and witnesses scenes 

of breathtaking distortion and corruption. Much in this novel depends on the word: 

spoken or written, broken or binding, but binding only on those without power. By 

some uncharacteristic quirk of fate, the little man wins the fight against a powerful 

bureaucracy: a feat which he would not have accomplished if he had joined battle 

190 Stepen' doveriia, p. 373. 
191 'Proisshestvie v "Metropole", Kontinent , p. 62; Incident at the Metropole', p. 11. 
192 'Proisshestvie v "Metropole"', pp. 82-83; Incident at the Metropole', pp. 30-31. 
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with them on their own terms of doublespeak. 

`Putern vzaimnoi perepiski', more than any other work, illustrates the 

dangers of the all-powerful word to trap and bind. Altynnik, who uses letter- 

writing to give free rein to his imagination, assumes Liudmila to be a good deal 

more honest than he is. 193 Having committed himself in his letter to intentions of 

matrimony, he sets in course a sequence of events which he is powerless to arrest. 

Alcohol, that muddler of thoughts and words, plays its part, and after his wedding 

`he has no recollection of their setting the paper in front of him, placing his fingers 

around the pen, and guiding his hand'. 194 However hard he may try to forget, his 

signature has bound him to Liudmila in a way which disregards the total absence of 

mutual feeling, and the ties are further reinforced by the torrent of words which she 

sends through the mail to him, and finally to his major, to force him to accept his 

responsibilities. 195 Her brother's promises to secure his freedom will clearly not be 

honoured, and Altynnik's protests are by this stage purely for effect; he has no 

more control than a puppet, and resigns himself to his fate. 

The crucial theme of the power of words to express the inner self is closely 

connected with the issue of integrity in Voinovich's work. The individual is faced 

with choices in life; to be himself, and like the fools and saints of old to speak the 

truth; or to play the game of doublespeak and to believe no-one's words, not even 

one's own. This is a powerful challenge at any time and in any culture, but perhaps 

even more so for a society where it had become second nature to present two 

different personae to the world: one for the street and another for the kitchen table. 

Literature, which has the power to use words for good or ill, is a two-edged sword 

in the hand of the writer, and its responsibilities, Voinovich argues, should not be 

taken lightly. 

193 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 72; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 104. 
194 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 99; `From an Exchange of Letters', p. 145. 
195 'gutem vzaimnoi perepiski', p. 110; 'From an Exchange of Letters', p. 162. 
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Morality 

Woven into the fabric of all Voinovich's work of the sixties and seventies is 

a didactic theme: that of how people ought to live, facets of which have already 

been considered. `My zdes' zhivem' emphasises the importance of living an 

authentic individual life, and of being honest in dealings with other people. `Diadia 

Volodia' is a study in group dynamics which highlights the same need, and the 

other autobiographical sketches explore the phenomenon of `the rules of the game' 

and how individualism may be preserved in a tightly regulated culture. `Khochu 

byt' chestnym' is the story of an average man who is pushed into a comer once too 

often by the lazy pretences of his world, and who rebels just in time, insisting at 

least on the right to be himself, even if that self is unexceptional. `Rasstoianie v 

polkilometra' is a modest account of one man's death, and a warning to take life's 

opportunities when they are presented, whilst `V kupe' warns of the energy which 

may be wasted by taking fantasy too seriously. `Dva tovarishcha' is a more overt 

search for a philosophy, dealing with friendship, betrayal, self-deceit and 

cowardice and the search for identity. `V krugu druzei' deals with deceit, flattery, 

betrayal and the power of lies to distort and destroy, and `Vladychitsa' also shows 

the awful dangers of deceit and dissemblance with systems of power. Stepen' 

doveriia explores motives of courage and honour, exalts personal integrity, and 

deplores cowardice and duplicity. `Proisshestvie v "Metropole"' and Ivan'kiada 

confront the theme of conflict between individual and state, and consider ways in 

which the individual may preserve his integrity and lay claim to immortality by 

remaining true to his calling. Finally, `Putern vzaimnoi perepiski' is a moral tale 

about the dangers to the individual of being less than honest, and shows how the 

basically decent Altynnik is rendered vulnerable to an appalling fate by his one 

flaw - the tendency to trifle with words. 

All these works seem designed to point the way through the moral maze to 

honest seekers for truth. If it were not for their sociological insight, colloquial 

charm and barbed wit, their didacticism could become burdensome to the reader, 
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particularly as so many of them are conveyed through intrusive narrators, 

sometimes in the first-person and often omniscient. This is a danger with which 

Voinovich comes to terms in his later work, but at this early stage he was almost 

thinking aloud as he formulated a moral code. 

Later, in emigration, he commented on his policy of describing life as he 

sees it, saying: `I am a describer. I'm not a teacher like Tolstoy or Solzhenitsyn. 

[... ] My duty is to describe life as it is, not as seen through a lens. ' 196 There is a 

thread of didacticism running through his work, since the satirist is in many ways a 

teacher, but any expression of this sort has been manifested in a different mode 

from Solzhenitsyn's. The year 1962 saw Solzhenitsyn's story of Ivan Denisovich's 

struggle for survival in a labour camp, the same year in which Voinovich's 

Samokhin strove to prove his integrity on the building site. For a writer to have 

spent time in camp endowed him with a certain status and authority within the 

literary community, and it was perhaps inevitable that Voinovich, like all the new 

literary talent of the period, should have had a heightened awareness of 

Solzhenitsyn's overshadowing presence and should have chosen to demonstrate his 

talents in ways which could not be compared with the writings of the cult figure. 

One of Voinovich's major themes has always been ̀ the struggle of the free 

personality against manipulation by society', 197 and this has applied equally to his 

place in Soviet society and later in the worlds of dissident and emigre literature. 

Writing up to 1980 in and for a culture where clear answers had always been 

provided to the questions which no-one had yet asked, Voinovich's plea was for a 

new view of reality, undistorted by preconceptions and ideological considerations: 

the vision of an individual person leading an authentically individual life. 

196 'An Interview with Vladimir Voinovich. The Newly-exiled Russian Novelist is Interviewed in 
Paris by Richard Boston', interview by Richard Boston, Quarto, 1 (April 1981), 7-9 (p. 7). 

197 Mary Ann Szporluk, ̀ Vladimir Voinovich: The Development of a New Satirical Voice', 
Russian Literature Triquarterly, 14 (Winter 1976). 99-121(p. 101). 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

THE LIFE AND EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES 

OF PRIVATE IVAN CHONKIN: 

THE STRUCTURE AND EXPOSURE OF THE ABSURD WORLD 

THE ABSURD WORLD: 

Ritual Behaviour 

Ritual Language 

Specious Logic 

Rules Imperfectly Understood 

Socialist Realism 

THE REAL WORLD: 

Chonkin as Antidote to Socialist Realism 

Boots 

Mud 

Animals 

Scatology 

Dreams 

Vladimir Voinovich's novel Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata 

Ivana Chonkina, written as two two-part books, Litso neprikosnovennoe and 

Pretendent na prestol, follows the adventures of its hero through the summer and 

autumn of 1941. Through different literary modes and narrative voices it presents a 

progression of historical events simultaneously with the progression of Chonkin 

from humble soldier to mythical superhero. These themes are set against the 

background of the Soviet Union of 1941, an absurdly rigid world rendered 
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unyielding by virtue of its inflexible ideology. Between the mutually antipathetic 

totalitarian state and the individual, a ̀ clash of worlds' becomes evident. I The state 

is represented by the apparatchikr, bureaucrats and military top-brass, presided 

over by Stalin; and the world of the people is portrayed through characters 

motivated to sustain the lie through fear or simply fatalistic apathy. Socialist 

realism, when imposed on ordinary people leads to almost universal absurdity of 

behaviour, and constantly threatens and compromises their world of byt and 

poshlost'. The absurd world of this novel is common to any totalitarian state with 

an ideology, governed by a supreme dictator who frequently changes the rules in 

order to maintain control of the game. In the period of high Stalinism opposition 

was usually fatal, but Voinovich was writing in the less threatening but still 

sobering post-Stalinist era when the ideology was driven no longer by one dictator 

but by the agreement of the many parts of society. The novel challenges readers in 

such a world to grasp their own destiny and to act with independence and integrity. 

Väclav Havel in his essay ̀ The Power of the Powerless' focuses on this 

theme in relation to those living in post-totalitarian or post-dictatorial societies, and 

his analysis supplies a useful theoretical basis for Voinovich's satirical position. 2 

THE ABSURD WORLD: 

Havel writes of a greengrocer who places in his window, among the carrots 

and onions, the slogan `Workers of the World, Unite! ' Is this because he is 

genuinely so enthusiastic about the concept that he cannot but advertise his support? 

Havel thinks this unlikely. A more plausible explanation is that failure to pay lip- 

service to the ideology would be interpreted as disloyalty, and the greengrocer is 

signalling his obedience and therefore his right to be left in peace. If he were asked 

to display a sign saying openly that he was afraid, he would suffer loss of dignity, 

I Peter Petro, 'Habek, Voinovich, and the Tradition of Anti-Militarist Satire', Canadian Slavonic 
Papers , 

22.1 (March 1980), 116-121 (p. 118). 
2 Väclav Havel, `The Power of the Powerless', in The Power of the Powerless: Citizens against 
the State in Central-Eastern Europe, by Väclav Havel et al., ed. by John Keane (London: 
Hutchinson, 1985), pp. 23-96. 
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so his expression of loyalty must be assumed to illustrate a level of disinterested 

conviction. `Thus the sign helps the greengrocer to conceal from himself the low 

foundations of his obedience, at the same time concealing the low foundations of 

power. It hides them behind the facade of something high. And that something is 

ideology. '3 Ideology, Havel argues, gives human beings the illusion of an identity, 

of dignity and morality, whilst depriving them of just those things. Its primary 

excusatory function is'to provide people, both as victims and pillars of the post- 

totalitarian system, with the illusion that the system is in harmony with the human 

order and the order of the universe' .4 If the greengrocer were to stop displaying the 

slogan, whose semantic content is irrelevant, he would consciously be rejecting the 

ritual and breaking the rules of the game. He would soon find that: 

by breaking the rules of the game, he has [... ] exposed it as a mere game. 
[... ] He has said that the emperor is naked. And because the emperor is in 

fact naked, something extremely dangerous has happened: by his action, the 

greengrocer has addressed the world. [... ] He has shown everyone that it 

is possible to live within the truth. Living within the lie can constitute the 

system only if it is universal. [... ] There are no terms whatsoever on 

which it can coexist with living within the truth, and therefore everyone 

who steps out of line denies it in principle and threatens it in its entirety. 5 

This, very simply, is the essence of Havel's argument; that citizens declare their 

loyalty to a regime by means of rituals, supporting the game by living according to 

its rules. Readers of Chonkin will recall many such rituals of behaviour abuse of 

language; specious logic; rules imperfectly understood but slavishly adhered to; and 

the exalted tones of socialist realism depicting what are, in truth, grubby and 

ordinary lives. These rituals establish for the reader the structure of the absurd 

world, and many are willingly adopted by the characters in the interests of security. 

Miroslav Kusy, writing in the same volume as Havel, crystallises the inherent 

contradiction of a world whose values are dictated by an ideology, the spirit of 

3 Havel, p. 28. 
4 Havel, p. 29. 
5 Havel, pp. 39-40. 
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which is forgotten, but the letter of which is enforced rigidly in an atmosphere of 

terror and moral rectitude. He describes it as the ideology of `as if', saying that 

those who police it `behave as if the ideological kingdom of real socialism existed 

[... ] as if they had, in all earnestness, convinced the nation of its existence; the 

nation behaves as if it believed it, as if it were convinced that it lived in accordance 

with this ideologically real socialism. This as if is a silent agreement between the 

two partners' .6 The world of `as if' nfiltrates all life in Chonkin, even affecting the 

animal and vegetable world. The personalities of those who operate the apparatus of 

absurdity are composed of official attitudes; they have moulded themselves to fit 

comfortably into the system, suffer no pangs of conscience and embrace the task of 

stifling all spontaneity. As the narrator reminds the reader. `To control the 

spontaneous is, of course, a difficult matter, but many people have made a habit of 

doing it. '7 Other characters are less snugly integrated into the absurd world: the 

petty and unwilling bureaucrats; the kolkhoz workers; the lower ranks of military 

and civilian life. Sometimes those who administer the world of `as if' fall prey to 

doubts and face the consequences: indeed, even those who appear to believe in the 

pantomime can fall victim. The only character to be promoted to a position of 

honour in the absurd world is Chonkin himself who, all unawares, rises from 

common deserter to mythical hero, but his integrity is untouchable by either Stalin 

or Hitler simply because he does not exist, or at least not in the way that they 

imagine. 

Violetta Iverni emphasises how important it is for the players in Voinovich's 

absurd world to understand the rules of the game, since 'in the country where the 

action of this book takes place, there exist certain unwritten laws, which we 

6 Miroslav Kusy, `Chartism and ̀ Real Socialism", in The Power of the Powerless : Citizens 
against the State in Central-Eastern Europe, pp. 152-177 (p. 164). 
7 L, p. 139; Ch, p. 105. 
The system of references to primary sources in chapters 3 and 4 is as follows: each reference 
indicates page number of English translation first, followed by page number of Russian text. The 
editions used are: 
L= The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin, trans. by Richard Lourie 
(Paris: YMCA, 1975) 
Thr = Pretender to the Throne, trans. by Richard Lourie (Paris: YMCA, 1975) 
Ch = 7hizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 
1990) 
Pr = Pretendent na prestol (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1990). 
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henceforth [... ] will call the Rules of the Game. These rules by no means exist in a 

state of calm or balanced straightforward movement, but execute unexpected leaps 

and pirouettes, demanding from the citizens an extremely peculiar apparatus of 

perception' .8 This apparatus Chonkin does not possess and so he is excluded from 

the game, as is Niura to a large extent. Everyone else, whether enforcers or players, 

not only knows the rules of the game but tries to keep up with its leaps and 

pirouettes. The pretence runs deep; everyone is aware that everyone else is 

involved, and only Chonkin's behaviour suggests, in all innocence and with 

unswerving loyalty, that he has noticed that the Emperor should get himself some 

clothes. 

Ritual Behaviour 

By common consent the correct adapted behaviour to be displayed in the 

absurd world is to be at all times ideologically above reproach, but this need in no 

wise correspond to the players' thoughts and feelings. The army, of course, is a 

major observer of rituals, one of which Chonkin violates early on in his career as 

sentry. Recalling that he is `forbidden to eat, drink, smoke, laugh, sing, talk or 

relieve himself' he walks back to the tail of the aeroplane he is guarding and breaks 

one of the rules. Nothing happens 9 Realising that a transgression unobserved 

brings no consequences, before long he is breaking all the rules in the book, having 

first assured himself of the safety of the aeroplane. He is willing to risk his life to 

fulfil his duty, but rationalises the method of putting orders into practice. 

The army's rituals are exposed as nonsensical, nowhere more strikingly 

than in the attempt to capture Chonkin. A whole regiment is deployed for the attack, 

but each action is a travesty, a ritual devoid of rhyme or reason. The soldiers fail to 

light the petrol bombs, the camouflage uniform is for the wrong season and hence 

of the wrong colour, and General Drynov, who has managed to kill or maim many 

of his men in field exercises by the use of live ammunition, on this occasion only 

8 Violetta Ivemi, `Komediia nesovmestimosti', Kontinent, 5 (1975), 427-454 (p. 435). 
9 L, p. 40; Ch, p. 35. 
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manages to execute one member of the security forces, and accidentally to kill one 

horse. He subsequently decorates and then arrests the hero of the hour, and 

remembering, just in time, his role as educator, attempts to make sense of this 

ludicrous sequence of events for the benefit of his men. They are far from 

convinced, but since the incident has been observed by so many, an explanation 

must be provided to fit the scene into an ideological framework. 10 

This sensitive issue of being observed is involved when Borisov, in 

conversation with Golubev, inadvertently strikes the bust of Stalin. The action is 

involuntary, but the fact that it has been observed is highly significant to both 

players who behave as if hypnotised while they work out the consequences. 

Golubev `hadn't wanted to see it, but he had seen it, he had! And now what was 

there to do? Pretend he hadn't noticed? But what if Borisov ran and confessed, then 

Borisov would be out of trouble and he, Golubev, would catch it for not reporting 

Borisov in the first place. And if he did report it, they'd be glad to lock him up just 

because he'd seen what he'd seen'. 11 This element to the game means that people 

are bound to each other by ties of guilt without anything significant having passed 

between them. Golubev and Borisov, by a mixture of doublespeak and conciliatory 

gesture, work out a position of mutual agreement that neither of them will mention 

what has happened, but the incident is used by Borisov, the `guilty' party, to gain 

ascendancy over Golubev, the `innocent' observer, who runs for consolation as 

usual to the vodka bottle. 

This artificially created tension also exists within families. First Secretary 

Revkin becomes troubled shortly after the disappearance of Captain Miliaga and his 

department, but cannot identify the source of his unease. He is, in fact, missing the 

structure which holds his world together, but he does not yet realise this and simply 

becomes distracted. His wife Aglaia, a monstrously inhumane. woman in charge of 

a children's home, inquires if he is having `unwholesome thoughts'. In response to 

his hesitant affirmative reply she recommends him to make a clean breast of it to the 

Party, helps him to pack his suitcase and moves into another bed for the night `out 

10 L, pp. 298-315; Ch, pp. 217-229. 
11 L, p. 58; Ch, p. 48. 
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of ideological considerations'. On the subject of their son she reassures him, 

saying: `Don't you worry. I'll raise him to be a true Bolshevik. He'll even forget 

what your name was. ' 12 So Revkin, guilty only of having temporarily lost his 

positive outlook on life, is betrayed by his vigilant wife whose remedy will leave 

her and their son ideologically unsullied. How careful the citizens of this absurd 

world must be to conceal even their most secret thoughts from their `loved ones' 

when responsibilities to the State are taken so seriously. 

Ermolkin, the newspaper editor, tells Niura that he would be willing to cut 
his own son's throat if the Party ordered it, and he is fixed in her imagination as a 

child murderer although he is merely an inadequate man who has long since lost 

touch with both his son and with reality. 13 The reader never knows whether he 

really would be prepared to kill his son for the Party, or whether his now mature 

son would be willing to let him, but by making the offer in the hearing of a witness 

he has adopted a posture which sets himself above reproach. He has played the 

game so long that he believes in the danger of any false move, even if unobserved. 

When he commits his one editorial error and is transfixed with horror, his wife 

cannot understand what the fuss is about because the article in question seems no 

more nonsensical to her than any other. The incident is based on fact, and in 

Ermolkin's case his spelling mistake has changed the meaning of the sentence, 

making Stalin's instructions into the `gelding' (merinom) of wisdom rather than the 

`criterion' (merilom) of wisdom, as intended. Ermolkin's wife has no difficulty 

interpreting this in an ideologically wholesome way, as she has read many similarly 

ludicrous statements before, and indeed no-one else is likely to notice it for the 

same reason. Ermolkin sees it, however, as dereliction of duty, misprint most foul, 

and no more than he deserves for leaving his post and going home to visit his 

family. Terrified and repentant, he tries to write his self-denunciation, but is 

professionally incapable of writing about a real event. To Luzhin, the interrogator, 

listening to Ennolkin's pleas to be arrested, this confession is a huge joke, which 

he does not even trouble himself to read. As a shrewd player of the game himself, 

12 L, pp. 235-236; Ch, pp. 172-173. 
13 Thr, p. 72; Pr, p. 285. 
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he knows that Ermolkin is so paralysed by fear that he presents no danger to the 

system. l4 

Perhaps the character most practised at adopting poses is Gladyshev, the 

village `scientist'. Gladyshev's duplicity is evident even without narratorial 

intervention, but sometimes the narrator cannot resist. On the occasion of the first 

(spontaneous) meeting assembled upon the declaration of war with Germany, 

Gladyshev impresses Chonkin with a brief exposition of the theory of evolution `in 

order to demonstrate his own erudition'. 15 During the course of the second meeting 

(conducted in a spirit of controlled spontaneity) Chonkin refutes Gladyshev's 

argument, annoying the scientist who spits `just at the wrong moment too, for the 

crowd now broke into applause. Catching hold of himself, the breeder quickly 

began to applaud as well, gazing in devotion at the speaker so that his spitting 

would not be construed as having anything to do with the speech'. 16 This ritual of 

applauding at the `right' moment cannot fail to remind the reader of occasions when 

none dared be first to stop the tumultuous applause in the presence of Stalin, and 

the measure of Gladyshev's applause becomes clear in the closing scene of the 

story when he applauds the German soldier. 17 He is pragmatically willing to 

applaud anyone offering security, but when threatened with the possibility of 

having to commit himself under interrogation he disappears from the scene, 

apparently in the most final way possible. ' 8 This chameleon of the Soviet scene is 

also sadly exposed when he discovers the body of the missing gelding 

Osoaviakhim with a note declaring his allegiance to Communism. Gladyshev 

momentarily perceives the real world as more bizarre than the absurd, and crosses 

himself for the first time in many years. 19 This is not one of the required rituals, 

and it is as well that it is dusk and that he is alone. 

Another character riding a wave of ritual behaviour to fame and fortune is 

14 TbS, pp. 72-108; Pr, pp. 285-314. 
15 L, p. 131; Ch, p. 99. 
16 L, p. 148; Ch, p. 111. 
17 Thr, P. 358; Pr, p. 522. 
18 Thr, p. 113; Pr, p. 318. 
19 L, p. 316; Ch, p. 230. 
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Liushka, the heroic milkmaid, who milks cows by all four teats at once to increase 

milk production. On the outbreak of war she delivers a rousing speech to the 

kolkhoz workers, speaking touchingly of the burden borne for all by Comrade 

Stalin, and bringing `her handkerchief to her eyes several times' 20 However, her 

true priorities are betrayed when, just as she is exhorting the workers to sacrifice 

everything for the cause, she turns aside to chide the photographer for taking her 

picture from the wrong angle. 

Perhaps the most orchestrated ritual of all is Chonkin's trial, which is 

produced as theatre, with a cast list, stage, directors and rehearsals? 1 The 

proceedings follow the formula of dissident trials of the sixties and seventies rather 

than a typical trial of the war years, and it seems that no-one is in control of this 

ritual, least of all the prosecutor. The defendant is only semi-conscious throughout, 

and his contribution to the production is minimal: it is as if a pre-determined 

performance is being played out and Chonkin is guilty simply because a scapegoat 

must be found. 

Such rituals of behaviour compose a telling picture of the absurd world, but 

a more pervasive indicator is perhaps the theme of the use and abuse of language. 

Ritual Language 

Language is a constant source of danger to those in the absurd world, 

threatening to expose their inner thoughts and betray their motives. The everyday 

language of the time had become impoverished by the liquidation of whole classes 

of society; the merchants, clergy and rich peasants whose style of language had 

become a badge of ideological unsoundness. Socialist realism had established a set 

of accepted modes of expression, based on the democratisation of language and 

drawing heavily on the use of euphemisms to describe certain aspects of Soviet life. 

The narrator alerts the reader to the ironies of a society which is not all that it seems 

20 L, p. 169; Pr, p. 126. 
21 Thr, pp. 293-320; Pr, pp. 467-490. 
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to be by ironical use and repetition of euphemisms and by using unexpected words 

to express what is totally predictable to the reader with a shared experience of the 

culture. Viktor Shklovskii in his essay ̀ Iskusstvo, kak priem', first published in 

1917, addressed the subject of defamiliarisation, which gives the reader a new way 

of seeing things because they are presented in a new way or with unexpected 

words 22 This technique can only be used in a context of familiarity so that the 

novelty of new expression can benefit from contrast with the expected. What better 

environment for a writer to practise this than in the predictable and prescribed 

language of socialist realism? The citizens of Chonkin's world have become inured 

to the daily incantations and can produce the correct responses unthinkingly. 

Habitualisation, Shldovskii maintained, devours natural human responses and 

invalidates lives which become as if they had never been lived. He argued that `art 

exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel things, to 

make the stone stony '. 23 This is what the narrator aims for by describing a patently 

shabby world either in the inappropriately glowing rhetoric of socialist realism or in 

some other unexpected form: colloquial speech or new ironic euphemisms. This 

fosters in the reader a heightened sensitivity to the nuances of language used by 

both the narrator and the characters, and a corresponding awareness of where 

language and reality fail to match up. The resulting lack of agreement can be both 

comic, as absurd ideas are fitted into the established ritual-speak of socialist 

realism, and terrifying, as characters of integrity express the truth in new ways. 

Henri Bergson analyses the comic effect in his essay on laughter, maintaining that 

language becomes comic when it becomes mechanical. This may manifest itself in a 

variety of ways: by repetition; by inversion of meaning; by meaning two self- 

contradictory things; and by exaggeration. 24 These techniques are employed in 

Chonkin to produce a blend of comedy, irony and satire; each contributing to an 

awareness of the importance of language in the absurd world. Language identifies 

22 Viktor Borisovich Shklovskii, `Iskusstvo, kak priem', 0 teorii prozy, (Moscow: Federatsiia, 
1929), pp. 7-23; Victor Shklovsky, `Art as Technique', trans. by Lee T. Lemon and Marion J. Reis 
in Modern Criticism and Theory 

, ed. by David Lodge (London: Longman, 1988), pp. 16-30. 
23 Shklovsky, trans. Lemon and Reis p. 20. 

24 Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, trans. by Cloudesley 
Brereton and Fred Rothwell (London: Macmillan, 1935), pp. 67-103. 
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people and may be used in evidence, which is what makes the reader tremble 

listening to Chonkin's blithe pronouncements. 

In spite of the apparent simplicity of life in Krasnoe, the reader soon 

becomes aware of the respect paid to the web of ideological state interference which 

influences every move which the villagers make. Chonkin talks to a little girl who 

declares her love for Stalin to be greater than her love for her parents, and although 

he too loves Stalin in his way he is perplexed by what he instinctively perceives to 

be an almost unconscious deceit practised in the interests of survival. 25 Of course, 

when the young grow up they become less ingenuous in their deceit, but the 

motivation is the same. The narrator's definition of a meeting as ̀ an arrangement 

whereby a large number of people gather together, some to say what they really do 

not think, some not to say what they really do' exposes a whole congregation of 

articulate adults which has conspired together to play the game. 26 Even those 

incarcerated in prison, with little more to lose, maintain the fiction. The professor, 

reproaching a fellow-prisoner for theft, reasons that such behaviour is unacceptable 

since Vasia was born `in a new society where the social basis for crime has been 

forever liquidated' 27 Given that they are both in prison probably for no reason 

there is a certain illogicality in his support of the system. 

The village itself reveals a curious ritual of language. Krasnoe (red) used to 

be called Griaznoe (dirty) before Soviet power came and transformed mud to heroic 

proletarian red, in defiance of all the evidence. The village has something to live up 

to: a name to inspire heroic striving towards a bright future, although this name is 

more of a magic spell than a reality. The ideology states that the village should be a 

socialist paradise, that the workers should be politically aware and that life should 

correspond to the image portrayed in the newspaper, but in reality it is still knee- 

deep in mud. The ideology exerts its stranglehold in the corridors of various 

institutions where Niura meets the victims of the system: the `negligent' woman 

who has lost her ration cards; the `invalid of the ideological war' and the `straw- 

25 L, p. 69; Ch, p. 55. 
26 L, p. 145; Ch, p. 109. 
27 Thr, p. 284; Pr, p. 460. 
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petitioner'; and the reader concludes that this most ordinary of villages has been 

transformed by its glorious name into a potential hell 28 The name fits neither the 

muddy reality nor the nature of the people inhabiting this microcosm at the centre of 

the `clash of worlds', and as the tale unfolds ordinary people react to the stimuli of 

Soviet life, compromising themselves when expedient. The denunciation of one's 

fellows could hardly be a more horrible abuse of language, and yet this is a theme 

which permeates the very fabric of life. When considering the informers who betray 

others to save themselves it should, of course, not be forgotten that `they lived at a 

time when denunciation was judged not as a foul and filthy deed, but as the proper 

way for a loyal citizen to behave'. 29 But the tragic irony is that `without informers, 

the Machine of repression might have quietly rusted away from disuse somewhere 

in the remote depths of the empire. Instead it rolled on, swallowing up ploughmen 

and poets, gardeners and blacksmiths' 30 Some of the foulest acts of betrayal may 

be interpreted as the loyal duty of concerned citizens when measured by the 

standards of the absurd world. Grigorii Svirskii, writing of Voinovich's portrayal 

of `Its Excellency the Working Class' says: `The rottenness goes deep [... ] 

People's very souls have been blighted and deadened. '31 Voinovich does not blame 

the ordinary people who have been harmed in this way, since the little child who 

loved Stalin was merely imitating acquired sounds of identification rather as a 

young creature learns instinctive strategies of self-preservation. But some of the 

apparatchiks who parade through the novel are fully aware, responsible adults, 

proud of their ability to use rituals to their own advantage. 

Perhaps the arch-apparatchik of all is Figurin, whose wife proclaims 

proudly that he is devoted to his work above his family, and that he can always spot 

an enemy of the people. Ordinary people can perceive nothing special about him 

and call him Idiot Idiotovich, but he produces some Kafkaesque `bold and original 

28 Thr, pp. 65-67; Pr, pp. 279-280. 
29 Ilya Kartushin and Zamira Ibrahimova, ̀ Matryona's Crime', in The Best Of Ogonyok , ed. by 
Vitaly Korotich and Cathy Porter (London: Heinemann, 1990), pp. 209-222 (p. 221). 
30 Bushin and Ibrahimova, p. 221. 
31 Grigorii Svirskii, A History of Post-War Soviet Writing, trans. by Robert Dessaix and Michael 
Ulman (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1981), p. 379. 
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theories' about suspicion and guilt 32 His undeniable abilities are also displayed 

when, briefing Chonkin for the trial, he hears the defendant's story and translates it 

deftly into ideological language of a much more sinister register. 33 

Another hero of the Revolution, although perhaps more sinned against than 

sinning, is First Secretary Revkin. In his attempt to find out where the missing 

administrative department has gone, he sends his chauffeur to the market to see 

what the old women are saying, since they are more likely to know what is 

happening than anyone in his position 34 The narrator frequently uses old women 

to speak the truth, since they are too set in their ways to play the usual games and 

yet are not considered a serious threat by the apparatus. The apparatchiks 

themselves, however, are hampered by doublethink and doublespeak so much that 

they find it hard to understand, and even harder to express the simplest truth. 

Hearing that the entire personnel of the Institution has gone to arrest a certain 

Chonkin, Revkin makes enquiries leading to the colossal misunderstanding over 

whether the deserter is accompanied by a gang (banda) or a woman (baba), thus 

setting in train a course of dramatic events 35 When Revkin is inevitably arrested as 

a weak link in the chain, he writes a ridiculous confession, confident that its 

absurdity will be noticed by his superiors. However, after a few minor amendments 

it is accepted and Revkin, diagnosed as suffering from paranoid schizophrenia, is 

taken away to share a cell with Senior Lieutenant Kuriatnikov's cow 36 

Ermolkin, the editor, is another player fluent in ritual language; indeed, he is 

incapable of normal speech. He is a master of socialist realist hyperbole which 

comes so naturally to him that, when editing an article about gold prospectors, he is 

reduced to calling gold `ordinary gold' as opposed to black gold (oil and coal), or 

white gold (cotton) 37 As an example of this type of rhetoric, appendix B offers an 

instructive article from the Moscow University journal Russkii iazik za rubezhom 

32 Thr, p. 203; Pr, p. 391. 
33 Thr, pp. 297-299; Pr, pp. 470-472. 
34 L, p. 238; Ch, p. 174. 
35 L� p. 239; Ch, p. 175. 
36 Thr, pp. 259-262; Pr, pp. 439-441. 
37 Thr, p. 69; Pr, p. 282. 
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for the uninitiated foreign reader, listing no fewer than six `colours' of gold; nearly 

a score of `blue' items, referring to water, air and gas, and a series of `green' 

terms, mostly relating to Soviet man's `green friend' - the forest 38 The rhetoric of 

Ermolkin's newspaper reflects his cloistered view of life, and when he decides to 

visit his home one day he is amazed to find a world outside where ragged profiteers 

abuse him for being a Communist. What he had expected was `a society of 

cheerful, rosy-cheeked people whose sole concern was to bring in unprecedented 

harvests, forge more steel and pig iron, conquer the wilderness, and, while doing 

all that, sing joyful songs about their fabulously happy life' 39 As a disseminator of 

propaganda he has effectively brain-washed himself and does not realise that no- 

one actually reads his paper. In his attempts to appear above reproach he uses the 

name of Stalin like a talisman, always ensuring that it appears no less than twelve 

times in the lead editorial. In this he is not alone. The old shoe-maker, Moisei 

Solomonovich Stalin, uses the leader's name like a charm and reasons that if 

anyone is guilty of abusing a Stalin, even if not the Stalin they will reap terrible 

rewards. 

Evpraksein, the prosecutor, is a man on whom the mantle of apparatchik 

sits uneasily. Whilst he appears to be a monster, this is only a mask to hide the fact 

that he is basically a good man and a liberal thinker. The fear of discovery makes 

him quite incorruptible, and he only reveals his true self when drunk. This 

weakness keeps him on a constant see-saw of emotion; lurching from veracious 

inebriation to sober terror of the consequences, returning to work ever more zealous 

to prove his loyalty, the strain of which sends him running back to the bottle. As 

state prosecutor at Chonkin's trial, he is aware that the soldier is innocent and, in 

his cups, the night before the trial resolves to save him, but in the morning he is 

sober and sets off to do his duty in the court, reasoning that if he does not someone 

else will. At the appointed time he stands up to speak, his whole body in revolt at 

the internal conflict between integrity and fear. Soon he gives way to fear and, 

carried away by his own eloquence, he begins to believe his own words, delivering 

38 Appendix B, pp. BI-B4. 
39 Thr, p. 76; Pr, p. 288. 
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a speech which is a triumph of absurdity 40 He is a man practised at manipulating 

language, and knows how to summon up the most effective ritual phrases for the 

right occasion, but in so doing he loses his integrity and is condemned out of his 

own mouth. 

Balashov, one of Chonkin's comrades in the army, is also a master of ritual 
language, answering lartsev's political questions `in a loud expressive voice 

without using a single word of his own' 41 The ability to use jargon may guarantee 

immunity from misinterpretation, but it does not rate highly in terms of holding the 

attention of the listeners, and the `familiar word patterns' of Kilin's speech at the 

outbreak of war serve only to still the weeping of the crowd, and to distract his own 

mind from the enormity of events 42 

Gladyshev, that expert of ritual behaviour, also practises the art of ritual 

speech to demonstrate his political correctness and erudition. He writes a letter on 

Chonkin's behalf, containing the necessary phrase `raised in the spirit of 

wholehearted devotion to our Party, People, and to the person of the Great Genius 

Com. Stalin, J. V. ' before rather clumsily adding a request for rations and a new 

uniform 43 His outhouse door ostentatiously displays a sign reading `WATER 

CLOSET' in large black English letters, 44 but his education has been acquired in 

isolation, inspired by the bogus teachings of Lysenko and Michurin and gleaned 

from a box of ancient brochures and incomplete sets of journals 45 His life's work 

has been devoted, so far unsuccessfully, to producing a hybrid potato and tomato 

plant named `put' k sotsialismu ' and identified by the rousing acronym `puks ', a 

word reminiscent of the childish Russian word `to fart' 46 The narrator further 

deflates Gladyshev's linguistic pretensions by revealing that he has renamed his 

unlovely wife Aphrodite, and their son he has called Hercules 47 

40 Thr, p. 313; Pr, p. 484. 
41 L, p. 26; Ch, p. 25. 
42 L, p. 146; Ch, p. 110. 
43 L, pp. 71-72; Ch, pp. 57. 
44 L, p. 63; Ch, p. 51. 
45 L, p. 116; Ch, p. 89. 
46 L, p. 65; Ch, p. 52. 
47 L, p. 110; Ch, p. 85. 
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At the belated `funeral of Captain Miliaga', splendid rituals of language 

accompany the monumental pretence. A poem in honour of the occasion has been 

composed, which Figurin approves as containing nothing anti-Soviet, although 

upon reflection he decides that absolutely anything might turn out to be anti- 

Soviet 48 Present at the ceremony are the Two Thinkers who demonstrate their skill 

in gamesmanship when the crowd disperses and spies mingle among them, 

listening to conversations and provoking discussion if there is nothing to hear. 

They parry the questions of the spy allocated to them, and send him packing in a 

duet of virtuoso ritual language, explaining that although Miliaga has perished, 

hundreds or rather thousands of new fighters will spring up to replace him 49 The 

two thinkers are quite cynical in their use of the rituals of language and behaviour, 

and there is no hint of self-deception or moral crisis in their manipulation of the 

rules: they realise the cost of making a wrong move and take extraordinary 

measures to stay ahead of the game. 

Zapiataev, whom Chonkin meets in prison, has made an art-form of ritual 

language 50 His aim, when at liberty, had been the overthrow of the Soviet regime, 

and to this end he had used the language of political correctness. Born into a 

distinguished family, as a young man he had waged a war of attrition against the 

state armed with nothing but a pencil, a lethal weapon given the boundless trust of 

the apparatus in informers and its readiness to act on denunciations. His activities 

escalated, and soon he was destroying every talented person who came to his 

attention, until he was intercepted and taken to Luzhin. He expected to be punished, 

instead of which Luzhin congratulated him for his heroism, invited him to struggle 

with him on behalf of the state, rewarded him `materially' and sent him back to 

work. Soon he was carving out for himself an impressive career, hampered only by 

the language which he had learned as a child. He set out to master the language of 

comradeship among the workers, contracting and distorting words, self-taught 

because of the complete absence of courses or textbooks. At the pinnacle of his 

48 Thr, p. 213; Pr, p. 399. 
49 Thr, pp. 241-242; Pr, pp. 432-435. 
50 Thr, pp. 14-31; Pr, pp. 240-254. 
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career, with an exemplary record for rooting out spies, wreckers and saboteurs, he 

got drunk at a party and in an unguarded moment was tempted to invite his 

comrades to stop pretending, but instead did something almost as stupid and recited 

some Virgil in Latin, betraying his bourgeois origins. That very night he `became' a 

Latin spy, and was cast into prison with a broken nose and missing teeth 51 He had 

relied upon the myopia of the system to achieve his own ends since, after all, who 

would dare to ignore a denunciation? Hosking sets out the dynamic of the era, 

explaining that for many people the purges opened up `dizzy opportunities. A 

simple donos (denunciation) sufficed, no matter how absurd, for no party or 

NKVD official would run the risk of being accused of lack of vigilance'. He writes 

of the probable need to fulfil a plan for arrests and concludes that `everyone was 

driven ineluctably on, the interrogators as well as the interrogated' 52 In the 

Chonkin epic, the apparatus is so hypnotised by its own might that it is powerless 

to resist Zapiataev's suggestions, or any other fabrications. Truth becomes so 

distorted that usually the only man to believe the stories of heroic exploits and 

crushing defeats is Stalin. But not even he believes that the German tanks turned 

and fled in the face of General Drynov's puny and disorganised defence, saving 

Moscow 53 He is proved wrong, though. In a world where the Russians and 

Germans are equally enslaved by their own `verbal sorcerer's spell', 54 the story is 

not only possible but true. 

Captain Miliaga represents a unique case in the parade of ritual language 

abusers, particularly in his last hours on earth 55 This outstanding example of 

Soviet rectitude has led a blameless life, careful neither to excel nor to lag behind in 

his work; he loves his country and he hopes to survive the next `triumph of legality' 

in the Institution 56 Perplexed that his absence is unremarked when he is captured 

by Chonkin and Niura, he resolves to escape. Regaining his liberty, he is reduced 

51 Thr, pp. 14-31; Pr, pp. 240-254. 
52 Hosking, A History of the Soviet Union , p. 198. 
53 Thr, P. 326; Pr, p. 495. 
54 John B. Dunlop, `Vladimir Voinovich's Pretender to the Throne', Russian Literature and 
American Critics, ed. by Kenneth N. Bronstrom (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1984), pp. 23-33 (p. 25). 
55 1, pp. 281-298; Ch, pp. 205-217. 
56 L, p. 232; Ch, p. 170. 
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to tearful indecision, but fortified by the prospect of revenge he sets off 

purposefully. However, things do not go smoothly and he is rather forcefully 

detained by the regiment lying in wait for Chonkin with the result that he becomes 

concussed. In his confusion he reaches the startling but erroneous conclusion that 

his captors are German, a belief confirmed by the fact that they are not in normal 

Russian uniforms and that, assuming him to be German, they attempt to interrogate 

him in that language. The quick-witted Miliaga makes some hasty calculations, and 

remembers the sentence with which he always used to begin his interrogations: `A 

sincere confession can improve your fate. '57 He knows that this is nonsense but 

hopes that he may fare better at the hands of the Germans than his own victims have 

fared under his questioning. Deciding to cooperate fully, he endeavours to persuade 

his interrogator in a travesty of schoolboy German that he is a model worker in the 

Gestapo, ruthless slayer of Communists, sworn enemy of Stalin, and fanatical 

supporter of Hitler. As the pantomime progresses, Miliaga stumbles through his 

`confession' to the amazement and grudging admiration of the young interrogator, 

in a language which only two Russians with a poor grasp of German could 

possibly understand. Even when it begins to dawn on Miliaga that he may be in 

Russian custody, his muddled brain cannot switch off the deceit in time, and his 

tongue continues to babble praise of Hitler even as he realises that he will 

deservedly be shot. As he is dragged away to execution he recognises that he is 

dying from nothing more than a misunderstanding, and that he will be deprived 

needlessly of a comfortable old age in which he might have been revered as an 

example of patriotism by the young 58 So perishes Captain Miliaga, a man who has 

so trained his mind to deceive that he is quite unable to control the circumlocutions 

which it performs even when this will cost him his life. 

As has been seen, the motives behind the abuse of language are varied, and 

the results of both efficient and improper use of such rituals may range from highly 

successful to catastrophic for the characters concerned, but one thing is true in all 

cases: the use of ritual language conceals the truth and thereby strengthens the 

57 L, p. 284; Ch, p. 207. 
58 L, P. 298; Ch, p. 217. 
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world of `as if'. 

Specious Logic 

A further exposure of the absurd world is achieved through the specious 

logic which many of the characters adopt to justify their position or give meaning to 

their lives. Figurin's musings on the nature of guilt and innocence are reflected 

throughout the book in the minds of those whose logic is rooted in the world of `as 

if. It is evident in the grotesque court of law where Chonkin's defence lawyer 

agrees with the prosecution's case and cannot bring himself to defend his client 59 

The assumption is made that if a man is in the dock he must be guilty because, as 

the prosecutor says, it would be absurd to arrest people for nothing. Ales 

Adamovich points out that the Russian people were `victims of the phrase "They 

wouldn't arrest people for nothing! " and the illusion that those who tortured and 

slaughtered our people before and after the war did so more "humanely" and with 

more justification than did the invaders from the west' 60 This sort of distorted 

logic turns innocent people into enemies of the State, and loyal workers into 

wreckers. The logic came directly from Stalin who in 1937 argued that `the wrecker 

must enjoy occasional successes in his job, for that is the only way he can keep our 

trust and carry on with his wrecking work' 61 Olga Matich was not exaggerating 

when she wrote that `Soviet life is irrational and has surpassed man's ability to 

imagine terror, corruption and human stupidity' 62 

Chonkin, unable to succumb to the logic of the era, muses on why and from 

whom he is guarding a wrecked plane in a village where no-one locks their doors, 

although he does not realise that this in turn is a fiction designed by Niura to lure 

him into her but 63 

59 Thr, P. 318; Pr, p. 488. 
60 Ales Adamovich, `Look about You! ', in The Best Of Ogonyok, pp. 7-14 (p. 9). 
61 Yury Tyurin, 'On One Side, and on the Other... ', in The Best Of Ogonyok, pp. 24-25 (p. 25). 
62 Olga Matich, `Is There A Russian Literature Beyond Politics? ', in The Third Wave: Russian 
Literature in Emigration, pp. 180-187 (p. 185). 
63 L, p. 50; Ch, p. 42. 
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When war breaks out, the people gather spontaneously in front of the 

kolkhoz office, assuming that there will be an announcement and speech-making. 

However, the partorg and the chairman are in confusion, since spontaneity must be 

controlled and the people must be dispersed in order for a spontaneous meeting to 

be called in the approved fashion. This is duly done, to the bemusement of 

everyone concerned, dispersed and dispersers. The two men charged with the 

operation are used to following orders unquestioningly, but this manoeuvre causes 

even them to think. The analogy springs to Taldykin's mind that it must be similar 

to the sport of chasing a woman, and that the bosses gain pleasure from 

overcoming the resistance of their subjects 64 On the whole their reasoning seems 

valid, as life in a pyramid structure is always fraught with frustrations particularly if 

the pyramid is constantly reconfiguring itself. Those in the middle may gain some 

satisfaction from enforcing peculiar rules over those beneath them, just as those one 

degree higher have done to them. Much of the logic exhibited in the absurd world is 

of this type: characters strive to gain status from a spurious source of authority 

because their own lives are unstable and insecure. 

Gladyshev, as usual, can furnish an example. In the pursuit of his scientific 

endeavours he has come to the attention of the district newspaper, and as a result of 

this an agricultural academician has sent him a letter, pointing out the unscientific 

nature of his experiments. The fact that the letter has been typed on official 

stationery and signed by the academician himself gives the breeder an 

overwhelming sense of his own importance and he has it framed and displayed on 

the wall to impress his neighbours 65 

Much of the spurious logic operating in the absurd world derives from the 

fact that many of the rules of existence are imperfectly understood. When, in spite 

of making no sense, they are slavishly followed, the result is inevitably a 

devastating illogicality which the perpetrators hope will appear as logic to the master 

logician who is doubtless watching their every move. 

64 L, pp. 144-145; Ch, pp. 108-109. 
65 L, pp. 65-66; Ch, pp. 53. 
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Rules Imperfectly Understood 

One of the problems facing those in the absurd world is the inability to tell 

in advance what is important and what is trivial. This can often only be seen in 

retrospect, and there are many surprises. A whole department can disappear and 

nobody notice, but other tiny details are seized upon and inflated with terrible 

results. This overkill is evident in the almost epic drama of Luzhin's operation to 

evacuate Krasnoe, rendered ridiculous by the resistance and escape of the Civil War 

invalid on his castors; 66 and in the strength of the infantry unit sent to arrest 

Chonkin and Niura, made foolish by their failure to light their petrol bombs. 

Similarly, disproportionate attention or else complete lack of attention is paid to 

detail in the custom of appointing bureaucrats in Revkin's Bureau to direct 

something they know nothing about. If, by any chance, they were found to have 

some skill or knowledge, they would immediately be transferred to another area, 

maximising confusion and guaranteeing obedience to the Party line 67 Another 

glaring example of missing the point occurs in the account of the heroic kolkhoznik 

who built a heavy bomber at his own expense. No-one at the meeting dares inquire 

where he found the considerable resources necessary for the project; instead, he is 

held up as an example to emulate 68 When ominous rumours circulate in the area 

about a certain gang, the newspaper runs a lengthy campaign designed to distract 

the population, but nobody reads the newspaper in any case, knowing that in 

general rumours are more reliable 69 

Much of the humour in Chonkin is grounded in the fact that the people 

applying the ideology have an imperfect grasp of what they are supposed to be 

doing and why, and consequently behave inappropriately. With the stimulus of 

terror at the thought of what a mistake might lead to, the apparatchiks often appear 

to be acting like puppets with their strings attached to the wrong parts of their 

66 Thr, pp. 278-279; Pr, pp. 454-455. 
67 Thr, p. 137; Pr, p. 338. 
68 Thr, p. 142; Pr, p. 342. 
69 L, pp. 240-245; Ch, pp. 176-179. 
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anatomy and nothing at all stimulating their brains. Bergson comments that `any 

arrangement of acts and events is comic which gives us, in a single combination, 

the illusion of life and the distinct impression of a mechanical arrangement' 70 The 

apparatchiks act like automata, trying to abide by the rules of the game but never 

quite sure what the rules are or whether they have changed while they were not 

watching. The reader first becomes aware of this when Master Sergeant Peskov, 

having just tormented Chonkin mercilessly, suddenly realises that if Chonkin is 

being taken somewhere by aeroplane he has probably become important. This 

throws him into confusion and makes him realise that life in a hierarchy is no fun if 

society is constantly shifting in a confusing pattern of unexpected promotions, 

demotions, disappearances, rehabilitations, and right and wrong views. This power 

structure, manipulated by the inscrutable setter and changer of the rules, leads to a 

society in which the world of appearances becomes more important than reality. 

Like Havel's greengrocer, people exert themselves to appear correct while trying to 

keep a low profile. This heightened instinct of self-preservation leads to some 

absurd scenarios, which Voinovich exploits with free flights of riotous fancy. The 

party of men sent to arrest Chonkin are arrested by him, and what is more, work so 

successfully under his supervision that a report is sent to Stalin about the kolkhoz 

thriving as a result of their labours 71 Chonkin, a logical son of the Russian earth, 

sees nothing wrong in using what others might see as slave labour to solve his 

temporary food crisis. Only the chairman of the farm feels uneasy at the way that 

events might be interpreted, but he is appeased by the approval which greets his 

increased production figures. Chonkin is decorated for heroism one moment, and 

the very next the decoration is removed and he is arrested. 72 The reader witnesses 

the carefully-engineered and solemn spectacle of `Miliaga's funeral' which 

collapses in disarray when the coffin is dropped, and the crowd suspects that what 

is being buried is not Miliaga but a horse, or possibly a live man, or even a live 

70 Bergson, p. 69. 
71 L, p. 259; Ch, p. 189. 
72 L, pp. 312-313; Ch, pp. 227-228. 
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horse 73 At the scheduled sitting to hear personal cases, an embezzler and a rapist 

receive a reprimand, while a man who made a comment expressing surprise at the 

outbreak of war is expelled from the Party, loses his job, and dies in a paroxysm of 

terror and rage in front of his accusers. Golubev, realising that his turn is next, 

gives in his Party card before it is confiscated and has to be forced to take it back so 

that it can be taken from him again. 74 The hapless Ermolkin tries to hand himself 

over to the authorities but is sent away by Filippov, and when he begs Luzhin to 

arrest him he is told to go away and keep on writing about upsurges in labour. 75 A 

schoolboy who uses his slingshot against his teacher but misses and hits a portrait 

of Stalin instead, disappears, presumed liquidated. To have injured his teacher 

would not have merited this punishment 76 The catalogue of absurdity could 

continue, but sufficient has been noted to demonstrate the rigidity of the rules which 

paralyse the players, making them into a comic manifestation of a tragic process of 

denaturalisation. This rigidity has filtered down through every level of society from 

its creator, Stalin, who is perceived through the eyes of his fearful subjects in roles 

as varied as avenging angel and sugar-daddy. 

The narrator grants some glimpses into the mind of the leader, showing him 

to have an integrity of sorts, born of a conviction of his own greatness and 

historical calling. He is a coarse and manipulative tyrant, and knows it, but is 

utterly convinced of his clarity of vision. In Pretendent naprestol Stalin is 

surrounded by men he does not trust and in his paranoia he seeks for someone to 

blame for his country's position, settling upon Prince Golitsyn, a fiction invented 

by the apparatus to appease him. He is pathetically touched by what he takes to be 

the spontaneous and sincere roars of greeting from his generals, and becomes 

attached to Drynov because he agrees with everything Stalin says. When Drynov 

tells him the story of the brave soldier Chonkin, Stalin, unaware that this is one and 

the same person as Prince Golitsyn, is enchanted, and dreams that night of 

73 Tom, pp. 242-247; Pr, pp. 424-428. 
74 Thr, pp. 146-160; Pr, pp-345-358- 
75 Thr, pp. 106-108; Pr, pp. 312-314. 
76 L, pp. 58-59; Ch, pp. 48. 
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Chonkin, a tall blond epic hero defeating the forces of Nazi Germany. At the same 

time, further west, Hitler also dreams of Prince Golitsyn, a tall blond epic hero, 

rallying the forces of Russia to greet him gratefully?? Both men are sentimental 

self-deceivers, but so effective is their deception that their subjects believe in their 

infallibility and omnipotence, or at least behave `as if' they do. In the novel Stalin 

is, in a way, a victim of his own deception because his paranoia makes him rigid in 

his beliefs and therefore vulnerable to others' duplicity. Alexandr Chakovskii, 

analysing Stalin's state of mind before the outbreak of war and laying out the 

reasons for his calculated inactivity, writes that `the most perfect calculation, when 

turned into dogma, loses its original sense. In that case all the new facts that come 

to light, if they contradict to any degree the decision taken previously, are rejected 

out of hand in irritation'78 This rigidity of reason and refusal to countenance new 

information are what characterise absurdity. The word `absurd', with its root in 

'surdus', meaning deaf or dull, indicates a closing down of the senses to an 

awareness of what is real; and this came to typify Stalin's relationship with the 

world. Because of his tyranny Stalin is omnipresent throughout the novel and 

constantly pervades everyone's thinking. His portrait in the interrogation room 

bears the inscription `We must organise a merciless struggle against everyone', 

whilst at the same time he appears to wink conspiratorially at Chonkin. 79 His very 

name strikes terror into the heart of Svintsov, who is so confused during his 

interrogation of the old shoe-maker that he cannot even remember Stalin's 

patronymic. Yet he inspires devotion too, especially in those less diffident about 

their own ideological purity. The offensive Gladyshev proposes an emblematic 

toast to the genius of Comrade Stalin in vodka brewed from excrement and sugar. 8° 

Liushka speaks touchingly of his concern for the people, and Butylko fantasises 

about the great man watching him on the film of `Miliaga's funeral', and bestowing 

on him great riches: a luxury apartment with a swimming pool and parrots, a 

77 Thr, p. 334; Pr, p. 502. 
78 Aleksandr Chakovsky, quoted in M. Crouch and R. Porter, Understanding Soviet Politics 
through literature: A Book of Readings (London: Allen & Unwin, 1984), pp. 43-54 (p. 53). 
79 Thr, p. 31; Pr, p. 255. 

80 L, pp. 118-119; Ch, pp. 90-91. 
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reception at the Kremlin, and the Stalin Prize 81 His subjects develop an 

extraordinary degree of sensitivity to his name and his person, horribly aware that 

to speak of him in a way open to misinterpretation is worse than not to speak of him 

at all. The artist Shuteinikov, who has been commissioned to paint a portrait of 

Miliaga for the funeral, is distressed to find that it keeps looking like Comrade 

Stalin. Figurin, who is in charge of the arrangements, is even more distressed and 

begs the artist to change it, even if it looks nothing like Miliaga. `The important 

thing is that he doesn't look like the person he looks like now. '82 All this absurdity 

has historical verisimilitude: Voinovich himself recalls copying pictures of Lenin 

and Stalin from a book as a child, and tearing them up in terror when he was told 

that he should first have sought special permission 83 

Socialist Realism 

Socialist realism, bolstering the world of `as if, inevitably becomes a target 

for Voinovich's wit in this work. Adopting a stance opposed to Zhdanov in his call 

for `reality in its revolutionary development', Voinovich insists on his duty to 

`describe life as it is'. Thus grandiose historical schemes are set incongruously 

against the background of Chonkin and Niura's turbulent sexual activities 84 When 

war is declared, Chonkin does not hear of it straight away because he, the 

inviolable sentry, is busy reading fragments of newspaper in the outhouse 85 The 

fact that the newspaper is in pieces and therefore completely nonsensical may be the 

narrator's way of reminding the reader of the role of censorship in this society. By 

juxtaposing the high moral tone of socialist realism and the basic bodily functions 

of the characters, with an additional reminder of the censor's scissors, the narrator 

debunks the doctrine and brings the reader back to reality. After Kilin's rousing 

81 Thr, p. 243; Pr, p. 425. 
82 Thr, p. 209; Pr, p. 396. 
83 `Russkaia literatura vsegda edina', interview by Kabanov, Rossiskaia gazeta, 16 February 1991, 
p. 3. 
84 L, pp. 81-95; Ch, pp. 64-74. 
85 L, pp. 125-128; Ch, pp. 95-97. 
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speech to rally the kolkhozniks to the war effort, where are the comrades to be 

found? Fighting like a hydra over a sack of soap and matches outside the village 

shop 86 They are soon reassembled to listen to the irresistible speech by Liushka, 

whose followers have ridden on the tails of her success to such an extent that no- 

one is left to milk the cows 87 As soon as she leaves, the villagers return to their 

squabbling over Baba Dunia's sack of goods and only the innocent Chonkin 

remains moved by Liushka's words. Yet he is far from being a hero of socialist 

realism. On the contrary, his very passivity and pragmatism betray him as an 

ordinary human being. During his first night in prison Chonkin muses on how 

uncomfortable it is to sleep wrapped in his soldier's overcoat, unimpressed by 

prize-winning lyrics about the romance of sleeping wrapped in a wet, singed coat 

full of bullet-holes 88 Even the narrator complains about his hero and longs for the 

sort of hero `the newspapers are always praising and publishers pay good money 

for', maybe a general or an active worker-hero 89 But Chonkin learned long ago in 

the army that it is best not to hurry to obey orders since they may be changed at any 

minute, he is always prepared for the unexpected, and is surrounded by the petty 

disappointments of life. When he walks out on Niura to spend the night under the 

aeroplane, he listens to the radio announcements for a while and then under the 

stars somebody starts to play the accordion and someone else to sing. This is the 

sort of scene (lone sentry sleeping under the stars wrapped in overcoat listening to 

honest workers whiling away the evening after toil with the native music of the 

Motherland), which under socialist realism would inspire the inevitable response of 

heroic nostalgia, but the narrator ruthlessly deflates the scene. Chonkin is cold, 

disgruntled and feels abandoned by the army. The song is about a hooligan, a 

woman screams obscenities over it, and the accordion player cannot find the right 

buttons in the dark. As the music falls silent, Chonkin's thoughts are not 

inspirational, and he watches his neighbours answering the call of nature before he 

86 L, pp. 158-160; Ch, pp. 118-119. 
87 L, pp. 165-167; Ch, pp. 123-124. 
88 Thr, p. 11; Pr, p. 237-238. 
89 Thr, p. 92; Pr, p. 93-94 in Paris: YMCA, 1975 version. 
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falls asleep to dream of betraying his Motherland and eating roast Stalin from a 

tray 90 When Voinovich presents a general, the sort of hero whom he would 

ostensibly like to write about, it is the inhuman General Drynov who rose to his 

position by denouncing his own commander and orders one or other of his scouts 

shot for being over-zealous. He is indifferent which one is shot, and counters the 

Colonel's plea for clemency on account of the scout's children with the comment 

that the children themselves will not be harmed 91 He may present himself as 

heroic, but the narrator exposes him as a shallow bully. His military operation may 

have all the right ingredients for the performance of exploits, but once its target and 

its practical shortcomings become clear the spectacle is not elevating. In fact, one of 

the narrator's strategies for deflating the picture of socialist realism is to show the 

reader behind the scenes of what are essentially self-conscious spectacles for the 

benefit of the leader. Khudobchenko, betraying his old friend, glances up at the 

ceiling as he announces his intention to put the Party before friendship, sure that 

somewhere `there was some sort of eye which saw everything and some sort of ear 

which heard everything' 92 The people live as if under the lens of a microscope 

which may reveal not only their actions, but their innermost thoughts. As Kilin 

prepares the ground for Liushka to give her speech, he berates the kolkhozniks for 

having no consciousness, and begs them to move into a closer group with arms 

linked to give an inspiring appearance whilst still allowing for applause. 93 The 

suspicion is planted that maybe all those socialist realist paintings in which flushed 

and happy workers link arms around a cornucopia of Soviet bounty are simply 

portrayals of discontented kolkhozniks positioned to restrain each other from 

running off to raid the village store. 

This theme of appearance as opposed to reality alerts the reader to watch for 

the truth behind every artifice, and gives the lie to the doctrine of socialist realism 

where the sometimes unappealing truth is reinterpreted in a positive way. The 

90 L, pp. 94-107; Ch, pp. 73-83. 
911, p. 280; Ch, pp. 204-205. 
92 Thr, p. 195; Pr, p. 385. 
93 L, p. 168; Ch, p. 125. 
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words of the song of the Soviet airforce state: ̀ We were born to turn the fairy tale 

into reality', but what has actually happened, suggests the narrator, is that reality 

has been turned into a nightmarish fairy tale, as in the parodic versions of the song, 

in which Kafka, not the fairy tale (skazka), has been turned into reality. 

Voinovich's deflation of socialist realism, together with his interpretation of 

the use of `positive satire', approved for the improvement and education of the 

people, made this work highly controversial and resulted in its non-publication in 

Russia until the era of glasnost'. The prescribed topics for Soviet satire were 

bureaucratism, drunkenness, hooliganism and speculation. Apart from attacks on 

characters like Baba Dunia hoarding goods at a time of national crisis, Voinovich 

turns his satire instead against the principles of socialism, Stalinism, the military, 

collective agriculture and the security apparatus. Positive heroes and partiinost' are 

conspicuous by their absence, but nevertheless Voinovich manages to veil the 

horror by humour, and to remain positive about humankind in all its poshlost'. 

Having lived in a society where, pragmatically speaking, moral weakness may be 

more expedient than strength, when speaking about his novel he is at pains to point 

out that as a satirist he shows the shady side of life, and that although he pokes fun 

he is not mocking the soldiers, the people nor their exploits. His targets are Stalin 

and false and inflated heroes. He states his belief that in the face of all the `sacred 

cows' and symbols of Stalinshchina, `in fact there is only one thing sacred, and that 

is human life', each person's unique opportunity to express himself honestly. 94 

In spite of the absurdities it portrays, this work is essentially positive, 

although it makes clear that personal integrity is not easily attained. Believing that 

the Party and literary bureaucrats dealing with his case ̀ defended the interests of the 

state and Marxist ideology [... ] only as a gesture', 95 it was Voinovich's purpose 

to start from `the naive assumption that people should be who they really are and 

should say what they really think' 96 These are tests of innocence, of which many 

94 '0 moem neputevom bludnom sync', interview by I. Khurgina, Iunost', 1 (1990), 76-78 
(pp. 76-77). 
95 'Voinovich o sehe', in The Third Wave, pp. 138-146 (p. 144). 
96 Geoffrey Hosking, ̀ Profile. Vladimir Voinovich', Index on Censorship, 9.4 (August 1980), 19- 
22 (p. 22). 
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of the characters are no more aware than is Chonkin. Having carefully measured 

out the boundaries of the absurd world, and having exposed it by a farcical 

burlesque, the narrator counters it by the depiction of a sparsely populated real 

world, opposed to the absurd world in language, behaviour, logic and reality. Of 

course, many characters sit uneasily on the fence between the two worlds, the 

character most firmly rooted in reality being Chonkin himself, who by his good- 

natured integrity constantly and inadvertently trips up those playing the game. 

THE REAL WORLD: 

Chonkin as Antidote to Socialist Realism 

Abram Terts points to the importance of the central ̀ positive hero' in 

socialist realism, arguing that `as soon as the literary character becomes fully 

purposeful and conscious of his purposefulness, he can enter that privileged caste 

which is universally respected and called `positive heroes'. This is the Holy of 

Holies of socialist realism, its cornerstone and main achievement. The positive hero 

is not simply a good man. He is a hero illuminated by the light of the most ideal of 

all ideals' 97 Chonkin, that apology for a hero, is definitely not this socialist realist 

ideal 98 Hosking, whilst acknowledging that Chonkin has some positive 

characteristics, agrees that he is `not a positive hero in the Socialist Realist or any 

other sense - the author explicitly disavows any intention of creating such a figure. 

Chonkin has no conscious beliefs, nor is he goal-directed, active or determined. On 

the whole things happen to him rather than the other way around' 99 The reader is 

struck by Chonkin's unawareness of how he should fit in with the game; he simply 

is, and by his existence challenges the posturings of everyone else. His passivity 

makes him vulnerable but at the same time preserves him from danger, and his 

complete inability to pretend means that he keeps his integrity intact. According to 

97 Abram Tertz, What is Socialist Realism?, p. 48. 
98 Thr, P. 39; Pr, p. 261. 
99 Geoffrey A. Hosking, `Vladimir Voinovich: Chonkin and After' in The Third Wave , pp. 147- 
152 (p. 147). 
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Hosking he is `ordinary humanity in a world become inhuman'. 100 Chonkin is a 

stranger to the rituals of language and behaviour, making him a lone, mythical 

figure simply by virtue of his normal humanity in a world where distorted values 

have become the norm. None of the other characters except Niura enjoys integrity, 

since they are all to some extent living on an ideological bridge spanning both 

worlds, supported by pillars `built on a very unstable foundation' which hold `only 

as long as people are willing to live within the lie'. 101 By contrast Chonkin is an 

icon of purity and innocence at the still centre of the storm. Unwittingly he 

confronts and challenges all who come into contact with him: Stalin and Hitler; the 

army; the judicial system; and all the villagers. All roads lead to Chonkin and 

everybody must encounter him even if he is not directly on their route, as is 

certainly true for General Guderian. Having encountered him, their sense of conflict 

is heightened. As Porter puts it: `there seems to be a contrast between the authority 

of spontaneous human response which persists in confounding the system, and the 

naked power of the system, which operates without any authority, through a rigid 

hierarchy and a gradation of threats and sanctions'. 102 Chonkin's spontaneity 

confounds the values of socialist realism, and the power of the system is impotent 

in the face of it. 

There are various motifs which the narrator uses to bring his readers back to 

earth when they are in danger of soaring away automatically on the elevating 

currents of idealism and socialist realism. One such is his preoccupation with boots 

and mud. It is as if he wants the reader's feet planted squarely on terra firma, or 

even not so firm, but muddy and elemental. Closely linked with this muddy refrain 

is the recurring theme of excrement, both animal and human, which the narrator 

uses for two purposes: either to show the naturalness of characters by the ease with 

which they relate to their bodily functions; or to show their distorted values by their 

obsession with excrement. 

100 Hosking, ̀ Vladimir Voinovich: Chonkin and After', p. 148. 
101 Havel, p. 35. 
102 R. C. Porter, ̀ Vladimir Voinovich and the Comedy of Innocence', Forum for Modern 
Language Studies, 26.2 (April 1980), 97-108 (pp. 105-106). 
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Boots 

When footwear is comfortable it is noticed hardly at all, but uncomfortable 

shoes can quickly become an organising factor in a day's perambulations. In rural 

Russia, deep in spring and then autumn mud, footwear takes on considerable 

importance. It enables or hinders characters' mobility, affects their comfort, may 

represent status or rank, and the narrator often refers to footwear almost as a 

metaphor of its wearer's state of being, frequently mentioning no other clothing. It 

is a technique among actors to begin the construction of characters by their footwear 

as this is felt to reveal much about a person. Chonkin's first appearance is as the 

dishevelled character with whom the reader soon becomes familiar, `his puttees 

slipping', being berated by Peskov and Captain Zavgorodnii of the long-unpolished 

and dusty boots. Zavgorodnii orders Chonkin to march at parade step, laughing at 

the spectacle of his unwinding puttees which are sure to trip him Up. 103 Later 

Chonkin features as the butt of one of lartsev's pranks, resulting in his toes being 

burnt. 1 04 If the comfort of feet is any indicator of a man's wellbeing, this is a 

soldier less than at ease with his role. The narrator recounts that Chonkin is shortly 

due to be demobilised and has been counting on setting aside a new uniform and 

`two sets of foot cloths' for the occasion, but with his unexpected posting to 

Krasnoe he misses this opportunity and for the rest of the story he repeatedly 

repairs his boots in an endeavour to nurse them through to the end of his tour of 

duty. The narrator frequently draws attention to Chonkin's nurturing relationship 

with his boots, and shows how they reward his care. When he is unfortunate 

enough to have breakfast with Gladyshev and subsequently rushes outside to 

vomit, he carefully stands ̀ so as not to splatter his boots'. 1 05 The next day, waking 

and feeling the need to relieve himself, he waits as long as possible before 

`jamming his feet into his boots' and dashing outside. 106 Later, he mends his boots 

103 L, p. 16; Ch, p. 17. 
104 1, p. 25; Ch, p. 24. 
105 L, p. 119; Ch, p. 91. 
106 L, p. 120; Ch, p. 92. 
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in readiness for war, ' 07 and sallies forth to defend his aeroplane regardless of the 

fact that his feet stick in the mud and he can feel `the water ooze into his bad right 

boot'. 108 It is as if his boots are an extension of his persona, accompanying him 

through the tribulations of life, either helping or hindering him. They handicap him 

in his search for Miliaga, as he complains to Niura: `My boots are lousy. No sense 

in sloshing through the mud in them for nothing'. 1 09 When his great battle 

approaches, he laces them hastily and goes out to defend the Motherland without 

putting on his puttees. 1 io Once he is imprisoned and immobile, his boots take on a 

low profile, but they are glimpsed when he is beaten during interrogation by 

Luzhin, who himself appears to run around inhumanly on castors. As he is 

punched on the chin, Chonkin flies backwards into the wall and falls to the ground, 

`his ragged boots spread wide apart'. 111 The narrator's decision to describe his 

hero's downfall by the position of his boots strengthens the impression that 

Chonkin and his boots are one, and that their ragged disarray symbolises his 

condition at the mercy of the state machine. After his trial, Chonkin lies asleep in 

prison awaiting execution, and dreams of the road to hell. As his subconscious 

mind wrestles with the imminent possibility of shuffling off this mortal coil, 

something else is uncoiling around him: 

He was barefoot except for his puttees, which kept unwinding and crawling 

away like snakes: he thought about wrapping them backup, but one glance 

showed him it would be pointless; like two mourning bands fringing the 

road, the puttees trailed off into infinity. Deciding to rid himself altogether 

of his puttees, he bent over and began unwinding them from the top, but 

[... ] they fell coiled into the dust and crawled wriggling away. l 12 

His puttees seem to have taken on an existence of their own and are suggestive of 

107 L, p. 170; Ch, p. 126. 
1081, p. 216; Ch, p. 158. 
109 L, p. 273; Ch, p. 199. 
110 L, p. 301; Ch, p. 219. 
111 Thr, p. 183; Pr, p. 374. 
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death, described as snakes and mourning bands. This dream could be interpreted as 

Chonkin watching himself (in the form of his puttees) facing inevitable death, and 

grieving over the loss of his life as it retreats from him, leaving him barefoot and 

vulnerable on the road to the hereafter. 

Chonkin's boots are later reunited with him, thanks to his rescue by the 

Germans, and he hides in a forest, rewinding his puttees before making his escape 

from the absurd world. He is disturbed by Svintsov, rifle in hand. Tossing aside 

his puttee, Chonkin prepares to use his boot in self-defence, although `a boot is no 

grenade, of course, and not much of a weapon against a rifle'. Disarming Svintsov, 

he returns to his task. `One end of the puttee was quite wet but the other was all 

right. Wringing out the wet end, he applied the dry end to his foot, and began to 

swaddle it like a child. ' 113 This careful attention to his footwear signals Chonkin's 

preparation for battle or flight, and the verb pelenat' , `to swaddle', suggests a 

search for security and comfort. Finally he is satisfied, and even though his security 

is imperfect he has done all he can to prepare himself for an unknown future, 

accompanied only by his footwear with its potential to comfort, defend against 

aggressors and the weather, and seal his identity. 

Other characters are frequently introduced by their footwear, as if it holds a 

vital clue to their identity. Gladyshev wears worn calf-skin boots with cavalry 

jodhpurs, hinting at faded glories and aspirations. 114 When he attempts to shoot 

Chonkin over the damage to his plants, Chonkin attempts a reconciliation with his 

neighbour by the mediation of his boots. Tentatively approaching Gladyshev, he 

touches the tip of his boot to the tip of his friend's, but the latter is in no wise 

mollified. t is Perhaps Chonkin had hoped that the touching of their boots, like the 

touching of their souls, would effect a reconciliation. 

The old bootmaker is saved from the clutches of the Institution because not 

only does he bear the name of Stalin, but because Dzhugashvili senior was a 

shoemaker, therefore cementing the connection between the two men in the mind of 

113 Thr, P. 355; Pr, p. 520, trans. mine. 
114 L, p. 66; Ch, p. 53. 
115 L, p. 192; Ch, p. 141. 
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Miliaga. 1 16 

Miliaga himself wears box-calf boots, indicative of a certain status, but this 

does not help him as they cut `two winding furrows across the chaff-strewn dirt' on 

his way to execution. ' 17 In his relations with Kapa, the secretary and German spy, 

the reader learns something of his attitude to women through his attitude towards 

her footwear. Kapa reflects that he `had never been interested in her physical 

beauty. That savage, he used to throw her down on the couch, not even letting her 

take off her boots'. 118 On another occasion Miliaga entreats her to walk the seven 

kilometres to Krasnoe to investigate the disappearance of the Institution's staff. She 

protests about the distance and the mud, but the Captain tells her to put on her 

rubber boots. When she is still unable to go because her husband has locked her 

up, Miliaga saddles the stray gelding and rides there instead, presumably to save his 

box-calf boots. 19 

Niura, who wears her father's old boots which are so big that she has to 

hold them up, 120 is often preoccupied with footwear, living as she does next to one 

of the muddiest vegetable patches in Russia. On the occasion of `Miliaga's funeral', 

she has been out unsuccessfully searching for new galoshes. 121 That very night, 

she dreams of walking through a field with Chonkin and meeting Luzhin who is 

`wearing only underpants, and galoshes on his bare feet'. 122 This unusual attire 

alerts her and the reader to his sinister behaviour as he tries to persuade Niura to 

accept a counterfeit Chonkin in place of the real one. 

The prosecutor, Evpraksein, several times drives his wife outside barefoot 

to be shot, although presumably wearing boots himself on these occasions. Fate 

avenges her on one occasion as he steps in a ̀ little pile of excrement' as she evades 

him and locks him out for the night. 123 She is barefoot because these ritual mock- 

116 1, pp. 198-210; Ch. pp. 146-154. 
117 1, p. 298; Ch, p. 217. 
118 Thr, p. 270; Pr, p. 405. 
119L, p. 231; Ch, p. 169. 
120 L, p. 213; Ch, p. 156. 
121 Thr, p. 233; Pr, p. 416-417. 
122 Thr, p. 274; Pr, p. 451. 
123 Thr, p. 65; Pr, p. 279. 
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executions take place at night, and her state of undress makes her appear 

particularly vulnerable. On the night of his suicide, his wife notices that 

uncharacteristically `he did not rant and holler; on the contrary, he made an effort to 

be quiet, he removed his boots and foot cloths in the front hall, walked barefoot to 

his desk, turned on his lamp, and sat down to write'. 124 Thus the executioner 

prepares himself to meet death in the same vulnerable position that his wife has 

taken on many occasions as he has tried to expiate his guilt. Having written his 

suicide note, he puts his boots on again and goes outside with his gun to ponder the 

futility of his life. When he is ready he rests ̀ his left boot tip on the back of his 

right boot'. The narrator continues: `It took some effort to push off his boot; then, 

hopping on one foot, he unwound his foot cloth and tossed it aside. The wind 

snatched it up and bore it whirling away. ' 125 Again, the loss of a boot symbolises 

vulnerability, and the whisking away of a foot cloth signals the passing of life. 

When his body is found, the spectators notice that there `was a boot on one foot, 

the other was bare'. 126 Throughout his life Evpraksein has appeared as a man 

divided within himself: speaking the truth when drunk but lying when sober, 

secretly kind-hearted but publicly ruthless; a friend when inebriated but an enemy at 

work. The undignified appearance which he presents in death sums up the dual 

nature of his life as the narrator again uses footwear as a reflection of a character's 

inner reality. 

Ermolkin, consumed with guilt over his type-setting error, daily awaits the 

Black Maria at work, and is preoccupied with the anticipated sound of leather boots 

`stomping down the corridor'. 127 

Golubev, when he is eventually cast into prison, remembers what he has 

been told about prison customs and makes his presence felt as a leader by 

demanding the towel. Catching it in midair, he `flung it to his feet, and began 

wiping his boots on it'. 128 Thus he affirms his dominance, and his future as ̀ the 

124 Thr, p. 335; Pr, p. 504. 
125 Thr, p. 339; Pr, p. 506. 
126 Thr, p. 341; Pr, p. 508. 
127 Thr, p. 90; Pr, p. 300. 
128 Thr, p. 286; Pr, p. 46. 
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Chairman' of the cell is assured. 

The hydra which is the citizens of Krasnoe fighting over Baba Dunia's sack 

is seen primarily in terms of its many legs, with a few breasts thrown in for good 

measure. As the chairman and the partorg watch, they see that `two feet in canvas 

boots belonging to two widely spread legs were struggling to get back into the pile. 

A third leg, visible through ripped pants, was sticking straight up like an antenna; 

this leg had been tattooed from ankle to knee in blue ink, which had faded in time 

and which read: "Right leg"'. 129 This undignified view of the villagers emphasises 

the monstrous nature of the pandemonium into which they have been absorbed. 

Another crowd scene, observed by Niura as she walks the corridors of the 

Institution, again shows people in terms of their clothing, and in particular, their 

footwear. She passes the petitioners `in ragged quilt jackets, rags, bast sandals, 

sandals made of rope and tires, some with galoshes on their bare feet and some 

completely barefooted'. 130 These are the downtrodden of the absurd world, and as 

such are not power-dressers. However, even the legless Zhikin who travels round 

on a board and casters, is able to outrun most two-legged individuals and uses his 

board to good effect in escaping from Luzhin's roundup. 131 As a final example of 

footwear indicating power or vulnerability, the reader may consider the devotion 

inspired by Stalin's boots. Stalin is suspicious of Beriia, and questions him 

concerning his relations with Hitler and Himmler. Mortified, Beriia `fell to his 

knees, embraced Stalin's boot, pressed it to his heart, then pressed his cheek to 

it'. 132 What further proof of loyalty could be needed? Stalin is moved, and a tear 

glistens on his cheek. The son of the bootmaker has received the homage which he 

believes is his due. 

129 L, p. 159; Ch, pp. 118-119. 
130 Thr, p. 66; Pr, p-279- 
131 Thr, pp. 278-279; Pr, pp. 454-456. 
132 Thr, p. 270; Pr, p. 448. 
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Mud 

In spite of Griaznoe's new, heroic name the mud is still there: in fact, 

throughout the story it constantly causes people to fall over, acting as a leveller by 

depriving both good and bad of their dignity. It bogs down the truck sent to arrest 

Chonkin; it camouflages the battalion attacking the plane as they crawl through it; 

and it hinders Miliaga as he tries to escape from Chonkin, and Chonkin as he tries 

to apprehend Miliaga. Mud is everywhere: on the people, the vehicles, the animals, 

especially on Bor'ka who wanders freely around Niura's home, smeared from head 

to foot with mud and dung. The reader's first sighting of Niura is face-down in a 

furrow of earth and manure. 133 She remains close to the earth throughout the story, 

as does Chonkin, who is first seen being ordered repeatedly to drop to the floor by 

his sergeant . 134 They are often to be seen working on the vegetable patch, but 

unlike Gladyshev they are growing edible vegetables. 

Animals 

Until Chonkin's arrival, Niura's closest friends had been her cow Krasavka 

and Bor'ka the hog. She is touchingly honest about her feelings for Bor'ka, 

explaining that her affection was born of loneliness and the need to care for him 

when he was only three days old. She explains to the jealous Chonkin that Bor'ka 

has the power to make her feel better since `he's a living soul, after all'. 135 

Chonkin should be able to understand this since he too has always had a close 

relationship with animals. He has worked with horses since his youth, and `he even 

liked talking with horses better than with people, because if you say the wrong 

thing to a person you can get yourself in hot water, but no matter what you say to a 

horse it'll accept it'. 136 In a world where truth is at a premium, animals represent 

133 L, p. 4, Ch, p. 9. 
134 L, p. 14; Ch, p. 16. 
135 L, p. 91; Ch, p. 71. 
136 L, p. 38; Ch, pp. 33-34. 
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honesty and a natural sympathy hard to find among humans. People rooted in the 

absurd world do not always understand this view of animals and respond to them 

with hostility and fear. The reader thinks of Gladyshev, incensed by Krasavka's 

inclination to eat his plants, of the awe with which he regards Osoaviakhim the 

gelding, of the fear which the gelding of the type-setting error inspires in the 

newspaper editor, of the guinea-pig which prophesies his death, and the horse 

which brings it about. Animals feature in many of Chonkin's dreams, sometimes as 

friendly forces, and sometimes threatening, but always reminding the reader that he 

is a man in touch with nature. 

Another feature of Chonkin's character which reinforces his image as 

natural man rather than socialist realist hero, is his comfortable relationship with his 

own sexuality and bodily functions. Early on in his relationship with Niura, while 

Hitler is planning his invasion, Chonkin is described as a `hungry beast' in his 

sexual appetite for Niura who is exhausted by his demands and is `shedding hair 

like a cat'. 137 This description of their relationship, far from debasing them, allies 

them with the natural world rather than with the absurd world where two tyrants are 

making plans to destroy each other. It also serves to reduce the machinations of the 

leaders, by a process of semantic gravitation. Joseph Bentley describes how this 

satirical function works: `the presence of the elements with low connotation creates 

a gravitational pressure pulling the high elements downward and thereby functions 

satirically. The reverse movement does not occur'. Furthermore `when extremes of 

high and low are merged, the high elements will descend toward the level of the 

low elements'. 138 Thus, the unfolding of world events appears less elevated by its 

juxtaposition with Chonkin and Niura's furious sexual antics; rather than their 

activity being raised to the importance of international power struggles. 

Scatology 

137 L, p. 82; Ch, p. 64. 
138 Joseph Bentley, `Semantic Gravitation: An Essay on Satiric Reduction', Modern Language 
Quarterly, 30 (March 1969), 3-19 (p. 7). 
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In addition to being enjoyably active sexually, Chonkin is also frequently to 

be seen relieving himself in the outhouse, or even on the porch if that is as far as he 

gets, and for this reason he misses the news about the outbreak of war with 

Germany. By diverting the reader's attention to the activities of one man answering 

the call of nature, the narrator effectively deflates the grandiose schemes of nations. 

He explains: 

Chonkin did not learn about what had happened immediately because he 

was sitting in the outhouse, in no hurry to leave. Chonkin's time had not 
been apportioned and allotted for any noble purpose; it was only for living 

and for him to contemplate the flow of life without drawing any 

conclusions: simply to eat, drink, sleep, and to answer the calls of nature, 

not only in those moments determined by the regulations on guard and 

garrison duty, but as the needs arose. 139 

The many occasions on which Chonkin is observed unselfconsciously relieving 

himself are used by the narrator to show a character completely comfortable with 

his own body. By contrast, Gladyshev the `scientist' has an unusual and unnatural 

obsession with the products of such functions. When he relieves himself, it is in an 

outhouse specially labelled to state its purpose. Under the guise of science, he fills 

his home with pots full of excrement, but is intolerant of his baby son's tendency to 

wet himself. 140 He believes that excrement could become the new wonder vitamin, 

having its natural smell removed before being used as a source of food until people 

become accustomed to it. He suggests that this idea belongs to the `future exploits 

of science', and proposes a toast to Stalin in a glass of his powerful homebrew. 

The reader is already aware that not all that is in Gladyshev's kitchen is food, but 

Chonkin is not, and as the scientist proudly reveals the ingredients of this beverage 

to be `a kilo of sugar to a kilo of shit', Chonkin's reaction may not be that of a 

rational `scientist' but it is perfectly natural; he runs outside and is violently sick. 

The juxtaposition of the ideas of `excrement' with `science' and `Stalin' works 

139 L, p. 125; Ch, p. 95. 
140 L, p. 114; Ch, p. 88. 
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wonderfully well to reduce Gladyshev and his endeavours and, of course, Stalin, to 

a less than elevated position. Chonkin acts as a foil to Gladyshev: he knows that 

excrement exists in little heaps all around the village, Bor'ka walks around covered 

in it, and he himself enjoys sitting in the outhouse, but he is not prepared to raise it 

to a position of scientific endeavour, or nutrition. This may be one of the rules of 

Gladyshev's game, but to Chonkin it stinks, and he is not above saying so. The 

narrator illustrates here that many things are interpreted in the eye of the beholder 

and that what may be excrement to one man may be food to another, depending on 

whether that man lives in the real or the absurd world. The reader has seen this 

already in relation to mud and to animals, but it is with the metaphor of excrement 

that it is shown most clearly how the world of `as if' can distort what is 

unremarkable by making it into a myth. The parallels with Stalin and his entire 

society, buttressed by socialist realism, are there to be drawn, and if further help 

were needed the narrator is ready to supply countless examples of satiric reduction. 

Dreams 

According to Ryan-Hayes, the dream, as used in contemporary Russian 

satire, does little to develop characterisation, support the narrative structure or 

explicate theme, as was the case in nineteenth-century literature; but it serves instead 

to strengthen satire and polemic. 141 Because the dream's place within a narrative is 

indirect, she suggests, it makes social and political criticism acceptable, and since it 

is purportedly involuntary, the satirist is able to distance himself from the ridicule 

which is expressed through it. Furthermore, the satirical effect of the dream is 

strengthened when its symbolic significance is decoded. The images of Voinovich's 

dream passages are drawn from folklore, literature, mythology and popular guides 

to dream interpretation, making any definitive interpretation impossible, but 

allowing analysis on multiple levels, as Ryan-Hayes demonstrates in detail. 

In Chonkin, dreams are a device by which the narrator allows access to the 

hero's mind to show how he subconsciously works out the dilemmas of the absurd 

141 Ryan-Hayes, ̀Decoding the Dream in the Satirical Works of Vladimir Vojnovit', p. 289. 
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world. The dream sequences are motivated realistically within the text, and are 

usually introduced through the device of false awakening. They have their source in 

the deficiencies of Soviet society, and act as an indirect enrichment of the portrayal 

of reality. 142 In addition, they serve to lift the narrative out of space and time, and 

to generalise its satirical meaning. 143 

One of Chonkin's preoccupations is the fear of saying things which might 

cause trouble. When he speaks it is the truth, but he is not eloquent and realises the 

advantages of a judicious silence at times. In an early scene, he is provoked into 

asking a politically sensitive question about Stalin's two wives and immediately 

regrets it. As he rides away he firmly resolves `that from there on in he would never 

ask another question, and that way keep himself from getting into a mess so bad 

there'd be no getting out'. 144 This theme of silence, voluntary or involuntary, 

occurs in nearly all his dreams, indicating the demands that absurd language rituals 

make on an honest but inarticulate man. The theme of animals and the earth is also 

emphasised, as is the importance of political correctness, and the violence of 

retribution for any deviation. 

Chonkin's first recorded dream, on the night when he first sleeps with 

Niura, illustrates his anxiety about having abandoned his post. The narrator 

introduces the dream misleadingly, implying that Chonkin is still awake, but the 

reader soon realises that this is an illusion. The dream involves a horse towing his 

aeroplane away, Niura waving invitingly at him, Iartsev turning into an insect, 

Comrade Stalin in a dress, and finally a terror as his mouth, ears and eyes are filled 

with dust, depriving him of his senses and his ability to speak, see or hear. 145 

Chonkin awakes in a panic which is only resolved when he has taken down part of 

the garden fence, rolled the aeroplane into the vegetable patch, and replaced the 

fence. 

Chonkin's next dream concerns Plechevoi's allegations about Niura's 

142 Kasack, 'Vladimir Voinovich and his Undesirable Satires', p. 267. 
143 Reissner, 'Contemporary Russian Satire', p. 60. 
144 L, p. 30; Ch, p. 28. 
145 L, p. 55; Ch, p. 45. 
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former intimate relationship with Bor'ka. It is Plechevoi who seems to awaken him 

from sleep and leads him by the hand into the dreamworld in which people appear 

to be talking, dancing and playing the accordion, but there is not a single sound. 

When Chonkin speaks nothing can be heard, and he hears Plechevoi's voice, but 

not in the usual way; it seems to have taken some alternative route to his brain. But 

when they are ushered in to Niura's wedding, all is noise and bustle, and Niura sits 

radiant next to her groom, looking defiantly at Chonkin because he never offered 

her marriage. Chonkin bows politely and greets everyone as custom demands, 

before joining the feast. The other guests are all pink and plump with little eyes, and 

eat without the use of silverware. The dreamer joins in, becoming inebriated so that 

when he is asked questions he answers willingly. Suddenly he realises that he is 

betraying classified military secrets and the man next to him is noting it all down in 

a book, which he then swallows. As in life Chonkin regrets having opened his 

mouth, but it is too late and he is drawn into the rituals of the wedding feast. As the 

bride and groom kiss, he realises with a chill of horror that the groom is none other 

than Bor'ka and that all the guests are pigs. He shouts out in anger but `his words 

brought no more reply than if they had fallen into a deep well'. His fellow-guests 

scoff at his claims to be human and demand that he should grunt with them, 

`cheerfully, from the bottom of your heart, so that you really enjoy it'. Chonkin 

pretends, but Plechevoi is not deceived. This sort of behaviour is already familiar to 

Chonkin from his political education classes, where appearing to believe sincerely 

is more important than actual adherence to the ideology. He grunts again, eventually 

experiencing real delight in the exercise, which is brought to a rapid halt by the 

appearance on trays of humans ready for consumption. He realises that his words 

are responsible for this, and lartsev confirms his fears. The last tray to be borne in 

carries Stalin, who grins `slyly to himself behind his mustache'. 146 The dream 

illustrates Chonkin's fears at this point of the story: of inappropriate speech; of 

Niura's unfaithfulness; of not fulfilling his military and political duty; and the awful 

fear of being made to speak and behave in an unnatural way. 

Gladyshev, also following a false awakening, dreams of talking to 

146 L, p. 107; Ch, p. 83. 
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Osoaviakhim the gelding about evolution, during which conversation he receives a 

startling scientific revelation: that horses did not evolve into men for the simple 

reason that they do not have fingers. The last laugh is enjoyed by the narrator who 

leaves a horse-shoe on Gladyshev's porch the next morning, making the `scientist' 

turn cold with horror at the thought that maybe the encounter was real. 147 

Chonkin dreams again on the night that Miliaga escapes from his custody. 

In his dream his prisoner is trying to escape and when Chonkin orders him to stop, 

he is `amazed at not being able to hear his own voice'. Later he dreams of his 

mother bringing laundry up from the river (where the reader remembers she 

drowned), and she smiles at him, takes him in her arms and sings him a lullaby. As 

they embrace, men spring from the bushes trying to wrest him from his mother's 

arms, and she screams. He also tries to cry out but is mute, and he wakes in a panic 

to find that his prisoner has fled. 148 This dream gives an insight into the weight of 

responsibility which Chonkin feels for guarding the prisoners; his longing for the 

warmth and love of a childhood which he never knew; and his fear of being 

inarticulate in a world where men in military uniforms may threaten his safety at any 

moment. 

When Chonkin arrives in cell thirty-four he dreams of Niura's feather bed, 

his passion is aroused, and he has a close encounter with the prisoner next to him 

who does not welcome his somnambulistic advances. He falls asleep again and 

again transgresses, although this time his affection is returned. This dreaming 

probably shows nothing more nor less than the natural inclinations of a man 

missing home. 149 

At his trial Chonkin is desperately tired from endless interrogation, and as 

the prosecutor gets into his stride the accused is overcome by sleep and dreams that 

he is again full of life and hope and just embarking on his relationship with Niura. 

The smile which this brings to his lips is interpreted as insolence, and he wakes 

with a start. As the trial continues, he fights with sleep and in a mixed state of 

147 L, p. 178; Ch, p. 132. 
148 1, pp. 267-270; Ch, pp. 195-197. 
149 Thr, pp. 12-13; Pr, pp. 238-239. 
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dream and waking he watches as the prosecutor, judges and spectators turn into 

animals, wood goblins and monsters. He is asleep when he is accused of being 

pretender to the throne of the tsars, but is woken by the sudden silence. As he drifts 

off to sleep again he dreams of swimming with Niura in a brook. She is a water 

nymph and they both breathe freely underwater as they talk together. Inspired by 

the background drone of ritual language, Chonkin's dream takes the form of 

making up `devil talk' with Niura, but once again articulation brings disappointment 

and the stream which was carrying them along divides and they are separated. He 

wakes to cries of `Death sentence' in the courtroom, and all he is able to say in his 

defence is `Please forgive me' before he is taken away. 150 His dream has again 

revealed his powerlessness in the face of ritual language and his consequent fear of 

it, mingled with his fear of separation from Niura. 

Chonkin is not alone in his fear of speech: many people in the absurd world 

are afraid to speak the truth and it is rare for a character to experience real 

emancipation. One who does is the glum and taciturn Aphrodite who, after years of 

patient endurance, eventually refuses to live any longer in a house full of 

excrement. She turns venomously on her husband before running from the house 

shouting that her name is not Aphrodite, but Fros'ka. She was born Fros'ka, and 

she insists loud and long on this name as she runs through the village, `shouting 

with frenzied delight, as if she had just suddenly regained the gift of speech after 

years of being mute'. 151 

The final dream worlds to which the narrator gives access are those of Stalin 

and Hitler after they are told about the exploits of Chonkin and Golitsyn , unaware 

that these two men are one and the same. Stalin is impressed by Chonkin's 

heroism, particularly since the sentry stayed at his post in spite of his boots wearing 

through. 152 Hitler too is moved by the image of the Russian prince, ready to help 

his people cast off `the yoke of Communist slavery', and to welcome the German 

150 Thr, pp. 309-317; Pr, pp. 481-488. 
151 L, p. 120; Ch, p. 92. 
152 Thr, p. 332; Pr, p. 500. 
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troops `with bread and salt'. 153 They simultaneously decide to save him and as they 

fall asleep they each dream about Chonkin: Stalin's dream, like a socialist realist 

film, shows Chonkin as an epic hero meting out justice to the enemies of Russia; 

while Hitler's dream portrays the same figure leading an army of peasants to 

freedom under the Führer's liberating control. 154 The rigidly stylised dreams of the 

two dictators show the almost identically absurd worlds over which they hold 

sway, and the self-deceit which permeates their illusions about themselves and their 

subjects. Theirs is a cartoon world peopled by heroes and villains, whole-hearted 

loyalists or black-hearted traitors. 

By making the reader privy to the dreams of his characters, the narrator of 

Chonkin reveals their hopes and fears and gives insight into their motivations. The 

narrative further exposes the absurd world as inhuman, ritualistic and driven by 

specious logic and rules. The real world, as seen through the eyes of the little 

soldier, by contrast appears rational, earthy and sane. 

153 T1, p. 320; Pr, pp. 490-491. 
154 Thr, p. 334; Pr, p. 502. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

CHONKIN: UNIVERSAL HERO, UNIVERSAL FOOL 

NARRATIVE STYLE: 

The Anecdote 

The Narrator 

The Structural Development of the Text 

Characterisation 

The Characters 

CHONKIN'S LITERARY AND PRE-LITERARY PEDIGREE: 

The Fool 

The Natural Man 

NARRATIVE STYLE: 

Throughout the construction and exposure of the absurd world the narrator 

has played an active part. He has revealed to the reader his characters' minds; has 

considerately pointed out things which might otherwise be missed; has modestly 

withdrawn from the scene on occasions and spoken directly in others. He has 

almost unrestricted access to the world he introduces in confiding and intimate tone; 

he is a raconteur whose familiarity of address forms a bond as he tells his tale. 

Voinovich calls this work a roman-anekdot, and it is indeed a work of sufficient 

length, characterisation and plot to be called a novel, whilst at the same time being 

anecdotal in form and containing much of the paraphernalia of the anecdote: puns, 

jokes and secret details. 
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The Anecdote 

The anecdote is defined as ̀ the narrative of a detached incident, or of a 

single event, told as being in itself interesting or striking' and as ̀ secret, private or 

1 hitherto unpublished narratives or details of history' in A New English Dictionary 

and as ̀ a short, entertaining story about an amusing or unusual event' in the 

Russian Slovar' sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazika .2 For a French view 

of the phenomenon, the Robert Dictionnaire alphabetique et analogique de la langue 

frangaise 3 quotes Voltaire: `anecdotes are an enclosed field where one may glean 

after the vast harvest of history; they are little details, long hidden'. 

Chonkin is set very firmly in history, `just before the start of the war' .4 As 

the story unfolds fictional events are interwoven with historical facts: Operation 

Barbarossa; the bombing of Kiev; Stalin's speech quoted in Pravda on 3rd July 

1941 in an edition bearing his photograph; his hideaway in the metro; Hitler's 

planned invasion of Moscow, and his almost inexplicable failure to achieve his 

goal. These events give a sense of authenticity to the story and lend authority to the 

narrator's anecdotal digressions. However, he insists from the start that he will not 

be held accountable for any incorrect details since it all happened so long ago that 

there are practically no eyewitnesses left, and certainly no reliable ones. 

Furthermore, he confesses to having added `a little something of my own as well', 

and advises the reader that if `the story seems uninteresting to you, or boring, or 

even foolish, then just spit and forget I ever started telling it' 
.5 But after this modest 

devaluing of the tale, the mention of certain memorable dates and the promise of 

previously unpublished but politically sensitive details of history seize the reader's 

attention; and the life-expectancy of the text is guaranteed at least beyond the first 

few pages. After all, the anecdote in Russian culture has long been a convenient 

1 The English Oxford Dictionary, 2nd edn, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), p. 454. 
2 Slovar' sovrernennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka, vol. 1'(Moscow / Leningrad: Akademiia 
nauk SSSR, 1950), p. 139. 
3 Robert, Paul, Dictionnaire alphabetique et analogique de la langue franfaise, ed. A. Rey and J. 
Rey-Debove, new edn, vol. 1(Paris: Societd du Nouveau Liftre, 1977), p. 152. 
4 L, p. 3; Ch, p. 8. 
5 L, p. 3; Ch, p. 8. 
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way of expressing absurd truths whilst camouflaging the teller behind the mask of 

simple raconteur, bearing no responsibility for the content. But to begin at the 

beginning. 

Have you heard the one about the soldier sent to guard a plane, who was 

completely forgotten by his regiment for months? Or the one about the boy who 

aimed at his teacher with his slingshot, hit a portrait of Stalin by mistake, and 

consequently disappeared from the face of the earth? And do you remember the 

scientist who tried to grow a hybrid potato-tomato plant, and ended up with tomato 

roots and potato leaves? And what about the little girl who told the soldier she loved 

Stalin more than her mother or father? And the Member of the Academy doing ten 

years in camp for trying to foul up the Kremlin chimes to `give the whole country 

the wrong time'? 6 And did you hear about the woman who raised a hog like a little 

baby, and then her lover tried to shoot it because he was jealous; he even thought 

she had been sleeping with it? And the scientist with the hybrid plant told his friend 

that `the French firm Coty manufactures the most subtle perfumes from shit'. And 

he was so excited about the magical properties of shit that he made vodka from 

equal quantities of sugar and shit and proposed a toast to Stalin. And did you hear 

the one about the sentry who was guarding this aeroplane when he heard a 

mosquito and thought it was an enemy plane coming to attack? '7 And he was so 

ignorant that he didn't know that man was supposed to have evolved from 

monkeys, and thought we probably came from cows or horses. Or what about the 

meeting where everyone got together to hear about the war, and then they were all 

sent away again to be called to a meeting to tell them all about the war, but only 

when they'd been told to come! And did you ever read the novel about the man who 

went through the Revolution and the Civil War and `ended up not only without 

arms and legs but blinded in both eyes as well, and who, chained to his bed by 

pain, found the strength and courage in himself to serve his people and write that 

book' .8 And did you hear the one about the old Jewish bootmaker who was beaten 

6 L, p. 79; Ch, p. 62. 
7 L, pp. 127-128; Ch, p. 97. 
8 L, p. 149; Ch, p. 112. 
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up and had his dentures broken, but when Miliaga found out his surname he nearly 

had a fit and escorted him off the premises like an honoured guest with a special 

document for the dentist? And can you guess what his name was? Stalin! And how 

about the sentry who singlehandedly arrested seven men sent to arrest him? And 

when the Captain came from the Institution to find out where they had all gone, he 

got arrested too, and the funny thing was that no-one noticed they were missing. 

The only person who thought it strange was a man trying to get himself arrested 

who couldn't find anyone to confess to! And do you know the one about the 

General who used live ammunition in field exercises, so that only the `good' 

soldiers who knew how to entrench themselves would survive? They put him in 

charge of trying to capture the sentry with the aeroplane, and he diverted a whole 

regiment from the front and had them using petrol bombs but no-one told them to 

light them so none of them exploded and the sentry held them off for ages. In the 

same exercise the General had a Russian soldier interrogated in German, and the 

poor man was so confused that he tried to talk German too and ended up being shot 

as a traitor. When they finally captured the sentry, the General decorated him for 

heroism and then arrested him straightaway for being a traitor to the Motherland. 

And have you heard the one about the man who started reciting Virgil at a party, 

and was arrested as a Latin spy? Or the newspaper editor who never went home for 

years, and when he did something went wrong at work and he spent ages trying to 

get himself arrested before they came to get him? And what about the postmistress 

who got the sack for having lived with a traitor, and ran round the village, 

delighted, telling everyone she had been sacked for love? 9 And did you hear about 

the man who was on trial for making a politically naive remark, and got so angry 

that he simply dropped dead? And the man who was next in line decided the same 

thing wasn't going to happen to him so he gave his Party card in before they even 

asked for it, and then they had to try and make him take it back so that they could 

confiscate it. And how about the `funeral' with the fake widow and son, and the 

horse's remains in the coffin, and the concussed newspaper editor who thought he 

was maybe dead, or maybe a horse, and who very soon was kicked to death by a 

9 Thr, p. 120; Pr, p. 324. 
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horse? And what about the German spy who had to be intercepted, so they arrested 

someone else instead and the spy turned out to be the secretary of the man leading 

the investigation? And do you know the real reason why the German tanks which 

were about to take Moscow suddenly changed direction and went the other way? It 

was to rescue a Russian soldier called Chonkin, because Hitler thought he was 

actually Prince Golitsyn, and that he had been trying to lead an uprising against the 

Russian government. So they turned right round and went to liberate him, and by 

the time they got back on the road to Moscow it was too late. 

Many of these anecdotes fulfil the necessary requirements in that they are 

gossipy, extraordinary, amusing, and supply `little known details' of history. They 

range from light comic in tone to tragic ironic and amplify the main anecdote about 

the course of history being changed by one bow-legged, lop-eared sentry, giving 

impetus to each other as they build up a picture of life in the absurd world. They 

recount events which could only occur under Soviet power, and `the anecdotal 

quality and the truly comic element of the situations are born out of the normal 

adaptation (of the characters) to the abnormalities of the circumstances'. 10 The 

historical facts of the era provide a stable backdrop for these fictional events which 

not only embellish history but interpret it. The narrator, like a confiding friend, 

takes the reader backwards and even forwards through time, pointing out details 

and building a bond of intimacy by ironies mutually understood. 

The Narrator 

A narrator implies a narratee and therefore a relationship between text and 

reader. The narrator of Chonkin communicates directly at times, often colloquially, 

and also indirectly by presenting a selected view of the world. He sets the scene by 

giving the date of his tale, thus planting the `seed of truth', the presentation of 

actual conditions as a basis for satire and anecdote. 1 l The main story line is 

10 R. R., `Roman-anekdot', Grani, 97 (1975), 277-278. 
11 men Ryan-Hayes, Soviet Satire after the Thaw: nuVo VX So&micyn, ti'ojnoFrcX uad 
L bworc Ph. D, University of Michigan, 1986, p. 37. 
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established as the heroic rescue of Moscow from the ravages of Hitler's army with 

Chonkin as the unwitting hero, and the subsidiary storylines branch out from this. 

The narrator sometimes focalises the story through the voices of different 

characters, but also appears as an external narrator. omniscient and non- 

participatory, with a panoramic view of past, present and future. He sometimes 

addresses the reader directly, interpreting a given scene, although often he leaves 

the conclusion to the narratee. Often he mixes these styles, diegesis and mimesis or 

`telling' and ̀ showing' in the parlance of Anglo-American criticism of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan summarises these 

forms thus: "`Telling" [... I is a presentation mediated by the narrator who, instead 

of directly and dramatically exhibiting events and conversations, talks about them, 

sums them up', whereas "`showing" is the supposedly direct presentation of events 

and conversations, the narrator seeming to disappear (as in drama) and the reader 

being left to draw his own conclusions from what he "sees" and "hears"'. 12 

As the plot of Chonkin progresses and the tone becomes ever darker, the 

narrator becomes by degrees more didactic, allowing less freedom of interpretation 

and insisting on the ideological norms on which the work stands. Although he is 

omniscient he refrains from telling everything out of consideration for the plot, but 

guides the reader by norms, 13 or `a general system of viewing the world 

conceptually'. 14 This device conveys the authority of the narrator-focaliser's 

ideology, and guides the reader to view the other characters through the prism of 

his narration. He addresses the narratee directly in a confiding tone to seek 

agreement, and uses some of his characters as normative agents, thus challenging 

the motivations guiding other personae. Chonkin is the obvious example here of a 

normative agent, but Niura also has a part to play. When Chonkin first starts to help 

her harvest her potatoes, Niura is impressed by his skill, and by her commendation 

she sets the norm of the virtue of country over city life. Chonkin confirms that in 

12 Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction (Contemporary Poetics) (London: Routledge, 
1990), p. 107. 
13 Rimmon-Kenan, p. 81. 
14 Boris Uspensky, A Poetics of Composition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 
p. 8. 
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the city, people are taught only to `live off the fat of the countryside', and Niura 

agrees. 15 Hence the narrator establishes the norm that productive country living is 

worthwhile, while bureaucrats and apparatchiks contribute no more to the common 

good than Gladyshev with his non-productive hybrids. So, even when silent, the 

narrator steers the work, deciding what the reader should see and occasionally 

drawing a veil over scenes which he considers too distressing, like an Intourist 

guide hurrying his charges from site to site. He is the `teller in the tale', as argued 

by Rimmon-Kenan, `at least in the sense that any utterance or record of an utterance 

presupposes someone who has uttered it. Even when a narrative text presents 

passages of pure dialogue, [... ] there is in addition to the speakers or writers of 

this discourse a `higher' narratorial authority responsible for `quoting' the 

dialogue'. 16 Passages such as chapter thirteen of the second part of Pretendent na 

prestol are delivered almost entirely through direct speech without comment, but 

chapter sixty of the same part consists entirely of the direct address of narrator to 

narratee, reinterpreting history in the light of events on the road to Moscow. 

The narrator uses other devices to validate the ideological viewpoint in this 

work, since the purpose of satire is `the exposure of folly and the castigation of 

vice', 17 but cautiously since it should be remembered that Voinovich's targets were 

not those approved by the Soviet state. 

To consider these devices in more detail, it may prove helpful to arrange 

them around part of the structure of Ryan-Hayes' Ph. D, in which she examines the 

narration of four Soviet satirists, including Voinovich. The examples quoted will in 

some cases be different from hers, as may be the reasons for arriving at them, but 

the structure which bears the weight of the argument is hers. 

Several instances of false logic have been cited, including the dispersal of 
the spontaneous meeting in order to convene an officially sanctioned gathering of 

the same people. The ̀ logic' of this is presented by the narrator without comment, 

although it is clear from the snippets of overheard conversation that there is a 

15 L, p. 43; Ch, p. 37. 
16 Rimmon-Kenan, p. 88. 
17 A. Melville Clark, Studies in Literary Modes (1946), p. 32, quoted by Arthur Pollard, Satire, 
p. 4. 
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strangely distorted intelligence at work. Well before the end of the scene, the reader 

has drawn conclusions about the quality of this logic and at the last minute the 

narrator steps in to confirm this view, saying that the conveners of the meeting were 

right and that `without some resistance the victor has no pleasure in his victory. ' 

Thus he conjures gleefully with the power of irony, using the socialist realist 

vocabulary of victory in the context of the bosses' mindless manipulation of the 

masses: the very people who are supposed to emerge victorious in the struggle. 

Obtuse indeed would be the reader who failed to observe that such victory is no 

victory at all. 

Reductio ad absurdum is another device frequently used to ridicule the 

posturings of the absurd world, and ranges from Gladyshev buying vegetables 

because his wonder-plant produces nothing edible to Khudobchenko weeping with 

self-pity because he has lost the friend whom he has just betrayed. 18 The whole 

community of spurious `scientists' is a sitting target, ably represented by 

Gladyshev with his elevated pretensions: his family with their classical Greek 

names; his boring erudition; his scientific theories which include the acquisition of 

energy from cockroaches and excrement, and his grateful reception of official 

scientific scorn because it comes on headed notepaper. 

Bentley, writing on the satiric techniques and strategies used in Aldous 

Huxley's novels, notes the use of satiric reduction or downward simile, which 

works by creating `an area of tension between elements with widely contrasting 

connotations'. 19 This technique is adopted by Voinovich's narrator, who, aware of 

the supremacy of the socialist realist hero, presents instead a bowlegged, red-eared 

hero, with the excuse that all the good heroes had been used up. This is almost 

plausible, but the justification becomes increasingly ridiculous as he explains the 

emotional adjustment he had to make to such a hero: `after all, the hero of your 

book is like your own child [... ] Maybe some other people's children are a little 

better, a little smarter, but still you love your own more just because he's your 

18 Thr, pp. 196-197; Pr, pp. 385-386. 
19 Bentley, p. 6. 
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own' 20 To compare the birth of a literary hero to the birth of a real but unattractive 

child is ludicrous simply because there is almost no resemblance between such a 

hero and a real person, and the comparison serves to reduce the theory rather than 

to elevate bowlegged babies. Other examples include the juxtaposition of Stalin's 

speech about the enemy `finding their graves on the field of battle' with Chonkin's 

perfectly literal interpretation of it; 21 the account of German troops massing on the 

Soviet border occurring simultaneously with a bird's eye view of Chonkin in bed 

wishing he did not have to get up to answer a call of nature; 22 and the description of 

the Stakhanovite Liushka, so busy being a propaganda visual aid that the cows are 

left unmilked. 

Puns are impossible to appreciate in translation, but a Russian reader would 

enjoy the name of Gladyshev's plant, puks, and the names of many characters 

which illustrate either their personality or the opposite. Miliaga, whose name 

suggests a kindly person is variously presented as ̀ the terror of the district'23 and 

the man who `smiled when he said hello, he smiled while interrogating prisoners, 

he smiled when others were sobbing; in brief, he was constantly smiling'. 24 

Combining disparate categories of words gives a diminishing and satiric 

effect to the items with higher connotation, and Voinovich's narrator uses this 

device, for example, when eavesdropping on a conversation about `the mysteries of 

the universe, the dark powers, the scientific means of predicting earthquakes, and 

how to have sex with a hen'. 25 In the safe, foggy world of tearoom talk, stupid 

people are allowed their say along with the `wise', and over the vodka and 

cucumbers even Golubev feels able to be truthful with his friend the prosecutor. 

Anti-climax is a further device, often instigated by Chonkin as his simple 

thought patterns wrestle with the complexities of Soviet logic and come up with 

alternatives. He suggests to Gladyshev that it might be easier to grow his hybrid 

20 L, p. 21; Ch, p. 21. 
21 L, pp. 183-184; Ch, p. 135. 
22 L, pp. 120-122; Ch, pp. 92-94. 
23 L, p. 298; Ch, p. 217. 
24 L, p. 197; Ch, p. 145. 
25 Thr, p. 128; Pr, p. 330. 
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with tomatoes on the bottom and potatoes on the top, 26 and surmises that if winter 

were hot and summer cold then `summer would be called winter and winter would 

be called summer'?? In a literary culture used to elevated themes this creates a 

sharp contrast with the usual thoughts of the socialist realist hero. It is not only 

Chonkin who is prosaic in his thinking. Sergeant Svintsov, pillar of the Institution, 

can think and speak with astonishing baseness. Trying to seduce Kapa, he argues at 

length with complete lack of eloquence before tempting her with the perfectly 

resistible offer of `a length of real crepe de chine. So besides all the pleasure, you'll 

get a dress out of it too. '28 Again `the tension accumulated during the build up of 

suspense must be released in laughter'29 

The use of stance figures, such as Gladyshev, is another effective satiric 

device. Gladyshev is an ordinary Russian peasant, self-educated to a dangerous 

level of ignorance, with pretensions to classical erudition, hopelessly confused 

about the link between patriotism and the science of excrement and with a strangely 

religious iconostasis of photographs in his home. Finding the note affixed to the 

hoof of the dead gelding he crosses himself in astonishment, a pose not entirely 

consonant with his usual stance, but the reader eventually learns the flexibility of 

his ideology depending on who is watching, Russian or Nazi. 

The Soviet satirist had a particularly difficult task since ridicule or criticism 

of the State were treasonable offences. A fine balance had to be achieved between 

deceiving the censors but communicating effectively with the reader. Voinovich, 

although ostensibly hoping to have this work published in the Soviet Union, chose 

ridicule over subtle irony. This blunt satire and slapstick humour were fitting to the 

time only because Solzhenitsyn had already cleared the ground. Of course very little 

of Solzhenitsyn's work had been published in the Soviet Union, and Voinovich 

was burning his boats as far as publication at home was concerned, but in the 

underworld of literature he was in tune with the mood of the age and expected his 

26 L, p. 67; Ch, p. 54. 
27 L, P. 27; Ch, p. 25. 
28 L, p. 196; Ch, p. 144. 
29 Feinberg, p. 156. 
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reader to discern what he was about. There is little danger of the reader 

misunderstanding his stance, but nevertheless there is a certain amount of 

interpretative effort required, which, though minimal, forms a bond between reader 

and narrator, cemented by the narrator's confiding tone. Part of the narrator's 

arsenal includes sarcasm, wielded against the endlessly vulnerable Gladyshev who, 

`like many a scientific genius' had to keep his discoveries to himself until Chonkin 

turned up to listen 30 The comedy in this eulogy lies in the statement being `so 

false, foolish, illogical, inappropriate, inadequate or extravagant'31 that it 

immediately collapses. 

Sometimes the narrator uses praise for blame, praising negative qualities to 

expose the perversity of society's values. Soviet literature was expected to be 

positive and to heap praise on the worthy, so by seeming to praise what is inhuman 

the narrator intensifies the collapse of this expectation. Having longed for a real 

hero, he presents one in the form of General Drynov, explaining that in the war 

against the White Finns `his talents for commanding were revealed in all their 

brilliance'. This sounds like praise until he adds that `on the other hand, of all 

possible decisions, he invariably made the most stupid one' 32 He uses live 

ammunition to train his men, having `no use for soldiers who did not know how to 

entrench themselves', the narrator adding that Drynov `himself was very fond of 

being well entrenched', a fact born out by his heroic leadership of the attack on 

Chonkin from `his dugout, three floors down, following the action through a 

periscope' 33 

Miliaga is presented positively as he rhapsodises on the peculiar beauties of 

the Russian countryside, before the narrator slyly observes that he `had never been 

in any other country, yet, because of his innate patriotism, he was convinced that 

there was no vegetation worthy of attention anywhere else' 34 

Similarly, the narrator appears to be in sympathy with Revkin's wife as she 

30 L, p. 66; Ch, p. 53. 
31 Max Eastman, Enjoyment of Laughter (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1937), p. 205. 
32 L, p. 278; Ch, p. 203. 
33 L, p. 304; Ch, p. 221. 
34 L, p. 232; Ch, p. 170. 
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questions her husband on his `unwholesome thoughts', but he leaves it to the 

reader to conclude that such behaviour is not fitting for a human being, let alone the 

manager of a children's home. By contrast, the narrator treats himself to a technique 

of blame for praise, disparaging himself so that the reader may reinterpret this 

information in the light of the standards of the absurd world. 

The attentive reader will observe many ironies of circumstance in the text, 

but a few examples drawn from the preparations for the attack on Chonkin will 

illustrate the point. The narrator makes clear the nature of the exercise and the target 

of its attack, and the fact that the battle is likely to be unequal. Yet although the 

regiment is at an advantage, their preparation is a parody of a real military 

operation. They have the wrong camouflage, few arms and little ammunition, they 

omit to finalise details and they are ill-informed about the location and numbers of 

their target. Bukashev, writing a moving letter to his mother, fantasises the sort of 

battle in which he may lose his life, before drifting off into a reverie about his 

father, who was arrested and testified against himself that he had tried to put a 

furnace out of commission, although Bukashev cannot see the logic in this for a 

man who had far greater opportunities for sabotage. Because these thoughts are 

projected through Bukashev the ludicrous logic is emphasised, since no-one who 

was not completely gullible could ever believe such a story. Finally he is distracted 

by Drynov's explosively noisy tirade at a sentry who may have revealed the 

regiment's location by smoking 35 

Voinovich uses the juxtaposition of base and elevated objects to reduce 

many of the `sacred cows' of Soviet life. By twice juxtaposing Chonkin's need to 

relieve himself with momentous historical events the narrator reduces the rhetoric 

which surrounds the military exploits of the two armies. By tipping a tear-stained 

Miliaga into the mud as he makes his great escape the narrator questions his 

heroism. By transforming the guests in Chonkin's dream into swine he sheds light 

on the activities of people who pretend to be friendly but in fact write down 

everything their fellow-guests say for future reference. By presenting Baba Dunia 

as an example of the product of collective agriculture he focuses more realistically 

35 L, p. 295; Ch, p. 215. 
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on the situation than does the photograph of the happy workers taken at Liushka's 

meeting. By revealing Aphrodite as one of the ugliest and dirtiest women on 

Russian soil, and named Fros'ka to boot, he exposes Gladyshev's erudition for the 

self-delusion that it is. By broadcasting Stalin's speech through Chonkin's 

perceptions, complete with introductory gurglings, a strong Georgian accent, a 

nonsensical message and singing apparently in a feminine voice at the end, he 

comments more on the leader of the Soviet empire than he does on Chonkin. 36 

Daniel Rancour-Lafemere interprets the suggestion that Stalin may be a castrato as a 

device employed by Voinovich to mobilise hostility against him for his failure to 

protect the Soviet Union from a hostile Germany 37 Whatever the reason, the 

confusion in Chonkin's mind does little to elevate Stalin in the reader's perception. 

Conversely, the narrator's portrayal of the bowlegged and scruffy Chonkin, known 

as ̀ that smelly soldier [. . .] that rides the horse', 38 does not debase Chonkin, but 

rather parodies socialist realism, whose every hero is an example of perfect 

manhood. 

Although the narrator intrudes into the text with increasing frequency as an 

omniscient self-conscious voice, he also focalises the story through different 

characters: sometimes to set a norm; sometimes to illuminate a character better; and 

sometimes ironically, demanding that the reader reinterpret the ideology established 

through the focalisation. Chonkin is a man of few words, but his thoughts are often 

transparent, and when the reader experiences through him the pride of his new 

position as sentry, followed by the sinking feeling as he realises its drawbacks and 

the sudden lifting of his spirits as he sets eyes on Niura, the hero's system of 

values becomes clear. The narrator then reveals Niura's perceptions of Chonkin, 

before focalising the mutual seduction scene through both of them: Chonkin 

worried about his responsibilities but increasingly mellowed by homebrew; and 

Niura hastening to cut up the sausage rather than wasting time with cans 39 When 

36 L, pp_183-184; Ch, pp. 135-136. 
37 Daniel Rancour-Laferriere, `From Incompetence to Satire: Voinovich's Image of Stalin as 
Castrated Leader of the Soviet Union in 1941', Slavic Review, 50.1 (Spring 1991), 3647. 
38 L, p. 20; Ch, p. 20. 

39 L, p. 51; Ch, p. 42. 
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they are defeated by the might of General Drynov's regiment and Chonkin lies 

concussed on the ground, the reader watches Niura weeping over her love until he 

opens his eyes, when the focalisation switches back to him and his emotions of 

confusion, pride at being decorated, incredulity at being arrested, and pity for 

Niura 40 Much of the rest of the tale is focalised through the supplicant Niura, with 

Chonkin largely passive in prison. 

Perhaps an unusual focalisation comes through the key animals in the story 

who play an important part, presenting the values of instinctive reactions. Niura's 

lonely life is brightened by her relationship with Krasavka who relates to her `on a 

person-to-person basis', and with Bor'ka who utters a `squeal of joy' when Niura 

returns from the post office 41 When the befuddled Chonkin hits Bor'ka, there 

follows a touching scene of reconciliation, focalised so thoroughly through the hog 

that it is even put into speech 42 These examples remind the reader of the innate 

value of the natural kingdom, especially when contrasted with the unnatural world 

of the bureaucrats which Niura so painfully explores, `that endless corridor lit by a 

perpetual twilight, always damp and cold as if night never replaced day there, nor 

one season another' 43 Niura and all natural creatures, it is implied, belong in the 

fresh air of the village where the mud comes and goes with the seasons, where day 

follows night and where warmth and affection are shared by humans and animals. 

Even the apparatchiks are allowed a voice by the narrator-focaliser, who 

gives an insight into the mind of Filippov, `a man who knew his own worth'; 44 

Luzhin, who experiences `amazement, joy, delight' at the success of his enquiries 

about Chonkin; 45 and Opalikov who feels `nothing but shame' at his wife's 

behaviour. 46 The narrator also focalises through people in the village who bridge 

the gap between Chonkin as normative agent and the apparatchiks. Golubev's 

40 L, pp. 311-315; Ch, pp. 226-229. 
41 L, pp. 46-47; Ch, pp. 39. 
42 L, p. 109; Ch, p. 84. 
43 Thr, p. 67; Pr, p. 280. 
44 Thr, p. 134; Pr, p. 335. 
45 Thr, p. 124; Pr, p. 327. 
46 L, pp. 179-181; Ch, pp. 132-134. 
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painful and premature adjustment to life in the camps is revealed, as is his happy 

realisation that `even in there people live', and a lot better than he does in 

`freedom' 47 The reader relishes with Plechevoi the confusion he creates in 

Chonkin's jealous mind as he `explains' Niura's past relationship with Bor'ka, and 

shares Ermolkin's confusion on his first excursion into the town after years in the 

newspaper office. Thus the narrator takes the reader back and forth in his 

focalisation, often using the very words which people feel able or unable to speak 

as a guide to their feelings. 

Contemporary literature rarely employs an omniscient, self-conscious 

narrator in the eighteenth-century tradition, but Voinovich has a special purpose for 

using such a narrator at times in Chonkin . He intrudes into the narrative to achieve 

satirical effects by clarifying an ideological norm, and his presence becomes more 

intrusive as the satire moves from a gentle tone to a bitter and ironic one. 

As well as addressing the reader directly the narrator sometimes uses the 

voice of neutral omniscience. He occupies a position of narrative privilege, 

knowing what is happening simultaneously with the main action, and even 

knowing more about his characters' past than they remember. He protests that he is 

simply trying to report the facts, apologises for inaccuracies, and exhorts the reader 

to forget the story if he finds it uninteresting. 

He draws the reader immediately into a focalisation of the story through 

Niura, intruding again in chapter three to introduce himself as the author 

responsible for this `hero' and laying out the facts of Chonkin's birth and 

childhood, `of which [Chonkin] had no recollection at all' 48 He frequently makes 

asides, where necessary taking the reader into the past to clarify present events, 

rearranging the narrative order of the story, and interrupting himself to put 

`everything in its proper order' 49 He loses patience with his characters' convoluted 

conversations and finishes them himself, 50 yet sometimes he inconspicuously 

47 L, p. 81; Ch. p. 64. 
48 L, p. 22; Ch, p. 22. 
49 L, p. 134; Ch, p. 101. 
50 L, p. 144; Ch, p. 108. 
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makes his presence felt simply by setting the scene, as in the account of the seven 

men in grey sent to arrest Chonkin, which reads like the stage directions for a 

Western, the men walking in line down the village street before hitting the dirt. 51 

The dispatch of the infantry unit sent to their rescue accelerates the action, while the 

narrator decelerates events in Niura's hut and even digresses back in time to show 

how Chonkin arrived at his system of securing and feeding his prisoners. 52 To 

strengthen the artifice that the narrator is recalling events from the perspective of the 

distant future, he recounts what witnesses would later testify 53 When Miliaga dies 

before the firing squad the observers pity him for being such a fool, a view which 

the narrator confirms. He continues to muse on what might have happened if the 

Captain had got his bearings more quickly, and even sketches out a hypothetical 

future for him 54 

Early in Pretendent na presto!, he assumes that his audience is already 

familiar with Chonkin who `himself was hardly a giant, as the reader, no doubt, 

remembers' 55 He demonstrates his omniscience when Chonkin is observed in 

Filippov's interrogation room. A painted window separates him from the outside 

world where Niura waits in the square. Neither can see the other, although they can 

both be seen by a crow in a tree and by the reader through the considerate eye of the 

narrator. The reader's thoughts join Chonkin's for a while as he ponders the 

meaning of the universe before being brought back to reality by an increasingly 

brutal interrogation which the narrator interrupts, `fearing to offend the reader's 

sense of decency' S6 While Chonkin trembles on his stool with the muzzle of a 

revolver pressed against his face, the narrator decelerates the action by presenting a 
digression on the recent fashion for using indecent words in literature, before 

returning to the grotesque scene in which Filippov finally presents Chonkin with an 

apple in return for his signature on a statement accepting guilt for absolutely 

51 L, pp. 223-224; Ch, pp. 163-164. 
52 L, pp. 246-258; Ch, pp. 180-189. 
53 L, p. 247; Ch, p. 181. 
54 L, p. 298; Ch, p. 217. 
55 Thr, p. 14; Pr, p. 240. 
56 Thr, p. 36; Pr, p. 258. 
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everything. This unedifying scene leaves the narrator with a problem. Chonkin's 

fellow-prisoners are disillusioned with his unheroic reaction to interrogation, and 

so, the narrator fears, is the reader. To solve this dilemma he considers abandoning 

the story, claiming that `the author is at a loss. The hand freezes above the paper, 

the ink dries, the pen will not write' 57 However, he reluctantly continues, trusting 

that his hero will eventually perform some great exploit. Little does the reader guess 

that this will involve the salvation of Moscow, nor does Chonkin ever realise what 

he has done, but the narrator sees all and guides the story onwards. 

Much of this second volume does not concern Chonkin, languishing in his 

cell, but focuses on Niura and the apparatchiks who bedevil her existence. The 

reader witnesses her cruel treatment at the hands of Borisov and Evpraksein, a 

scene focalised through the admirably uncomprehending Niura. 58 Evpraksein's 

inhumanity is outrageous, but the narrator explains with ironic sympathy the 

pressure under which the prosecutor labours, directing his satire in part against 

Evpraksein, but perhaps more against the system which has created him. Similarly, 

the narrator presents a picture of the editor Ermolkin which, whilst doing justice to 

his astonishing narrow-mindedness, explains the reasons for his mental 

paralysis 59 When Ermolkin makes his ultimately fatal error the narrator declares 

himself unable to continue 60 In fact, it will pass unnoticed by everyone but 

Ermolkin himself, but in deference to his panic the narrator recounts all his attempts 

to track down and destroy every incriminating newspaper. 61 

Meanwhile Chonkin is still sitting passively in his cell, unwittingly affecting 

the course of history, and the narrator pauses to complain about his disturbing 

influence. He has tried to be free of Chonkin, and has even tried to adopt a new 
hero, maybe a general, or `maybe some worker-hero, merciless in daily life and 

active in his factory' 62 But to no avail. However he tries, he can only write about 

57 Thr, p. 40; Pr, p. 43 in Paris: YMCA, 1975 version. 
58 Thr, P. 58; Pr, p. 273. 
59 Thr, p. 84; Pr, p. 295. 
60 Thr, p. 86; Pr, p. 296. 
61 Thr, p. 89; Pr, p. 299. 
62 Thr, p. 92; Pr, pp. 93-94 in Paris: YMCA 1975 version. 
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Chonkin. Hereafter the plot becomes more complicated and the narrator intrudes 

more often to guide the reader through time and space. He begins to comment in the 

form of footnotes, and uses phrases like `it should be noted that [... ]', `it should 

not be thought that [... ]', and `people say (though this is hard to believe) that [. . 
J'. 63 He changes focalisation more than previously, recounting Zinaida's 

interrogation first through the observations of her husband, then through Filippov 

and Zinaida herself in an action replay to ascertain the true facts 64 As the story 

becomes more grotesque, violent and absurd, the narrator's comments become 

more didactic, not steering but sometimes dragging the reader reluctantly from 

scene to scene, as in the closed meeting for the hearing of Personal Cases 65 At 

times he gives vent to unbridled sarcasm, and as he intrudes further into the text the 

reader is constantly confronted by the controlling consciousness which even 

comments on a coincidence, `the sort of coincidence which occurs only in novels 

and in life' 66 On the night when the village is evacuated, the narrator manipulates 

the reader's expectations by hinting that something is about to happen, deliberately 

destroying the satisfaction of reader detective work. 

Eventually he even turns his venom against his readers, who no longer 

enjoy their earlier beguilingly confidential relationship with the story teller, but are 

challenged on their own integrity and casually accused of collusion with the Right 

People 67 The narrator withdraws still further in his presentation of Chonkin's trial, 

staged as a theatrical production with a programme explaining the cast. His 

focalisation and sympathy are all with Chonkin and the reader is treated to a drama 

without comment, as proof positive of all that the narrator has warned of 

previously. He returns to the reader in his analysis of the historical salvation of 

Moscow, but his tone is formal and his anger almost spent. He concludes: `Having 

fulfilled the mission entrusted him from above, the author will now modestly step 

63 Thr, p. 99; Pr, p. 307; Thr, p. 120; Pr, p. 325; Thr, p. 121; Pr, p. 325. 
64 Thr, pp. 114-117; Pr, pp. 319-322. 
65 Thr, pp. 141-156; Pr, pp. 341-354. 
66 Thr, p. 227; Pr, p. 41 1. 
67 Thr, p. 287; Pr, p. 462. 
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aside. '68 The winding-up of the tale is executed neutrally, and the reader is left to 

interpret it in the light of previous narratorial guidance. 

This development from gentle irony to satire may be explained by the 

incident at the Metropol' hotel, when Voinovich was threatened with possible fatal 

consequences if he failed to stop work on Pretendent naprestol . He recalls 

replying to the agents that the KGB was applying strength where it was not needed, 

and argues that a writer `cannot be convinced by the use of threats alone'. 

Comparing the first and second parts of Chonkin., he claims that the first part was 

written in his own style, `ironic but genial', before adding: `But when I heard what 

malicious nonsense the secretary of the Writers' Union was saying about my 

intentions I switched, against my will, from genial irony to pointed satire. '69 

Even when the narrator is not commenting directly on the action, he still has 

many means at his disposal for guiding the reader. One device is the stream of 

consciousness used to demonstrate the internal thoughts and conflicts of characters 

through their own words, even though they may be out of sympathy with the 

narrator's ideological norms. An example of this is seen in Filippov, whose inner 

thoughts are revealed as he walks through the streets of Dolgov, unaware that he is 

about to be arrested 70 Thanks to earlier training from the narrator, the reader 

observes him from a position of ideological advantage as the first doubts about the 

rightness of the system begin to dawn in Filippov's mind. The position of ironic 

observer is a gift from the narrator to the reader, bestowing `superiority, freedom, 

amusement', whilst leaving Filippov in the state of archetypal victim of irony: 

`trapped and submerged in time and matter, blind, contingent, limited, and unfree - 

and confidently unaware that this is his predicament'. 71 

The narrator is able to shift rapidly from one ideological viewpoint to 

another as he records conversations, often with the additional dimension of 

characters' thoughts failing to coincide with their words. Sometimes he shows a 

68 Thr, p324; Pr, p. 494. 
69 'Proisshestvie v "Metropole"', trans. mine, 83-84. 
70 Thr, pp. 165-171; Pr, pp. 353-367. 
71 D. C. Muecke, Irony, ed. by John D. Jump, The Critical Idiom, 13 (London: Methuen, 1970), 
pp. 37-38. 
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character's view of something followed by his own, and the sharp contrast may 

help to strengthen the satirical force of the passage. E. M. Forster maintains that 

what is important is a writer's ability to `bounce the reader into accepting what he 

says', and argues that a shifting viewpoint may help to accomplish this. 72 A 

striking example of the concurrent thought device occurs during the conversation 

between Borisov and Golubev after the inadvertent striking of Stalin's bust. Whilst 

they talk about the `political significance of visual-aid campaigns', their minds are 

spinning with possible options, resulting in a calculated decision to remain silent 

about the incident 73 lartsev provides an early example of Forster's `bouncing' 

device. When Chonkin puts his question about Stalin's two wives, lartsev explodes 

with `fury and fear', crying, `What did you say? You're not getting me mixed up in 

this'. Realising that `that was the wrong thing to have said' he stops talking 

altogether. 74 The narrator's brief interpretative comment lends satirical depth to the 

text and confirms that lartsev is motivated not by honest indignation but by a desire 

to be seen to be correct. 

The narrator makes frequent use of characters' direct speech, but because of 

the impoverishment of language at the time and the number of politically correct 

cliches in use, they frequently condemn themselves out of their own mouths 

without his help. Having alerted the reader to the hypocrisy of the absurd world, he 

is able to parade a series of characters through the text to demonstrate this 

hypothesis, without confirming or denying a satirical reading of their speeches. The 

occasion when the two thinkers repel the spy is quoted verbatim with no narratorial 

intrusion, but everyone involved, the thinkers, the spy and the reader, is perfectly 

aware of the game and of what is at stake. Similarly, the story of the two thinkers' 

miraculous skull elongation is presented without comment as if the reader were 

listening to their conversation and reading the newspaper article over their 

shoulders 75 

72 E. M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel (London: 1958), pp. 78-79. 
73 1, p. 59; Ch, p. 48. 
74 1, p. 29; Ch, p. 27. 
75 Thr, pp. 250-256; Pr, pp. 431-436. 
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Sometimes the narrator deliberately appears not to understand `the rules of 

the game', and sometimes he passes this role to a simple-minded `naif' within a 

dialogue, dramatising the contrast between the connoisseur's understanding of the 

absurd world and the natural amazement of an uninitiated person. Bakhtin 

comments on this popular eighteenth-century device of `not understanding', which 

he suggests ̀ takes on great organising potential when an exposure of vulgar 

conventionality is involved'. 76 Chonkin himself fulfils the role of 

uncomprehending spectator on many occasions, acting as normative agent in 

situations such as the memorable breakfast at Gladyshev's. He is the perfect stooge 

to Gladyshev's `scientist', politely asking questions to give Gladyshev the 

momentum to explain his revolting theories in full 77 

The narrator makes use of quasi-direct discourse on occasions, allowing his 

voice to be influenced by the character's, so that even as he narrates the reader 

seems to hear the voice of Chonkin telling of his love of horses or of Kilin giving 

his rousing speech constructed of hackneyed patriotic phrases 78 Sometimes, 

however, he will interrupt a section of quasi-direct discourse to slip in a 

parenthetical aside in his own voice, as he does in his account of that same meeting. 

It has already been noted that the narrator travels freely through time and 

space as he surveys the plot, observing his characters and addressing the reader 

from a position of ironic superiority. Explaining the meaning of the Institution, he 

jumps forward in time to welcome the reader from the future, who (hopefully) will 

not be familiar with the workings of an establishment which works on the principle 

of `beat your own so that outsiders will fear you'. 79 However, he is afraid that 

anyone on this planet will know all too well what is signified, so to create an effect 

of ostranenie or `making strange' he greets ̀ readers from distant galaxies, 

unfamiliar with our earthly customs', and explains to them the situation in `the 

bygone times described by the author'. 

76 M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, ed. by Michael Holquist, trans. by Caryl Emerson 

and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 164. 

77 L, pp. 117-118; Ch, pp. 90-91. 
78 L, p. 38; Ch, pp. 33-34: L, pp. 145-151; Ch. pp. 109-113. 
79 L, p. 194; Ch, p. 143. 
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The narrator, reviewing the Stalinist years with the benefit of hindsight, also 

has recourse to many easily recognisable euphemisms. For example, speaking of 

Chonkin's childhood, he recalls that `at a time known to all, a search for kulaks 

began in the village. Although not a single one could be found, it was mandatory to 

find some if only to set an example' 8° Similarly, the long explanation about the 

Institution, called the Right Place, served by the Right People ( but `Right for 

whom and for what? '), would be grimly recognisable to any Russian, and the 

reference serves to build a bond of understanding between narrator and reader. 81 

Sometimes the characters use euphemisms to conceal their true motives, like 

Golubev who, approached by Chonkin with a flask of homebrew, is perplexed 

because the latter does not seem to understand the form of words necessary to 

present a bribe as a disinterested act of friendship. 82 

Both the narrator and the characters who act as normative agents speak a 

colloquial brand of Russian, which promotes familiarity with the reader, 

encouraging agreement with a point of view simply expressed. The very 

colloquialism seems to indicate honesty and unaffectedness, but also serves another 

purpose by satirically exaggerating socialist realism's insistence on simplicity of 

language and therefore accessibility to the masses. The inevitable result of this 

policy was the over-simplification and weakening of literary language to the point 

of making it appear primitive and implausible. The narrator, by using extremely 

colloquial language on occasions, ridicules this particular feature of socialist 

realism. 

Because of the many rituals of language of the Soviet era, there is irony to 

be exploited in the mixing of `correct' and `incorrect' stylistic levels. Gladyshev's 

letter with its mixture of rhetoric and blunt request provides one example, and the 

stylistic levels of Chonkin and Gladyshev are sharply contrasted again on the 

occasion of the toast in the latter's execrable homebrew, when Chonkin offers `to 

our meeting' in reply to Gladyshev's verbose toast. The use of ritual language often 

80 L, p. 22; Ch, p. 22. 
81 L, pp. 193-195; Ch, pp. 142-143. 
82 L, p. 253; Ch, p. 185. 
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signals hypocrisy, as in the political training meeting, where the good student 

Balashov gives his answer ̀without using a single word of his own', and the other 

soldiers only pretend to be listening. 

Ritual language achieves the level of parody on occasions, as the narrator 

shows the inappropriateness of propaganda to real life. This is clearly seen in 

Peskov's letter to his sweetheart, when, inspired by the power he has been able to 

wield over Chonkin, he writes in glowing ritual terms of the fine position he holds 

in the army. However, when the tables are turned, and his superiors speak to him 

as he spoke to Chonkin, he continues his letter in solitary confinement in far less 

pompous style, ending it in a fit of name-calling, which better suits his emotional 

state 83 

The Structural Development of the Text 

An examination has been made of the diversity of devices used to achieve 

satirical effects in Chonkin 
, and also on the development of the tone from light 

comic through ironic to satirical as the work progresses. When considering the 

development of the text with reference to the different satirical modes employed, the 

application of Northrop Frye's Anatomy of Criticism is particularly helpful to an 

analysis of the shifts which take place. 

If one were to write a synopsis of the plot of Chonkin and were then to 

apply a code to the chapters, representing the different fictional modes and the 

predominating imagery, a pattern would begin to emerge. A consistent background 

of satire would be observed, but superimposed on this are other modes. The first 

part of the novel carries a large proportion of romance, albeit sometimes in the form 

of parody. In the second part the romantic element lessens perceptibly, and tragic 

overtones begin to appear in the plot, curiously woven together with a dark 

comedy. The third and fourth parts have hints of romance and the mythical, 

particularly towards the end, but the main thing which is noticeable is the escalation 

83 L, pp. 30-37; Ch, pp. 28-33. 
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of demonic imagery, characterised by violence and the grotesque. 

Frye begins his first essay by referring to Aristotle's postulation in Poetics 

that `the differences in works of fiction [... ] are caused by the different elevations 

of the characters in them' 84 From this position Frye argues that fictions `may be 

classified, not morally, but by the hero's power of action, which may be greater 

than ours, less, or roughly the same'. Taking Chonkin as the hero of the work, it is 

evident that he is iconic, lacking the depth normally expected of a literary hero, 

almost like a negative photographic image of the socialist realist hero. His iconic 

quality comes partly from his position as challenger of the status quo and normative 

agent for the narrator, and partly from his unwillingness to articulate his thoughts. 

He is a hero observed through his actions and his few words, and his thought 

processes do not bear close examination or detailed analysis. Frye gives five 

categories of hero, drawing from different fictional modes, and at different stages 

of the story Chonkin could be said to belong to all of them. At least in the eyes of 

Stalin and Hitler he is a mythical hero: by his powers of unwitting, almost 

supernatural action he is a parody of the romantic hero; if the potato harvest is taken 

into consideration he is a leader of men in the high mimetic mode; in the low 

mimetic mode he makes a painfully human apology for a hero, and finally he is the 

powerless, frustrated hero of the ironic mode. 

The story opens in the mode of romantic comedy, idyllic and pastoral, with 

an idealised picture of rural life as an escape from society. For Chonkin Krasnoe 

presents an escape from the army, and in spite of all its deficiencies it offers him the 

chance of a genuine idyll with his love. The village may be a parody of the romantic 

pastoral scene, but for the hero, or perhaps because of him, the negation of the idyll 

is transformed into something which recreates the spirit of the original. The 

romantic garden, symbol of fertility and water, could be applied to Niura's village, 

particularly since muddy Krasnoe, whose archaic meaning was beautiful, has been 

somehow transformed in reality into a beautiful place by the presence of Chonkin 

and his postmistress 85 The simple life of the country is singularly suited to the 

84 Frye, p. 33. 
85 Observation by Marietta Turian, 1994. 
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hero, and he lives there successfully and happily for a while. Establishing that 

literary works may be thematic or fictional in emphasis, 86 Frye argues that thematic 

literature will show the poet writing as an individual and will therefore often take 

the form of educational satire, whereas fiction will usually manifest either the 

`comic' tendency to integrate the hero with society, as when Chonkin is happily 

integrated into Niura's garden world, or the `tragic' tendency to isolate him from 

society, fulfilled in part by Chonkin's imprisonment. Within the world of romance 

with its nomadic heroes who are aware of two worlds at once, sits an ironically 

static Chonkin. However, passive though he may be, the world undeniably comes 

to Chonkin, and Krasnoe and Dolgov become the epicentre of world events simply 

because of his presence. The romantic hero is also, according to Frye, expected to 

receive revelation through female grace, and Chonkin could be said to gain an extra 

dimension to his life through the faithful companionship of Niura, although she is 

hardly a stereotypical figure of romantic femininity. The imagery of the romantic 

world usually includes government by divine or spiritual paternal figures, often 

with magical powers such as Stalin is perceived to have by his subjects. Its animals 

are characterised by the faithful hound, of whom Bor'ka could be a parody. 

Frye next turns his discussion to the cyclical movement of both nature and 

literature, both through the seasons and through the literary modes 87 He assigns to 

each mode a season: to comedy, spring; to romance, summer to tragedy, autumn; 

and to irony and satire, winter. 

The normal plot structure of comedy is that `a young man wants a young 

woman, that his desire is resisted by some opposition, usually paternal, and that 

near the end of the play some twist in the plot enables the hero to have his will' 88 

At which point the original society of the play is usurped by a new society which 

crystallises around the hero. There are undoubtedly obstacles to Chonkin's 

happiness, but as yet there is no comic resolution to Pretendent na prestol . 
However, some connection may be made with the comic form by the manner in 

86 Frye, p. 53. 
87 Frye, pp. 161-162. 
88 Frye, p. 163. 
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which satirical comedy generally draws the emphasis away from a relatively neutral 

hero on to the blocking characters, such as Gladyshev and the Institution, whose 

actions appear comic by repetition. In comedy the `character of the successful hero 

is so often left undeveloped: his real life begins at the end of the play', and at the 

end of the action the sham Utopia will be overcome by the resolution of the 

comedy 89 This presents two problems of application: could Chonkin still act as a 

normative agent if his character were more fully rounded; and how will the author 

overcome the restraints he has set? There is no way within the historical context that 

a new, free society could crystallise around Chonkin, and the resolution of this 

comedy would be a long time coming. Chonkin himself would be a sexagenarian 

before Gorbachev ushered in his reforms, rather too old for a comic hero. Unless 

perhaps he himself were to disguise himself as one of the coup leaders of 1991 and 

sabotage the forces of reaction from within. Or maybe more in his style of 

unwitting exploits, he could be the unsung tractor driver on the road to Moscow 

who inadvertently misdirected the tanks off the tarmac and into the muddy fields. 

But a more plausible way for Chonkin to be fitted into a comic ending would be 

within one of the two most ironic forms of comedy: where the hero does not 

transform his society but runs away; or where he is close to catastrophic overthrow 

throughout the action and wakes from the nightmare just in time. 

It has been noted that much of the romance in Chonkin is in the form of 

parody, but some of it is close to true romance, defined by Frye as requiring 

adventure, `the element that gives literary form to the romance, the quest' 90 Frye 

maintains that there are three stages to the quest: the perilous journey and minor 

adventures; the struggle or battle in which the hero, or his enemy, or both, die; and 

the exaltation of the hero. The conflict takes place in the real world, but the hero and 

his enemy are characterised by opposite poles of the natural world. The enemy is 

associated with winter, with darkness, confusion, sterility, moribund life, and old 

age. Many of these characteristics apply to the Institution and its servitors, its hours 

of work, and even its buildings. The hero, on the other hand, is associated with 

89 Frye, p. 169. 
90 Frye, p. 186-187. 
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spring (when Chonkin is first seen), with dawn (when he is often active) with order 

(arguably the domestic order he brings to Niura's home), with fertility (Niura's 

pregnancy), with vigour (his sexual appetite and capacity for work), and with 

youth. 

The cause of conflict in romance is often as follows: the land is ruled by a 

helpless old king, and is laid waste by a monster who is slain by the hero. The 

victims are then released from the belly of the beast. There are obvious parallels 

here with the story of Chonkin, although they may leave the reader rather confused 

as to who is the hero. One interpretation works like this: the land is ruled by a 

helpless old king, Stalin, and it is laid waste by the monster, Hitler. Chonkin is 

seen as an enemy of the people, on the side of Hitler, and his `big iron bird' with 

`big green wings stretched out wide' is the dragon91 At the point of conflict, the 

heroic General Drynov, dragon-slayer to the king, is confused by the markings on 

the plane, which he takes to be a `typical enemy trick' 92 The plane is clearly a 

magical enemy as it is `moved by some unknown force', namely Niura. The 

General slays the dragon with his cannon (or thinks he does), and the dragon's 

victims (the seven men in grey from the Institution) are led to freedom from within 

its belly (Niura's cellar). The General is rewarded and exalted by the old king, 

Stalin, when they meet in the palace in the metro. A second interpretation is as 

follows: the land is ruled by a helpless old king, Stalin, and is laid waste by the 

Institution which seems to be obeying him, but is in fact swallowing up all his loyal 

subjects. Chonkin himself is consumed in this carnage. The dragon-killer Hitler 

arrives, and lays waste the Institution by his tanks and his faithful spy Hans. As a 

result Chonkin is released from the belly of the Institution and Guderian is 

presumably exalted by Hitler for rescuing the prince. Whichever interpretation is 

chosen, the reader meets the recurring theme of the hero maintaining `the integrity 

of the innocent world against the assault of experience' 93 As comedy strengthens, 

the theme of adventure fades in romance and a development takes place towards 

91 L, p. 4; Ch, pp. 8-9. 
92 L, p. 306; Ch, p. 223. 
93 Frye, p. 201. 
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contemplative, rather than active adventure. Again, the application is ironical, but 

Chonkin's adventurings are entirely contemplative within the walls of cell thirty- 

four, and are so passive that even he does not realise that he is achieving exploits. 

Irony and satire Frye characterises as a parody of romance, producing a 

world with clear moral norms in which absurdity is a just target of attack. Defining 

the difference between irony and satire, Frye describes satire as ̀ militant irony: its 

moral norms are relatively clear, and it assumes standards against which the 

grotesque and absurd are measured' 94 He explains further that `satire is irony 

which is structurally close to the comic: the comic struggle of two societies, one 

normal and the other absurd, is reflected in its double focus of morality and fantasy. 

Irony with little satire is the non-heroic residue of tragedy, centering on a theme of 

puzzled defeat' 95 He includes in the equation the fact that in irony the narrator 

suppresses his attitude, leaving the reader unsure of both the narrator's attitude and 

his own. From this it is clear that Chonkin is much closer to satire than irony. The 

extreme of ironic comedy begins in what may be called the satire of the low norm 

which `takes for granted a world which is full of anomalies, injustices, follies, and 

crimes, and yet is permanent and undisplaceable. Its principle is that anyone who 

wishes to keep his balance in such a world must learn first of all to keep his eyes 

open and his mouth shut' 96 This rapidly becomes Chonkin's policy for survival 

once he realises that whatever he says will be wrong. As satire attacks the absurd 

society, the unobtrusive, inconspicuous `hero' contrasts starkly with his society: a 

sort of fragile giant-killer. He is an almost invisible enemy of the system, unheroic 

in the accepted sense of the word, but effective as a normative agent. 

As comedy moves toward purer satire, the comedy of escape emerges 

which takes its literary form in the picaresque novel, with the hero running away 

from an intransigent society to a more congenial one. The sources and values of 

societal conventions are held up for ridicule, often observed by an outsider who 

does not accept the absurdities' assumptions. Chonkin fulfils the role of this 

94 Frye, p. 223. 
95 Frye, p. 224. 
96 Frye, p. 226. 
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outsider, catapulted into Krasnoe, but not taken in by any of the villagers' 

posturings. In its attempt to prevent any group of conventions from becoming 

dominant, this particular type of satire fulfils the function of breaking up the 

`stereotypes, fossilized beliefs, superstitious terrors, crank theories, pedantic 

dogmatisms, oppressive fashions, and all other things that impede the free 

movement [... ] of society' 97 It rejoices in reducing the accepted to the absurd, 

and even the narrator parodies himself, inviting the reader to watch him at work as 

he deliberately digresses from the point. 

The comedy of the high norm uses shifting perspective to present a 

ridiculous view of an absurd society, as when the narrator of Chonkin makes 

reference to excretion and copulation to level humanity. As irony turns toward 

tragedy, satire recedes, revealing the inevitable turning of the wheel of fortune, 

concluding at its most tragic with the horrors of unrelieved bondage, prison and the 

mob. Underpinning this chilling scene is the assumption that the rulers' lust for 

power is strong enough to last for ever, and that there will not even be relief in 

death. Golubev's words of cheer to the prosecutor, comforting him with the 

thought that `they can kill us, but they can't make us immortal, and that's their 

weakness' makes the reader realise that the satire of Chonkin has not fully plumbed 

the depths of tragic irony 98 

The beginning of Chonkin, then, can be seen as satirical comedy with much 

parodying of romantic norms, before becoming ever more darkly ironic in tone, 

with an escalating degree of tragedy. Satire runs consistently throughout, and given 

the tragic tone of the ending and the historical constraints on the plot, Frye's 

observation that `an extraordinary number of great satires are fragmentary, 

unfinished, or anonymous' seems to be true. 99 

97 Frye, p. 233. 
98 Thr, p. 131; Pr, p. 333. 
99 Frye, p. 234. 
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Characterisation 

In examining Voinovich's techniques of characterisation in Chonkin it is 

important to remember that his intention was not to satirise the common man, but 

rather the `false and inflated heroes' of the absurd world. 100 This casts light on 

why some of the players are apparently underdeveloped to the point of caricature. 

Rimmon-Kenan, exploring the art of narrative fiction, offers guidelines as 

to how the reader reconstructs character from a text: by the actions and incidents 

which attach to a character; by personality traits, which may be mentioned in the 

text, may be generalised, and may even be at variance with the text; by the use of 

repetition, similarity to or contrast with others, and by implication. The sum total of 

these effects creates an impression of character around a given proper name. 101 She 

then investigates different classifications of character, mentioning E. M. Forster's 

theory of `flat' characters: those indicative of humours, caricatures or types, which 

do not develop throughout a narrative, but `are constructed around a single idea or 

quality' and therefore `can be expressed in one sentence'. 102 

The problem when applying any analysis of characterisation to a satirical 

work is that many of the characters are, of necessity, exaggerated and close to 

caricature. Yet, in order to hold the reader's attention and sympathy, they are rarely 

quite two-dimensional. Whilst a few minor characters in Chonkin are completely 

lacking in depth, such as the entirely interchangeable men in grey suits, even the 

blackest of villains have characters tempered by some tiny, mitigating spark of 

humanity; and conversely Chonkin's heroism is far from classically pure. On the 

other hand, neither does this satire present any truly `round' characters, so the 

work might be better served by the theory of character expressed by Joseph Ewen, 

and summarised by Rimmon-Kenan. 103 

Ewen expresses the classification of characters as points along a continuum, 

100 '0 moem neputevom bludnom syne', pp. 76-78. 
101 Rimmon-Kenan, pp. 3440 
102 Forster, p. 93. 

103 Joseph Ewen, ̀ The Theory of Character in Narrative Fiction' (in Hebrew) Hasifrut, 3 (1971), 
1-30 (p. 7). Joseph Ewen, CharacterinNarrative (in Hebrew) (Tel Aviv: 1980), pp. 33-44. 
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with a pole at either end and several different axes functioning simultaneously. On 

the axis of complexity, he shows at one pole an undeveloped character constructed 

around a single trait, or else around a very dominant trait with a few secondary 

ones. At the opposite pole he sees a complex character, the very opposite of a 

caricature or type, explored in depth. On the axis of development he describes the 

two poles as, respectively, static and developed; allowing characters either to 

remain unchanged throughout a narrative, or to develop and be moulded by 

experience. On the axis of penetration into the inner life the poles divide to reveal at 

one extreme characters who are seen only from the outside, and at the other extreme 

characters whose consciousness is presented from within. Rimmon-Kenan goes on 

to show ways in which these axes of characterisation may be developed by an 

author to feed the reader with indicators of character. The devices which may be 

used fall into two categories: direct definition and indirect presentation. Direct 

definition, that is, the use of an adjective, abstract noun, noun or part of speech, is 

used infrequently in twentieth-century literature, since the presence of an 

authoritative narrator is rare. Whilst Voinovich's narrator uses a seemingly 

authoritative satirical voice, he challenges even himself by suggesting his own 

unreliability. Although, in eighteenth-century literary style, he uses the device of an 

authoritative voice to guide the reader, yet sometimes the guidance itself is heavily 

ironical, and his presentation and shifting point of view demand energetic 

interpretation by the reader even when `direct definition' is used. 

Ewen argues that indirect presentation, that is, the displaying and 

exemplification of a character trait, leaves the reader considerable work to do in 

inferring the qualities of character intended by the author. Indirect presentation may 

include the use of action, habitual or occasional, not forgetting acts of omission and 

contemplated but unfulfilled actions. Action combined with speech may also 

convey character, by interpreting events. The character's external appearance, 

whether physical or sartorial, may also indicate an impression of character. The 

surrounding environment, whether physical or human, adds another dimension by 

providing a context. The author may also introduce purely textual links of analogy, 
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including such disparate elements as a character's name or the landscape of the 

action. It is also possible to juxtapose characters to make similarities or differences 

more apparent. All these techniques, Rimmon-Kenan suggests, contribute to an 

overview of a character, allowing the author to manipulate the text whilst the reader 

is at liberty to indulge hunches and intuitions. '04 

The Characters 

Those characters which are no more than two-dimensional apparatchiks 

have already been considered. Because of their nature as servants of the system, 

Voinovich affords little space to the development of their characters and spares little 

sympathy for their colourless, lonely lives. But beyond their ranks the reader 

discovers a grey area of petty or unwilling bureaucrats, with a foothold in both the 

absurd and the real world. These are perhaps the most uncomfortable and burdened 

people in this society, who dare not admit their duplicity to themselves and who 

suffer from split personalities: one for official life, which in Soviet terms means the 

whole of one's visible life, and another for private life, which only emerges 

unguardedly through dreams or drunkenness. These characters develop gradually 

along the `axis of complexity', maintaining the reader's interest in them. 

There are five such characters which stand out in Chonkin : Evpraksein the 

prosecutor, occasionally betrayed by drink but happiest when governed by naked 

fear; Ermolkin the editor, compromised by his brief visit to his abandoned family 

but usually ruled by a fearful passion for work: Golubev the kolkhoz chairman, 

truthful only when in his cups but eventually more comfortable honest and drunk 

than dishonest and sober. Gladyshev the `scientist' and great pretender; and finally 

Plechevoi, the detached and noncommittal village stirrer. 

There seems to be a ranking in evidence here, in terms of integrity versus 

the level of distortion imposed by living in the world of as if. That is not to say that 

Gladyshev is morally superior to Evpraksein, but rather that he has developed 

strategies for protecting his own unadmirable personality, whereas Evpraksein 

104 Rimmon-Kenan, pp. 59-70. 
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remains racked by fear and self-doubt. This ultimately leads to his suicide, while 
Gladyshev merely feigns suicide in order to preserve his life. 

Evpraksein is an efficient prosecutor, but one whose character is painfully 

unsuited to his work. He is first seen dealing unsympathetically with the tearful 

Niura, and advising her to denounce Chonkin since fence-sitting is not allowed in 

these difficult times. 105 He cannot allow himself the slightest sympathy towards 

this loyal woman and her `good man' Ivan, lest he should damage his public image 

of intransigent cruelty and reveal the natural kindliness which haunts him whenever 

he is drunk. The juxtaposition of Evpraksein with the pleading Niura, quite unable 

to understand his official-speak, highlights his character, or at least his public 

persona. But the narrator, unwilling to let the reader categorise Evpraksein as 

simply a `rat and a bastard', hastens to explain that this image is not the whole 

truth. To prove the point he immediately shows his subject in a scene of woeful 

inebriation, tormented by guilt, writing his resignation, and indulging in his usual 

ritual of `executing' his wife. 106 When next seen he is drinking again, this time 

with the kolkhoz chairman, and is philosophising about the inevitability of 

punishment for all those in positions of authority, simply for existing. This truth he 

welcomes as a source of strength because, being sure of punishment in the end, he 

has no need to behave like a loyal dog, but can do and say what he likes like a real 

human being. This is brave talk but there is one snag: he is afraid. He is afraid of 

those above and below him, but he is no longer sufficiently afraid of his conscience 

to allow it any influence. Sobbing sentimentally, he is comforted by his friend who 

points out that there will always be a release in death. Thus fortified, he promises to 

defend his friend who is due to stand trial on the morrow, a decision which he, of 

course, overturns upon waking sober. 107 His struggle for integrity is all the more 

painful since the reader is aware that he is aware of his moral dilemma, and is daily 

disappointed in himself. Through the juxtaposition of action and speech the narrator 

shows a basically good man in an impossible situation, who talks bravely about 

105 Thr, pp. 54-59; Pr, pp. 270-273. 
106 Thr, pp. 59-65; Pr, pp. 274-279. 
107 Thr, pp. 128-134; Pr, pp. 330-335. 
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bold acts of omission, but who perpetrates horrible acts of commission when under 

pressure. Periodically he attempts to shoot his wife in an attempt to work out at 

home the awful judgment which he metes out daily at work, and he is not above 

passing sentence on others too, like Ermolkin, whom he unnecessarily sentences to 

fear for the rest of his life.! 08 After prosecuting the oblivious Chonkin, he is aware 

that he has lost his humanity in the name of the Revolution, and resolves that even 

if he has failed as a human, he is not prepared to live as a cockroach. The reader 

follows the twistings of his mind as he tries to shoot himself, fails to pull the 

trigger, realises that it may not be so bad to live as a cockroach after all, and 

accidentally fires the gun. As he dies, he feels better than ever before, even though 

his last act, as all his previous ones, is one of vacillation and indecision. 109 His 

death in some way makes sense of his tragic life, since in death he came as close as 

he was able to integration of mind and body. So dies a man wishing to do good but 

causing only harm. With the narrator, the reader is inclined to pity him a little 

because of the overwhelming pressure of his life, torn between thought and speech, 

inaction and action. Perhaps he, of all the characters in the novel, came closest to 

publicly unmasking the lie, but failed in the end out of fear. It was out of fear that 

he accused Chonkin of far worse than even the absurd world had dreamed of, and 

the very conscience which might have saved him in fact made him fanatical in the 

execution of his duty. The narrator reveals everything about him to the reader his 

thoughts, speech, secret actions and inactions, and calls for sympathy and 

understanding in the face of overwhelming evidence, rather as a lawyer might argue 

in favour of someone unmistakably guilty, rather as Evpraksein had intended to 

argue in court in his less sober moments. The narrator's concluding words on the 

suicide imply that maybe other prosecutors should consider just such an honourable 

step, since the fact that Evpraksein shot himself, even though unintentionally, in 

some measure redressed the balance of his brutal life. I 10 

By contrast, Ermolkin the editor is single-minded and has so immersed 

108 Thr, pp. 163-165; Pr, pp. 361-363. 
109 Thr, pp. 334-341; Pr, pp. 502-508. 
110 Thr, p. 341; Pr, p. 341 in Paris: YMCA, 1975 version. 
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himself in the propaganda he writes that he has convinced himself of its own truth, 

and assumes that everyone else shares his view. He is ludicrously detached from 

reality, having cut himself off from his family, preferring the company of his 

Linotype machines and his ruthless editing pencil. He thinks that he has been 

serving the `motherland, Stalin, and the Party, but in fact, he was serving his own 

petty passion for crippling and maiming words until they were unrecognisable and 

for searching out and divining any possible political error'. 111 When this fact 

begins to dawn on him he resolves to start living a more natural life, but it is not 

long before his fateful editorial error tightens the grip of the absurd world on his 

loyalties. With renewed vigour he turns to serve the ideology which may destroy 

him if it discovers the moment of weakness in which he sought to elevate human 

values over the values of `as if. He is so absorbed by the importance of his 

mission that he is sure his error will be instantly exposed, unaware that no-one but 

him reads his newspaper. Twice he confesses to the authorities, who toy with him 

and send him away, aware that their control over him is already complete. During 

the course of this pantomime, the narrator informs the reader not only of 

Ermolkin's state of mind, but also of interrogator Luzhin's thoughts as he savours 

the amusement of setting Ermolkin free to live the rest of his life in terrified 

suspense. 112 Guilt and fear control Ermolkin as he rushes to condemn the hapless 

Shevchuk for no other reason than to prove his own correctness. 113 Haunted by the 

spectre of the avenging gelding, he loses his grip on reason completely, and begs 

the prosecutor to shoot him in one of his ritual execution ceremonies. However, as 

the gun is aimed at him he is again overwhelmed by fear, and Evpraksein commutes 

the death sentence to one of `fear for the rest of your natural life, your work to 

continue as usual'. Ermolkin lives on in terror for a brief while longer, before being 

dispatched by a horse which he mistakes for his mother. There is a grotesque logic 

at work here, in that a man who has rejected his real (and therefore dangerous) 

family should be killed by a horse, which he strongly associates with Stalin and 

II I Thr, p. 84; Pr, p. 295. 
112 Thr, pp. 107-108; Pr, pp. 313-314. 
113 Thr, p. 149; Pr, pp. 348-349. 
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with his mother, and from whom he has long been expecting retribution. 114 Thus 

the reader takes leave of a man less divided in himself than the prosecutor, and 

better suited by temperament to his job, but nonetheless aware of the gulf dividing 

the real world from the fantasy world of his newspaper. His proximity to his 

printing presses and his affection for the obsessive process of correction reflect his 

character, which is all the time driven by the awful machinery of the State. His 

character makes a brief foray along the axes of complexity and development as he 

considers a change of life-style, but almost immediately he returns to his starting 

point, paralysed by what he imagines to be the spectre of an avenging State, but 

which is in fact nothing more than his own fear. Choosing fear, he loses all human 

dignity and dies in bizarre and humiliating circumstances. 

Golubev, the kolkhoz chairman, is from the beginning tormented by the 

tantalising prospect of freedom, but feels that arrest is inevitable regardless of his 

actions, and spends his life awaiting the worst, repeatedly implicating himself out 

of an unwarranted sense of guilt. He waits passively for someone else to send him 

to prison or to the front, longing for the awful burden of falsifying reports to be 

over. Occasionally he speaks out, usually under the influence of alcohol, and is 

appalled when he sobers up. However, these moments of honesty afford him relief, 

and even if the consequence should be a labour camp he feels only exhilaration at 

the prospect of being an honest man in captivity, rather than a dishonest man in the 

kolkhoz office. As his story progresses he becomes more liberated in speech and 

actions, testing the ground and experiencing growing confidence. When his 

personal case is heard he hands in his Party card before it is confiscated, unwilling 

to die of fear like Shevchuk. l 15 Finally, he gets gloriously and irresponsibly drunk 

at his post and is taken away to prison to start his new life in an elevated and 

triumphant mood, ready to lead the men in his cell with an honesty and 

forthrightness that he could never allow himself in the `free' world. 116 The reader 

has seen him develop from the resigned bureaucrat who welcomes the stray pilot at 

114 Thr, P. 250; Pr, p. 431. 
115 Thr, pp. 158-159; Pr, pp. 356-357. 
116 Thr, pp. 285-286; Pr, pp. 460-461. 
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the start of the story, to the ferocious `Chairman' of cell thirty-four. This is a man 

who makes his own `happy ending' by taking responsibility for his life. This 

paradoxical theme of finding freedom in captivity is undoubtedly in dialogue with 

`prior discourses', notably with the work of Solzhenitsyn who explores the idea of 

finding release in having nothing more to lose; and Voinovich may simply be 

blending his voice with `the complex choir of other voices already in place', or he 

may be deliberately parodying Solzhenitsyn. 

The noisome Gladyshev stereotypes himself as a learned man by a series of 

devices: his attempt to link himself with the `scientific' activities of Lysenko; the 

Greek names which he bestows on his family; his ability to write; his proximity to 

Chonkin to appear the wiser by contrast; his imperfectly grasped scientific theories; 

his disdain for the squabbles of the villagers to conceal his own grasping nature; 

and his profound commitment to excrement. 117 Gladyshev is always eager to 

appear above reproach ideologically, but this is far from being a sincere allegiance, 

and as soon as his harmony is threatened he disappears from the face of the 

earth. 118 Occasionally a chink appears in his armour of scientific and ideological 

correctness, as when he inadvertently crosses himself having found the dead 

gelding with a note declaring its allegiance to Communism. His self-confidence is 

finally punctured by Chonkin's innocent questions and by Krasavka's attack on his 

experimental plants. After this close encounter with the real world Gladyshev 

becomes withdrawn and vindictive, denouncing Chonkin at his trial, and he is last 

seen, chameleon-like, applauding the Germans as they take over the village. Iverni 

draws parallels between Gladyshev and Stalin, pointing out their similar 

preoccupations and style of logic, marked only by a difference in scale between 

them, both in terms of strength of obsessions and power to indulge them. 119 

Gladyshev is a character willingly constrained by the system, yet manifests his 

individuality in bizarre but irreproachable ways, giving rise to the suspicion that his 

soul is untouchable. His rather unpleasant, self-interested character is able to 

117 Thr. pp. 62-72, pp. 109-120; Pr, pp. 51-58, pp. 84-92. 
118 Thr, p. 113; Pr, pp. 318-319. 
119 Iverni, p. 450. 
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function just as well under any ideology, and he has enough native wit to dance to 

any tune whilst keeping his private thoughts inviolate. During the course of the 

action he is confronted by dilemmas and challenges, but his instinctive reaction is 

always the same: self-interest in an acceptable disguise. His character does not 

develop significantly, although he does perform some interesting manoeuvres to 

stay on the fence. He is the sort of superficial creature which the system has created 

and which it deserves, a malleable player of the game, burdened by neither morality 

nor loyalty, the perfect subject of the totalitarian state. 

Plechevoi is perhaps the freest of all those characters which parade their 

divided allegiances through the pages of Chonkin. With his guileless blue eyes he 

makes a talented agent provocateur, but he is a free agent with no axe to grind, 

stirring people up simply for his own amusement. He is guarded enough never to 

say anything ideologically dangerous, but within those limits he enjoys himself to 

the full. He is first seen teasing Niura cruelly about her funeral arrangements if the 

aeroplane had landed on her; he willingly supplies Chonkin with suspicions about 

Bor'ka's affectionate relationship with Niura, without even pretending reluctance to 

divulge such sensitive information; he encourages Chonkin to come and see 

Krasavka eating Gladyshev's plants, and sends him to defend her with shouts of 

good cheer, and he directs the party searching for Miliaga's corpse to the bones of a 

dead horse in return for a cigarette. 120 He seems ubiquitous, ready to maximise the 

potential drama of any situation, uniting the characteristics of an Iago and an 

unscrupulous journalist. He is never totally serious, and suggests that Ninka's 

baby, born during the evacuation of the village, should be called Enkavedim, in 

honour of the secret police. 121 When challenged on his ideology he becomes 

evasive, parodying the absurd world but living life both full and free in the real 

world. Because others are preoccupied with balancing on the fence they do not 

perceive the nature of his challenge, and only waver a little as he dances past them. 

His detachment gives him strength, and he is the archetype of the sharp-witted 

120 L, p. 7; Ch, p. 11: L, p. 86; Ch, p. 67: L, p. 187; Ch, p. 137-138: Thr, pp. 206-208; Pr, pp. 393- 
395. 
121 Thr, p. 280; Pr, p. 456. 
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Russian peasant who sees great movements of history come and go and continues 

to till the soil regardless. 

Of the other characters presented by the narrator, it is noticeable that those 

apparatchiks who eventually fall foul of the system are those who were shown to 

have slight misgivings about their role in advance. For example, lieutenant 

Filippov, who terrorises Chonkin with a revolver, is seen walking through the 

streets of Dolgov immediately before his downfall, wistfully watching people 

leading ordinary, happy lives. The narrator reminds the reader never for one 

moment to think `that they, the iron knights, are beyond the reach of our sufferings 

or any understanding of them. No, a thousand times no! [... ] And if those knights 

were jabbed in the rear end with a red-hot awl, I think it would be just as unpleasant 

for them as it would be for you and me. Well, perhaps a bit less'. 122 The reader is 

prepared, then, for some suffering, but the narrator clearly wishes to prevent 

overwhelming sensations of sympathy for Filippov who feels excluded from the 

world of normal people and is caught unawares by a ̀ terrible longing to be like 

them, straight and open, not to terrify others and not to be afraid himself'. He 

hastily banishes such impure thoughts, reminding himself that there is a job to be 

done and someone has to do it. 123 However, he is still troubled, and `in the depths 

of his soul, he suspected that what he did never needed to be done by anybody'. 

His aunt often challenges his views in a way which he knows he should not permit 

and, perhaps as a result, he shows unwarranted kindness to Niura when she 

follows him home. This kindness has no direct bearing on his arrest, but the reader 

feels instinctively that when an iron knight begins to show signs of weakness and 

to behave humanely, that somewhere in the metaphysical sphere wheels of 

retribution are set in motion. The narrator comments no further on Filippov's fate, 

but it is significant that only apparatchiks who fall foul of their own apparatus are 

afforded such sympathetic treatment by him. Those characters which have become 

complete automata within the system are spared no sympathy but they survive, 

unlike those who experience moments of doubt and are consumed by their own 

122 Thr, pp. 165-166; Pr, pp. 165-166 in Paris: YMCA, 1975 version. 
123 Thr, p. 168; Pr, p. 365. 
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kind with pessimistic inevitability. A character such as Figurin, constantly ruthless 

in the execution of his duty, is defined merely in terms of his actions and speech 

and no access is given to his inner thoughts which doubtless conform exactly to his 

behaviour. 

In strong contrast to both the fence-sitters and the villains stands the `hero', 

Ivan Chonkin. His characterisation is relatively slender since he is not a complex 

character, furthermore he speaks very little and is, indeed, hardly present at all in 

the second half of the work. Yet his character is, in essence, so different from those 

which surround him that he represents a monumental challenge to his society and to 

humanity as a whole, whilst commanding few of the normal attributes of a hero. A 

socialist realist hero he is not, although in the manner of such heroes he is 

sufficiently undeveloped as a character to be an almost symbolic expression of 

certain virtues. His roots are firmly planted in Russian art and literature, and his 

characterisation is in dialogue with the art of icon painting, lubok and the folk tale. 

His pedigree and ancestry as a hero will set the scene before a consideration of his 

role alongside the faithful Niura. 

CHONKIN'S LITERARY AND PRE-LITERARY PEDIGREE: 

Chonkin resonates with a host of earlier literary characters, including some 

of Chekhov's more powerless characters, Tolstoy's peasants who achieve virtue by 

living close to the earth, and Leskov's saintly characters who inhabit a dimension 

apart. 

The Fool 

Russian literature has for centuries been much occupied with the figure of 

the ̀ holy fool' and his search for truth and justice; from the days of Kievan Russia, 

with its mystical and ascetic Christian culture right up to the October revolution. 124 

124 Ewa M. Thompson, `The Archetype of the Fool in Russian Literature', Canadian Slavonic 
Papers, 15.3 (Autumn 1973), 245-273. 
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The peculiar social characteristics of the culture and the philosophy of its writers 

have encouraged this preoccupation, and account for the flourishing of the religious 

pilgrim as a type, engaged in physical or spiritual journeyings in the search for 

truth. The `holy fool' appears in such guises as Prince Myshkin in Dostoevsky's 

Idiot, as Pierre Bezukhov in Tolstoy's Voina i mir, and also as Doctor Zhivago. 

These heroes are characters which reflect their times, but share a common gnostic 

belief in the existence of certain spiritually enlightened beings and in the sacredness 

of life. 125 But Chonkin, as an archetype of the `holy fool', probably resonates most 

with echoes of Ivanushka-durachok, the fool of Russian folk-tales and pre- 

revolutionary popular thought. Voinovich, in creating this roman-anekdot, was 

writing in an increasingly ironic mode, walking a fine line between satire and the 

romantic myths which lie just a little further round the literary circle. 126 So, many 

of the natural progressions of Ivanushka-durachok from ignominy to glory are 

interrupted by the narrator in order to emphasise the thwarting and restricting 

aspects of Soviet culture, which is intrinsically incapable of nurturing this true son 

of the Russian soil. 

The Soviet scholars N. V. Novikov and E. M. Meletinskii provide 

complementary analyses of the tradition of the fool in the Russian fairy-story and 

folk-tale, which specify that Ivanushka-durachok is usually the under-achieving and 

simple youngest of three sons of a peasant family. 127 Alternatively, he may be of 

noble birth, displaying heroic deeds and great good looks. 128 Chonkin is, as far as 

he knows, an only child, born to a simple peasant woman in a village on the banks 

of the Volga. His father is commonly considered to be either Prince Golitsyn, or 

possibly a local herdsman. The circumstances of his childhood mean that he is 

unable to practise the peasant skills to which he is born, being confined instead to a 

children's home, wasting his time on useless arithmetic. 129 

125 Thompson, p. 273. 
126 Frye, pp. 238-239. 
127 N. V. Novikov, Obrazy vostochnoslavianskoi vol'shebnoi skazki (Leningrad: 1974), p. 10. 
128 E M. Meletinskii, Geroi volshebnoi skazki: Proiskhozhdenie obraza (Moscow: izd. Moskva, 
1958), p. 213. 

129 L,, p. 23; Ch, p. 22. 
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Ivanushka-durachok, either through laziness, obedience to his dead father's 

wishes, or cunning, obtains his father's entire heritage, including a magic horse 

which ultimately wins him the hand of the princess. 130 This rapid social elevation is 

usually the result of magic powers and not of active social climbing, since the hero 

is generally naive and passive. He is either truly simple-minded and is fortunate 

enough to strike lucky, or else he is ingenuously cunning; but in either case it is 

magic which is the active force, and in the tradition of the peasant masses his only 

hope of elevation comes through supernatural events. 131 Chonkin unwittingly gains 

his supposed father's name, Prince Golitsyn, which in a characteristically ironic 

twist wins him imprisonment and loses him the hand of his true love, Niura. 132 

This sudden and unexpected change of social status brought about by external 

forces may do nothing to gladden Chonkin's heart, yet to Stalin and Hitler he has 

been transmogrified from simple peasant into mythical hero. 

Ivanushka-durachok, in another prototype, may manage to catch a thief, or 

a magic horse who brings a herd of horses with it, out of which he will be left with 

the shaggy little hunch-back pony which is endowed with magical powers. 133 

Chonkin, trained as a stable-boy, has a very close relationship with horses, and his 

life is saved by the gelding Osoaviakhim, who is shot and killed by a bullet 

intended for him. 134 

Ivanushka-durachok begins life with neither physical strength nor good 

looks, and is despised and ordered about by everyone, yet he attains happiness, 

physical strength and good looks through the help of magic animals. 135 Chonkin 

looks like a scarecrow in his uniform and is uncoordinated and bewildered, a 

frequent target for his bullying superiors. 136 However, in Krasnoe he attains a peak 

of physical strength, attractiveness (at least in the eyes of Niura), and happiness. 

13 0 Nov, i kov, pp. 107-110. 
131 Meletinskii, pp. 223-231. 
132 L, p. 315; Ch, p. 229. 
133 Novikov, p. 112. 
134 L, P. 315, Ch, p. 229. 
135 Novikov, p. 79. 
136 L, pp. 13-16; Ch, pp. 15-17. 
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The open sesame to this state of affairs is his link with the Russian earth and his 

willingness to engage with Niura's allotment and her livestock. 

The Ivanushka-durachok of the fairy-tales may not even be a fool at all, but 

rather a cleverly masked ideal hero, who succeeds in the end more than those whom 

his society considers clever. 137 

Articles by Laura Beraha and Halimur Khan follow an analogous line to the 

above analysis to draw on Voinovich's use of Russian folklore in Chonkin and to 

interpret its plot and characterisation in the light of this tradition. Beraha describes 

Chonkin as a fixed fool, inert and immobile within an essentially picaresque 

plot. 138 Khan explains the function of folklore as a positive source of cultural 

values in the novel and concludes that the point of Chonkin possibly lies in the fact 

that its hero, `drawing his strength from Russian folklore, survived the 

dehumanizing pressures of Soviet reality'. 139 It could indeed be argued that 

Chonkin is the only balanced person in an insane society, and just as the `holy fool' 

of rural Russia challenged the materialistic standards of his world by his mere 

presence, so Chonkin challenges many of the assumptions of his society. 

Enid Welsford, in her book on the fool in his wider European context, 

categorises him into the following four groupings: `there are those who get slapped, 

there are those who are none the worse for their slapping, there are those who 

adroitly change places with the slappers, and occasionally there are those who 

enquire, "What do slaps matter to the man whose body is of indiarubber, and 

whose mind is of quicksilver, and who can even - greatest triumph of all - persuade 

you for the moment that such indeed is your case? "' 140 

The indiarubber fool deludes the public into thinking that pain is negligible, 

and simply because he looks at the world from outside, he exhibits a different kind 

of wisdom. In his position as a detached observer he highlights that great 

137 Novikov, p. 114. 
138 Laura Beraha, `The Fixed Fool: Raising and Resisting Picaresque Mobility in Vladimir 
Vojnovit's C°=kin Novels', Slavonic and East European Journal, 40.3 (1996), 475-493. 
139 Halimur Khan, `Folklore and Fairy-Tale Elements in Vladimir Voinovich's Novel The Life 

and the Extraordinary Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin', Slavonic and East European Journal, 
40.3 (1996), 494-518 (p. 513). 

140 Enid Welsford, The Fool: His Social and Literary History (New York: Anchor, 1961), p. 324. 
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contradiction of the human condition: the subjective impression that humanity plays 

an important role at the very heart of history, set against the objective realisation that 

individual lives are mere pinpricks in an infinite universe. 141 

At moments in the novel, Chonkin fits into each of the first three categories 

of fool in turn, but he must be disqualified from the final classification of the 

indiarubber fool since his mind can hardly be described as quicksilver. Yet there is 

a sense in which the quicksilver indiarubber fool is present in the work. It cannot be 

as Chonkin, nor as the flesh and blood author who, even though he did at times 

`change places with his slappers' by the very fact of writing Chonkin and having it 

published, nonetheless was left `the worse for his slapping'. But the indiarubber 

fool may be present in the form of the implied author-satirist as detached observer, 

that construct which readers derive from the text and which transcends the physical 

world of pain. 

Voinovich's Chonkin challenges the ideology of his society and shows it to 

be flawed. But what he does in the hands of his literary creator is to change one 

ideal for another. he is a parody of the myth of the socialist realist hero and yet he 

manages to exist as some sort of ideal of humanity, the natural man in an unnatural 

world. Voinovich expresses the paradox of his hero thus: `The heroes of fairy tales 

are our most popular heroes, and for that reason my hero is also named Ivan. [... ] 

My heroes [... ] are very natural people who fall into unnatural situations. ' 142 It is 

Chonkin's quality of being natural which saves him from being simply the butt of a 

vast historical joke. He may find himself pitted against the collective might of his 

society, but not only does he escape none the worse for his ordeal at the end of the 

story but even seems scarcely to have noticed the strenuous efforts of the army and 

the judicial system to destroy him. He completely fails to understand the army's 

view of him as a deserter, and assumes he must be fighting Germans when he is 

attacked. For fully half the novel he sits in jail, oblivious of the storm gathering 

around him. He even sleeps through most of his trial, effects a miraculously 

passive escape from prison, and not knowing where he is going or `what his 

141 Welsford, pp. 318-327. 
142 Wren, p. A2. 
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purpose' is, he walks away from the reader without a backward glance. 143 Even 

the most ambitious hero could scarcely wish to make such a powerful impression 

on the course of history as Chonkin. He is a fool who has been slapped but he has 

scarcely noticed it, and what is more he has been elastic enough to survive 

unharmed, having turned the tables on the clappers and provided the reader with 

hours of amusement at their expense, even if he himself has missed the joke. 

The Natural Man 

Voinovich, when asked about Chonkin, suggested that in whichever culture 

his hero might find himself, he would simply express his childlike surprise at its 

unjustifiably rigid rules. His stance is not opposed to a particular regime at a 

particular time but is simply the stance of the eccentric in any dogmatic society, the 

honest response of a wide-eyed fool in a world of puppet-automata. Voinovich's 

comments on the type of hero he prefers are as follow: `My favourite hero is natural 

man. Regardless of his age, he looks at the world as if seeing it for the first time, 

and pronounces his opinions, not afraid that they may seem foolish to some 

people. ' Voinovich illustrates this quality by elaborating on Andersen's story about 

the king's non-existent new clothes, which people claim to be able to see. He 

suggests that when people have pretended for a long time that the king has new 

clothes, they really start to see them, and resist the little boy's assertion that the king 

is naked. At this point, the new truth becomes a new dogma, and even after the 

king has got dressed a little boy whose ideas have not become ossified will be 

needed to break the spell. He continues: 

`So, we have natural man in unnatural conditions. [... ] The natural man 
does not hide the childlike in himself, and so sometimes he may look 

eccentric. [... ] For many years I have been writing a novel about a simple 
Russian soldier Ivan Chonkin. In his own way he is an eccentric. [... ] 
This is Ivanushka-durachok, who does everything out of place. This is a 

man, who, it seems, is needed by no-one, but who, it turns out, is vital to 

143 Thr, P. 355; Pr, p. 520. 
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everyone. 144 

Thus, Chonkin's nature is revealed to be that of a curious child who will guilelessly 

ask questions about anything which does not seem sensible. As many know to their 

cost, there can be no more ruthlessly exposing voice in the world when pretence is 

being practised. 

Chonkin lives simply and instinctively. Like Ivan Denisovich, and most of 

the heroes of the `village prose' school, he is a `simple Russian man'. As a soldier, 

he is considered undisciplined, sloppy and careless, but once he escapes the army 

he becomes a perfectly natural peasant: working the land; fathering a child; singing 

simple songs; negotiating deals with the kolkhoz chairman; mediating in disputes; 

and most strikingly of all, he becomes an outstandingly brave and efficient soldier. 

He is ready to die for his country, has never considered that his behaviour in 

defending his post could be misinterpreted, and is mildly flattered that the order for 

his arrest has been issued on official paper. He is surprised that his defence of the 

aeroplane arouses such amazement among his fellow-prisoners: he had simply been 

obeying orders, and had no idea that what he was doing was out of the ordinary. 

When he is brought to trial, he can think of nothing to say in his own 

defence, reasoning that nothing he says will make any difference. The narrator 

argues eloquently on his behalf, but all Chonkin can murmur is `Please forgive 

me'. 145 He is too modest to realise his own worth as a human being, and although 

he has lived with absolute integrity, he is not able to articulate the value of this. Lest 

the reader should fail to notice, and since Chonkin's own defence lawyer cannot 

bring himself to disagree with the prosecutor, the authoritative narrative voice acts 

as advocate on his behalf. The following passage demonstrates the substance of the 

novel's theme; that each person is unique and valuable, and has the responsibility to 

live life with integrity: 

Chonkin said nothing. What could he say in his own defence? That he was 

still young and hadn't seen life yet, that he had not yet enjoyed enough food 

144 '0 sovremennosti i istorii'. pp. 231-233. 
145 Thr, p. 319; Pr, p. 490. 
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or water or freedom or love-making. He had no sense that he was a miracle 
unique in nature, that a whole world would die with him. Possessing a 
practical, unegotistical imagination, he knew for a fact that nothing around 
him would change with his disappearance. [... ] It would have been easier 
on him had he seen Nyura even just once in all that time. She would have 

told him her news and he would have learned that his seed had taken hold in 
her, had sprouted, and something tadpole-like had begun its cycle of 
mysterious development in order finally to become a human creature, 

maybe bowlegged, maybe lop-eared, but resembling Chonkin. 146 

Here the reader sees the very essence of Chonkin: he is simple, modest, and 

seemingly superfluous but, like Matrena in MatreninDvor, he is the very person 

who turns out to be `vital to everyone'. When he departs, he leaves behind him the 

chaos caused by other people's misconceptions about him. He has been taken for a 

prince, a stable-lad, a deserter, drunk, hooligan or wrecker; an escaped convict, a 

White Army General, Stalin himself, the commander of German paratroops, Ivan 

the fool; saviour of Moscow; or pretender to the throne. Meanwhile Chonkin has 

simply been himself, without pretence, but with deadly effect to the system. He has 

not responded to the bullying of the absurd world, and has caused as much trouble 

languishing in jail as he did in freedom, and with as little intent. Even the narrator 

complains that he cannot be rid of him, and history develops around him and 

because of him, although completely beyond his control. What has he done, and 

who is he? In Hosking's words, `in Stalin's Russia to be an ordinary human being 

is so unusual that the feat acquires the proportions of a myth or fairy tale'. 147 This 

is a commonly developed train of thought about that dark period of history, and 

Stalin's own daughter, remembering her stepbrother lakov, a victim of his own 

father, wrote: `What greater heroism than to be an honest and upright man in our 

day? ' 148 

Chonkin, in the tradition of Ivanushka- durachok , is an innocent in a 

duplicitous world; a gentle and caring human in a society dominated by rules; a 

146 Thr, p. 319; Pr, pp. 489-490. 
147 Hosking, in The Third Wave, p. 148. 
148 Svetlana Alliluyeva, 20 Letters to A Friend, trans. by Priscilla Johnson (London: World 
Books, 1968), (first publ. 1967) p. 175. 
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naive dissolver of other people's stances; in short, a fool. As a device, he puts the 

`sophistication' of a society into perspective; and by his literal-mindedness creates 

ostranenie for the reader jaded by overfamiliarity with reality. In his simplicity he 

responds to the sophisticated `doublespeak' of the absurd world by taking 

everything at face value and behaving normally, not even understanding that there is 

a game to be played and rules to be observed. This device, wherein the hero fails to 

understand the rules of a society and lives by instinct, not even observing the moral 

contortions of others, has the potential to expose the accepted norms of an absurd 

agreement between the state and the people. Because of his lack of goals or beliefs, 

he is unheroic in the accepted sense, but by his presence he nullifies much that is 

taken for granted, and casts doubt on the invalid values dictated by a tyrant. This is 

a time-honoured tradition, both in religious literature as well as secular, since it 

illustrates the eternal truth that `the foolish things of the world' have the power to 

confound the wise. 149 

So it is that Chonkin, ̀ foolish' even by comparison with Gladyshev, brings 

to nought the plans of the armies of two totalitarian states and slips quietly offstage. 

He is not aware of what he has achieved, and does not realise that his liberation is 

as a result of the German plan to rescue him. Iverni points out that he acts without a 

sense of enmity towards those who attack him. He acts only according to common 

sense; never dreaming that he might be committing the most monstrous crimes, nor 

that he might be earning a hero's crown, and thereby brings into focus the fact that 

the rules of the Soviet game are inadequate to cope with common sense and loyal 

obedience. In short, at the time that she was writing, he would have been a 

candidate for speedy admission to a psychiatric hospital. 15° 

This tragic aptitude which Chonkin has for attracting events of major 

significance awakens the reader's sympathy for him, as the author intends. 

Voinovich labours the point that `Chonkin is a passive figure, adventures come to 

him and stick to him all by themselves [... J. He is a more tragic figure than Svejk 

149 I Corinthians 1.27-28. 
150 Iverni, p. 453. 
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[ ... ]. I count on sympathy for Chonkin'. 151 He is slow, innocent, simple-hearted 

and has ̀ an instinctive moral awareness, unashamedly devoid of intellectual 

basis'. 152 His ability to see things clearly because he is unblinkered by an 

impractical ideology, means that he, the fool, is the only character `wise and strong 

enough to slay the villain' of imposed absurdity. 153 He is at times painfully literal- 

minded, and fails to understand what is obvious to others because ritual language 

has been used to distort the truth. 

Niura shares Chonkin's literal-minded approach, and they both make 

frustrating material for their interrogators, comprehending neither doublethink nor 

sarcasm. Niura does not even understand Luzhin's attempts to trick her into 

denouncing the other villagers; so it is quite beyond her ability to collude. 154 

Chonkin answers Luzhin's questions with transparent honesty until he realises that 

the truth is not what is required, and refuses to say anything further since he is 

bound to get the answers wrong. 155 In a society where everyone understands the 

system, Chonkin is a monument to simplicity and instinctive morality. In this he 

achieves heroic stature. His heroism may not be apparent to those around him, but 

in such a teleological society, he makes everyone else feel uneasy by his passivity, 

his tolerance, his pragmatism, and his ability to live in the present. 

Niura does not have such a high profile in the novel as Chonkin, but her 

integrity is in the same mould as his. Her response to the bogus milk-maid 

Liushka's patriotic speech sending the men away to fight is forthright; she does not 

want her Vania to go to war. 156 At Miliaga's `funeral' she demonstrates her 

humanity by crying with pity, and it is not she who appears foolish for having been 

duped by the sham, but the dupers themselves. 157 The portrayal of Chonkin and 

Niura and their mutual loyalty is far from sentimental, since they argue, disagree, 

151 '0 moem neputevom bludnom syne', p. 78. 
152 Porter (1989), p. 103. 
153 Szporluk, p. 113. 
154 Thr, p. 104, Pr, p. 311. 
155 Thr, p. 183; Pr, p. 374. 
156 L, p. 170; Ch, p. 126. 
157 Thr, p. 240; Pr, p. 422. 
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and misunderstand each other; whilst at the same time being unswervingly faithful, 

and wishing only to be left in peace. Chonkin is the perfect fulfilment of the fool: 

the rubber-limbed turner of tables, and laugher of last laughs, who scarcely 

perceives the harm which others wish on him. Niura, however, hardly fits the same 

description. While Chonkin sits passively immured in jail, poor Niura pursues an 

endless quest for justice on his behalf, and is literally pushed, weeping, from office 

to office. Tears soak her pillow nightly, she is visited by horrible dreams about 

counterfeit Chonkins, she loses her job because of her association with him, her 

friends turn against her in judgment, and all the time her pregnancy makes her ever 

more tired and desperate. In the end, because she is unfortunate enough not to be at 

home when Chonkin calls on her after escaping from prison at the end of 

Pretendent na prestol , the reader can only assume that she is left to raise the child 

alone, while the bowlegged soldier walks off into the sunset. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

THE WRITER: THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE SYSTEM 

The Reluctant Emigre 

Totalitarianism Explored 

Parody and Prophecy 

The Hierarchy of Writers 

Stupid Galileo 

Return 

Correcting Versions of the Past 

Allegories 

New Satires 

Unveiling the Grand Design 

The Reluctant Emigre 

On 21 December 1980 Voinovich left the Soviet Union with his wife and 

daughter to take up a new literary identity - that of emigre writer in Germany. His 

departure was reluctant, and his language, life experience, readers and relationships 

remained largely Russian. In spite of his new environment he kept his focus firmly 

fixed on the Soviet Union, anticipating the time when he could return there. Having 

emigrated towards the end of his fourth decade, he continued to write in Russian, 

initially giving little indication that his writing came from Germany orAmerica; and 

although he was pleased to have appreciative readers of any nationality he took 

greater pleasure from thinking about his possible readership in Moscow. 1 

The first few years of Voinovich's emigration were difficult creatively 

1 Voinovich in The Third Wave, p. 273. 
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because he had been ill-prepared and felt in a state of shock. 2 These years yielded 

little writing, but there is a sense in which they were not wasted since they 

produced a crystallisation of his philosophy and a reckoning of what the satirical 

nature of his work had cost him, which later crept into his work in the form of a call 

for recognition of his sacrifice on the part of his readership. 

The question of how he might develop his writing in emigration was put to 

Voinovich at a conference of emigre Russian writers in 1981. He responded that he 

was too old to adapt to Western ways, and judged that if he wrote about what he 

had lived through, his experiences would be of interest to everyone, since suffering 

is common to all and understood by all .3 Besides, displaced writers have left many 

of their books behind, and books written in emigration would reach readers in 

Russia in addition to being of interest to their host cultures providing they had 

broad application. He was confident that his Russian readership would grow, 

thanks to the poor quality of the books produced by the state publishing houses .4 In 

the same year he expressed doubts about ever being able to `become involved in 

Western life so deeply as to understand and write about it' .5 
In early emigration he wrote little, but as he returned to his craft he was 

faced with decisions as to his choice of subject. Previously he had written largely 

from his own experiences, at first among the working people, then the 

intelligentsia, and finally in an arena of unresolved conflict with the system of 

Soviet power. For a few years after his departure the Soviet Union which he had 

satirised remained relatively stable, but soon glasnost' and perestroika began to 

bring momentous changes. Whilst this development had been anticipated by 

Voinovich and cheered him as it heralded the possibility of a return to his 

homeland, nonetheless many years stretched ahead in which he had to seek to write 

with insight about a world in transition from which he was dislocated in time and 

space. His readers in Russia were living through exciting times, and he, as a writer, 

2 Appendix A, p. A1. 
3 'Voinovich o sebe' The Third Wave, p. 146. 
4 'Budushchee russkoi literatury v emigratsii', The Third Wave, p. 272. 
5 `An interview with Vladimir Voinovich [... ] by Richard Boston', p. 8. 
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faced the challenge of connecting with them from an historically hostile country in a 

changing ideological and material present. His claim on their attention was that he 

had served them in the past, often through tamizdat and samizdat , but how was he 

to maintain his aim as a satirical marksman when formerly stable targets were 

beginning to move about unpredictably and his readers were distracted? These 

questions did not arise immediately but straws were in the wind, and Voinovich, 

already battered by a life of conflict and enforced adaptation, had to summon up all 

his resourcefulness to meet the challenges of the eighties and nineties and to follow 

the driving imperative of his life: to write. 

His first published work in emigration, started in Sochi in 1979 and 

completed in Stockdorf in 1981, was a fragment called `Etiud', which opens with 

the device of the narrator waking in a strange place, unsure of where or who he is 6 

At length it dawns on him that he must be Nabokov, and he feels pained and 

ashamed that he has written a work such as Lolita simply for fame and money. As 

an uprooted author he has attracted the attention he craves, and a circle of 

connoisseurs has grown up around him. But his wealth and fame do not fit the 

romantic image of the writer, who should traditionally be in debt to the discerning 

reader. Specialists have begun to feel discredited by having praised him, and are 

seeking a replacement to prove the impeccability of their taste. Returning suddenly 

to full consciousness, the narrator realises with relief that he is not Nabokov, but 

rather is a writer with a mission. 

In this fragment Voinovich uses the device of the dream to polemicise with 

Nabokov, 7 whilst considering one of the choices open to him in emigration - that of 

adapting his life and work wholesale to the demands of a Western market. 

Changing his language may not have been a realistic option, but Chonkin had by 

now proved very successful in translation, and in other particulars Voinovich could 

have adapted his writing to please a Western readership brought up on James Bond 

and ready to be fascinated by all things erotically and exotically Russian. 

6 `Etude', trans. by Liza Tucker, Triquarterly of Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois , 
55 

(1982) 130-133. `Etiud', Russkoe bogatstvo, Vladimir Voinovich, 1.5(1994), 217-221. 
7 Karen Ryan-Hayes, `Decoding the Dream in the Satirical Works of Vladimir VojnoviV, Slavic 

and East European Journal, 34.3 (Fall 1990), 289-307 (p. 303). 
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Addressing through his life the question which he had posed in the original title of 

his early story 'Kern is mog by stat", Voinovich had followed a route leading 

inexorably away from possible high office in the Writers' Union and from public 

acclaim and success in the Soviet Union. However, it might yet have been within 

his power to make an impression on the best-seller lists in an environment of 

Western market-driven censorship had he chosen his subject matter appropriately. 

Moving from a culture where the writer was considered to be the fount of all 

wisdom to one where books are largely for entertainment and where writing rarely 

pays the bills, Voinovich may initially have felt overwhelmed by the difficulties of 

reaching his Russian readership and surviving financially in an expensive country. 

Ultimately becoming another Nabokov was not the path which Voinovich chose, 

but it is possible that in this brief study of disorientation he was contemplating what 

life in emigration might become, and was arming himself in advance against the 

temptation of writing for fame and fortune alone. 

Totalitarianism Explored 

His next work, `Fiktivnyi brak', published in Jerusalem in 1983, is a play 

set in Moscow, which shows no evidence of having been written in emigration .8 In 

the play Nadia and Otsebiakin, whose names respectively suggest hope and self- 

alienation, have just contracted a fictional marriage. Otsebiakin laments the 

economic situation and blames it on the system, alerting the reader to the joint 

function of these two characters as individuals trying to circumnavigate the system. 

They accept without question that no-one can survive by being law-abiding, and 

their marriage is simply a formality for mutual convenience. Otsebiakin was so 

nervous at the ceremony that he had difficulty signing his name, a reminder of how 

the written word may irrevocably commit the writer. Nadia is outspoken against the 

system, and Otsebiakin nervously counters her heresies with talk of the glories of 

the Revolution. His reason for contracting this `marriage' is to manufacture a family 

to act as security so that he will be allowed to travel abroad. The system on which 

8 `Fiktivnyi brak', Vremia i my, 72 (1983), 228-244 (p. 229). 
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he depends does not repay his trust, and whilst this offends his idealism he is 

prepared to play by the rules of the game. Nadia is probably more in tune with the 

thinking of the system, and believes that anyone could be induced to betray the 

Motherland for the right price. She would exchange a birch for a palm tree any day, 

and she cannot see the point of going abroad if not to defect. Her reason for 

`marrying' is to teach her boyfriend to appreciate her, and she is curious to know 

why Otsebiakin did not marry properly and have a family if his aim was not to run 

away. When Nadia declares she is ready to go home to her boyfriend, Otsebiakin, 

confused between language and reality, refuses to let his `wife' run around with a 

drunk. Frustrated, she threatens to denounce him to the security organs, but in the 

final analysis their shared fear unites them against the system which controls their 

lives. 

As the play progresses it becomes evident that a damaged society has 

alienated Otsebiakin from himself. His claim to uniqueness is based on his unusual 

surname, but he misses the point that he has lost his identity and become a puppet. 

Nadia at least is capable of expressing the truth, but only in private. On an 

individual scale the dynamics of the populace and the system are seen at work: the 

former doing everything necessary to appear to conform to the demands of the 

latter, colluding, like Havel's greengrocer, with the very structure which destroys 

its authenticity and human dignity. So burdened are the people by this responsibility 

that their lives are sterile and wasted, apart from the occasional moment when they 

voice their true feelings in these intimate confessions of fear. 

Until Voinovich was able to revisit Moscow in 1989, his writing fed mostly 

on his memories. Dislocated both from his readership and from the source of his 

inspiration, his writing became retrospective as he worked on Antisovetskii 

Sovetskii Soiuz, a collection broadcast on radio Svoboda of forty-three satirical 

documentary essays on the subjects of life, literature and politics in Soviet society .9 
Whilst having their subject-matter firmly rooted in the Soviet Union, these 

broadcasts are clearly written in emigration, reviewing a past life with ostranenie. 

Voinovich explained in 1981 that he had aimed to show people themselves from 

9 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, (Ann Arbor. Ardis, 1985). 
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another point of view, and that he was peculiarly qualified to do this, having had 

experience of many areas of Soviet life, and access to a wider literature than most 

listeners. 10 

In Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz Voinovich writes about life `as it is', or 

rather, as it was when he lived in the Soviet Union. An opening allegory of beetles 

living in a water-barrel and assuming it to be the whole world parallels the isolation 

of the Soviet people, establishing the theme of narrow-mindedness and mutual 

incomprehension between cultures. 11 The secret lives and acquired strategies of the 

people are gradually revealed - those which allow them as individuals to outwit 

whilst seemingly supporting the system. In common with the rest of mankind they 

are capable of thinking one thing, saying another, and doing a third. 12 

Many stories in the collection demonstrate some aspect of the anomalous 

Soviet way of life, wherein reality is distorted by the use of language. Propaganda 

is a target of his satire, as is the widespread and inappropriate use of 

euphemisms. 13 Voinovich has been both praised and condemned as a kicker of 

`sacred cows' and he enumerates some of the Soviet Union's many sacred words 

and symbols, noting that ideological needs often took precedence over practical 

meaning. l4 

In the years of glasnost, Voinovich notes, Soviet propaganda began to 

lose credibility as people turned cynically from the propaganda of the ideology to 

the new propaganda of Western goods. In the Soviet years expressions of gratitude 

by the populace to the system were mandatory although the yawning gulf between 

the rhetoric and the reality of their lives was evident. 15 It was the system which 

controlled every aspect of living, not the leaders, who were as dispensable as 

anyone else. 16 The whole fabric of the society was based on a pretence of 

10 'Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz', Oktiabr', 7 (1991), 65-67. 
11 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 9-10. 
12 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 15-16. 
13 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 25-30. 
14 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 38-48. 
15 Antisovetskii Sovetskil Soiuz, p. 104. 
16 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 119-125. 
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conformity, and nothing was what it seemed. Any opposition was dangerous folly, 

and those who took Marx-Lenin seriously were considered more dangerous than 

the purely passive, because sooner or later they would come to compare the theories 

with the reality. 7 Writers were instructed to show their gratitude to the State by 

writing uplifting books about the people for the people. Such an obligation, 

Voinovich claims, turned writers into no more than clerks, unable to synthesise the 

spiritual values essential to any society. 18 He considers the cases of specific writers 

and holds them up for praise or censure in the light of Pushkin's claim that genius 

and villainy are incompatible. 19 Although not directly stating that a writer is what he 

writes and writes what he is, Voinovich's criticisms elsewhere of, for example 

Yevtushenko, 20 Nabokov21 and Solzhenitsyn22 and their works depend as much 

on the ideological stance of the writers as on the literary merits of their writing. 

Speaking for unappreciated and unpublished writers, for prophets not respected in 

their own country, Voinovich notes that there will always be free-spirited writers 

such as Grossman, and though they may not be published for decades, their works 

will not be destroyed. 23 On the subject of censorship Voinovich maintains that it is 

destructive of the artistic image. In Soviet literature the author provided the first line 

of censorship, backed up by the editors, who ensured that a work conformed to the 

ideological and artistic demands of Socialist Realism, the greatest censor of all 

being fear. 24 The thaw, when it came, was a turning- point, releasing the genie from 

the bottle and spawning a new generation of village writers, town writers and 

emigres25 But in spite of such unlooked-for diversity Soviet literature carried on 

along its chosen path and at the point when Voinovich was writing, had approached 

the ideal after which it had been striving. It had a hierarchy of positive heroes and a 

17 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, p. 148. 
18 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 173-174. 
19 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 190-193. 
20 `Delo No. 34840'. Znamia, pp. 83,89,114. 
21 'Etiud', (1981). 
22'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', pp. 249-253. 
23 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, p. 200. 
24 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 211-216. 
25 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, p. 238. 
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hierarchy of writers enjoying a hierarchy of perks. Throughout Antisovetskii 

Sovestskii Soiuz Voinovich argues that literature may be used to proclaim the truth 

or to conceal it behind a mirage of lies and distortion. Soviet life as seen through his 

emigre eyes appears as a form of fantastic realism: a grim reality beamed through 

the lens of socialist realism, producing a society where everyone appears to be 

happy and strong whilst secretly harbouring degrees of doubt. 

So for whom was this work written? At times Voinovich addresses the 

uninformed Westerner, at others the emigre Russian community, often as if the 

other were not present, and sometimes it seems that he is casting his words further 

afield to the Soviet Union itself, to an implied third reader - the community of 

writers which has remained in Moscow26 

The answer lies partly in the gradual evolution of this collection. Far from 

writing it as a whole, Voinovich was responding to comments from listeners to 

radio Svoboda, whilst working under the pressure of broadcasting a regular 

column. Soviet listeners told him constantly that the West failed to understand 

them, but his perception was that it was they who did not understand themselves or 

their situation. This was not Voinovich's ideal, imaginary reader who understands 

everything 27 but rather a naive Soviet figure, struggling to come to terms with an 

extraordinary life-experience. This was the primary object of his address, although 

it was also his aim to unravel the mystery of Soviet life for the Western reader when 

the collection was published as a whole 28 

For the outsider this work may provide an insight into the curious way of 

life of the Soviet people, but it is frequently in danger of becoming bitter and 

clangorous in tone. It seems unfairly loaded in favour of the omniscient narrator, 

who has constructed the whole in a manner which allows himself to win every 

argument and to insist on the listener's or reader's agreement. To some extent he is 

able to assume that listeners are in sympathy with his views by the very fact that 

they are tuned in to the broadcasts, but the anecdotal and conversational tone of 

26 Nancy Condee and Vladimir Padunov, ̀The Soiuz on Trial: Voinovich as Magistrate and Stage 
Manager', The Russian Review, 46 (July 1987), 315-319. 
27 Appendix A, p. A4. 
28 Appendix A, pp. A4-5. 
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many episodes would perhaps be better suited to a dialogue with an independent 

and questioning interlocutor. The result of the monologic form is a somewhat one- 

sided venting of spleen as Voinovich peers incredulously over the rim of the water- 

barrel from a Western vantage-point. Some aspects of Soviet thinking have, 

however, crossed the boundaries of time and space and are still with him. For 

example, talking of other writers and their works, he apparently uses the very 

criterion for judgment which was later to cause him such grief at the hands of the 

critics, who maintained that his writing must be worthless and undeserving of 

consideration because he had emigrated. The view that a work of art cannot stand 

independently of its creator is born out of the strong ideological content of Soviet 

criticism, and concludes that a work should be judged largely on the political purity 

or otherwise of its creator. Voinovich, driven by an unbending demand for integrity 

in himself and others, may have adapted this view by changing political criteria for 

moral ones, but with an un-Western lack of tolerance may be seen applying it 

vehemently to some of his fellow-writers. 

It should be remembered that at the time when Voinovich was broadcasting. 

many of the absurdities of which he spoke were still flourishing, but since topical 

satire is always in danger of losing some of its sense of immediacy, and since a 

retrospective stance rarely makes for durable art, he had eventually to move on to 

explore new and freer genres. Meanwhile, these essays allowed him to crystallise 

his memories with a degree of detachment, and to stretch his figurative limbs after 

nearly five decades of creative confinement in a barrel. 

Having exorcised the demons of past rage and frustration, Voinovich left 

the documentary style of broadcasting and turned to the theatre, writing a drama 

published in 1985, the same year as Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz. Tribunal is a 

play within a play, wherein an innocent theatregoer, Podoplekov, who is watching 

a production about a trial, finds himself in the dock, accused of anti-Soviet crimes. 

The language of the trial gradually changes Podoplekov's perception of himself, 

and he is not surprised to be branded a terrorist by the paternalistic court. 29 In this 

29 Tribunal, sudebnaia komediia v trekh deistviiakh (London: Overseas Publications Interchange 
Ltd. 1985), 1-96 (p. 18). 
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shadow world even silence is dangerous: Podoplekov is accused of great cunning 

because he never expressed his hatred of the system out loud, and he is also 

assumed to have spread apathy in those around him so that they did not report 

him 30 A bard provides commentary, explaining to Podoplekov's wife Larisa that 

the judge and witnesses are not intrinsically bad people, but that the system requires 

a victim to keep them in work. There are other characters who might be expected to 

help the beleaguered defendant: a scientist, a poet, and a writer, but Larisa's pleas 

are in vain. While she fights for her husband's freedom, Podoplekov himself is 

prepared to do anything in order to live, even to convict another innocent man, 

caring nothing for what people may think. That is, until he hears that his case has 

aroused interest among political leaders in the West, and with world attention 

focused on him, he self-consciously makes an impassioned speech 31 A new 

dissident is created by the media. 

In this staged trial within a play within a play Voinovich creates a world in 

which nothing is real and everyone is playing a role. Language is a key issue, 

condemning, vindicating and creating a reality apart from actuality. In effect, it does 

not matter who is tried since everyone has done something wrong, or something 

that can be deemed to be wrong, given the misuse of language. On the brink of 

anonymous annihilation Podoplekov is offered a new role of dissident and martyr, 

and the mask which the court had tried to apply to him becomes his true face 32 His 

name, Podoplekov, suggestive of podopleka, meaning the real, as opposed to the 

ostensible, state of affairs, alerts the reader to the issue of reality for those whose 

very identity is compromised by an ideology. To begin with Podoplekov has a firm 

grasp of his own individuality, but by the time the trial is over he has lost all grip on 

reality and is as ready to be manipulated by the Western media as by Soviet 

rhetoric. Reality becomes fantasy, and everyone submits to the spurious logic of the 

trial, accepting that if the judge and jury do not condemn the defendant then 

someone else will; an argument with which Voinovich's readers will already be 

30 Tribunal, pp. 42,54. 
31 Tribunal, p. 96. 
32 A. Danilov, `Tribunal', Volga, 3 (1990), 185-186. 
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familiar. 

The power of the press to change ordinary people into cult figures and to 

alter the course of their lives and creativity is a theme on which Voinovich 

comments extensively in interviews, but in Tribunal he sets it out clearly in literary 

form. The pressure of `positive' media coverage presents dangers of unreality and 

inflation, but `negative' press of talented writers, he maintains, should be ignored; 

history will vindicate their work in the end. Circumstances in the late part of the 

twentieth century have been so overwhelming for any Russian that a certain amount 

of reactivity may be expected, but Voinovich does not hesitate to point out the 

dangers of failing to be proactive. In Tribunal he sets out the logical conclusion of 

conceding to the slightest detail of ideological rhetoric. The minute that Podoplekov 

recognises the false authenticity of the court and begins to react to its accusations, 

he has given up his right to a disengaged position in the audience and has accepted 

his involvement in a travesty of justice with himself as victim. Whatever the 

outcome of the trial, it has no basis in reality, and whether he is destined for 

oblivion or glory he will still not go home to his real family and his real life. 

Whatever he says or does from this point on carries no weight: he has simply 

become the passive object of other people's interpretations. 

In these works of early emigration Voinovich explored the nature of 

totalitarianism, but the details of Soviet life soon began to change before his eyes, 

and his audience, with so much to look forward to, would not for long be interested 

in retrospective analysis. Somehow he had to find a new way of expressing 

universal truths irrespective of time and place, whilst having only one lifetime's 

experiences to draw upon, and that having been spent largely in the Soviet Union. 

Parody and Prophecy 

This was Voinovich's dilemma, and his solution in writing his next work, 

Moskva 2042, was to take as his hero an exiled Russian writer, and to send him to 

Moscow sixty years in the future, thus taking a very natural step towards `the 
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fantastic' in the form of `nauchnaiafantastika'. Todorov defines `the fantastic' as 

involving a sensation of hesitation between the supernatural and the rational, a 

definition which both satisfies the senses of the reader and lends itself perfectly to 

any visit to Moscow 33 Furthermore, he contends that in science fiction the initial 

data presented to the reader should be supernatural, and that the narrative movement 

consists in persuading the reader that such apparently marvellous elements are in 

fact `natural' and are to some degree present and recognisable in normal life 3a 

Voinovich's journey in time leads the reader down a path of recognition of the past. 

Communist history, even in the making, surely had an air of `the fantastic' about it 

thanks to its packaging, and from an intersection in time and space in the Germany 

of 19°2, the reader is persuaded that what he sees in the future, though initially 

marvellous, is no more than a familiar reflection of previous decades. This 

hesitation between `the fantastic' and reality, each throwing light on the other, is 

arguably part of the non-optional reality for those who live in Russia, in large 

measure also constituting the country's fascination for the outsider, and this 

Voinovich manages to rediscover in Moskva 2042. Although the original source of 

the reflection is never overtly mentioned, any Russian used to reading between the 

lines could not fail to recognise a thinly-disguised mirror-image of Soviet Moscow, 

beginning in 1922 when the USSR was formed and Stalin became General 

Secretary, and proceeding through history to 1982. According to Voinovich this 

voyage is not utopian, nor even anti-utopian, but rather it reveals an anti-anti- 

utopia, since in Orwell's utopia everything works, but in totalitarianism there is 

chaos and nothing at all works 35 

The device of sending a writer into the future gave Voinovich new satirical 

possibilities by conjuring up sufficient ostranenfe to breathe new life into an 

overworked subject. By viewing Moscow through the eyes of an outsider who, like 

him, is a writer, and by blending together the possible and the impossible, he mixes 

a cocktail of different elements: utopian idealism, the dystopian fantastic, and a 

33 Tzvetan Todorov, The Fantastic, trans. by Richard Howard (Cleveland: The Press of Case 
Western Reserve University, 1973), p. 25. 
34 Todorov, p. 172. 
35 'Na pyl'nykh tropinkakh dalekikh planet', pp. 28-29. 
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grinding empirical reality. The `fantastic' highlights the inconsistencies of the 

society and draws out its essence. Realism grounds the work in detail and humour, 

absorbing the reader in recognition of the familiar and forestalling a purely 

allegorical interpretation. The play between illusion and reality, presented by a 

confused and perplexed narrator, leads the reader through a maze where elements of 

the old Soviet society are extrapolated to their natural conclusion. This is also what 

Evgenii Zamiatin conjured with in My, offering `parody and prophecy' by 

exaggerating the present and projecting it on to the future 36 Voinovich takes up the 

device, using the future as a mirror of the past in which reflections of Communist 

history can be clearly discerned, and by which he can interpret the past whilst 

warning of the dangers of the future. 

The action of the novel is set in 1982, when the hero, Kartsev, a Russian 

writer living in exile in Germany, is nearly forty. He is beguiled into travelling sixty 

years into the future to Moscow, to write his impressions of how his homeland has 

developed. In his introduction he apologises for the loss of all the notes and 

documents which might provide proof of his journey through time, but he assures 

the reader that everything he is about to recount is absolutely true, witnessed with 

his own eyes, or maybe told him by somebody else who may or may not be 

trusted, or at least founded on something, or maybe nothing, and that all the 

characters in the story are drawn exclusively from himself. 37 Thus, as narrator and 

writer, he announces his intention of trifling with the reader, asserting his 

unreliability and thus avoiding the tiresome need either to tell the truth or to lie 

consistently. He throws further doubts on his own veracity by making it clear that 

he is easily befuddled by alcohol or fatigue, is readily manipulated by others, and is 

a moral chameleon. The novel narrowly qualifies as science fiction since it involves 

time travel, but while the author may have instigated this idea, the narrator denies it, 

and consequently the whole emphasis of this nauchnaiafantastikais heavily 

weighted towards fantastika rather than nauka. 

36 Evgenii Ivanovich Zamiatin, Litsa ( New York: Chekhov Publishing House, 1955), p. 1 19. 
37 Moskva 2042 (Moscow: Vsia Moskva, 1990), pp. 3-4; Moscow 2042, trans. by Richard Lourie 
(London: Picador, 1989), pp. 3-4. 
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Before the flight, the readers are obliquely warned that they will be reading 

about themselves, and that science fiction is more likely to describe what already 

exists than what is to come. A little imagination may take them into the future, but 

they know not to expect any technical explanations from their Luddite and bibulous 

guide. The flight on a Lufthansa plane is as real as any other, and is organised with 

the minimum of fuss by a travel agent ; only the price of the journey is in the realm 

of the fantastic, but fortunately Kartsev is not paying 38 For him the motivation for 

the journey is curiosity, but many others hope to gain from his experience. Not 

least among these is Sim Simich Karnavalov, an iconic exiled writer bearing more 

than a passing resemblance to Solzhenitsyn. Sim has ambitions to foil the passing 

of time by having himself and his retinue deep-frozen until he can return to Moscow 

triumphant on a white charger as tsar of all the Russias. 39 Embarrassingly for 

Kartsev, it seems that five years after returning to his own time he wrote a novel 

about his experiences in the Moscow of 2042, and the Editorial Commission of the 

future have read it and demand amendments, particularly insofar as it refers to the 

return of Sim Simich as tsar in its last pages. +o Poor Kartsev, his mind still 

operating in 1982, is unacquainted with his future work, and finds their requests to 

censor it familiar, but impossible to comply with even should he agree. 

As the story progresses, Kartsev frequently glimpses his own novel, 

sometimes reading things as they happen, sometimes seeing his own past and 

future entwined together, as life and art feed on each other, revolving around each 

other; the whole text occasionally disappearing into itself completely, only to 

emerge again a few chapters later. No-one, least of all Kartsev, is sure whether the 

characters he meets are real citizens of the future world, or simply the products of 

his own imagination. Consequently he has no idea whether his own creative efforts 

can do anything to change the course of history. Or whether indeed anyone can 

influence any events present or future, since even the supreme leader of this utopia 

has been swallowed up by his own cult of the personality. Initially a KGB careerist 

38 Moskva 2042, p. 12; Moscow 2042, p. 13. 
39 Moskva 2042, p. 281; Moscow 2042 

, p. 342. 
40 Moskva 2042, p. 228; Moscow 2042, p. 275. 
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from Kartsev's own time, who realised that the system was absurd but nevertheless 

believed in the ideal of Communism, he came to power determined to combat 

corruption, bureaucracy and inequality. To achieve this, he planned to keep a steady 

turnover of those in power, replacing them with younger men, which met with the 

agreement of those about to come to power, until having gained power they 

changed their minds. Having access to the elixir of life, the Genialissimus himself 

was guaranteed a long and youthful period in office, and spent his time creating 

Communism and watching over his people from a space-craft. Whilst he was 

absent on a supervisory voyage, his arch-rival executed a plan to strand him out in 

space and leave him there as a symbol, endowed with all the abstract power in the 

universe but totally powerless to connect with reality back on planet earth 41 The 

leader pretended to lead, and the people pretended to follow, but in reality the 

experiment was over. His only consolation in the end was knowing that he had 

extrapolated Communism to its ultimate conclusion, thereby rendering future 

generations immune to its charms 42 On the Russian level of reality, the reader sees 

behind this image the shadow of Stalin, tirelessly working at the lighted window in 

the Kremlin; and also of Gorbachev, swallowed up by the system he sought to 

change from within; and again of the unfortunate cosmonaut Krikalev, stranded on 

his space station watching the Soviet Union tear itself apart beneath him. 

In the city of Moscow itself, nothing essential has changed by 2042, 

although the statues are plastic and have a different subject, St Basil's and the 

mausoleum have been sold to the Americans, and the street names reflect the literary 

genius of the Genialissimus. There are plans to be fulfilled, by 150% or 200%, 

there are cameras but no film, tape recorders but no tapes, literature classes but no 

books. No-one dies in Moskorep, because anyone old or sick or under sentence of 

death is immediately exiled to an outer ring where they can die less obviously. 43 

Everyone knows everything, but pretends to know nothing; the renamed KGB is 

staffed almost exclusively by members of the CIA, and the CIA by the KGB, and 

41 Moskva 2042, p. 180; Moscow 2042 , pp. 215-216. 
42 Moskva 2042, pp. 327-330; Moscow 2042, pp. 401-404. 
43 Moskva 2042, p. 183; Moscow 2042, pp. 220-221. 
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nearly everyone is a closet Simite anyway, so, as one of the KGB generals explains 

to our hero, `nobody knows who he really is any more' 44 

In Moskva 2042, one of Moskorep's subjects describes the main feature of 

Communism as the erasing of the difference between primary and secondary 

matter. 45 This relationship between reality and illusion is presented in three main 

ways in the novel: firstly, in the citizens' alimentary, defecatory and sexual 

practices; secondly in their literature, or propaganda; and thirdly in the narrator's 

suggestion that creativity may have the power to change the future. In the literature 

of the new republic, dreams and illusion are indistinguishable from reality, just as 

for the ordinary citizen food (primary matter) and excrement (secondary matter) 

serve the same nutritional needs. This hesitation between primary and secondary, 

reality and illusion, the possible and the impossible, is what engages the reader in 

struggling to make sense of a bizarre world where the real and the fantastic are 

refracted through the prism of the familiar past. 

As the novel moves towards its climax, playfully mixing parody and 

prophecy, illusion and reality, the reader is wearied by the presentiment that future 

and past are one, that a tired old joke is being played out again, and that nothing 

will ever change. Ryan-Hayes, commenting on Moskva 2042, notes that a 

prominent element of any dystopia is a prophetic tone, warning of the barely 

avertable inevitability of the future depicted 46 It comes as no surprise, then, that 

Voinovich, reflecting on the novel in 1990, commented that the further the process 

of change in his homeland advanced the more the novel came to look like 

foreknowledge 47 The new system in Moskva 2042 is as grotesque as the old, but 

in unforeseen ways which yet do nothing to change the essence of the original 

model. The acronyms, uniforms and technology may have changed, but this is still 

the same society in search of a strong leader, welcoming illusion in place of reality, 

ready to rewrite history and transfer allegiance to anyone who can promise a 

44 Moskva 2042, pp. 244-246; Moscow 2042, pp. 296-297. 
45 Moskva 2042, p. 237; Moscow 2042, p. 287. 
46 Ryan-Hayes, Contemporary Russian Satire: a Genre Study, p. 202. 
47 `Ia ne vernus' v Rossiiu postoronnim', Argumenly i fakty, 43 (1990), 6-7 (p. 6). 
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national identity, a ruthless rule, and a few sacks of hard currency thrown in. The 

recently thawed-out Sim Simich enters the city on his recently thawed-out horse and 

issues a dizzying flourish of mediaeval and Stalinesque ukazes as the servants of 

the old regime switch hats and take up power again. 48 The hands of the clock seem 

to spin backwards even as a new era is heralded in. 

At this point the bemused Kartsev jumps on to the last `iron bird' of Sim's 

empire and returns to Munich to record the novel `just as it had happened' to him, 

unable to say ̀ which parts of it are primary and which are secondary' 49 Even back 

in his own time he is besieged by interested parties asking him to censor the text in 

order to change future events, but he refuses on the grounds that his novel may be 

read by the future powers and that just maybe they will heed its warning and mend 

their ways. Of course this would cast doubts on his veracity, but this would be a 

small price to pay to make life easier for people 50 And on that plaintive note the 

novel ends. 

At the time of the failed coup of August 1991, for prophesying which 

Voinovich took ironical credit, 51 it looked momentarily as if this forlorn hope might 

indeed come to pass, and in the euphoria of `glasnost' triumphant' followers of 

Russian satire may have worried briefly about a dearth of material for the future, 

but alas, it was not to be. Talking about the coup in relation to Moskva 2042, 

Voinovich pointed out that his aim had never been to prophesy the future but simply 

to sound a warning, and he continued to warn that civil war could ensue and Yeltsin 

could become a dictator. 52 From that time, Russian society rapidly became 

polarised, the unholy alliance between the old Communists and the church which 

Kartsev witnessed in the Moscow of 2042 was cemented, and a series of 

nationalists galloped on to the scene, lacking only white chargers to complete the 

picture. 

By introducing the element of the fantastic Voinovich gave himself the 

48 Moskva 2042, pp. 321-324; Moscow 2042, pp. 394-397. 
49 Moskva 2042, p. 346; Moscow 2042, p. 423. 
50 Moskva 2042, p. 347; Moscow 2042 , p. 424. 
51 'Velikaia avgustovskaia ne udalas", Trud, 31 August 1991, p. 3. 
52'la staralsia ne predskazyvat', a preduprezhdat", Smena, 14 April 1993, p. 8. 
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freedom to use his own experience, presenting familiar themes to those sharing his 

culture and language, whilst making generalisations about humankind which could 

be appreciated by any reader. By extrapolating the trends of past and present to 

create a fantastic future with universal application, he also found a solution to his 

creative dilemma, whilst elaborating on the theme of the individual within the 

system with particular reference to the dilemmas of the writer. This he 

accomplished by simultaneously presenting two pairs of related but opposing 

worlds through one narrator, the exiled Russian writer. There is the world of 

Munich in 1982 and its opposite at the same time, Sim Simych's Russian estate in 

Canada; there is the Moscow of 2042 and its shadow, the Soviet Union of 1922 - 

1982. These worlds show individuals in varying states of freedom, they also 

contain elements of the collective populace, and they demonstrate aspects of the 

powerful system at work. With their corresponding world-views, they create the 

tension in the novel between realism and the fantastic; the past and the future; the 

familiar and the marvellous. Each is presented to the reader through the time- 

travelling writer, and he it is who sets up the mechanism which suspends disbelief. 

The four worlds which Kartsev encounters in the course of the novel are 

crucial to Voinovich's strategy in writing for Russians whilst being dislocated from 

the theatre of activity. Starting with the Germany of 1982, he shows a society 

grounded in reality, but showing evidence of some interference from the future 

fantastic. It is a place with none of the dynamics of totalitarianism, rejoicing rather 

in personal liberty and freedom of movement, in family relationships and friends, in 

civilised beer gardens, in money and shops in which to spend it. It is drawn from 

the author's own experience, and is readily recognisable to the Western reader, 

although the Russian reader of the time may more willingly have identified the West 

in Kartsev's dream of the utopian future, where beautiful girls in tennis skirts eat 

dates and ice cream under a sunny sky, where shelves groan under the weight of 

free sausage and bananas, and exotic birds sing from the palm trees 53 

Kartsev is summoned from the pleasant and stable Munich by the exiled 

53 Moskva 2042, pp. 141-146; Moscow 2042, pp. 167-172. 
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writer Karnavalov to his estate in the depths of Canada. 54 This world is a sort of 

free-floating phial of immutable essence of the motherland, and it is also a world 

looking for somewhere to happen in future time and space to complete the cycle of 

history. Sim Simych has constructed a microcosm almost the opposite of Kartsev's 

Munich: more Russian than Russia, a retrospective empire with the writer as quasi- 

tsar. Ryan-Hayes suggests that Voinovich's treatment of Kamavalov is modelled 

on Solzhenitsyn's portrait of Stalin, demonstrating that `authoritarianism 

necessarily devolves into totalitarianism and that absolute power must corrupt those 

who wield it' S5 For a writer to hold sway over the minds of a people may herald 

freedom or may bring the danger of a cult of personality. Karnavalov's isolated 

subjects are allowed no freedom of movement, there is a crippling ideology and 

capital punishment, sex is used pragmatically on state orders, the food is execrable 

and alcohol is forbidden. Flashbacks show Karnavalov from the very start of his 

career, resembling many of the great icons of the Soviet era - Lenin, Stalin, 

Dzerzhinskii and Solzhenitsyn - who were loved because they had faith in 

themselves and their beliefs, and wanted nothing for themselves, or at least nothing 

that most people want, according to Viktoriia Shokhina. 56 So in one fantastic 

character and his world Voinovich combines elements of the traditional view of 

totalitarianism and the writer, with additional hints on the Russian ̀ national 

character'. Shokhina, in her article on Moskva 2042, suggests that the Russian 

people are by nature particularly unsuited to democracy, preferring idol-worship, 

being passive, infantile and dependent. This, she suggests, may be why Orthodox 

Christianity was so easily wiped out in 1917, it being easier to worship idols than 

one God. And what, she asks, could better demonstrate this tendency than the 

serious proposal to replace the statue of Iron Felix with one of Solzhenitsyn? 57 And 

what could do more credit to Voinovich's prophetic powers than a report which 

54 Moskva 2042, pp. 56-63; Moscow 2042, pp. 65-73. 
55 Karen Ryan-Hayes, `Vojnovii: 's Moskva 2042 as Literary Parody', Russian Literature, 36 
(1994), 453--480 (p. 460). 
56 Viktoriia Shokhina, `Vosemnadtsatoe briumera generala Bukasheva', Okiiabr', 3 (1992), 198- 
207 (p. 200). 
57 Shokhina, p. 201. 
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appeared in Kommersant in 1992? It stated that a certain Major- General Sterligov, 

addressing the Slavonic sobor, anathematised the `guzzling Communists, the 

sponging pluralists and [... J the Jews', 58 as if in imitation of Moskva 2042's 

Dzerzhin Gavrilovich. 

The third and fourth arenas for the study of human life are the future 

Moskorep and its retro-image, the Moscow of the Soviet years, rarely mentioned 

overtly, but nonetheless present. In these two reflecting worlds, the topics which 

usually delight the satirist's pen most - power, money and sex - exist in familiar 

forms, and, as might be expected, these natural impulses are subverted by the 

governing ideology. In 2042 society is governed by a system, all power being 

vested in the system and none in the individual. Power means access to privilege in 

the form of better housing, food and transport, the emblems of wealth are now 

plastic and excrement, and money is more or less meaningless in a world where 

dostat' is far more significant than kupit'. Sex is as fulfilling and fun in 2042 as 

Zalkind might have wished when he presented it as a regrettable diversion from 

building the Revolution 59 In Moskorep reproduction takes place under controlled 

conditions in an institute, and sexual provision is determined by status and has a 

manipulative function. 60 Kartsev finds out at first hand about the state control of 

what he had previously assumed to be an aspect of private life through his visit to 

the `palace of love' or state experimental Order-of-Lenin brothel. Having filled in 

the necessary forms at reception, he is shown to a room by an elderly dezhurnaia. 

In the room are a narrow bed, a plastic bucket, some inspiring sayings, a poster of 

the Genialissimus with his clothing ever so slightly awry, and pictures of dedicated 

workers in the field of sexual culture. He waits impatiently for someone to come 

along and `satisfy his needs', as the local jargon puts it, and is horrified to discover 

that, as an ordinary citizen of Moskorep, he is expected to satisfy his needs on a 

self-service basis - hence the plastic bucket 61 It is only his naivet6 which has led 

58 Shokhina, p. 201. 
59 Martin McCauley, The Soviet Union: 1917-1991,2nd edn (Harlow, Essex: Longman Group 
UK Limited, 1993), p. 131. 

60 Moskva 2042, pp. 256-260,170; Moscow 2042, pp. 312-317,201. 
61 Moskva 2042, pp. 158-164; Moscow 2042, pp. 187-193. 
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him to visit the brothel in the first place, since his status actually guarantees him the 

permanent sexual services of his minder, Iskrina. 

Utopias have always been set either somewhere else on earth, or on another 

planet, or in another time, and this one is no different. Here is a world which is 

different and yet the same, a parody of the familiar which in the tradition of utopias 

recognises society's defects and targets the human nature which is at the root of any 

abuse of power, whilst making merry at the expense of its institutions. By 

accelerating history Voinovich has come up with an indictment of the past and 

present, and a warning for the future. There is much that is familiar in this bizarre 

image: human nature, geography and history, and the place of the individual within 

the system, which is supposedly `served' by the writer who is himself struggling to 

serve the truth. Time travel and the elixir of life function as ̀ science' but the reader 

sees the fiction as essentially a satirical and allegorical comment on a familiar world. 

The key to the pretence lies with the narrator, the writer, who has lived 

through the old Soviet Russia and transforms it into a vision of the future. He 

stands at the centre of four microcosms: he grew up under Soviet history; now he 

stands apart from it in his German habitat; he has close links with the emigre 

community; and he travels to the future Russia on his Lufthansa aeroplane. He is 

the little man tossed on the tides of history, the outsider who yet belongs, the 

opponent of all that is rigid; the adversarial `fool' at court who argues the case for 

democracy. He calls into question whichever world he inhabits, and by his very 

presence exposes cant and hypocrisy. He is pursued through time by Sim's deep- 

frozen microcosm, which is capable of manifesting itself in any time and place as it 

struggles to find expression in the twenty-first century. The question Voinovich 

poses is whether the intervention of one satirist can change the course of history 

sufficiently to prevent a relapse towards empire and strong leadership. Writing 

elsewhere about the new Russia, Voinovich laments the fact that order and strength 

are often more attractive than democracy 62 Among Russians, he maintains, there 

has always been a tendency to link new ideas and movements with the name of a 

particular person, which tendency he calls izmofreniia. New prophets arise, to be 

62 `Idoly smutnogo vrcmeni', Novoe vremia, 3(1991), 46-47. 
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idolised and placed above criticism, unlike Western idols who come and go due to 

intense competition. Solzhenitsyn, whose hero Innokentii in V kruge pervom said: 

`for a country to have a great writer [... 1 is like having another government', 63 

had himself at that time become an icon and cult figure in exile, worshipped and 

protected by Vestnik RSKKhD and Russkaia mysl'. 64 This may not have been at 

his bidding or with his approval, the responsibility for any cult of the personality 

lying in three areas according to Voinovich: firstly, the Russian character's longing 

for a leader to solve all problems; secondly, the longing for a theory or `-ism' to do 

the same; and finally, the compulsion to try and transform an `-ism' into real life in 

the form of an unattainable utopia 65 He argues that democracy is not the tyranny of 

the majority as Solzhenitsyn suggests, but rather the political diktat of the majority, 

involving the competition of the most energetic 66 

In Moskva 2042 the narrator processes the images of four worlds to provide 

a universally relevant comment on totalitarianism. Whether Moscow reveres or 

abhors him hardly matters, for in the end it absorbs all that is different in him and 

sends him packing; his only hope is that those who read his account will heed his 

warning and take responsibility for the future. In a similar position to his narrator, 

Voinovich questions whether a rigid system and a willingly subservient populace 

will ever be able to tolerate the voice of the satirist, representing as it does a 

barometer of democracy. 

The Hierarchy of Writers 

In his next published work, Shapka, Voinovich returned to his Soviet 

experiences to present the theme of the writer in conflict with the system 67 The 

63 Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The First Circle, trans. by Michael Guybon (London: William Collins 

and Harvill Press, 1968), p. 436. This phrase is not included in the following edition: Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn, Sobranie Sochinenii, 15 vols (Vermont, Paris: YMCA Press, 1978), 2, p. 97. 
64'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 249. 
65 'lz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nik-uda', p. 254. 
66 'Idoly smutnogo vremeni', p. 47. 
67 `Shapka', in Khochu byt' chestnym (Moscow: Moskovskii Rabochii, 1989), pp. 211-295; The 
FurHat, trans. by Susan Brownsberger (London: Jonathan Cape, 1990). 
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inspiration for this povest' is recorded in Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, in which 

two elderly writers are overheard gossiping about the latest events, including the 

decision of the Writers' Union to distribute fur hats to its members according to 

rank. One writer, offended at only being offered a rabbit fur hat, goes home and in 

spite of the pleas of his wife writes a letter of resignation to the Writers' Union, 

makes long (presumably bugged) phone calls to his friends expressing his outrage, 

and finally collapses into bed. In the morning he sees things differently, decides he 

is fortunate to live in liberal times, and does not submit the letter, which his wife 

has anyway destroyed 68 

There are obvious parallels between Shapka and Gogol"s Shinel', and 

Voinovich initially prefixed the work with the words: `This fur hat was made from 

Gogol's overcoat. ' This, he explains, was an attempt to compare not himself, but 

the Writers' Union, with Gogol'. Akakii Akakievich, the clerk (chinovnik) made a 

coat according to his means, but the imaginative master stroke must go to the 

Writers' Union which hit upon the idea of making hats according to rank (chin) 69 

However, Voinovich does not deny that in Shapka his writing resembles Gogol"s 

in that each writer bases characters on himself, and the prototype for the `hero' in 

Shapka, troubled by petty ambitions, is none other than himself. 70 

While Voinovich was writing Shapka in 1987, the Soviet Union was 

entering a ferment of reform and reexamination of the past, from which the emigre 

writer was excluded. Many artistic achievements of the past were seeing daylight 

for the first time, and rising stars were jostling with desk-drawer writers in an 

attempt to catch the attention of a readership overwhelmed by a sudden wealth of 

material. Voinovich was not yet able to participate in these changes himself, and 

was thrown back on his experiences of Soviet life for the setting of Shapka, 

although the theme is universally applicable and particularly poignant for him at the 

time: that of a writer mortified by being deprived of the status he feels his due. 

In line with much of Voinovich's later writing, the narrator of Shapka is a 

68 Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, pp. 184-185. 
69 'la vernulsia by. . . ', p. 8. 
70 `Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 258. 
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writer, as is the `hero' -a certain Rakhlin who writes only about good and heroic 

people, hoping to present himself as a good person seeing only the good in life. 71 

His heroes' only adversaries are fire, flood and natural disaster, so he has no fears 

about censorship. His friend, the narrator of the povest' , has become more cynical 

from experience, and doubts that such ideologically pure and courageous people 

really exist. Rakhlin respectfully asks for literary advice from the narrator, who is 

tired of reading about good people but does not have the heart to destroy the 

writer's confidence. The only visible blemish on Rakhlin's conformist character is 

that his daughter has married a Jew and emigrated to Israel, but in the economy of 

Soviet power this is compensated for by the fact that his wife's lover is a 

particularly influential general. Rakhlin works assiduously to a formula, and turns 

out quantities of books by comparison with some of his colleagues. He hears that 

his colleague Baranov is to receive a rabbit fur hat from the Writers' Union, where 

hats are being distributed according to the rank of individual writers 72 Initially he 

feigns indifference, but pride will not let him rest until he knows what sort of hat he 

is deemed to deserve. In the queue writers gossip about the allocation of furs, and 

mysteriously it seems that a good political record and slavish production of 

quantities of ideologically correct books are not enough to guarantee a quality hat. 

Sure enough, at his interview with the director from the security organs he is 

allocated a hat made of `medium fluffy' domestic cat fur. 73 The rest of the story is 

devoted to Rakhlin's quest for the hat and the status which he feels he has earned. 

In the course of his struggle, the withholding of a suitable hat erodes his manhood, 

his work, his self-esteem, his identity, his sense of proportion and his sanity. 

Others explain that for a writer to conform passively is not sufficient to earn the 

approval of the system. Dynamic proactive promotion of the Communist ideology 

is required. 74 Disgusted, Rakhlin decides to write instead for a Western market, 

and becomes so outspoken that the West indeed begins to notice him and to give 

71 `Shapka', p. 211; The Fur Hat, p. 2. 
72 `Shapka', p. 229; The Fur Hat, p. 32. 
73 `Shapka', p. 243; The Fur Hat, p. 46. 
74 `Shapka', p. 268; The Fur Hat, p. 84. 
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him exposure as a leading dissident 75 And like Podoplekov in Tribunal he finds 

his reality transformed by a foreign press with an imperfect understanding of the 

circumstances. Eventually, his rage at being thwarted leads to a fatal stroke, and 

although, through his wife's influence, a hat of the finest deerskin is delivered to 

his deathbed, this brings satisfaction only to him. He dies triumphantly with the 

fruits of victory in his hands, but it will not escape the reader's notice that although 

he is vindicated in his own eyes he is also dead. 

Given that Shapka was written towards the end of the eighties after nearly a 

decade's absence from the scene by its author, it is interesting to note what a chord 

it struck with its Russian readership when it was published in Russia in 1989, 

being well accepted as a book and running successfully as a play for many years. 

Even the phrase ̀ medium fluffy domestic cat' (kot domashnii, srednei pushistosti ) 

passed into common parlance, appearing, for example, in slightly altered form in 

Izvestiia of 2 March 1996, as Lev domashnii, srednei pushistosti , 
in reference to a 

tame lion. 

Voinovich in his story captured the enduring essence of Soviet bureaucracy, 

and faithfully documented the twists and turns which are demanded of the 

individual in order to coax a response from the system. Whatever the political 

ideology and era, there is a distinctly Russian element evident within the dynamics 

of power, and Gogol' would have had no difficulty in identifying the setting. 

Further to this successful exercise of recognition, Voinovich demonstrates an 

exquisitely ironic self-awareness in this text; a further exploration of what he `might 

have become' had he allowed himself to be consumed by chagrin at his lack of 

recognition. In `Etiud' he had considered one of the options open to him as a writer 

in the West, and in Shapka he parodies what might have been had he either 

obediently followed the path of socialist realism or fully embraced the calling of 

dissident. Either way, his own frame of reference would have become irrelevant, 

and the individual would have been swallowed up within the system either of the 

Writers' Union or of the human rights movement. 

75 `Shapka', p. 275; The Fur Hat, p. 96. 
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Stupid Galileo 

The year after writing Shapka, whilst still in emigration, Voinovich wrote 

an allegory, `Skazka o glupom Galilee', significant in that it deals with questions of 

exile and of failure to belong both in time and space. 76 Published in Germany in 

1988, it is loosely connected with the historical figure of the astronomer Galileo. 

Voinovich sets the scene on a certain planet, in a certain state, in a certain kingdom, 

where people work hard, sow grain, smelt steel, dig coal, sing songs and attend 

meetings. 77 The last specification at least clearly indicates which state the author has 

in mind. But Galileo is immediately set apart from the mass of the people by 

shirking meetings to work in his observatory until he discovers that the earth is 

spherical and rotates on its axis around the sun. He is a man of non-conformist 

vision who speaks the truth and is believed by no-one, neither by his wife nor by 

the grand inquisitor whose conversation is reminiscent of that of the KGB agents in 

the Metropol' hotel. Doubts are cast on his sanity and on the relevance of his 

theory, and he is ostracised at work and socially. At length a personal case is called 

with all the usual ceremony and rhetoric, but Galileo refuses to recant 78 Deprived 

of all he ever held dear, he then sits in prison for years and congratulates himself on 

being right until at length his wisdom is acknowledged and he is rehabilitated in his 

old age. Tottering down the street on his release, he sees a small boy playing with a 

globe and proudly introduces himself as the wise man who first revealed that the 

earth was not flat. The boy is unimpressed and sings a ditty about stupid Galileo 

who proved his foolishness by being the first to speak the truth rather than speaking 

it at the right time. Galileo bursts into tears, reflecting that `his life had been in vain. 

Because, having discovered much that no-one knew before, it was only at the end 

of his life that he discovered the truth which other people grasp in childhood'. 79 

The story of Galileo meshes with the history of Soviet dissident literature 

76 `Skazka o glupom Galilee', pp. 139-142. 
77 `Skazka o glupom Galilee', p. 139. 
78 `Skazka o glupom Galilee', p. 141. 
79 `Skazka o glupom Galilee', p. 142. 
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since the astronomer may not have been alone in his understanding: indeed the 

inquisitor and all the small boys on the planet may secretly have acknowledged the 

spherical shape of the earth, not admitting it for reasons of ideological expediency. 

Galileo's problem, like that of the Soviet dissident writer, lies in feeling honour 

bound to express the truth whether or not he is asked, when everyone else knows 

the same truth but is expert at keeping quiet. The cost to Galileo is that he is not 

vindicated until he has lost his youth, family and freedom, while everyone else lives 

with the uncomfortable truth whilst at liberty with their loved ones. What has been 

gained if all that was needed was to wait for the earth to rotate enough times for the 

`right' time to come round, as it inevitably would? 

`Skazka o glupom Galilee' was written in 1988, when Russia was 

feverishly catching up with previously hidden literature, when the West was 

exclaiming in delight over everything Russian, and when Voinovich himself, 

passed over by the fickle fashions of glasnost', was realising in emigration that 

having been right is poor compensation for a lifetime's conflict. 

Like Galileo, Voinovich had suffered the consequences of speaking out first 

rather than at the fashionable time, saying what many others knew but chose not to 

express. In the late eighties things which had previously been unmentionable had 

suddenly become banalities, and writers by the score were pulling things out of 

desk drawers to be published and acclaimed. And he, Voinovich, having lost 

health, citizenship, home, relatives, pension, the right to a living and a voice, sat 

alone and largely ignored in emigration, suffering not only ideological and 

geographical exile but also the chronological exile of a man speaking ahead of his 

time. 

Return 

In 1989 Voinovich made his first return visit to Moscow, and in 1990 his 

citizenship was restored. At this time there was still great interest among the 

Russian intelligentsia and populace in the artistic works of the missing years of the 
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Soviet freezes, although readers were beginning to feel sated and were becoming 

distracted by the cares of the new market economy. The Chonkin books80 and 

Moskva 2042 81 were published in Moscow and there was a flurry of theatrical 

productions of Voinovich's works including Shapka, Moskva 2042 and Putem 

vzaimnoi perepiski. Reaction was divided between those who welcomed the 

satirical piquancy of his writing, and those who were already weary of free speech 

and were beginning to long for stability and respect for the old institutions. 

Returning late to the scene of literary ferment, Voinovich was aware of the 

ambiguity of his choice to maintain a home and family in Germany when some had 

taken the opportunity to return completely, and others had never left. Swept along 

on a tide of debate, tossed from peaks of adulation to troughs of hostility, 

Voinovich entered the fray with an energy born of a decade's frustration, 

temporarily forsaking satire for an engagement with the political problems of his 

country. Meetings and pub! itsistika became the order of the day for many writers, 

and in tune with the mood of the time, which had seen little change from the days of 

Soviet criticism, people were judged largely in terms of their past utterances and 

their relative moral purity. This was a time when old hurts and grievances were 

brought into the open, when old scores were settled, and justifications were 

offered. At the same time there was a spirit of utopianism in the land, and a 

renewed willingness to heed prophetic voices. There was a feeling that the writer 

could justifiably be engaged in arenas other than writing, and it is hardly surprising, 

then, that many writers sought to become prophets, however questionable their 

credentials. 

Gradually Voinovich effected his own rehabilitation, speaking with the 

voice of liberal reason, and reserving his satire for the extremist opponents of 

democracy. He moved from being a rebel with a cause, whose appeal lay mostly 

with the young, to being aligned with the moderates of his own generation, using 

his influence to oppose the army and totalitarianism. The `people' and the 

80 Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina (Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 
1990). 
81 Moskva 2042 (Moscow: Vsia Moskva, 1990). 
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intelligentsia welcomed him to their cause, although with the reservation that he 

must be grateful for their condescension because he still had a home in Germany 

and a past which was open to interpretation. At this time he penned many articles 

for the press, which without doubt reflected the mood of the time, but which lack 

the depth of thought or mastery of expression for them to be considered a very 

significant part of his oeuvre. In the next chapter, consideration will be given to 

Voinovich's expression of his political views, but for the purposes of gaining an 

overview of his work after 1980 just one piece of publitsistika will be considered 

here. 

This is an article which appeared in Izvestiia in 1992 entitled `Sila protiv 

nasiliia'. 82 In this, Voinovich demands the reader's agreement immediately by 

writing in the first person plural, deploring our toleration of violence in the world, 

describing peace as a wooden house in which other people sit around lighting 

bonfires, while we say that it is not our business. He cites examples of 

irreconcilable conflict in the world, warning that all injustice will inevitably touch us 

personally: be it terrorism, the problem of refugees, our loss of heritage and 

environment, or the activities of fanaticism. The many evil forces which exist may 

be working independently, but together they will destroy our world. 

To remedy this situation, he recommends a global system of defence against 

violence and the violation of human rights. He dismisses opposition to interference 

in internal affairs as politically-correct nonsense, stating that Saddam Hussein 

should be dealt with unequivocally. Critics may argue that violence should not be 

used against violence, but Voinovich, claiming to speak on our behalf, points to the 

difference between bandits and police, and laments the inability of the United 

Nations to police the bandits of the world. His solution is for the `civilised' 

countries to unite in defining civilised behaviour, and together to act as ̀ adults' 

taking care of any unruly `children' who fail to abide by that definition. 

Furthermore a powerful international court should put into effect political and 

economic sanctions. If such sanctions fail to act as correctives, the `uncivilised' 

rebels should receive a warning, after which a task force would be sent in to disarm 

82 `Sila protiv nasiliia', Izvestiia, 4 June 1992, p. 3. 
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the warring factions and to bring the killers to justice. After this the international 

body should have the option to take over the running of the troublesome country, 

which would be an admittedly expensive solution, but not as expensive as war and 

its consequences. Money and intellect should be rechannelled into preventing, not 

perpetrating war, and the world should unite to protect man, nature and life on 

earth. 

In this article Voinovich demonstrates a simplistic and strong-armed 

approach to global politics, summoning up utopian solutions to complicated issues 

with impassioned rhetoric and an unwillingness to define terms as well as to take 

into account the effects of power on human nature. There is little doubt that this 

type of publitsistika held considerable appeal for readers at a point in history where 

old certainties had evaporated and where an increased exposure to world issues 

brought an increased sense of instability. And yet to encounter Voinovich the 

satirist wielding the pen in a manner reminiscent of the rhetoric of political 

propaganda is unnerving, the more so since he seems to be speaking from within 

the establishment. Jung wrote that `we always require an outside point to stand on, 

in order to apply the lever of criticism' 83 This is as true for satire as for 

psychology, and it is possible to observe a dramatic shift in Voinovich's stance in 

the above article. He takes his position as a defender of democracy at the heart of 

his nation, speaking on the people's behalf as a pure Russian with a superior 

experiential knowledge of the world outside her borders. His choice of the first 

person plural is a claim to belong and to be allowed a voice in the new Russia, and 

answers critics who denied him this status upon his first return visit to Russia in 

1989. He had been particularly hurt by the comments of El'dar Riazanov, who was 

to have directed the film version of Chonkin, and who in an article had pigeon- 

holed Voinovich on the side of the rich and cruel, and himself on the side of the 

poor and noble 84 In `Sila protiv nasiliia' Voinovich leaps the gap from standing 

outside and applying the lever of criticism to the `folly, vice, and insolence' of his 

83 C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, ed. by Aniela Jaffe, trans. by R. and C. Winston 
(Glasgow: Collins, 19177), p. 274. 
84 V. Voinovich, `Otrezannyi lomot", Ogonek, 43 (1989), 7-8. 
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own country and its institutions, and instead turns from the inside out to castigate 

the wickedness of the rest of the world. His voice has become almost 

unrecognisable: instead of standing apart from society he claims to voice a collective 

impulse; the issues attracting his attention are no longer those of personal integrity 

but of global action; the non-conformist opponent of the system has become aligned 

with the new system of the democratic intelligentsia; the supporter of the free- 

thinking downtrodden individual has become the champion of a world police force. 

Furthermore, this didactic and prophetic stance has been acquired at the expense of 

his usual artistic craft. This is plain-speaking in a different mould from that of the 

fool, and whilst devotees of Voinovich the satirist may rub their eyes in disbelief, 

this choice of manner and subject was a deliberate decision by him and many other 

writers of the early 1990s to enter the political arena and engage directly with 

contemporary issues. The time for reading between the lines of books in plain paper 

covers had passed; for the moment many writers felt that Russia needed visionaries 

to explain the past, make sense of the present and give guidance for the future, and 

evidently Voinovich considered the times to be momentous enough to deserve 

unambiguous comment within readily accessible media. Warmly restating the above 

argument in an interview in 1996, Voinovich finished by conceding that the whole 

scheme could be classified as utopianism, 85 perhaps an indication of the change in 

political temperature brought about by four years of political disillusionment. 

Correcting Versions of the Past 

In the light of the developments at the time, Voinovich's next literary 

endeavour comes as no surprise, this being ̀ Delo no. 34840', a dense documentary 

update of the Metropol' incident of 1975. The hero of this work is no fictional 

writer-narrator, but is Voinovich himself in the first person: a member of the 

intelligentsia waging war by the pen with an unscrupulous system which will stop 

at nothing to harm the health, work and reputation of its opponents. In the opening 

paragraph he compares himself to the character in a Jack London story who is 

85 Appendix A, p. A15. 
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stoned by his fellow-tribesmen for insisting that white men sail in iron vessels, 

because his companions know for a fact that iron does not float. 86 Similarly, 

Voinovich's allegations of poisoning by the KGB in 1975 have not been 

universally believed because his story seems too fantastic to be true. The document, 

set in the bohemian world of Moscow's intelligentsia in the seventies, restates 

Voinovich's horror of ritual language and his belief in the imperative of personal 

integrity, and expands and modifies the story told earlier in `Proisshestvie v 

"Metropole"'. He states that two of his books have come true in real life, comparing 

the attack on Chonkin by the NKVD and the army with the attack on himself by the 

KGB and the generals and marshals. Similarly, he compares the censor's demands 

for Kartsev to delete Karnavalov in Moskva 2042 to the demands made in the 

eighties to delete Solzhenitsyn, the present-day Karnavalov, from the national 

consciousness. 87 He writes of the responsibility of every writer to be true, 

condemning writers such as Yevtushenko for acting as servants of the totalitarian 

regime 88 In `Delo no. 34840' he speculates on the methods and motives of the 

KGB in his alleged poisoning, describing it as a terrorist act carried out on the 

direct orders of Andropov with the intention of reprogramming him and turning him 

into a zombie, as he supposes must have happened previously to writers like 

Sholokhov and Gor'kii. 89 He catalogues cases of opponents of the regime being 

harmed or killed both in the Soviet Union and abroad. The effect of the poisoning 

on his writing he describes in the following way: `Before I was poisoned, it seemed 

to me that I was actively and successfully working on Chonkin, but for a long time 

after the incident at the "Metropol"' my work progressed significantly worse, I 

constantly lost the thread of the subject, I endlessly wrote and rewrote the same 

scenes, I was unable to settle on one version and in general I marked time for a lot 

longer than before. '90 The result of the poisoning he describes thus: `it must be 

admitted that in any case the KGB agents achieved what they set out to do. They 

86'Delo no. 34840', Znamia, p. 44. 
87 'Delo no. 34840' , p. 82. 
88 "Delo no. 34840', p. 83. 

89 'Delo no. 34840', pp. 85-86. 
90 'Delo no. 34840', p. 87. 
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wanted to prevent the completion of Chonkin, and one way or another they did 

prevent it. Eighteen years have passed since then, and the book is still not finished. 

Something has prevented me from finishing it. Although, I hope, no-one alien is 

living inside me, all the same I find that there is very little space for me inside of 

myself 91 He recounts his struggle to gain access to his files, a struggle which 

took him all the way to Yeltsin before he was told that his records had allegedly 

been destroyed. His motivation in trying to expose the facts, apart from a desire to 

bring the KGB `criminals' to justice, is that the affair has spoiled his reputation as 

an honest man 92 He concludes his account by telling how in May 1993, he 

attended a conference in Moscow entitled `The KGB, Yesterday, Today and 

Tomorrow'. On recounting his experiences to the conference delegates, he was told 

that such poisonings intended to cause brain damage were not uncommon, and that 

he probably escaped lightly by realising what was happening and taking evasive 

action. 93 Reacting against the mood which asks forgiveness for those who made 

mistakes in the past, he finishes his account with a call for the criminals to be 

brought to justice, arguing that mercy can only be shown to them once they have 

been apprehended. In another source, he claims to have heard that the two agents 

were punished by their superiors, not for what they did, but for having attracted 

international attention. 94 And he warns that the same KGB who protected the 

totalitarian regime is now `protecting' democracy, likening this to the Indian custom 

of keeping trained cobras at the bedsides of sleeping babies to guard their rest 95 

Critical response to `Delo no. 34840' was largely unenthusiastic, although it 

was conceded that Znainia was politically justified in printing it. An article in 

Literaturnaia gazeta regretted the widespread retrospective attention paid to the 

KGB, saying that Voinovich's story is boring, his allegations of poisoning cannot 

be proven, and that such prosaic events cannot be made into a fable, serving only to 

91 'Delo no. 34840', p. 87. 
92 `Delo no. 34840', p. 97. 
93 'Delo no. 34840', pp. 117-118. 
94 `Kak eto delalos", p. 133. 

95 'Delo no. 34840', p. 120. 
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agitate the writer and bore the reader. 96 Another critic, whilst not unsympathetic to 

Voinovich, contrasted the work unfavourably with Chonkin, noting that it is driven 

by revenge, which weakens the artistic effect and changes the author into a 

pamphleteer with an interest in petty details 97 In the context of the times in which it 

was written, when past history was being reviewed and analysed, it is perhaps 

understandable that Voinovich should have felt compelled to tell the story in every 

detail, and it is conceivable that the withholding of it could have arrested his further 

creative development. The very real long-term hurt done to the writer is evidenced 

by his tone throughout, as he harangues the reader with phrases such as `to those 

who are interested in the truth I will say [... ]', as though anticipating disbelief. 98 

like Antisovetskii Sovetskii Soiuz, this work may be seen as an unavoidable 

expression of injured innocence and outrage at the murky dealings of the seventies, 

but the document itself seems to be proof that, by whatever means, the KGB did 

indeed temporarily change the course of his literary purpose. 

Allegories 

A cycle of political allegories followed a few years later, when Voinovich 

was already well on the way to rehabilitating himself into new Russian society. 

These stories, about the progress of a revolutionary ship towards a bright future, 

seek to interpret history, assess current trends and warn against extending them into 

the future. The first two `Skazochki o parokhode'99 tell of a boat seized by pirates, 

and setting sail for the distant land of Limoniia. There are too many passengers, so 

many are thrown overboard along with their books. The map is also accidentally 

thrown out, but with the guidance of the magician Karla Maria there should be no 

problem. The journey is long and difficult, captains come and go, books are written 

which later fuel the boilers, songs are sung and different navigational strategies are 

96 P. B. 'Komitet gosudarstvennoi besovshchiny', Literaturnaiagazeta, 9 April 1994, p. 4. 
97 N. Klimontovich, 'Ot "romana-anekdota" k knige-dokumentu', Kolnmersant Daily 1994,2 
April 1994, p. 14. 
98 'Delo no. 34840', P. 70. 

99 'Skazoehki o parokhode'. Nedelia, 2 (1990), 20-21. 
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tried. All to no avail, since nobody knows which way is back nor which is 

forward. However, with the arrival of the last captain glasnost' breaks out, and 

although the passengers have no idea where they are going, they at least have the 

satisfaction of talking about the problem. 

The second story parodies the rhetoric of the voyage, while `Tret'ia skazka 

o parokhode' is a damning indictment of Russia in the early nineties as a country 

lacking the ideology to join the rest of the world in working for a living, instead 

seeking instant solutions to her economic problems. '00 

To an outsider, or to certain liberal elements within Russia this satire must 

surely have been an amusing exercise of recognition, but to those lamenting the 

passing of the Soviet empire it must have smacked of treacherous blasphemy, 

particularly coming as it did from a writer choosing to spend much of his time in 

Germany: the country of the former enemy now donating hand-outs to the 

economically-stricken St. Petersburg. 

The three tales reappeared in a volume of collected works in 1994, as did a 

number of other short pieces, some of them written some time previously and many 

of them allegorical or philosophical in nature. These include `Skazka o 

nedovol'nom', 10 1 the story of a difficult and ungrateful dissident seen through the 

eyes of the security organs, and `My luchshe vsekh', 102 reflections on the Soviet 

need to be better than the rest of humanity, even if that meant having to be best at 

being worst. 

The volume also includes a short ̀ Roman': a story within a story of a 

narrator recounting the tragedy of a Russian emigre writer, his wife and her 

lover. 103 The lover is the writer's best friend, an artist, and the love triangle is 

unresolvable, since none can live without both the others. Finally they all poison 

themselves in an elegant ritual at the artist's studio. The narrator's publisher sends 

for him and points out with some embarrassment that he has already written and 

100 'Tret'ia skazka o parokhode', (iz tsikla'Skazki dedushki Volodi'), Stolitsa, 21 (1991), 57-63. 
101 'Skazka o nedovol'nom', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 4, p. 417. 
102 'My luchshe vsekh', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 4, p. 419. 
103 'Roman', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 4, p. 460. 
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published this story two and half years ago. It has taken a further two and half 

years to write again. The narrator is horrified, having no recollection of the story. 

He resolves to see his doctor, but in the morning decides not to bother because he 

has just had a brilliant new idea for a plot about a love triangle, which should only 

take a couple of years to write. 

This brief tragedy expresses something of the fearful costliness of the 

writer's profession in terms of his total absorption in his work and his search for a 

new theme. Written in 1984, at a time when Voinovich was just beginning to work 

again after the initial shock of emigration, this story perhaps expresses something 

of the writer's fear of repeating himself as he searches in his past for unexploited 

memories to mine for plots. Combined with his conviction that the KGB had 

damaged his mental capacity in some way, this nightmare scenario of spending 

valuable years in aimless repetition must have seemed a haunting possibility. 

In the same volume of collected works appear more short works written in 

the eighties: a short romance in the form of personal small advertisements; 104 and a 

selection of poems including a whimsical piece on the fickleness and tenacity of 

nostalgic historical memory. '°5 

In 1991, during the process of his self-rehabilitation into the Russian 

intelligentsia, Voinovich had published a short parable in both the Guardian and 

Literatumaiagazeta entitled in Russian `Tsob-tsobe'. 106 These are the words of 

command given to yoke oxen in Russia, and the parable tells of the breaking of 

these beasts and of their complete submissiveness so long as everything is orderly 

and predictable. Voinovich spells nothing out, but seems to be drawing parallels 

with human lives spent in docile service of the system. Life may be spent in 

peaceful response to the demands of the driver, providing everyone remains in their 

allotted place. However, as soon as any element within the system changes 

position, whether for good reasons or simply for the sake of it, chaos ensues and 

carts are overturned. 

104 'Uspekh', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 4, p. 463. 
105 'Chudo', Maloe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 4, pp. 472-475. 
106 'Tsob-tsobe', Literaturnaiagazeta, 5 June 1991, p. 12; `Left Hand, Right Hand', Guardian, 24 
January 1991, p. 23. 
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In the same edition of Literaturnalagazeta Voinovich had also published 

`Novaia skazka o golom korole'. 107 The theme of Hans Christian Andersen's story 

had appeared earlier in his thinking, when he warned against ideas becoming 

ossified by dogmatism. '°8 In the later version the story applies to a king who has 

gone naked for seventy years while demonstrations have been held to affirm the 

magnificence of his clothes. The little boy should have learned to keep quiet like 

everyone else who had learned to express their opinions by opposite meaning - an 

art which became highly developed during the seventy-year reign. Reactionary 

writers hyped up the king's clothes, declaring them the best in the world, and were 

ignored. Progressive writers wrote exactly the same, and readers fell about 

laughing, and made copies of their books to circulate. Meanwhile, the king was 

beginning to suffer from the exposure, but nothing could be done lest people 

should realise that he had been naked before. At length came glasnost', but the 

people were too wise to speak the truth immediately. The king was cold and ill and 

wished that a small boy could be found who would tell the truth, but all the small 

boys had learned their lesson. So the king took matters into his own hands, 

shouting `The king is naked'. Everyone fled in case they were called as witnesses, 

but eventually hundreds of small boys joined the chorus, and at last everyone really 

could say what they thought. The king was still naked because no suitably grand 

material could be found to clothe him, but it was no longer any fun to talk about his 

magnificent regalia. In fact, life had become boring; nothing had really changed, but 

an opportunity for satire had been lost. 

This allegory is a fairly transparent rendering of the Soviet years, and 

reveals the satirist's enjoyment in shooting at protected and ridiculous targets. The 

rigidity of the belief structure fooled no-one, and the only real victim was the 

ideology itself: manifestly ill-equipped to deal with reality. 

107 'Novaia skazka o golom korole', Literaturnaiaga eta, 5 June 1991, p. 12. 
108 '0 sovremennosti i istorii', p. 231. 
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New Satires 

With the coming of glasnost' the problem for the satirist lay in finding new 

targets since the old certainties had crumbled and the sacred cow had become an 

endangered species. For Voinovich himself the exercise was to involve a careful 

sifting of the life of the new Russians to ascertain which elements had evaporated 

under the new order, and which had remained constant. The stable factors in 

Russian life, the ones which Gogol' would have recognised, could then become the 

targets of a new satire. 

This path of exploration was to lead Voinovich back to satirical writing in 

the form of a serialised sitcom, `Novye russkie', after a period of some five years 

during which he had been active primarily within the political arena. At the same 

time that his public profile had been engaged in analysing the politics of the past, 

present and future, he had also behind the scenes been working on `Zamysel', a 

philosophical and biographical book reflecting his quest for self-knowledge. These 

complementary works, `Novye russkie' and `Zamysel', revealing respectively the 

outer and inner worlds of the writer, are a further demonstration of the versatility of 

a writer living in rapidly changing times and drawing on every possible source. 

The opening scene of `Novye russkie' is set at Sheremetevo-2, where an 

American by the name of Philip Philip arrives with the aim of marrying a certain 

Klava who has advertised her full-figured charms and her availability in a 

magazine. At the airport he has a chance meeting with Georgii Akulov, whose 

name, reminiscent of shark (akula) alerts the reader, but not the American, to his 

predatory potential. Akulov, the young president of a firm called `New Russians', 

smilingly takes Philip Philip into his care, and it is through him that the visitor is 

exposed to the Russian view of the world. The ubiquitous television set provides a 

linking device to the plot: it is at the airport; on top of a coffin in a hearse; there are 

several in each flat, including one playing videos from Soviet times to soothe an old 

woman, disorientated by the subject matter of her daughter's Japanese set. In 

another flat a programme is being produced for television, showing six year-old 
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Dasha speaking in front of her approving parents of her ambition to become a 

wealthy prostitute. 

As in Moskva 2042, Voinovich presents his hero as a traveller from another 

place. Unlike Kartsev, Philip has never lived in the old Russia, but he has studied 

enough Russian to have gathered preconceived ideas, and his wide-eyed approach 

to the new Russians with their equally naive misconceptions about the West 

provides the necessary ostranenie for successful satire. Voinovich maintained, 

speaking about `Novye russkie', that life in the Russia of the mid-nineties was an 

even more fertile field for satire than in Soviet times. He likens the situation of the 

satirist in the new Russia to that of a writer on a cruise ship, used to observing the 

passengers and writing stories about them, but finding that the ship is the Titanic at 

the point of sinking. Story writing would be inappropriate, and must cede to 

reporting of events, hence the writing of Novye russkie which reports a situation in 

a constant state of flux. Like particles passing through a sieve, the trivia of life pass 

through, but the major elements remain, revealing how characters survive whatever 

the circumstances. 109 In an interview in 1995, Voinovich commented on the 

impossibility of writing adequately about contemporary life because it changes too 

fast, saying that only television is capable of grasping life today. I 0 The series was 

as contemporary as it is possible to be, and with life in a state of rapid transition 

Voinovich had sometimes to change the details even as the episodes went to press. 

However, some things remained unchanged, and these particularly Russian ways 

of expressing normal human vices and follies are the features which Voinovich 

sought to sift out and bring into focus for the reader's amusement. Details such as 

changes in life-style and fashion have been retained for superficial recognition and 

grounding, but more deep-seated tendencies are ruthlessly exposed and interrogated 

by the satirist. The reader sees deceit and corruption, xenophobia mingled with an 

obsessive Americanisation of life, institutionalised thuggery, a declining 

infrastructure, the same double-speak built on a new ideology, and the usual mutual 

109 Appendix A, p. A16. 
110 'Chonkin i Voinovich poshli po miru', interview by Irina Khmara, Komsomol'skaia pravda, 
19 October 1995, p. 4 
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incomprehension between the generations. Binding all these elements together is the 

television in every room, replacing the icon corner and the inspiring propaganda, 

heralding a new world and spreading abroad the gospel of self-gratification to each 

new Russian citizen. Only the old woman watching her own special time-warp 

documentary on the Ussuriisk tiger is unmoved by its clamour on behalf of Western 

condoms and confectionery. 

Unveiling the Grand Design 

Whilst charting the external lives of the new Russians, with whom he can 

hardly deny fraternity, in the satirical `Novye russkie', Voinovich was also 

working on an exploration of his inner world in the autobiographical `Zamysel', 

and the two works may, perhaps, be linked by a short story which successfully 

combines the satirical and the autobiographical. `Zhizn' i perezhivaniia Vovy V', 11 I 

published in Andrei, a men's magazine in 1995, begins with a lengthy preamble 

justifying the author's decision to write for a pornographic magazine and lamenting 

Russian prudishness. He claims to see nothing harmful in pornography, suggesting 

that it may prove educational for youngsters and may help them to avoid the 

hypocrisy of the older generation, who were damaged by their upbringing. He then 

introduces a series of five episodes in the sexual adventures of a certain young 

Vova V. who, unsurprisingly, shares many biographical details with Voinovich. 

The first stirrings of Vova's curiosity come at the age of ten, and continue with 

increasingly tantalising discoveries about girls, culminating in a promising 

relationship with a local woman whilst he, aged twenty, is on military service in 

Poland. Distributed, as the story is, among the pages of a pornographic magazine, 

and hinting throughout at a satisfactory culmination to Vova's researches, it is a 

masterly stroke of humorous subversion of the genre for Voinovich to end the tale 

by having his hero unexpectedly shipped back to Russia on the very eve of a 

carefully planned mutual seduction scene. The story works as satire and 

111 'Zhizn' i perezhivaniia Vovy V', Andrei: russkii zhurnal dlia muzhchin, 6 (1995), 20-27,124- 
128. 
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autobiography, failing dismally only in the area of its pornographic content which, 

considering its publication context, adds to its satirical success. 

`Zamysel', a blend of similar elements but published in the rather more solid 

Znamia at the end of 1994, appeared also in the fifth volume of Voinovich's 

collected works in 1995. This reflective work draws together the threads of his 

autobiography and philosophy with special reference to his hero Chonkin, and 

presents a picture of the writer beset by conflict in his relationship with the people 

he purports to represent and with the system, struggling with every fibre of his 

being to fulfil his destiny. As far back as 1984 he had written that `every individual 

should try to understand the zamysel which lies within him', 112 and this theme of 

the grand design for each person's potentiality had surfaced from time to time in 

interviews, and had remained with him in his private writing for more than a decade 

before coming to publication. 113 Speaking to Tat'iana Bek in 1991, he described 

the work in progress as memoirs mixed with fantasy, a blend of the philosophical 

and literary, showing man as the design of God, God having placed a design for 

fulfilment in the mind of each person, demanding a response. l la Voinovich likens 

himself to God in relation to his fictional hero, and wonders whether Chonkin will 

follow the plan which he has for him, although he feels that neither he nor the 

soldier is willing to submit fully to the zamysel of their lives. 

To date, only about one tenth of `Zamysel' relates to Chonkin's story, so 

this is not yet the third part of the roman-anekdot, and the soldier's fate has not yet 

been settled. Speaking about `Zamysel' in advance of its publication, Voinovich, 

having mentioned the frustration of shooting at moving targets in the rapidly 

changing new Russia, explained: `I have decided to abandon the ship of 

contemporaneity and to drown in the past. I am now writing some sort of strange 

kind of memoirs. ' 115 This many-faceted work does indeed contain memoirs, the 

strangeness of the project being in the inter-leaving of them with episodes of 

112 Hosking, in The Third Wave, p. 151. 
113 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', pp. 245-261. 
114 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 259. 
115 "Intellektual'nyi peizazh - 92. Mad pod sosnoiu', Moskovskie Novosti ,5 January 1992, 
pp. 22-23. 
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Chonkin's story, reflections on zamysel and other philosophical concerns, and 

accounts of Voinovich's health, in addition to a text within the text representing the 

memoirs of a female writer with a colourful past. It is made up of ninety-five 

fragments, the average length of which is two and a half pages in the volume of 

collected works. Some 17% of the material has previously been published 

elsewhere, although not always in exactly the same form. Nearly 70% of the book 

is written in the first person singular, confirming a trend in the writer's 

development. Before emigration, only `V Kupe' and Ivan'kiada were written in the 

first person, but thereafter there was an increase in Voinovich's narrative voice and 

first-person expression, corresponding in the early nineties with a decrease in 

satirical content, and culminating in the rash of articles, publitsistika and `Delo No. 

34840'. 

Voinovich prefaces ̀Zamysel' by setting out his philosophy in relation to 

the title. 116 Namely, that in the beginning was the word. The word was God in 

whatever sense the reader chooses. Whoever is behind creation, everyone carries 

his own zamysel in the form of an internalised riddle or enigma. Some people may 

not suspect its existence, and like grain in a sack, it may never sprout and grow. 

Some may believe in it, but misread it and make it their life's work to play the violin 

when they should have chosen skittles. The book has many layers, and is about the 

author, who initially allowed himself to develop passively, became bored, began to 

look into himself and solved the riddle of his zamysel as far as possible. It tells of 

how he tried to follow his calling and why he diverged from it, of what he wanted 

to say and to whom, of the zamysel which resulted in the soldier Chonkin, and of 

how this led to certain unpredictable turns of fate. The resulting circumstances 

influenced the development of a general and private zamysel , leading to this book, 

which Voinovich will continue to write for the rest of his life in an attempt to 

explain himself to others and others to himself. The work, he declares, is of no 

particular genre, parts of it being self-contained and other parts depending on each 

other, all of them having been written simultaneously and complementing each 

other. The book is not a river with a source and estuary, but a lake which may be 

116 'Zamysel', Maloe sobranie sochinenii , vol. 5, pp. 6-7. 
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entered from any side. The start of the book may be transferred elsewhere, and the 

end is not planned. The last word written by the author in this life will become the 

last word in this book. 

In line with this explanation, the book is like a mosaic, forming an effect 

when viewed overall which cannot been seen from close quarters. The author is 

masterly in juxtaposing episodes to maintain the tension of the text, interspersing 

mild musings with rapid action, and gentle satire with rage. The picture which is 

built up is of a genuine human life, full of normal inconsequentiality but feeling its 

way resolutely towards meaning, overcoming difficulties although sometimes 

overwhelmed by them, experiencing both triumphs and confusion, intuitions of 

enlightenment and moments of meaninglessness. 

Approximately 7% of the text is devoted to the story of his heart attack in 

1988 in the woods near Stockdorf, and his subsequent hospitalisation, treatment 

and awareness of mortality. This is material to the text since it was on the point of 

losing consciousness that Voinovich's zamysel came to him clearly. l 17 

Much of the work consists of unchronological memoirs, approximately 

19% covering his ancestry, family and childhood, including evacuation during the 

war. Another 34% cover his adult memories, firstly as a young man moving to 

Moscow in search of a career as a writer, leading to the events culminating in 

emigration, the isolation of emigration, and reflections on the Soviet Union and 

contemporary Russian life. 

A further 18% of the mosaic is made up of correspondence, most of it being 

a fictitious subtext in the form of a manuscript purporting to come from a certain E. 

Barskaia -a woman with a lively recall of her interesting sexual history. She 

recounts her memoirs in graphic language with which Voinovich affects to take 

issue, but which she justifies on the grounds of art reflecting life. 118 Her life has 

had its moments of excitement as well as tragedy, her writing is sexually frank, and 

the text adds light relief to the whole. Voinovich claims that her role in the book is 

to reveal all the secrets of his own soul, adding that sometimes it is easier for a male 

117 'Zamysel', p. 8. 
118.7amysel', p. 12. 
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writer to express himself through a female character because of the distance 

gained. 119 

The origins and development of Chonkin's tale occupy 11% of the work, 

but these chapters focus mainly on the peripheral characters and on Niura, barely 

including the soldier. This is perhaps unsurprising, since Chonkin, who has always 

been passive, in emigration has become quite mute. 

Voinovich tells of the frustrations of trying to write about Chonkin in the 

years leading up to emigration since life was difficult, interruptions were frequent 

and there were always letters of protest to write. His first attempt to write about him 

was set in 1956 upon his release from camp. Chonkin sets off for Krasnoe and 

even gets within sight of Niura's hut, but he gets no further because Voinovich is 

constantly interrupted. 120 

The writer tells of the conversation he overheard in 1958 which first 

inspired him to write the story of Vania and the postwoman. 121 In this early version 

their passion lasts only one night before his squadron leaves, but she is sure that he 

will return. 122 She hears nothing from him, and out of frustration she starts to 

make up letters and delivers them to herself. These letters become increasingly 

moving and heroic until she believes in them herself, and by the end of the war her 

Vania has become a Hero of the Soviet Union and a colonel. She goes regularly to 

the station with the other women to look for their men coming home, but eventually 

she receives a letter from herself informing her of the heroic death of her husband. 

She has a photo made of herself and Vania from a little snapshot which he left, and 

has him dressed in the appropriate uniform with his medals. It does not look much 

like either of them, but she is pleased. 

This original story about the `colonel's widow' was lost, but it yielded 

Niura. Her lover took longer to invent, but Voinovich remembered seeing a soldier 

in Poland who was being dragged along under a cart by the horse's reins. Later he 

119 V. Voinovich in conversation with R. Farmer, 18 March 1996. 
120'Zamysel', pp. 21,24. 
121 'Zamysel', p. 46. 
122 '7amyse1', p. 52. 
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saw the same soldier with a bandaged head driving the cart. His name was 

Chonkin. 123 

Chonkin's next appearance in `Zamysel' is in the forest, where he is hiding 

with Svintsov. 124 They are hungry, cold and unshaven, and in the distance they see 

tanks hurrying to rescue Chonkin. They come across a wild man who claims to be 

Golitsyn awaiting the end of Bolshevik rule. Chonkin and Svintsov live with him 

for a while in his den, Chonkin thinking that if Niura was here he would be 

perfectly happy for life. But one day he is captured by partisans and put in a 

detachment commanded by Revkin's widow. 

The story of Aglaia Revkina's widowing is the last thread of the roman- 

anekdot to be told in this work. 125 It happens by her own hand as she destroys the 

Dolgov power station to foil the approaching German troops. Her husband lays the 

explosives for her, and with a cry of `Your country will not forget you! ' she blows 

up the power station, the Germans and Revkin, taking refuge herself under a table. 

Apart from a few anecdotes, the remaining 10% of `Zamysel' is devoted to 

fragments of Voinovich's philosophy, most of them no more than one page in 

length. He pronounces himself never to have been a believer, admits to 

experiencing fear in the face of death, but has no illusions about the world being 

unable to continue without him, having been aware of his own mortality since the 

age of nine, when fleeing from the Germans. 126 He believes that instinct and 

intuition are more reliable guides than intellect, a genius being an instinctive creature 

but an intellectual having a weak sense of instinct. 127 He describes life as being 

rather like travelling on a train with different classes of accommodation, going from 

nowhere to nowhere. 128 Some passengers fall overboard before their time, but the 

same fate awaits all, since all will grow weak eventually and fall from the train. 

Meanwhile the only thing to do is to eat, drink and be merry whilst battling for 

123 'Zamysel', p. 83. 
124 '7amysel', p. 138. 
125 '7amysel', p. 199. 
126 '7amysel', pp. 40,83,84. 
127.7amysel', p. 97. 
128 'Zamysel', p. 185. 
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better places. This metaphor is surprisingly weak, since surely, even in the 

turbulent new Russia, it is unusual for all the passengers to fall overboard in the 

course of a journey. 

Finally the last chapter of the book is reached, called `Zhizn' posle zhizni', 

wherein Voinovich is discharged from hospital and undergoes a fantastic 

experience. 129 Thinking of the many roles he has fulfilled in his life, and rejoicing 

in being a normal man in normal clothes, he walks down the hospital corridor with 

his wife and finds himself confronted by Soviet customs officials in a sort of 

airport. They want to confiscate Chonkin from his suitcase, but he loses interest 

because he sees himself at a bus stop as a young child. He is with his parents, and 

friends, real and fictional, come to greet him. He is distracted by a series of 

apparitions of himself at different stages and in conflict with himself. But the one 

thing he is sure of is that he must become a writer. People from his life and 

characters from books continue to throng around the bus stop, and when the bus 

comes Voinovich sits behind the wheel and Chonkin takes up the reins. They take 

off from Sheremetevo, gaining height, and Voinovich declares that the time has 

come to put a full stop or a row of full stops since everybody's zamysel will 

continue to the end of their life. 

Zolotonosov, in his review of `Zamysel', suggests that in the same way as 

Lidiia Ginzburg saw Levin as Tolstoi minus his genius and his literary profession, 

so Chonkin must equal Vladimir Voinovich minus his literary profession. He asks 

what will become of Voinovich in a commercial world with no taboos to break, 

since all the fun of his satire and Chonkin's plain speaking was, consciously or not, 

in the game of hide and seek with the system. 130 

If Chonkin equals Voinovich minus his literary profession, then Voinovich 

must surely equal Chonkin plus a literary profession: that is, an articulate Chonkin. 

It is indeed difficult to visualise a future in the new Russia for such a being. But 

Voinovich, whilst being true to the inner essence of Chonkin, resembles him only 

in the way that an adult resembles the child he once was, having learned many hard 

129'Zamysel', pp. 239-246. 
130 Mikhail Zolotonosov, `Voinovich - plius', Moskovskie novosti, 24 (1995), 18. 
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lessons in adaptability from the rapidly changing world he has inhabited. 

Voinovich's own zamysel has always given him something to express, and in this 

work, still very much in progress, he has embarked on a journey of exploration of 

what began as a very ordinary Soviet life in 1932. He resists the temptation to 

organise his life retrospectively into a pattern and simply paints it as he remembers 

it, with all its inconsequentiality. He invites the reader to share in the sensation that 

events are always more random and complicated in their inception than the 

storyteller might wish, and that actions may have delayed repercussions in 

unforeseen times and places. His theme is that of an ordinary man living in 

extraordinary times, striving to respond naturally to unnatural happenings and to be 

true to his inner imperative: to write. The sense of mild confusion for both writer 

and reader is compounded by the inter-weaving of fictional and real-life characters, 

the latter being no more stable or predictable than the former due to the changes 

which time and circumstance bring. Voinovich himself passes through many phases 

in the course of the work, each one revealing different facets of his character, and 

he is able to look back on all these manifestations of himself with the equanimity of 

hindsight, rather as if browsing through old photographs of long-forgotten friends. 

The process of creating ̀Zamysel' and ̀Novye russkie' continues against 

the background of an evolving society. Whether Voinovich's words will be read 

now or whether, like Chonkin, they will have to lie dormant before beginning their 

battle with time is a question which the years alone can answer. Whatever the 

answer, it is unlikely that Voinovich will stop writing, whether or not he has the 

present approval and appreciation of a readership or of the system. 
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States of Exile 

Individualism 

Finding a Voice 

Censorship 

The Writer: Satire and Dissidence 

How Chonkin Spoiled the Life of the Author 

Emigration 

REINTEGRATION: 

Settling Scores and Dealing with Criticism 

Engagement with Politics 

The Future of Russian Literature 

The Fool, Galileo and Voinovich 

The Future for Voinovich 

States of Exile 

Every satirist is to some extent intrinsically an exile because he must stand 

aside from the official version of his society. The trajectory of Voinovich's career 

and life may be seen as a series of states of exile: ideological, chronological and 

physical. These phases developed as steps along a path which offered no real 

choice in the light of steps already taken. When the young Voinovich became a 

writer his highly developed sense of reality and of self caused an instinctive reaction 

against uncritical conformity, creating a state of tension between him and the 
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monologistic ideological system. This led to a position of ideological alienation 

from the organising literary community, driving him into a cycle of ever more 

satirical expressions of reality, so chronologically incompatible with the ossified 

doctrine of socialist realism that the system eventually ceased to tolerate him and 

forced his departure. For a decade he worked in a state of ideological, chronological 

and physical exile before reintegrating himself into a Russia much changed in his 

absence. 

Individualism 

By profession and birth a self-made intellectual, but by experience a 

relatively uneducated worker, Voinovich, even had he wished to, could hardly have 

fitted snugly into any group, and perhaps his unique talent is due in part to his 

having to create a portable universe with its own frame of reference to accompany 

him through life. Much of his work deals with the struggle of hero or heroine to 

avoid disempowerment by being too thoroughly integrated into their given society, 

whether this be Samokhin's building site, the fantastic worlds of Moskva 2042 and 

`Vladychitsa', or the dissident culture which swallows up the heroes of Tribunal 

and Shapka. The universe which he inhabited in emigration is perhaps more 

cosmopolitan than that which Solzhenitsyn took into exile and it has served a 

different purpose, sustaining Voinovich's personal identity whereas Solzhenitsyn's 

has related more to his identity as an exiled Russian. 

Voinovich's background has produced a deep regard for the ordinary 

people, whom he believes to be more likely guardians of honesty and self-respect 

than the intelligentsia, of whom he writes: `I have never seen such mass hypocrisy, 

dissimulation and lying as I have come across among the intelligentsia'. ' It has also 

resulted in a complex and individual world view from a man described by 0. Grotte 

as having `the hands of a worker, the head of a lion and the look of a thinker' .2 

I 'Sovest' naroda7', Kul'tura, 12 December 1992, p. 3. 
2 0. Grotte, `Dissident ponevole', Russkaia mysl', 27 February 1975, p. 3. 
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Finding a Voice 

Voinovich began his career at a time when a new sincerity in literature was 

officially demanded. Typically for the time and for a young engineer of souls, he 

began with poetry before turning to slightly sceptical anti-Romantic stories, whose 

distinguishing feature was that they raised uncomfortable questions, particularly 

about the place of the individual within society. It was the imperative to find a voice 

which drove Voinovich on, even when conflict with the establishment critics led to 

his gagging by the state. 

In `Zamysel' it becomes clear that at least part of Voinovich's aim in writing 

has been to express himself through his characters, a view confirmed by his 

statement that he is to some degree present in all of them, `even in Bor'ka the 

hog' .3 Reflecting in 1975 on the start of his career, Voinovich spoke of feeling that 

he needed to find a voice, without being sure of what he wanted to express, 4 and he 

describes literary talent as ̀ above all the ability to write the truth' .5 He describes his 

impulse for expression as a need `to be myself, whatever', which he sees as ̀ the 

social duty of the writer', claiming that for a writer to `disregard himself in favour 

of social interests [... ] is harmful for the writer and unhelpful to society' .6 So here 

was a writer who, from the start, felt that his personal fulfilment and wider social 

commitment could only be served by expressing the truth, as he saw it, about 

himself and his place in society. 

Censorship 

Driven to express himself through the written word and the corresponding 

desire to be published, Voinovich inevitably had to come to terms with the long, 

inhibiting shadow of the censor's scissors and with the fear of being silenced. 

3 `Vsia sotssistema vyrosla na vtorichnom produkte', interview by O1'ga Spirina, 7auunia iunosti, 
20 May 1992. 
4 '1 am a Realist', p. 49. 
5 'Tni portreta', Voprosy literatury, 4 (1993), 178-198 (p. 187). 
6 `O sovremennosti i istorii', p. 228. 
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Because a cloak of silence enveloped the past, whole generations of writers were 

unable to live and create fully since, as Anatolii Pristavkin expresses it, they were 

deprived of the oxygen of their heritage and `years were spent grasping things 

which should have been known from birth'? 

In an environment where momentous events were stifled by total silence and 

where to deny people their voice was the most efficient way of removing them, it is 

little wonder that Voinovich dwells in his work on the power of words and the fear 

of becoming mute. Even though an individual may shout out in protest, his cries, 

like Grinka's in `Vladychitsa', may be drowned by cheers of insincere adulation 

from the crowd. Even though he may speak the truth, like Samokhin in `Kem is 

mog by stat", he may find himself reinvented by a socialist realist journalist. Or 

like Vera Figner he may live out his last years apparently vindicated but reduced to 

an ambiguous silence. Chonkin is tormented by dreams of having his mouth filled 

with dust, 8 or of being struck dumb at the wedding of his true love, 9 or of being 

snatched from his mother as a baby and unable to cry out. 10 These scenes are surely 

inspired by the writer's most awful nightmare, to be unpublished and unread, 

deprived of existence by the censor. Or perhaps even worse, to be so disorientated 

in exile by the loss of one's internal censor that one's work becomes tendentious 

and dull. Or of encountering censorship in the West every bit as severe as that in the 

Soviet Union, either because of market forces or because of the allegiances of the 

journals and publishing houses involved. l l 

THE WRITER: 

Voinovich felt that he had something to say about `life as it is', and set 

about saying it with remarkable versatility, using many genres, eras and settings for 

his work, both factual and fantastic, believing that ̀ a real writer, whether he writes 

7 Anatolii Pristavkin, `My i oni', Nedelia, 42(1988), 9. 
8 L, p. 55; Ch, p. 45. 
9 L, p. 107; Ch, p. 83. 

10 L. pp. 267-270; Ch, pp. 195-197. 
11 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', pp. 251-253. 
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about the past or the future, is always contemporary'. 12 In early emigration he 

claimed that a writer can only truly be a writer when `his view of the world is 

uncommon, unique', and insisted that the writer `should not and cannot serve any 

parties, groups, trends, ideologies, or even society or the people' but should serve 

the truth `in the way he understands it, before drawing the sting of his didacticism 

by adding, with or without intended self-irony, that the writer may sometimes be 

mistaken. 13 

As a rule writers write about what they know, the newly-fledged writer 

drawing on previous experiences, and the old hand writing about being a writer. 

Initially Voinovich was writing whilst engaged in manual work, and his stories 

focused on people's lives in that environment. As his descriptions of life became 

more accurate and skilled, his work was criticised more harshly and consequently it 

became more satirical and more opposed to the ideological demands of the time. He 

felt he had no choice but to criticise Soviet reality because, reflecting on his father's 

time, he perceived the Stalinist terror as a direct result of people's failure to speak 

out. He would have preferred to signal his opposition to repression without 

becoming a dissident, since to be a writer requires the ability to see life from every 

side while dissidence requires total commitment without compromise. 14 The 

tragedy of the satirist, as he sees it, is that he is often suspected of mockery whilst 

loving his country through tears and discomforting the reader by stripping away 

layers to reveal what is hidden beneath. 15 

As Voinovich's literary career progressed, the figure of the writer developed 

before diverging to become either an honest speaker of the truth in the tradition of 

Chonkin and the `fool' such as Kartsev in Moskva 2042, or an exploiter of an 

honourable occupation such as Rakhlin in Shapka, the writer who writes not to 

enlighten but for self-aggrandisement, profit or advancement. Voinovich's early 

work had been written in relation to the prior discourses of others, but his later 

12 ̀ 0 sovremennosti i istorii', p. 229. 
13 '1 am not a Dissident', New York Times, 24 May 1981. 
14 Appendix A, p. A10. 

15 'Vsia moia bol' ostalas' zdes", Knizhnoe obozrenie, 24 March 1989, p. 4. 
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work came to relate to his own prior discourses and to the way in which they had 

changed, or even spoiled, his life. Since emigration, the figure of the author has 

become ever more prominent, reflecting the reality of his life to the point where he 

becomes the hero of his own work in `Zamysel'. 

Before leaving the Soviet Union Voinovich in many ways played the role of 

outspoken `fool' to his native culture, a difficult performance to maintain from a 

distance. Some sort of engagement between the `fool' and his world is necessary in 

order to allow his barbed comments to reach their target and to allow the satirised 

society to react with the prerequisite slapping. In emigration Voinovich was not 

fully aware of every development in the Soviet Union and so had to choose 

allegorical, fantastic or future settings for his work in which satire could be directed 

towards general trends rather than towards specific developments. His work 

continued to preach a strong message of the responsibility of everyone and of the 

writer in particular to live authentically, paying no heed to the majority, and his 

documentary writings expressed an exorcism of his sense of grievance. 

After his return to Russia, Voinovich's works in the early 1990s predictably 

and understandably reflected his reaction to criticism of his morality and motives. 

Since he felt compelled to justify himself not only as an artist but also as a 

politically correct figure, some of his creativity was inevitably dissipated, and the 

stress of trying to rehabilitate himself sapped energy which under happier 

circumstances might have been spent pursuing other goals. 

The old Soviet tradition that the writer was in debt to the people and should 

write to inspire them may have been a transparently cynical ploy to harness the 

writer to the state ideology, but the myth survived, however much the machinery 

might have changed, and demands were made of returning writers to justify their 

past and to adopt clear political positions in the present. For the impartial satirist, 

whose cause is the castigation of the follies and vices of humanity, these demands 

were supremely irrelevant. 
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Satire and Dissidence 

Voinovich claims to have been made into a satirist by criticism, and the 

greater part of his work has been in the satirical genre which exposes the `border 

between the funny and the serious'. 16 In `Zamysel' he writes of the purpose 

planted within him to be a writer, and of how the circumstances of his life 

influenced the origin and development of that zamysel in the person of Chonkin, 

and of how Chonkin changed the course of his life. 17 Willingly or unwillingly, he 

found himself branded a dissident because of his satire, and the theme of how 

dissidence with all its consequences may be thrust upon the individual is explored 

in `Khochu byt' chestnym', Tribunal and Shapka. Viktor Nekrasov, writing about 

Voinovich's expulsion from the Writers' Union in 1977, summarised the process 

thus: `The writer Voinovich had ceased to exist. The dissident Voinovich had 

appeared. ' I8 Voinovich saw dissidence as part of the territory for a writer in the 

Soviet Union, and remarked in the early years of his emigration that he did not 

consider himself to be a dissident in the political sense, but had found himself to be 

one simply `because every writer is a dissident'. 19 At the time, in his view, `the 

boundaries of the possible in the framework of official Soviet literature are still 

cramped enough that if a writer fits into them, it means he's not good enough, and 

if he's really good enough, then, in the final analysis, he doesn't fit in' 20 The 

situation during his last years in Russia he described as depressing and irritating, 

since in spite of feeling completely free to say and write what he wanted (although 

without a hope of publication), he had the mantle of hero thrust upon him by 

outside observers. 21 

16 'la vernulsia by. . ., p. 529. 
17 In a UK lecture tour in March 1996, Voinovich spoke on 'How Chonkin Spoiled the Life of 
the Author'. 
18 Viktor Nekrasov, 'Being Earnest Isn't Always Important', trans. by Hilary Sternberg, Survey, 
23.3 (104) (1977-1978), 42-51, (p. 48). 
19 'An Interview with Vladimir Voinovich [... ] by Richard Boston', p. 8. 
20'I am not a Dissident'. 
21 'Die Emigration ist immer eine Tragodie', interview by Werner Paul, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 21 
June 1986. 
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How Chonkin Spoiled the Life of the Author 

Although Voinovich's message has remained constant, he could never be 

accused of lacking versatility in adapting his work to meet the challenges of a 

changing environment. During his career he has expressed himself through poetry, 

song, story, novel, documentary, allegory, film, theatre, television, radio and 

journalism, weaving together life and fiction in an inimitable blend. His life has had 

considerable influence on the subject matter of his fiction, and his fiction has 

similarly had an effect on the course of his life. The story of Chonkin led to his 

creator being forced into emigration, and even after the soldier walked off into the 

twilight at the end of his published story he continued to haunt the author. 

Their relationship came to public attention upon their joint return to Moscow 

and the publication of the Chonkin novels there in 1990, and in 1989 Voinovich 

said of his hero that it was as if Chonkin had spent the intervening years of 

emigration in cold storage, it being `only now that his fight with time begins' 22 

Commenting on the ease with which he was able to work in Germany without the 

distractions of Moscow life, Voinovich divulged that he was working on a book 

about Chonkin's new life in America. 23 The next year he commented on the strange 

sensation of emerging into the Russian consciousness after an absence of two 

decades, having ceased his official Soviet existence in the early seventies. 24 When 

he left the Soviet Union in 1980 he was already well known in the West, Chonkin 

having been published in thirty countries. Yet the roman-anekdot was only now 

becoming widely known in Russia thanks to its publication in lunost' on the eve of 

the forty-fifth anniversary of victory in World War II. The war veterans and 

generals were outraged by it, but the democrats applauded. Voinovich argued that 

the generals had no moral right to defend the fallen against Chonkin, since he does 

not represent the whole nation but is simply one character, at the same time 

22 'Zavedomo lozhnye izmyshleniia', interview by Andrei Vasil'ev, Moskovskie novosti, 13 
(1989), p. 14. 
23 A. Shatalov, ̀ Stanet li Chonldn fermerom? ', Vecherniala Moskva, 7 April 1989, p. 2. 
24 Ia vernulsia by', p. 8. 
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universal and national, and incidentally bearing a close resemblance to his author. 25 

In a later interview he volunteered that Chonkin was much closer to his creator than 

was Emma Bovary to Flaubert. 26 

Continuing his defence of his hero he added that this was not the end of the 

story since he had always had an epic in mind, involving Chonkin's arrest at the 

end of the war and his displacement to the American-occupied part of Germany. 

From there he would be engaged as a labourer by an American farmer who would 

later die, bequeathing to Chonkin his widow's hand in marriage. The widow would 

also die, leaving him a rich man with fields, tractors, combine harvesters and his 

own private plane. He would eventually return with a trade delegation to the Russia 

of the nineties, where he would meet Niura. But they would both be old, he would 

have forgotten how to speak Russian without having learned to speak English, and 

even with his American jeans and his false teeth it would come to nothing?? Thus 

the archetypal `Dick Whittington' tale of the young man marrying and gaining 

wealth and a flying ship is subverted and ends inconclusively. 

In writing both Chonkin and Moskva 2042 Voinovich was convinced of 

the proximity and mutual influence of life and fiction. His own biography was 

contained in Chonkin, and Chonkin it was that forced the direction of his life. If he 

had remained in the Soviet Union he would have chosen to continue Chonkin's life 

through arrest and imprisonment for being AWOL in Germany, followed by release 

and rehabilitation in 1956. However, finding himself in emigration on account of 

Chonkin, and meeting many Chonkins in Germany - simple Russian peasants 

blown there by the winds of chance, Voinovich decided that this should perhaps be 

Chonkin's new zamysel. 28 

The next year, 1992, in another interview, Voinovich was less indulgent, 

wondering whether Chonkin would be understood at all by the next generation and 

25'la vernulsia by', p. 528. 
26 `Ia umeiu smeiatsia', interview by S. Fonarov, Kuranty, 12 March 1994, p. s. 

27 la vernulsia by', p. 536. 
28 'Iz russkoi litemtury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 260. 
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concluding that `if Chonkin dies, it will serve him right'29 

In 1993 Voinovich spoke again of the burden of Chonkin and their 

coinciding biographies, adding: `he's older than me by thirteen years, but he's alive 

and well' 30 He had planned to send his hero to Kolyma, but somehow he had 

ended up in Ohio, wealthy but inarticulate. 

The next appearance of the soldier, or at least of his nearest and dearest, is 

in some new chapters of Chonkin which appeared in 1994 3t It is winter in 

Krasnoe, and Niura has a visitor. She hopes it is Chonkin, but instead it is her 

inadequate and verminous father, fleeing from his wife who has made their fortunes 

by volunteering with some relish to act as local executioner. Though heavily 

pregnant, Niura nurtures her father and continues her work of delivering the mail, 

but she falls on the ice and gives birth prematurely to a puny boy who dies after 

crying for three days and nights, thereby wiping out the last trace of her relationship 

with the soldier. 32 Returning home from the hospital weak and distressed, Niura 

finds her father and a neighbour feasting on meat: they have slaughtered Bor'ka in 

her absence. In the ensuing fracas Niura injures her father and ends up tending his 

injuries, crying over him, over Bor'ka, over her fate. In the spring her father 

contemplates returning to his wife, but dies before he has the chance. These bleak 

chapters in which evil is rewarded by affluence, and virtue by the loss of everything 

precious, hold out little hope of a happy ending. 

However, a romantic happy ending is just what Chonkin and Niura enjoy in 

another incarnation. In 1994 a film version of Chonkin came to fruition, Voinovich 

having first written a film script in 1967 for Mosfil'm 33 An abortive attempt at 

filming Chonkin had been made in the late eighties with Riazanov, 34 and finally in 

1990 Voinovich and the Czech director Menzel agreed on the making of the film 

29 `Esli Chonkin pomret, tuda emu i doroga! ', interview by S. Berestov, Konuomol'skaia pravda, 
22 October 1992, p. 4. 
30 'Den' pered Rozhdestvom s Vladimirom Voinovichem', interview by lu. Sokolov, Izvestiia, 16 
January 1993, p. 10. 
31 'Zhizn' i neobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina: novye glavy iz romana', Ogonek, 617 
(1994), 14-16. 
32 `Zhizn' i ncobychainye prikliucheniia Ivana Chonkina: novye glavy iz romana', p. 16, 

33 V. Iaroshevskii, ̀ Chekhi snimaiut "Chonldna"', Ekho planety, 31 (July-August 1993), 27-28. 
34 E. Riazanov, ̀ Posleslovie', Iskusstvo Kino, 1 (1989), 175. 
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with a Russian cast 35 The location was a former Russian tank training ground in 

Czechoslovakia, Chonkin was played by a young actor still in training, and the joint 

Czech, British, French and Russian enterprise had a budget of $2.5 million 36 The 

film is less multi-layered than the novel, concentrating on the comic and anecdotal 

aspects of the original, and it finishes with a central European happy ending as 

Chonkin and Niura escape the wrath of the NKVD and fly off into the sunset. 

Critical reception has been mixed, some who had not been offended by the novel 

feeling uneasy about the film's light-hearted view of what is still a traumatic 

historical memory. 37 But for Chonkin himself this ending is probably as good as 

he might hope for. 

Emigration 

Russian emigre literature has a tradition of more than four centuries, 38 

starting arguably with the `correspondence' between Ivan the Terrible and Andrei 

Kurbskii. This century has seen three main waves of exile: the first in the twenties, 

many of whose members preserved elements of pre-Revolutionary Russia in hope 

of returning home; the second more economically-motivated wave after the Second 

World War; and the third culturally-driven wave in the seventies and eighties. 

Writers of whichever wave have had different views of their fate: some seeing their 

situation as exile and others as emigration; some regarding separation from Russia 

as the end of creative possibilities, and others, in spite of the initial loss of prestige, 

readership and an internal censor, using it as an opportunity to interpret between 

two worlds 39 

Joseph Brodskii, who added another language to his poetry in exile, 

35 E. Moeva, `Bravyi soldat Chonkin na zemle bravogo soldata Shveika', Literaturnaia gazeta, 14 
June 1993, p. 8. 
36'pridiucheniia soldata Ivana Chonkina snimaiutsia na rodine soldata Shveika', interview by V. 
Enin, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedornosti , 

30 June 1993, p. 7. 

37 Zh. Vasil'eva, `Mister Chonkin protiv NKVD', literaturnaia gazeta, 1 March 1995, p. 8. 
38 Glad, Literature in Exile, p. 6. 
39 Raisa Orlova in Literature in Exile, p. 112. 
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describes it as a new life set against old memories: not a rare experience in this 

century when displacement is commonplace. The nostalgia which the emigre feels 

may be a stimulus, the object of desire being less important than the desire itself. 4o 

The emigr6 writer Zinovii Zinik quotes Rousseau, saying that `in order to 

write a real book about one's own country, first of all one must leave it' 41 He 

describes emigration as beginning internally with an awareness that one is not of 

one mind with others, and developing into the breaking of all ties, except personal 

ones, with one's country. 42 As a literary device, he describes it in many ways: as 

the objectivisation of his own estrangement, as life after revolution, as dying, 

imprisonment, shipwreck, suicide and divorce a3 

Solzhenitsyn, who made few concessions to his geographical location in 

exile, was forthright in his condemnation of those who left voluntarily, claiming 

that this `greatly diminishes the right of the one who has left to judge and influence 

the fate of the abandoned country. He has left - so he has cut himself off! He has 

freed himself from his responsibility. .. as well as from his right' 44 

In the light of these comments, it is interesting to note how Voinovich 

viewed his position during his years of emigration and partial return to the new 

Russia. The negative aspects of emigration for him included separation from the 

reader, lack of credibility with the local community, and the wish of some to see 

him fail 45 But given that an author has all the experiences of the past from which to 

draw, 46 and given that he can be hindered equally by bad conditions or good, 

poverty or wealth, obscurity or fame, his feeling was that emigration could be an 

enriching experience, offering the writer `the valuable opportunity of viewing his 

40 David M. Bethea, Joseph Brodsky and the Creation of Exile, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1994). 
41 Zinovii Zinik, 'Emigratsiia kak literaturnyi priem', Sintaksis, 11 (1983), 167-187 (p. 167). 
42 Zinik, pp. 174-175. 
43 Zinik, p. 179. 
44 A. Kazintsev, `Novaia mifologiia', Nash sovremennik, 5 (1989), 149-151 (p. 150). 
45 'la vse eti Body zhil nadezhdoi', p. 83. 
46 'Satiriker wider Willen', interview by Marie-Luise Bott, Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, 27 April 1988, p. 16 
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homeland from the side' 47 He considered that he had gained an understanding of 

the Soviet Union which he would otherwise have lacked, and although he had felt 

the separation from his readership he had not missed the state's interference in his 

life 48 

Furthermore, his feelings of loss were not confined to himself, since ̀ when 

a writer is forced to emigrate not only is he deprived of his homeland but his 

homeland is deprived of him, the writer' 49 Post-glasnost', he regretted the delays 

imposed by the state on the return of citizenship to exiled artists, likening the 

problem to a drop of water reflecting the whole of perestroika as the country was 

deprived of its cultural heritage 50 Whatever the problems of emigration, he 

achieved his most important goal, to develop what was within himself as a writer. 51 

He was accused by some of emigrating to save his skin, but countered that `there 

can be no price too high to pay to save yourself' 52 

REINTEGRATION: 

Voinovich's initial state of exile was ideological before it became 

geographical, and much of his life has been spent in chronological exile as he has 

expressed at inexpedient times the things which others knew but chose not to voice. 

Sometimes he wanted to belong but always felt alien, and even after returning to 

Russia he was struck by the realisation that he was more alien than ever, having 

little in common with other writers or with the aims of the politicians. 53 

When return visits to Moscow became possible in the late 1980s, Voinovich 

gained access to the Russian press and was able to express his views on the past, 

present and future with the ostranenie of a detached observer. With the return of his 

47 Andrei Vasil'ev, `Zavedomo lozhnye izmyshleniia', Moskovskie novosti , 26 March 1989, 
p. 14. 
48 `A vy znaete, kakoi on? ', pp. 48-49. 
49 'Staraius' sokhranit' sebia', interview, Teat,, 8 (1989), 129-139 (p. 129). 
50 'Ia vernulsia by ... ', p. 539. 
51 'Sus' sokhranit' sebia', p. 130. 
52 `Potomstvennyi dissident', p. 8. 
53 Appendix A, p. A8. 
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citizenship in 1990 the possibility of reintegrating himself into the society of his 

address became real and desirable. After all, there is little role for a'fool' who has 

become displaced from his own culture without having become integrated into his 

new surroundings. Living abroad he compared to living in retirement, 54 and 

without immediate engagement with a readership he would, like Chonkin, have had 

to be content simply to walk away into the dusk, alone and unsung. His satire had 

isolated him without diminishing his impulse to satirise. 

Of course there were vices a-plenty to address in the West as in Russia, but 

he remained largely unable to communicate with his new culture whilst no longer 

feeling quite familiar with the old. Throughout his time in the West he claimed to 

have been in Russia in spirit, addressing his books to the Russian reader, 55 and he 

claimed that his commitment was always to Russia since he was more needed there 

than in the West 56 He always maintained that physical separation from his 

readership was insignificant since a reader will seek out an author's work, copying 

it and learning it by heart if necessary. 57 In the Soviet Union the writer had enjoyed 

a special relationship with the reader since the profession of writer was respected 

and the author was seen as somehow close to God, practising a craft not open to 

everyone 58 In the West, he noted with chagrin, a writer has little status, and in the 

new Russia it may be even less; but a writer needs readers so return was inevitable. 

However, it has not been uncomplicated since his family now has a life in 

Germany, and throughout his partial return he has spent much time travelling 

between his two homes. In 1992 he expressed the dilemma thus: `I decided: once 

having started to live within this performance known as the `Soviet Union', I must 

watch it through to the end, without leaving the theatre. All the same my return has 

not been complete. My life is torn apart. '59 

54 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uczzhal nikuda', p. 258. 
55'Vsia sotssistema vyrosla na vtorichnom produkte'. 
56 'la dushevno pripisan k Rossii', interview by G. Vasil'eva, Izvestiia, 8 June 1994, p. 7. 
57'Tri portreta', p. 190. 
58 Appendix A. p. A17. 
59 'la vernulsia ne ves", interview by luliia Tereshchenko, Baltiiskaia gazeta, 15 (June 1992), 7. 
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Settling Scores and Dealing with Criticism 

Like Galileo in prison, Voinovich had in emigration enjoyed leisure to think 

about those responsible for his plight, and upon his return to Russia he wasted no 

time in naming names and calling for justice, quoting Pushkin's words that `he 

whose conscience is not clear is to be pitied' 60 He lamented the corruption of his 

entire generation by the terrible equation that `it was impossible to be honest and to 

prosper', 61 and he supposed that almost everyone carried some measure of guilt for 

acts committed or omitted, saying that `one may have killed, another may have 

written denunciations, a third may have stood up for someone, and a fourth may 

simply have remained silent. Everyone has their own life, their fate and their degree 

of guilt' 62 The reader, reflecting with hindsight on Voinovich's early works, is 

again struck by the appositeness of linking the titles `We Live Here' and `I Want to 

be Honest' not with an `and' but with a `but', since history rendered the two 

conditions almost mutually exclusive. 

Whilst expressing a degree of understanding for the actions of the ordinary 

people, he was more damning in his condemnation of the state apparatus, wishing 

to ban the KPSS from all access to power, 63 and saying that the state ̀ is guilty 

before those whom it expelled from its land. And it goes without saying that it is 

also guilty before those who live in the Soiuz now. And it should publicly 

apologise to the people' 64 

Voinovich was not alone in having scores to settle, and the critics had also 

been waiting their turn. In 1983 he had been branded by an indignant Soviet citizen 

`one of the most abominable and talentless lampooners and slanderers of the 

Russian people, the author of the immoral story The Unusual Adventures of Private 

Chonkin ' (sic) 65 In the late 1980s, as Chonkin became available to a wider 

60 'Kak eto delalos", p. 133. 
61 'Esli Chonkin pomret, tuda emu i doroga! ', p. 4. 

62 `Potomstvennyi dissident', p. 8. 

63 'U nas eshche v zapase chetyrnadtsat' minut', p. 3 1. 
64 'Ia ne vernus' v Rossiiu postoronnim', p. 6. 
65 Snegov, 'Vykhodtsy iz Rossii, o strane sovetov', Sovetskaia Rossiia, 28 December 1983. 
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readership and Voinovich's profile rose, the press was divided on the merits of the 

work and on the wider question of those who had left without actually being 

expelled: some saying that they were welcome to return and join the democratic 

process; others maintaining that they had left for economic reasons and no longer 

deserved a hearing amongst those who had endured the difficulties of the later 

Communist years. Voinovich was frequently incensed by people's expectations that 

he should be grateful to have his citizenship and apartment restored, 66 and was 

insulted at being asked to pay to attend a conference of Russian emigres in 

Moscow 67 Sometimes he was able to turn the tables on the critics by promising to 

make them feature in his next works, but he was far from indifferent to their 

criticism 68 In an interview in 1987 he stated that for a new writer objective 

criticism is necessary and helpful but for the established writer it is no longer 

relevant, and in any case it is not for him but for other critics to answer negative 

assessments of his work 69 

Not all the critics were united in their censure of Voinovich, N. Ivanova 

presenting a picture of complicated lives lived in difficult times by people not clearly 

divided into the categories of heroes and villains, those who left and those who 

stayed, those who spoke out and those who remained silent 70 

1. Vasiuchenko, writing in 1989, commented on the irritation betrayed by 

some critics towards foreign Slavonic scholars and Russian admirers of Voinovich 

who, they believe, praise him simply to spite those who made him_leave 71 

Vasiuchenko additionally quoted D. Urnov who had commented that Voinovich's 

reputation had actually risen in proportion to the criticism levelled against him, 

achieving the reverse effect of what was intended. 72 This phenomenon was noted, 

incidentally, in Shapka, where the best hats go not to the uncriticised `loyal' 

66'ptrezannyi lomot", pp. 7-8. 
67 `Ei, uvazhaemyi', Moskovskie novosti, 4 August 1991, p. 16. 
68 Appendix A, p. A6. 

69 'Interv'iu s Vladimirom Voinovichem', interview by Aleksander Glezer, Strelets, 1 (1988), 24- 
30 (pp. 24-25). 
70 N. Ivanova, `Tragediia predannosti ice komediia', Ogonek, 21 (1989), 9-11. 
711. Vasiuchenko, 'Chtia vozhdia i armeiskii ustav', Z, wmia, 10 (1989), 214-216. 
72 D. Urnov, `Plokhaia proza', Literaturnaia gazeta, 8 February 1989, pp. 4-5. 
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writers, but to those who have gained international recognition as a result of internal 

criticism. 

Gennadii Murikov, musing in 1991 on the possibility that Voinovich had 

left the Soviet Union because of the circumstances of Ivan'kiada, supposed that he 

must have chosen to keep a home in Germany for similarly materialistic reasons, 

and invited the reader to consider whether this `Voinovich, the passionate 

denouncer of Stalinism [... ] and in general of the ideology of totalitarianism [... ] 

thinks only of sausage and a new apartment and whether he is inclined to measure 

even the meaning of existence in terms of such vital blessings' 73 

Further censure came from S. Kulichkin, who, reviewing the wave of 

forgotten literature coming to light under glasnost', criticised Voinovich for 

suggesting that the people may have deserved the hardships they endured. Although 

it could be argued on Voinovich's behalf that the satire of Chonkin is directed far 

more against the administrators and bureaucrats than it is against the peasants, 

Kulichkin nevertheless demanded to know whether the people, deceived and 

ignorant, were really supposed to bear guilt for what happened, and asked where 

writers such as Voinovich were at the time. These writers, he alleged, want only to 

show the people how stupidly and badly they lived, targeting Russian chauvinism, 

the KGB, the state and the army in their writing. He added that Voinovich in 

Chonkin mocks the very same army which saved the world from the fascist plague 

and continues to defend the Motherland. 74 

In some measure, the charge that Voinovich and others wanted to reproach 

people for the way they had lived was justified. Speaking in 1991 of his desire to 

participate in the new Russia, he claimed not to be so naive as to imagine that a 

book could convince people of how wrongly they had lived, but nevertheless he 

hoped that the message would eventually penetrate, like water wearing away a 

stone. 75 

Much of Voinovich's work is concerned with the imperative to speak and 

73 Murikov, p. 146. 
74 S. Kulichkin, `Chisti pered nashim narodom', V mire knig, 8 (1989), 15-20 (p. 15). 
75 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 258. 
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act truthfully, and his most successful characters have been able to do this without 

reference to others. But Voinovich does not share Chonkin's naivete, and his 

reaction at this sensitive time was to answer any criticism by energetically 

demonstrating his side of the story. He admitted to having been occasionally 

mistaken but claimed never to have been deliberately dishonest, his chief complaint 

over the incident at the Metropol' being not simply the poisoning but the doubts 

which the improbability of the story raised about his veracity. 76 

Eventually Voinovich's claim to be heard bore fruit. His official voice was 

restored to him when he was readmitted to the Writers' Union in 1992, with 

apologies from some members for past persecutions, and a wry comment from 

Chernichenko that at least the troubles of the Soviet years had given Voinovich 

invaluable material for his satire?? 

Engagement with Politics 

Historically Russia has been given to long periods of stagnation broken by 

sweeping revolutionary movements within which the independent writer has held a 

position of respect, though fraught with political danger, as oracle, prophet, 

conscience of the people or social engineer. His influence has come precisely from 

his autonomy, as he expresses what he sees from the side without direct 

participation. Involvement with the power structures has earned him the epithet of 

`court poet', and the satirist in particular has had most to lose by aligning himself 

with the state. 

In the turbulent closing decade of the twentieth century the position of the 

Russian writer has changed dramatically as the censorship of the market place has 

replaced the censorship of the state and as society has found its own pluralist voice. 

At the same time political events in the old empire have invited at least comment if 

not active interference by the intelligentsia, and the borders between politics, 

journalism and literature have become blurred. It is little wonder then that writers, 

76 ̀ Delo no. 34840', Znamia, p. 97. 
77 'pisatel'skii bilet nomer 06414', Knizhnoe obozrenie, 21 February 1992, p. 2. 
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and particularly those who kept their counsel in emigration, have found it difficult 

to remain detached from the debate. 

At the turn of the 1990s Voinovich spoke frequently of the irreversible 

process which was leading towards democracy, 78 that `mode of natural existence' 

under which `different social, national, class groups (as well as the individual) can 

have their own goals or none at all', creating `the normal conditions for the 

development of society and the individual' 79 Soon, however, the process of 

democratisation began to appear slightly less inevitable and Voinovich commented 

that it is easier ̀ to attract people to order and strength than to democracy' which is 

`the competition of the most energetic' and which may need to be defended by tanks 

when moral pressure proves ineffectually slow 80 

By 1992 he felt the need, although not the desire, to take a direct part in the 

political drama, rather than trying to influence life `purely by artistic means', since 

Russia was `at a most critical historical moment' 81 He called above all for 

compromise, 82 but his heart was not in the struggle as it was when his was one of 

the few voices broadcasting from abroad. `Lots of people', he declared, `are now 

saying what only we were saying at one time, and moreover they are saying it 

truthfully and with talent. Therefore I want to get back to my books. '83 The 

following year he restated his belief that the artist should distance himself from 

involvement in politics, suggesting that if he had given the order to fire on the 

White House he would no longer feel able to write, and questioning whether Vaclav 

Havel would be able to write a good play whilst also being President. 84 

By 1994 he was vacillating between concentrating on his writing and being 

drawn into politics in defence of the rights of Russians in independent republics, 

suggesting that writers should be invited to work in the Supreme Soviet since the 

78 'Na pyl'nykh tropinkakh dalekikh planet', p. 29. 
79 'Iz russkoi literatury is ne uezzhal nikuda', p. 257. 
80 'Idoly smutnogo vremeni', pp. 46-47. 
81 'Potomstvennyi dissident', p. 8. 
82 'U nas eshche v zapase chetyrnadtsat' minut', p. 31. 
83 'Vsia sotssistema vyrosla na vtorichnom produkte'. 
84 'Ne doveriat' druz'iam pozornee, chem byt' imi obmanutym', interview by A. Bolin, 
Moskovskii obozrevatel', 10 December 1993, pp. 21-23. 
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individual can influence the whole 85 With the start of the war in Chechnia he was 

again drawn into the political debate, stating that although he was `not 

unconditionally opposed to the use of force', nevertheless it `should be used in a 

measured way and intelligently against bearers of evil, and not against everyone' 86 

In an interview in 1996 he stated that political and artistic thought are 

incompatible since the politician is constrained by the consequences of decisions but 

the writer must be governed by moral principles, not by calculation or 

expediency. 87 Voinovich has continued to deny that any purpose can be served by 

involvement in politics, 88 saying that although at one time he had thought that 

writers should participate in politics because they still hold moral authority in some 

countries, in the end their reputations are sullied. 89 Yet he still stands by his utopian 

vision first expressed in `Sila protiv nasiliia', 90 calling for universal laws enforced 

by an international security force 9t 

The Future of Russian Literature 

The traditional Russian reverence for the literary classics and the study of 

patterns of history may be in part what made the Soviet experiment possible. 

Andrew Baruch Wachtel writes of the persistent Russian attitude to the past which 

views it as a means of understanding and prophesying the future, which in its 

utopian form makes an engaging subject 92 Perhaps it was the willingness of the 

Soviet people to defer gratification until the dawn of a bright future which allowed 

socialist realism to take so stubborn a hold on official artistic activity that it almost 

85 `Nesekretnoe "delo" Vladimira Voinovicha', interview by O. Martinenko, Moskovskie novosti, 
6 (1994), 62-63. 
86 `Opiat' vlezli', Moskovskie novosti , 66 (1994), 5. 
87 Appendix A, p. A12. 
88 Appendix A, p. A13. 
89 Appendix A, p. A 13. 
90 'Sila protiv nasiliia', p. 3. 
91 Appendix A, p. A 14. 
92 Andrew Baruch Wachtel, An Obsession with History (Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press, 1994). 
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stifled creativity, human values and a host of rich cultural traditions. Voinovich 

remains in no doubt about the moral worth of official Soviet literature, claiming that 

although it was supposed to educate the reader in principles and bravery, it taught 

people only how to betray each other. Looking to the future he expresses the hope, 

possibly utopian in the light of Baruch Wachtel's analysis, that if literature 

upholding human values is introduced it might lead to the moral healing of 

society 93 

With the advent of glasnost', Russian literature was for a while absorbed in 

analysing a recently discovered past apparently divided into black and white, good 

and evil, totalitarianism and dissidence. Socialist realist literature had always 

assumed a strong ideological position, and in the new environment many writers 

were initially unwilling to relinquish their moral and aesthetic positions to create 

literature for its own sake. However, as it became clear that a utopian future was an 

unlikely outcome for all but the most entrepreneurial minority, the readers' interest 

in ruminating on the past was rapidly transformed into an avid hunger for either 

hard facts or escapist fiction. In 1992 Zinik described the new Russia as ̀ allergic to 

everything which smacks even mildly of political ideology', adding that the new- 

found freedom of writers and intellectuals has resulted in them becoming `morally 

as well as literally unemployed' 94 

At the same time, an opportunity had been created by glasnost' for many 

works which had been effectively frozen to emerge and make their impact 

retrospectively, since there is a sense in which the influence of writing does not 

have to be experienced chronologically. Voinovich suggests that in literature `there 

is no past tense. In it, if someone was once a poet, then he is still a poet'. 95 

The critic Roman Arbitman, writing in the early 1990s about literature, 

makes claims about its ability in the dialogue between writer and reader to link 

disparate elements and to build bridges joining `literature to politics, the past to the 

93 'Kul'tura: lichnoe mnenie'. Nedelia, 25 (1989), 22. 
94 Zinovii Zinik, 'Becoming Bulgakov', The Times Literary Supplement 

, 11 December 1992, 
p. 21. 
95 'Tri portreta', p. 190. 
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present, the anecdote and fantasy to reality' 96 Within this enduring relationship, 

suggests Aleksandr Ageev, the most fruitful but dangerous form of communication 

occurs when the writer challenges the reader by saying something new which the 

latter finds hard to believe 97 Literature, he concludes, also provides release from 

fear by inspiring laughter, thereby freeing the reader from the subconscious ties of 

unthinking faith and from the power of the past 98 In the light of these widely- 

accepted views of the written word, Voinovich is able to refute the damage which 

some claim is done to a writer and his work by exile, and to state that `there is one 

Russian literature. It belongs to Russian culture, and in some cases to world 

culture' 99 

The role of the writer in Russian society has been an important one both 

historically and traditionally, since, as Zinik points out, the writer holds sway over 

tyrants and is regarded by the people as god-like and prophetic. loo In post- 

perestroika Russia, Solzhenitsyn's suggested view of the writer as a second 

government is undoubtedly under threat, tol but even at the end of the eighties the 

critic Genrikh Mitin claimed that `the Russian artist was always more than an artist, 

he was and remains the conscience of his nation'. 102 Voinovich views conscience 

as a personal matter, but perhaps Salman Rushdie's definition that `one of the 

things a writer is for is to say the unsayable, to speak the unspeakable, to ask 

difficult questions' would elicit his agreement. 103 

What the future holds for Russian literature at the turn of the century has yet 

to be seen. Voinovich had looked forward to a flowering of literature under 

perestroika, but his expectations have so far been disappointed. He sees readers 

looking for lightweight books to distract and amuse them in difficult times, and 

96 Roman Arbitman, `Otvety mogut byt' raznymi: po stranitsam zhurnala Iskusstvo kino', 
Literaturnoe obozrenie, 10 (1990), 60-65. 
97 Aleksandr Ageev, `Prevratnosti dialoga', Znamia, 4 (1990), 213-222 (p. 213). 
98 Ageev, p. 216. 

99 'la dushevno pripisan k Rossii', p. 7. 
100 Zinovii Zinik, `Samoderzhavie literatury', Literaturnaia gazeta, 16 June 1993, p. 5. 
101 Solzhenitsyn, The First Circle, p. 436. 

102 Genrikh Mitin, 'Khochu byt' chestnym? ', Teatr, 8 (1989), 135-139 (p. 139). 
103 Barbie Dutter and Ian Black, 'Rushdie Comes out of Hiding', Guardian Weekly, 17 September 
1995, p. 9. 
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perceives the status of writers falling sharply with the decline in literary interest. 

With his eclectic background, Voinovich has a keen appreciation of the enduring 

value and influence of the written word, and an awareness that `the longevity of 

verse depends not on the number of its readers, but on its quality'. 104 The status of 

writers in the new Russia contrasts sharply with their often undeservedly elevated 

position in Soviet times. Their status may not have been reflected in their 

remuneration, but they enjoyed special privileges and because they were seen as the 

conscience of the people they were consulted on every possible matter, expected to 

act as lawyer, judge, priest, psychiatrist, prophet and sexual expert. Now horizons 

are broader, travel is possible, churches are open, enlightenment is offered in many 

forms, and Western pulp fiction fills the shelves. The Russian people no longer 

look for answers in books, hence the sharp decline in interest in literature. 105 

Furthermore, the life experiences of writers have become more international as they 

are able to select their influences from world literature rather than being restricted to 

sources made available by the state. 106 The role of the intelligentsia has also been 

diminished since, far from playing a significant role in society, the former Soviet 

intelligentsia has been unmasked and, according to Voinovich, is now regarded 

with contempt and pity, unable to compete in a commercial environment. 107 

With glasnost' the dynamic between the people, the state and the writer 

changed. The satirist was no longer necessarily diametrically opposed to the state 

and no longer spoke for certain elements of the people whilst trying to enlighten and 

chastise others. General satire of humankind still had a place in literature, but 

specifically political satire lost some of its piquancy with the granting of 

permission, depriving the progressive writer of his heroic international status and 

the reactionary writer of his splendid rewards, be they deer-skin hats or dachas. 

Censorship becomes commercially driven, and writers have to write what the 

readers want to read if they are to make a living. 

104'Tri portreta', p. 188. 
105 Appendix A, p. A6. 
106 'Link zhizni', interview by Ch. Shevelev, NeZavisimaia gazela, 29 February 1996, p. 7. 
107 Appendix A, p. A7. 
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In an article for the Guardian in 1992 Voinovich commented on the new 

market economy in Moscow, saying: `Everyone is hugely greedy for the money 

and totally unwilling to earn it. People defend themselves against the customer 

offering them money as if he were an enemy. '108 This may have been true of 

service industries, but in the field of literature different rules applied, and a new 

problem had arisen for the Russian satirist. In the past, readers had enjoyed satire 

because they felt superior to targeted elements of the system, but in the new Russia, 

with its philosophy of every man for himself, people ceased to identify clearly with 

a particular stratum of society. The changes which had taken place seemed 

irreversible, but Voinovich commented in 1989 that no parallels could be drawn 

with the Revolution, because in the new order people had become far more cynical. 

In 1917, with a new ideology and seemingly inexhaustible resources, the people 

were full of enthusiasm and were ready to kill millions if necessary, but in the new 

Russia economic reform became the driving force. 109 In an entrepreneurial society 

few enjoyed the leisure or the emotional and ideological security to read satire, since 

former divisions had melted away and a new polarisation was taking place based on 

different values. Furthermore, the popular targets of satire were no longer sacred 

cows, and political or religious leaders could be targeted without fear of retribution, 

at least for the time being. Other potential targets of satire, such as the Russian 

mafia, carry their own deterrents to the satirist. 

Looking back on the Soviet years from the perspective of 1992 Voinovich 

wrote: `I specialise in shooting at stationary targets. How good it was during the 

years of stagnation: you could choose any subject and describe it for a year, for two 

years - and it would not move from its place. ' 110 Life may have been simpler with 

forbidden static targets to shoot at, but the subtleties of Soviet satire, written to 

confuse the censor whilst being intelligible to an informed intellectual elite, were 

labour-intensive both for writer and reader and have found no place in a market- 

driven world of publishing. 

108 'Have a Miserable Day', Guardian, 15 May 1992, p. 19. 
109 'S us' sokhranit' sebia', pp. 132-133. 
110 'Intellektual'nyi pcizazh - 92. Klad pod sosnoiu', pp. 22-23. 
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It has been a similar story for serious writers within the old ideological 

order. A younger author than Voinovich, Alexander Terekhov, having barely begun 

his career in the Soviet era but having been trained in the traditional role of 

influencing society, expressed his disorientation in similar terms to Voinovich, 

lamenting the lack of direction in new Russian literature and the improbability of 

ever being published in the remaining `thick' literary journals: `I am like an arrow 

that was let go, and then the target was taken away [... ] We were flung in this 

direction. And it turned out, we weren't needed by anyone'. I t1 Many writers of 

the glasnost' years, both new and old, had to adapt their writing to inform about the 

new order or to entertain a harassed and confused population adjusting to the 

demands of making their millions or merely making ends meet. This is perhaps 

why Voinovich, with his keen awareness of the contemporary reader, has turned 

both to philosophy in `Zamysel' and to entertainment in `Novye russkie', offering 

an explanation of current reality whilst simultaneously drawing its sting. 

Voinovich acknowledged that certain groups of writers had lost or gained 

prominence with perestroika , leading to literary competitiveness. In his view the 

`village prose' writers had found their supremacy challenged and had turned to 

nationalism and imperialistic ambition to compensate for their lost status. 112 For a 

while the works of the shestidesiatniki became fashionable, but Voinovich told of 

meeting Moscow school pupils who spoke of them slightingly as an outdated 

homogeneous group of no relevance. In response he argued that although they are 

of a similar age they are yet different, and not all of them waited until the Twentieth 

Party Congress to have their eyes opened, his grandmother having made many 

things clear to him long before that. 113 In the new literary environment criticism 

has also been levelled at the older generation of emigre writers for not having stayed 

to oppose the system in the Soviet Union, and their motives have been called into 

question. 114 

111 D. Hoffman, `Russia Sidelines its Writers', Washington Post, in Guardian Weekly, 5 
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Voinovich describes Russian history as an overfull bus, from which people 

are pushed to make way for newcomers. l 15 Indeed the difficulty of finding space 

in the literary milieu was awidely-acknowledged problem for those who returned 

fully or partially, whose presence and works many would have dismissed as 

irrelevant to the processes of change in the new Russia. Even those who had stayed 

and whose writing had been obscured for decades found that, with the brief 

window of opportunity in the early years of glasnost' when previously hidden 

works became available, their works were competing with those of new authors. 

The problem of finding room for writers of all generations was highlighted by 

Voinovich in relation to the 1994 Russian Booker Prize, for which he was a juror. 

When faced with works of equal quality, he admitted the difficulty of assessing 

them simply on their merits when he was also aware of the authors' age and status: 

at times he was tempted to give special support to the young, or to allow the elderly 

but previously unknown their moment of glory, whilst trying to avoid judging 

established writers more exactingly because of his higher expectations. 116 

The Fool, Galileo and Voinovich 

The fool of the European tradition, that is the pure player and guardian of an 

honourable tradition of truth-sayers rather than the jester in the pay of the king, 

could be said to share some characteristics with Chonkin, Galileo and Voinovich. 

But only to a degree. The fool, as described by Welsford, may be able to ask: 

`What do slaps matter to the man whose body is of indiarubber', but even the 

`inviolable person' of the sentry is damaged by the battery of blows which he 

endures, even if he appears to shrug them off. Stupid Galileo in old age may have 

the moral victory, but he is broken, lonely and penniless. The conclusions which 

the reader draws from his tragedy are bitter and unmediated by any comment from 

Voinovich in the text. It is hard not to conclude that Galileo's recognition of futility 

can only be interpreted as the anguished cry of his author, a man with time no 

115 'Shestidesiatniki devianostykh', p. 12. 
116 'la byl ves' v kolebaniiakh', Literaturnaia gazeta, 11 January 1995, p. 4. 
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longer on his side craving reintegration into the ferment of life and ideas in his 

native land. After all, an astronomer can while away his declining years in 

stargazing but a prophet unrespected in his own country can find few uses for his 

talents. 

Voinovich, born into conditions which provided him with rich satirical 

material, has found to his cost that being slapped comes with the job, and although 

in the perspective of literary history Chonkin has been the means of turning the 

tables for Voinovich, on a personal level the writer has been damaged. Slaps may 

not matter to the indiarubber fool but to the flesh and blood writer, however great 

his initial self-confidence and versatility, they matter and they cost dear. 

An additional complication for Voinovich lies in his partial return home. The 

fool knows the truth because, like the satirist, he stands aside from his society. As 

Voinovich has moved from the marginalisation of full-time emigration towards 

engagement with his society his writing has had to change. In order for Chonkin to 

claim his fairy-tale reward he emigrates to the West, where he gains much but loses 

the power to communicate with his beloved Niura. Voinovich has maintained 

communication with his beloved Russian reader but has had to summon up all his 

reserves of versatility to do so, and in the process has quelled his satirical impulse. 

It may be that once a satirist literally and emotionally returns home he identifies 

himself with the society which he formerly satirised and no longer keeps the 

necessary distance to practise that particular craft. 

Ivan-durachok miraculously gets even with his enemies, but both 

Chonkin's and Voinovich's fates have been to find communication with their 

friends compromised by history, and their enemies metamorphosing to evade them. 

In the last decade the very power which Voinovich opposed has cunningly 

transmogrified itself into a system apparently willing to foster a nascent democracy, 

and as such it claims his support, not his censure. 

The declared zamysel of Voinovich's life has been to be a writer, and this he 

has without question fulfilled wherever and whenever, whatever the circumstances. 

Yet the borderlands between life and literature, fact and fantasy in which the bow- 
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legged sentry, the star-gazer and the writer move are so fantastic that their meeting 

has irrevocably changed their lives. Chonkin, it seems, is doomed to an eternity of 

wandering down forking paths leading to Kolyma, Germany or Ohio but always 

away from his love in Krasnoe. And Voinovich, exiled for a decade on account of 

the little soldier yet quite unable to redeem him, returns home wondering whether 

his has been the fate of stupid Galileo, and thinking of how things might have been 

different. He may feel that he took the only choices open to him, but in 1993 he 

commented regretfully: `If I was offered the chance to be born again and to choose 

the time and place, I would have liked to be born in America in the mid-thirties. I 

never wanted to live the life I have lived here. ' 117 

Yet he has lived it according to his own zamysel, and is faced now with yet 

another challenge in a commercial world with no more taboos to break nor targets at 

which to shoot. 

The Future for Voinovich 

Having lived through emigration, and after a laborious reintegration into the 

new Russia, Voinovich in 1992 expressed himself tired of fighting, and ready 

rather to `write about the riddle of man, not society'. 118 This change of focus was 

entirely natural since his lifetime's work of challenging his readers to maintain their 

individuality was now set within a society willing to accept any expression of 

personal identity. He was not alone in feeling the need for change, as writers at the 

opposite end of the spectrum who had maintained the socialist realist stance to the 

end also struggled `to cope with the ruins of a universe once entirely populated by 

Good and Evil figures'. 119 After decades of having been unpublishable in his 

homeland, it is depressing to note that one of Voinovich's most immediate 

problems under the new dispensation is not that of finding readers but that of 

117'Liubliu zhizn' v epokhu reform', p. 16. 
118 Igor' Zolotusskii, 'Grustnye razgovory v pustoi kvartire', Literaturnaia gazeta, 22 April 
1992, p. 5. 

119 John Uoyd, 'Aphrodite Bends Over Stalin', London Review of Books, 4 April 1996, pp. 10- 
13 (p. 10). 
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making a living and trying to limit pirated publications of his works. 120 

On the question of whether it is still possible to be a satirist in the new 

Russia, he comments that there are even more grounds for satire than in Soviet 

times, since aspects of life which were hidden before have now been brought to 

light. But the new Russia offers fewer sacred cows to the satirist's kicks and 

blows than formerly, since to be a sacred cow a figure must be inviolable and 

surrounded by secrecy and mystery, and with the new freedom of the media such 

characters hardly exist. 121 Thus the process of democratisation has given new 

themes with one hand, while taking them away with the other. 

120 'Avtor v piratskom more', interview by Georgii Sin, literaturnaia gazeta, 30 November 
1994, p. 6. 

121 Appendix A, p. A9. 
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CONCLUSION 

Voinovich's life has involved an almost constant process of challenge and 

adaptation, and his early circumstances were not such as to suggest for him a 

probable future career as an internationally renowned writer. At the age of ten 

months he narrowly escaped being eaten during the Ukrainian famine, 122 by 

thirteen he had experienced separation from each of his parents in turn, had known 

real physical hardship and had moved five times within the Soviet Union. He 

received little formal education and from the ages of twelve to twenty-four he was 

engaged in manual work. However, he had been brought up with a love of 

literature, and in his late teens, whilst on military service, he began to write poetry 

whilst simultaneously catching up on his education. Subsequently denied entry to 

the Gor'kii Literary Institute, but undeterred, he moved to Moscow determined to 

seek recognition as a writer, and seized opportunities as they came along until his 

first work was published. Initial success in writing an inspirational Socialist Realist 

song might have seduced some into producing more of the same, but Voinovich 

had seen real life, had observed the disparity between the myth and reality, and 

chose instead to turn his pen to realism. 

At this point his internalised state of ideological exile began to manifest itself 

in his work as he mentally distanced himself from his society the better to observe it 

objectively. His writing soon began to reflect an ironic awareness of the real state 

of affairs, and as his observations proved increasingly unacceptable to the literary 

establishment, he became progressively alienated from it and it from him. 

Unauthorised publication abroad of Chonkin in 1969 proved a turning point, 

forcing him into a state of chronological exile as he found himself held responsible 

for the untimely expression of satirical thoughts on the absurd world of Soviet 

bureaucracy. Threats to his life and family, stress and ill health then led to his 

geographical exile to a country whose language he did not speak. 

At this juncture some might have given up and chosen a different path, or at 

least sought support through integration into a local Russian-speaking community. 

122 'Zamysel', p. 29. 
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But this Voinovich did not do, and after a period of adjustment he again took up his 

pen and continued to write for his readers in Russia with remarkable versatility, 

working his way through a variety of genres and themes in an attempt to stay in 

touch with a changing reality. 

With the possibility of return to Russia, he made repeated attempts to 

reintegrate and rehabilitate himself, suffering frequent setbacks. Now he commits 

himself to spending a considerable part of his life in transit between his family in 

Germany and his audience in Russia, still writing, and facing the contemporary 

challenges of a declining public interest in literature and the new censorship of the 

market place. 

The intellectual, political and economic uncertainties of the era make the way 

ahead for Russian literature unclear, but it seems unlikely that the potential 

indifference of Russian readers in the nineties will succeed in deterring Voinovich 

from writing where the freezes of the Soviet years and the tribulations of emigration 

failed. The question arises, however, of exactly how Voinovich's writing will 

develop without the system of prohibitions provided by Communism, and what 

will become of him as a person and player in this new and different expanse., 23 

Perhaps the answer lies in his recent reinvention of himself as a ̀ young 

artist' -a creator in a different genre. 124 His first visit to a gallery came at the age 

of twenty-four so exposure to the visual arts was minimal during his formative 

years, and painting signals a new departure for him. He still considers writing his 

123 Zolotonosov, p. 18. 
124 Vladimir Voinovich, `Osenniaia liubov", exhibition brochure (Moscow: Vagrius, 1996). 

B. na11NMNp BONHOBHLI - MO. AOAOA Xy. L O)KHHK. EMy HeAaBHO NCnOJIHNJIOCb 
TOJIbKO 64 roAa. B AeTCTBe. J1eT npn6JIN3HTenbHO COpOK, OH 3aHNMäJICA 
JIHTepaTypOkl H Aocur Ha 3TOM nonpNWe HeKOTOpbIX ycnexoB. ErO KHHrH 
H3AaBaJIHCb MHOrO pa3 Ha pa3Hb1X 513bIKax H HeMäiTbIMH THpa)KaMH. Ho OH BcerAa 
gyBCTBoBan, 4TO B HeM nponaAaeT ApyrOn TaJ1aHT. HeAaBHO OH 3TOT Täl1aHT B 
ce6e 06Hapy)KHJ1 K 6OJIbIUOfi paAOCTH AJlfl Ce63i H aaeKBaTHOMy OTOpteHHIo CBOHX 
6JIH3KHX. 

B. mH3KHe COBeTTOBa. nn eMy 3apblTb HOBbIf Ta. 1aHT B 3eM. flo (NM XBaTaliO H 
craporo), HO OH 3TOro Ae. maTb He cTa. n. B AOMe 3anax. nO KpaCKaMN, CKNnHAapoM H 
cTano AOBOJIbHO TecHO. PaHbule 6bmo npouje. PaHbuwe Bce pyxon}1cM, nnoA 
COPOKaJ1eTHHX yCHJINfi. Jmrxo yMeWaJIHCb rAe-HN6y1IIb nOA KpOBaTblo, a KHHraM 
XBaTailo McCTa Ha nOJIKax. A TyT - MOJlb6epT, KHCTH. KyCKN KapTOHa, opraAHTa, 
xo. ncmI, nol paMHHKH, paMbl, paMKH, 6aHKH H KpaCKH Ha nOJlOTHe, Ha 6ploKax, Ha 
nony. 

CBoe HoBoe yBneueHHe Haw )KHBonnceu cpaaHNBae-r C Hax. nbIHyswefl 
BHe3anHO J1106OBbIO, KOTOpOII. KaK yCTaHOB. meHo, nOKOpHbI Bce BO3paCTä. 
München 1996 MOCKBa 1996 
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`primary profession', 125 but his new enthusiasm for drawing and painting in the 

style of the shestidesiatniki, using whatever materials come to hand, allows for 

expression unmediated by the words which have cost him so dear throughout his 

career. In a conversation after an exhibition of his art works in November 1996 he 

remarked with some surprise that there had been little or no criticism of his 

paintings, such as he had come to expect with his writing. 126 This could possibly 

be because his pictorial art poses no threat to contemporary Russia, whereas his 

writing nearly always has; and perhaps the endlessly creative and versatile 

Voinovich has, like Chonkin, made his escape from the scene of battle without 

compromising his instinctive imperative to express himself. 

125 Fax to R. Farmer, trans. mine, 5 June 1997. ̀ I have had another exhibition in Moscow, but 
now I am hoping to return to my primary profession (k osnovnoi professii), even if only for a 
short while. ' 
126 Telephone conversation with R. Farmer, January 1997. 
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INTERVIEW WITH VLADIMIR VOINOVICH 

NOTTINGHAM, 19 MARCH 1996 

R. FARMER 

BIIa nHMHp HHKO]IaeBHLI, KaK BJIHAeT Ha saure TBOptICCTO TO. 4TO 

paHble Bbl 6bIJIH He TOJIbKO nHCaTeJIeM, HO H nepenpo6oBanH 
MHOrO ApyrHx npo(peccHil? Bauia 6Horpa(PHx cxnaJbiBanacb 

TaK, LITO Bbl 6LUIH B rywe HapoAa. IIOTOM BH CTaJIH TOJIbKO 

nHCaTeJIeM, H nHCaTeJIeM )KHBYIIUHM He TOJIbKO B POCCHH. HO HB 

repMaH}H1, OTOpBaHHIIZM OT TOIL! )KH3HH, 0 KOTOPOR BN nHCaAH. 

KaK Bce 3TH O6CTOSITeJIbCTBa OTpa)KanHCb Ha pa3BHTHH Bamero 
TBoptieCTBa. H Ha BanieM camooi UyHgeHHH KaK nHCaTCJISI? 

ECJiH rOBOpHTb 0 MOGM )KH3HeHHOM OIIbITe npejb1AyWeM AO nucaTeJIbCTBa, 

51 6b1 CKa3aJi, B HeM eCTb H nOJlO)KHTeJibHbie H OTPHIjaT@JIbHbie CTOpOHbl, 

nOTOMy LITO, KOHe4IHO, : )TO OueHb Ba)KHO AJ151 McHSI 3HaTb Ty )KH3Hb. 0 

KOTOpOi 51 tinily. 51 y3Hal1 )KH3Hb (j)aKTWIeCKH Bcex CJIO2B COBeTCKOrO 

o6IijeCTBa, nOTOMY tITO Haga. l )KH3Hb C caMOrO HYi3a. 51 pa6OTaA B KOJIXO3e, 

ObIJ1 pa6otINM, COJ11aTOM - 3TO CaMbIri HH)KHHi-'i CJIOri, H nOTOM BbIWe, BbIWe, 

H KOHtdaSi CJIOeM tlyTb AH He CaMbIX BbICLUHX no noj o>KeHHIO, HO He HO 

ypOBHIO, He no MOpaJIbHbIM Ka4eCTBaM JIIOAeli B COBeTCKOM C0103e. 

KOHetIHO, OTpnLIaTejIbHasi CTOPOHa MOero )KH3HeHHOrO OITbITa COCTOIIT B 

TOM, iITO 51 ()aKTHLICCKH He nOJlytiHJI HHKaKoro O6pa3OBaHNSi ,H BCe, LITO 

eCTb BO MHe, 3TO caMOO6pa3OBaHHe. A OHO He MO)KeT 6b1Tb 

noJnHOIjeHHbIM, nOTOMy 4T0 eCTb O4ieHb MHOI'O Beiael7. KOTOpbie JIK)AN B 

IIIKOJIe H3y'IaJIH, aA He H3yliaJl, nO3TOMy MHe nHCaTb CHatgana 6bUJ10 

OLIeHb TpyAHO. CeligaC B 3aMbMCAe A nnwy 0 TOM, 4TO KorAa A npnexa. Ti B 

MOCKBY A COBepIIIeHHO HH-IerO He 3HaJ1.51 1IHTan nHTeparypy. 3TO BCe- 

TaKH 6bIJIO MOe o0pa30BaHHe, HO Korga A yBHAeJ . CKOJIbKO J1IOAH 3HaKIT O 

JIHTepaType, H He TOJIbKO 0 JIHTepaType, HO HO TeOPHH JIHTepaTypbl, A 

npOCTO HcnyraiiCSi H JayMa. Ti, pa3 51 HNgerO He 3HalO, TO MHe B006We B 

JIHTepaType, MO)KeT 6blTb, 
, geJlaTb HeLiero. Ho SI peuil ul npo1On)KaTb. TaK 

'-ITO MOli )KH3HeHHbill OIIbIT & I31, KOHe4IHO, OLIeHb no. 1e3eH. 14TO KacaeTCSI 
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MOC )KH3HH BHe CoBeTCKoro Co1o3a, To nepBbie TPH roAa 51 nepe Kwi 

TSUKeJlblh WOK, nOTOMY 4TO He o)KNAan OTbe34a, MOpaJIbHO He rOTOBHJIC51. 

2 e. no B TOM, 4TO nIOpH, KOTOpble roTOBNnHCb. KOTOpble ayMaJIN «BOT. 51 

yeAy» OHH, MO)KeT 6blTb, 3TO nerve nepe)KNBaJIH, a sI He pyMan, nO3TOMy 

nepe)KHJI woK. HO BCe-TaKH, MO)KeT ÖbITb CKa3aJIOCb TO, ']TO, Bo-nepBblx 

MOH npeAKH 6bIJIN 3MNrpaHTbl, BO-BTOpbIX, MOH POAHTeJ1N BCerAa 

nyTeweCTBOBaJIN BHYTPH COBeTCKoro COI03a. A pOANnCSI BL ywaH6e, 

nOTOM )KNIT Ha YKpaHHe, B pa3HbIX 4aCT51X POCCHH, B KpbIMy. H 3TO 

CKa3aJ10Cb Ha TOM, 4TO B KOHUe KOHUOB SI nOHSIJi, '-iTO MOry )ICHTb Be3, ae H 

4TO 51 Boo61I e, HaBepHO, toJ1bme KOCMOIIOJIHT, 4eM SI paHbwe ayMa. 1. A 

4TO KacaeTC51 OTpbIBa TaKorO KaK 6b1 KyJIbTypHoro, TO ero COtCTBeHHO H 

He t5bino, nOTOMy 4TO )KH3Hb 3MNrpaHTOB cero IHAWHHX O4eHb OTJINt-IaeTCSI 

OT )K13HN 3MNrpaHTOB ABaAUaTbIX, TpIAUaTbIX ro41oB. Kori a OHH nOKHHy1IH 

POCCHIO, OHR ee nOKHHyJIH HaBcerAa H )KHJIN B nOJIHOM OTpbIBe OT Hee, B 

nOJIHOVI H3OJISIUHH, Y HHX HH(4opMaUNN AOCTaTO4HO He 6bIJIO o PocdnH, N 

KpOMe Toro, OHH nOKHHYJIH OAHy POCCNIO, a f1OTOM CTa. na ywe ppyrasl 

PoccHA. A TyT 51 COBeTCKHA C0I03 nOKNHyJI, HO COBeTCKaSI BIIaCTb 

OCTaBanaCb H COBeTCKYK) )KH3Hb 51 3HaJI aOBOJIbHO XOPOWO H MHe 3TOrO 

XBaTa. no. ECJIH 6bI COBeTCKä}1 BJIaCTb OCTaJIaCb, TO MHe bbl XBaTHJ1O Ha 

BCIO MOIO )KH3Hb. H KpOMe Toro, )KeJie3Hblfi 3aHaBec 6bwwi y)I: e He nJIOTHblfl, 

H npHe3)KaJIN JIIOJ. 111, C KOTOpbIMH MO)KHO 6bIJlO OGIUaTbCSI N KaKyK)-TO 

nepennCKy A BCe-TaKH B(JI, He o4)NUNaJIbHO, He no nO4Te, a 4epe3 KorO- 

TO. BCe-TaKH o' eHb MHOr0 JiK)Ae11 e3ANJ1H B POCCHIO, OHN BCTpe4a. nuCb C 

MOHMH Apy3b5IMH, a CBOHM CTaPLHM peTSIM H HeKOTOpbIM Apy3b5IM 51 

3BOHNJI no TeJIe( IOHy, TaK 4TO KaKoe-TO o iueHNe 6bL1O. nO3TOMy OTpb1B 

6bIJI He nOJIHbii. H BOT HacTynHJIa He3HaKOMaSi )KH3Hb, B CB513H C 

nepeCTPOHKOA Ha4aJINCb BCS1KNe nepeMeHbI H Aa)<e HeKOTOpble cbopnpH3bl, 

KOTOpble Ha/O GbIJIO 6b1 BHAeTb H BOT A HX, 4aCTN4Ho, BNAen. 

KaKHe y Bac nHrepaTypHwe KOpHH? 

KaKNe y McHA JIHTepaTypHble KOPHH? Booöuie y McHR B P04 1Y 
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HeKOTOpble nHCaTenN, HO 51 NX He 3Han. AenO B TOM, t-iTO MOf1 OTeu 6bin 

)KYPHä. nHCT H TaK)Ke nlcaTenb, HO nHCäTenb OH 6bIn He COCTOSIBWNI-IC51, TO 

eCTb OH nncan, a erO HHKTO He negaTan. HO BC(; -TaKH HHOrßa CTHXH 

KaKHe-To ero 6bIJH Hanel-IaTaHbl, TaK)Ke nepeBOabl HeKOTOpble c cep6o- 

XOpBaTCKoro, TaK LITO CeMb5I 6bina OLIeHb JIHTepaTypHa51. Marta MOA (bina 

y'-IHTeneM MaTeMaTHKH, HO OHa LIHTana y HaC 6Onbwe Bcex, OHa '-HTana 

6Onbwe OTLja, McHSI H ceCTpbl BMeCTe B35ITbIX. TaK I-ITO nwTepaTypa 6bina 

Ba)KHOhi 4aCTbIO Haweri )KH3HN, H Aa}Ke MO)KeT 6bITb caMOll Ba)KHOA, 

nOTOMy 4TO MbN BOO6IUe )KHJIN OideHb MHOrO BpeMeHH B npOBHHL HH, H TaM y 

HaC He 6bLJIO AOCTyna K 1pyrHM c(pepaM KynbTypHblM. Tart, rAe q xcHn, He 

6b1nO Xy. LO)KeCTBeHHO ranepeM, HA HH pa3y He BHjjeJ1 Bb1CTaBKH 

)KHBOnHCH AO ABä(IUaTH 4eTblpeX neT. B ABaAUaTb t-IeTblpe ro1.1a. KorAa A 

npNexaji B MOCKBY, sI nowen B TpeTb5KoBcKyIo ranepelo, H TaM nepBbIH pa3 

yBNAen co6paHHe )KHBOnMCH. 51 HHKOraa He cnbiwan onepbi, $1 HHKOrpa He 

BNAen 6aneTa, apaMaTHtIecKHx cneKTaxneli 51 BNAen Hecxonbxo B CBOe1 

)KH3HH, B OCHOBHOM 51 CMOTpen CtMnbMbl, HO JIHTepaTypa 3aHHMana caMoe 

60nbIOe McCTO B MOeiri )KH3HH. B HeKOTOpbIX McCTax, r, qe MbI )KHJIN, He 

6bIn0 aawwe (J)NnbMOB, 3Hai-INT OCTaBanaCb TOJIbKO nHTepaTypa. TaK 14TO 

nnTepaTypa CTana MOHM e1NHCTBeUHbIM o6pa3oBaHNeM. OAHO BpeMSI A 

)KNn 6e3 POAHTeneh Y TeTH, HO TeTSI MOS! 6bIna 04eHb KyJIbTypHaN 

)KeHUXHHa, ee ()OpManbHOe o6pa3oBaHNe He 6blIO 3Ha'-INTeJIbHbIM, HO 

nlTepaTypa Nrpana O'-IeHb 6Onbwyl0 POnb B ee )KH3HH, KaK HB MOecI. 51 

01-IeHb ManO 3HaIO npo 1eAa Moero. HO Mori npaAejj 6bUI MOpSIKOM, 

KanHTaHOM aanbHero nnaBaHHsI, H ero OTeu H ero neA TaK)Ke 6bInN 

MOpSIKaMN. Mori 
, ge, ii TO)Ke He nonytINn o6pa30BaHHFI, TpH nOKOneHHSI 

Haweli CeMbH He nOnyL4UnH HaCTOSIIIjero o6pa3oBaHHs1: Mori AeA, MOFA OTeLj 

N SI, a BOT 1eTH MOM y)Ke nOny4HJH4. BOT L4TO 51 3Halo npO Moero Aella. B 

1eTCTBe OH 3aFKaJIC5i H nO3TOMy OTKa3aJics[ XO1HTb B WKOJIy, H ero 

PO1IHTenH LIyTb He BblrHanH 113 1OMY, H OH pa6OTan Ha CTaHLjHH 

BeCOBIIIHKOM, HO npH 3TOM 3TO BCe-TaKH 6bina HHTenJINreHTHa5I ceMbsl. 

Ba6ymKa MOA, ero , KeHa, 6bina y'HTenbHHLje1i B WKOne, H oveBFiAHO 

nFTepaTypa Nrpana B NX CeMbe 6OJIbI1i !O pOJIb. H Tenepb HeMHOrO O MOHR 
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poAcTBeHHHKax. HanpHMep, 6paT Moero AeAa AparoMHp HanHcan xHHry, 

«HcTOpHS1 cep6cxoro HapoAa», To eCTb B ero cerbe TO Ke 6wtna 

HHTennmreHTHaB aTMoccpepa. HB KopHStx entre paHbme 6bin AosonbHO 

AanbHHA pOACTBeHHHK, KpynHb1Vi nHcaTeJlb cep6cKHR, 3TO HBO BO IHOBIN, 

np03aHK H ApaMaTypr. BOT TaKHe KOpHN. 

H xaKHe nHcaTenn BJIHSIJIM Ha pa3BHTHe Bamero TBOp'IecTBa? 

51 gyMalo, '-ITO /13151 JIHTepaTypbl Bcer, ga OLIeHb Ba)KHO - LIT06 (5bIJIH CTapui e 

)KHByLIUHe nlcaTej 1, KOTOpble HpaBSITCSI, KOTOpble MorJ l 6bI 6blTb 

nptimepoM, HO penO B TOM, LITO KorAa MOe nOKoi e He BXO/1HJIO B 

JIHTepaTypy y HaC TaKHX nucaTeileh He 6bIJIO. CTapmHe nHCaTeJ1H 3TO 

6bUIH Te, KOTOpbIX 51 He yBa)Ka. n, ao CylljeCTBOBaHHH TaKHX nNCaTeileR KaK 

fljiaTOHOB HJIH ByJ7raKOB - 51 fPOCTO He 3HaJ1. flo3TOMy Ha HeKOTOpb1X 

BJiHAJ1a 6o iee Him McHee COBpeMeHHa5I HHOCTpaHHä5I JIIlTepaTypa, 

HafpHMep XeMlHryeh, CaiiHH/)Kep, OCO6eHHO O/]Ha f1OBeCTb «Ha/ 

npOIIaCTb10 BO p)KH» OKa3aiIa KOJ1000&JlbHOB BJIN51HHe Ha MOJIO/Oe 

nOKOJIeHle. C O/1HO t CTOpOHbI 6b1JIH aBTOpbI, KOTOpble nojjpa i<aJIH 

nepeBoAHOH . IHTepaType, IlO/pa)KaJIH He TOJIbKO [IHCaTe11AM HO H 

nepeBoA'-IHKaM. Ac Apyrok cropoHbl, 51 11 ApyrHe yt1HJIHCb y pyccKol 

KJIaCCHKIi, H HanpHmep MOI4MH r1IäBHbIMH y'-1HTeJ1AMH CTaJ1F! l orOJib H 

uexoB. 

Biz, xalc flea ToJICTOIR. nHca. mH 0 BO He, H öbuIO (S}J HHTepeCHO 
y3HaTb, BHAHTe JIM BLi HeKOTOPOe CXO flCTBO Bamero 
OCMLICJIeHHSI HCTOPHH H ero, H Bamero M306pa)KeHHSI report H 

ero. 

Hy, 3TO TpyAHO CKa3aTb. Bbl 3HaeTe. LITO TOJICTOA Ha McH51 To)Ke KOHeqHO 

BJHRn, HO BCe-TaKIH sI OKa3a. nc5I 6. nHWe K ApyroMy HanpaBneHHb 

. nHTepaTypbI. A 4TO KacaeTCA OCMb1CJ1@HH$1 HCTOPHM, TO TOJICTOA O4eHb 

Cepbe3Ho nO, (]OIlleJI K 3T011 TeMe, a Si nHlly B KOMH4eCKO-caTHpu4eCKOM 

nnaHe. To eCTb HeMHOrO HHOh cnoco6 ocMbICJIeHHS[, XOTA KOHetlHO 

TOJ]CTOR rAe-TO nHWeT, PTO HaCMOpK HanOJIeOHa BJINSUI Ha xo co6bITNfi, 
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id 51 TO)K@ CgnTaio, WO HH'TO)KHble CJIyLia B )KH3HIi PyKOBOAHTeJISI MOT 

BJIHATb Hä OI'pOMHbM@ HCTOpn'-i@CKIle CO6bITHA. 

McH31 HHTepecyeT, H3MeHHJIC$I AH B rogbi 3MHrpaUHH aApec 

BaIIIHX npOH3Be neHH I? To eCTb, H3MCHHJICA JIH TOT Kpyr 

t4HTaTeJIeh, KOTOpb1X Bbi HMeJIH B BHAy, A1151 KOTOPbIX Bbl 

nHca]IH? 

Her, 51 (Sbl CKa3aJI, noxcanyh, TO He H3MeHHJ1C3I, nOTOMY '-ITO AUDI McH51 

t-InTaTeJIb, KOTOPOMY A a, gpecylo CBOH KHNrH, 3T0 npOCTO BOO6pa)KaeMbIÄ 

tiHTaTeJIb, a He KOHKpeTHbIN. : )TO giTarenb. KOTOpbIN McH51 ogeHb 

nOHHmaeT, H ropa3jiO JIyLIWe nOHHMaeT, ideM, HanpHMep, MOH KOHKpeTHble 

4py3b5i. H 3TOT LI13TaTeJIb nOCTOSIHHO HaXO11IHTCSI B MOM BOO6pa)KeHHH, 

TO eCTb OH BO MHe H paCCTaTbC51 C HHM HeBO3MO)KHO. 

A AJ15 KOM BH nHcajH AHTHCOBeTCKHR COBeTCKHf1 CO103? 

AHTHCOBeTCKI I COBeTCKHR C0103 paCCLIHTaH Ha j]pyroll a pec. Bo-nepBbIX, 

A He nnca. n CnBIUHäJIbHO AHTHCOBCTCKHLI COBeTCKHFl COI03. Kort aA Hayall 

Bb1CTj/naTb no paJiuo CBO6O4a, I1OCTOAHHO rOBOPHJIH, LITO «Ha 3anaae Hac 

He nOHHMaIOT, HäC He 3HaI0T». A SI BHL1en. i-ITO COB@TCKH@ JIIOAH CäMH ceO. 9 

He 3Hal0T. C3MH ce62 He nOHNMaIoT. OHH He 3HalOT, B KaKOrI CTpaHe OH" 

)KHBYT. H 14TO 3Ha'IHT BCe TO, '-ITO npOHCXOj1HT BOKPYC HHX. : )TO He TOT 

BOO6pa)Ka@Mbl i LIHTaT@Jlb. KOTOpbI f BCe nOHHMaeT, a KaK pa3 HaO60poT - 

OLIeHb HaHBHbI1, npOCTOPI COBeTCKH t tI@JIOB@K. KOTOpbJil im ero npo ce5si He 

3Ha2T, HO XOLIeT 3HaTb. BOT, A 6b1 CKa3aJI, AJISI KOrO A nncaii. To @CTb 

CHagqa. na Si a apeCOBaiiCSi K COB@TCKOM}/ LIHTäTeJIIO, HO IlO3)Ke. KOrlla Si 

Ony6JIHKOBan KHHry. 51 I1bITaJICSi O6b5ICHHTb 3TO H 3aI7aj1HOMy'HTaT@JI10. 

BM - nHCaTellb-CaTHpHK HO IIpel4MyIg@CTBy, HO Bbl paGOTa6Te B 

CäMbiX pa3Hb1X )KaHpax. ECTb AH y BaC KaKHe-TO OCO6ue 

IIpHCTpaCTHS1. H H3MCH$HOTC$1 AH 3TH npHCTpaCTHA C roaaMH? 

Ha4HeM C CaTMpHKa. 1 BCer, 11a 3TO 3BaHN8 HeOXOTHO npNHNMaJI, f1OTOMy 
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4TO A Hä4HHan C TOTO, 'ITO OI1HCbIBa. I «)KH3Hb KaK OHa eCTb». MHorHe 

mo, H, He3aBHCHMO OT Toro, KäK OHH KO MHe OTHOCHJIHCb, Xopouio HJIH 

n. iOXO, roBopHnH: «Ho 3TO y)K CJIHIIIKOM, 3TOrO He MO)KeT 6blTb! », NA 

Aa)Ke CM5Ir4a i TO. 4To S[ BHAeJI Ha CaMOM ae. ne B)KH3HH. H NHoraa SI 3TY 

AeACTBHTeJIbHOCTb H3O6pa)KaJI 6o nee MSIrKO, i-IeM OHa Cyu eCTBOBaJIa, tleM 

51 eG Man. I103TOMY SI MOry CKa3aTb, TITO Calla AeACTBHTCJIbHOCTb 6bma 

CaTHpH4eCKasi, H Aa)Ke CeFI'iac eCTb, H S[ ee I1pOCTO OIIHc1 alo KaK OHa 

eCTb. A iiioaAM fOgeMy-TO Ka)KeTCS[, LITO 3TO CaTHpa, '-ITO 3TO rpOTeCK. 

A n03)Ke, KorAa McHA y(eAHJ1H, TITO Si CaTNpNK H Si CTaJI HHorAa Aa)<e 

fl OÖOBäTb 6bITb CaTNpHKOM, KorAa 51 nbITa. ICSi 17HCäTb CIIeL[H JIbHO 

CaTHpH'-leCKH H CM2IIIHO. y M2H51 4 CTO He IIOJIy'IaJIOCb. Y McH51 

no iy'aiiOCb TOJIbKO, Korßa Si nncaJI BCepbe3. H HHOrAa R Aawe He 

nOHNiMa. m, Haj]'leM JIK)AH CMeRnHCb. 

C'mTaeTe JIM BW HeO6XOJUIMbIM JJJISI ce(65i OTBeUäTB Ha 

HeKOTopbie O6BHHeHHA KPHTHKH BäIIIHMH nOCJIeJ IOIIZHMH 

npOH3BejjeHH51MH. HJIH B npouecce TBOpiieCTBa cerofHA BW 3TH 

KPHTHtieCKHe 3aMegaHHA He y4NThlBaeTe BOBCe? 

51 GbI CKa3aJ1, TITO A OTBegaIO Ha KPHTHKY CBoeo6pa3HO. 11 tgaCTO 3TH 

KPHTHKH CTaHOBATCSI repOAMH MOHR noc1IeAyIoIwix npON3BeAeun k. 

HanpHMep, Ha BOIIpOC reHepaJ oB. OTKyAa q Cepy repoeB, A npOCTO 

OTBeTHJ1,14TO «3TO H3 )KH3HI4,51 C Bac nluWy, 3TO GygyT CaTHpM4eCKHe 

o pa3bl». Ho nOCKOJIbKy 3Ta KpHTNKa 4aCTO npHHHMaeT npOCTO 

KapaTeJlbHYIO (j)OPMY, OHa He MO)KeT OCTaBJIATb McH51 paBHOAyWHbIM. H 

KpOMe TOro, KorAa 51 HaLiaJi nNCaTb, Kor. a A CTan ny6JlHKOBaTbCA, McHA 

HHorpa npOCTO yaHBJlAJIO, KaK JIK)AH BOCI1PHHHMaIOT JIHTepaTypy, H 

npoAo aeT yAHBJ15ITb AO CNX nOp, H eCTeCTBeHHO 3T0 OTpa>KaeTCA Ha 

TOM, tiro Si nHwy. 

uTO Bbl nyMaeT@ O CCl"OtW51MH@M CTaTyce nHCaTelif[ B POCCHH, H 

o pones nHcaTenelI B cerofHRinHeh nepexoiHoft CHTyauHH? 
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: )TO o4eHb TslKenb1H Bonpoc. Reno B TOM. PTO ponb nycare. nsi B Poccini, H 

MO)KeT 6b1Tb. OCO6eHHO B COBeTCKO I POCCHH, 6bina CHJIbHO npeyBeJIH4eHa 

)KH3HbIO H nHCaTeJlb 3aHHMan nojlo)KeHHe, KOTOPOe OH He JlOJDKeH 

3aHHMaTb. Ho 3TO Bcer%1a 6bIJIO HB CTapoIl POCCHH, HB COBeTCKOf 

POCCHH, niicaTe. nb 3aHNMaJI TaKoe n0n0)KeHHe - eßHHCTBeHHa5[ KaK 6b1 

(»nrypa, 6oiiee cB06oAHaR. 4eM ipyrHe. To eCTb nHCaTeiIb, Bo-nepBbIX, He 

XOAHJ1 Ha cJly)K6y, H 3TO 6bIn0 Ba)KHO Anse ncHxonorHH. KpoMe Toro, y 

HHcaTeJUI 6bl. na penyTaunsi, no)KHa5I, He3acny)KeHHasI HM «coBecTH 

HapoAa», H nO3TOMy MHOrHe nK)j]1 O6paigan1Cb K nHCaTemo no BCeM 

BOnpocaM. HeKOTOpble np1HOCHJIH eMy 4HTaTb pyKOnHCb, )KanOBanHCb Ha 

COBeTCKylo BnaCTb. apyrHe npHxoAHnH nPOCTO C BonpocaMu. 17HcaTenb 
6bin H nHCaTeJlb, H Cy, ljb$l, H a%IBOKaT, H CB5IueHHHK, H ncHxnaTp, H npopoK, 

H ceKconor, H BOO6IIje KTO yroLlHO, BCe xoAH 11-i H 06paLuaJIHCb K nHCaTenK) 

3a COBeTOM. CeH4ac, Korjla BCe OTKpbIJIOCb H CTa3IO OTHOCHTeJ1bHO 

CBO6O11IHO, KorJ_1a OTKpbIJIHCb uepKBH, OTKpbinaCb BO3MO)KHOCTb nOe3ßKH 3a 

rpaHwly, TorAa JIIOßH CTa1M noHHMaTb, LITO C HeKOTOpbIMH BOnpOCaMH 

Ha, no o6pau aTbCH He K nticaTen o, aK KOMy-TO f]pyrOMy. KpoMe Toro, 

HHTepeC K JIHTepaType BOO6LCje pe3KO ynan. PaHbwe MHome 1110)1 iB 

KHHraX HCKaJi41 OTBeTbI Ha CBOH BOnpOCbl, a Tenepb OHH 3HaIOT, 4TO B 

KHHraX OTBeTOB Ha BOnpOCbl HeT, H nO3TOMY JIK)jj11 KHHynHCb 4NTaTb 

, ijeTeKTHBbI, nopnorpa(pHlo, BO UeM BCHKyK) , gp5IHb, )pe6e aeHb, KOTOpyIO 

paHblie OHH He t-IHTaJIH. 1103TOMy 3BaHHe nHCaTeJISI ceF14ac UeHHTCA O4CHb 

HH3KO B POCCHH. Ho H 3, aeCb TO)Ke. HO B POCCHH MO)KET 6bITb ce 14ac 

, aa)Ke HH)Ke, LIeM 3, &eCb. 

BaC HH B KaKOI1 CTeneHH He pa nyeT TO, 4TO npOHCXOnHT B 

JIHTepaTypHO[ )KH3HH B POCCHH Ceroi Hfl? 

H@T, 3TOrO 51 He MOrj/ CKa3aTb. H 1]yMa i, npaBJ]y CKa3aTb, 4TO 3TId 

H3MeHeHH51 B Poccwi npHHeCYT 6OJIbu Ie nepeMeHbl B JIHTepaType, H 4TO 

3TH nepemeHbl 6yayT nOJIO)KNTeJibHbl. SI Aa) e npegnonaran, 'ITO OLIeHb 

CKOPO nOSIBSITCSI KpynHble nnCaTejr. Ho nOKa '-ITO A 3T000 He BN)Ky. ECTb 

Hen. oxue fHCaT@JIH, HO CKa3aTb LITOSbl C)bUl KaKO11-TO 6OJIbmO11 BCnJ7eCK. 
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3TOro Her. 

KaKOBO. no-Ba>IIeMy. (Sy j ynnee JIHTepaTypu B PoccHH? 
A JnyMaio, Taxoe )<e. KaK 3AeCb. OHa 6y, geT KaK pa3BJIeKaTeJIbHa5I 

nnTepaTypa, a Hepa3BJieKaTeJIbHa51 rile-TO Ha 3anBopKax. n0-MoeMy, B 

AHr. IHH caMbIkl r. IaBHb! fl fHCäTeJIb - 113 Kapp3. HB POCCHH eCTb TaKHe 

nHCaTeJIH, HanpHmep }OJINaH CeMeHOB, H Bcer is 6YAYT. HO SI JIHLIHO He 

nOKJIOHHHK 3TO11 JIHTepaTypbl. 3T0 BOT 51 nymaio 6y neT öy jlyu ee 

JIHTepaTypbI. 

KaKoBo awe oTHolneHHe K ceroAHSimHe [ HHTennHreHuHH? 

MHe ee )Kanxo. PaHbme oHa Hrpana 3HauHTe. nbHYIO ponb B o61ueCTBe, a 

Tenepb KorAa B O61geCTBe npoHCXO95IT nepeMeHbl, oco6eHHO Ha nepBOM 
nepeXOAHOM 3Tane OT COUHaJ H3Ma, n1OAI4 HCnbITHBaIOT K HHTennHreHL[NH 

npOCTO CMeCb TaKHX LIYBCTB KaK npe3peHNe H)KaJIOCTb. nOTOMy 4TO 

B006IIle HHTeJumreHL[NA, He pOCCH iCKa5 a NMeHHO coBeTCKaA, HeMHO)KKO 

o iaHKpOTHnacb. IIK)jui paCCtiHTblBanH, '-ITO HHTennNreHLj1SI - 3TO 

Bo3BbluIeHHble, LIeCTHble nIOAH, HO 3TH . IIOAH, KOTOpbie CLIHTanHCb 

BnaCTHTenslMIi AYM. OKa3anHCb HHKaKHMH, OHH OKa3a. IHCb npOCTO Menbge. 

A KpoMe Toro, ceiltiaC nOSIBHJ IiCb TaK Ha3blBaeMble nIOAH Aena, 3TH HOBble 

pyccKKe. HYBOPHIiIH 3T11, KOTOpble 3HaIOT, me KynHTb, nOyeM npoAaTb. H 

OKa3b1BaeTC. 9, tITO HHTenJIHreHTbl 3TOrO He 3HalOT, He yMeIOT, H HHKOrAa He 

HayuaTCSI, H 3a LITO HX yBa)KaTb HeH3BeCTHO. 

Bd MHOro cefgac yHraere? 'l raere cospeMeHHya nHTepaTypy? 
51 6bI He CKä3aJI, 4TO OLIBHb MHoro. 

Y Bac y)Ke 6btno oigyueHxe BHYTpeHHeh 3MHrpagxH Tor)a. 

KorAa Blas )KRIM euje flOCTO$IHHO B POCCHH? 

HMeio B BHfy TO, tfTO KaxcAdR caTHpHK, B HeKOTOpO1 CTeneHH 

BBJIAeTCH H3rHaHHHKOM, BBHjjy TOrO. LITO OH Aon)KeH 

jlep)KaTbCSI B CTOPOHe OT O(jHUHaJIbHOM BepCHH O6IJ eCTBa. 
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CHätgana, Bac MOXHO ÜNAO 6u CUHTäTb Hjj@OJIOrHgecxHM 

H3rHaHHHKOM, 11OTOM B rO, ub1 3MHrpaijHH Bbl CTanH H 

reorpa(pNLIeCKHM H3rHaHHHKOM, H nOliTH BCIO TBOpgeCKyIO )KH3Hb 

Bbi, KaK rnynbin raJIHJIell, SLinH XPOHOJIOI'HLIeCKHM H3rHaHHHKOM. 

HpaB, ga nx? 

Aa, H AyMalo, TO B O6weM 3T0 npaB, ga. 51 Mory CKa3aTb, 4T0 {7H0rßa MHe 

B CBOE BpeMSI XOTenOCb He 6blTb BHYTpeHHHM H3rHaHHHKOM, MHe XOTenOCb 

6blTb CBOHM B O6LUeCTBe, B KOTOPOM SI CyWeCTBOBan, HO 51 oiuyuian BCe 

BpeMH TaKyIO 4y)K/IOCTb. HA 6b1 jja)Ke CKa3an, 4TO Korj aH y)Ke 

BepHynCH H3-3a rpaHIIUbI . MHe O4eHb 3aXOTenOCb 6bITb TaM CBONM, HO $1 

nOHAn, LITO R TaM TaKO i we 4y)KOfI, I-ITO H ewe 60nbule t1y)KOf , '-IeM 6blJI 

paHbwe. Ce1 4ac SI TaM COBepIIIeHHO 4y)KOi, SI npOCTO )KNBy BHe OtI1jeCTBa, 

npaKTN4eCKH. XOTH B HeM npHHNMa1O ygacme. HanpuMep, Koraa A 

npnexan, 4epe3 HeKOTOpOe BpeMA 51 BOCCTaHOBNn CBO6 44neHCTBO B Colo3e 

nHCaTene i, HO C Tex nOp TaM HH pa3y He 6b1n. KaK-TO 51 3THX Ji ogen Man0 

HHTepeCyIO, H OHM McHH Man0 HHTepecylOT, 51 He )KHBy obi el 

nNTepaTypHOA )KH3HbIO. He C4NTa$1 KaKHX-TO TaM «TyCOBOK», Kor a 

CONpalOTCH no nOBOJ]y H3jIaHH5I KaKONI-HH6ynb KHNrH, t5b1BaeT, 4TO McH5I 

Kyna-To npHrJIaCSIT, H 51 npHxoxry, HO H TaM 51 4yBCTByIO ce6si 4y)KHM. H 

KaK-TO H HMeIO C HHMH O4eHb Man0 o iuero. 51 jja)Ke OT4aCTH 60nbllle 

npHHHMa1O y4acTNe B O6WeCTBeHHO-nOJIHTN4eCKO )KH3HH, HO TO)Ke Korga 

, /Oxo/NT, ao Pena, Korjja H BCTpe, 4alOCb c nOJ1HTHKaMN, HanpuMep 

BCTpe'anCH HenaBHO C SIBnHHCKHM, c Fa> Aapoi. Kor Aa j]OXOjiT AO CyTN, 

H 4YBCTByIO, LITO MHe HX yCTpeMneHHH TäK)Ke HenOHSITHbl, KaK H MOM HM. 

TaK, 4TO BCe-paBHO SI OKa3aJ1CH 4y)KMM, H 3TO MO)KeT 6blTb Üyj]eT O1Ha 173 

TCM 3aMuciza. 

Bu RHCänH, 'ITO CaTHPHK, KOTOPb1B He Bu3NBäeT 

HCynOBOJIbCTBHSI - 3TO He CaTHpHK. H na. Ibme Bbi C4HTäeTe. 

HJIH C'IHTaJIH CBOHM I eJIoM 6CCIIOKOHTb 4(CB3IIIjeHHI6lX KOPOB». 

fpo oji)KaloT JIM CyIgeCTBOBäTb CB$IIgeHHHe KOPOBU B HOBOB 

POCCHH? 
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KOHe4Ho, Aa. Her, McHbWe, McHbWe, KOHe4HO, McHbWe. 4acTH4HO Hx yxce 

yHH4TO>Ka. IH, 14 SI TO)Ke nOCTapa. ICSI! Ae. no B TOM. TO cehgaC TaKOKe KSK 

HB ApyrHX CTpaHax AA Toro, 4TO6bl CyIIjeCTBOBaJIa CBSWjeHHa51 KopoBa, 

Haljo 4TO6b1 OHa 6bu1a jjefCTBHTeJ1bHO HenpuKacaeMai1. HanpuMep, ecirn 

B3SITb COJDKeHHu[b1Ha. TO 3TOrO 4e)IOBeKa ßOJDKHbI BO-nepBblX 

npec ieAOBaTb B. naCTN, - Tor ja BO3HHKaeT o6pa3 reposi, nOTOMy 4TO. 

Kor, L a ero npec. neAyIOT BJIaCTH, BaM Hey1]O(5HO erO KpHTHKOBaTb, H TorAa 

O HeM MO)KHO rOBOPHTb TOJIbKO XOpOWO, H TaKHM O6pa3OM 4eJIOBeK 

npeBpaWaeTC51 B CB51LL HHY1O KOpOBy. A Korjja KPHTHKOBaTb MO)KHO, TOr1 a 

TpyjIHO CO3i1 Tb TaKOA oc$pa3.1103TOMy BO3HHKaIOT 3TH KOpOBbI, HO Cpa3y 

we yHH4TO)KaIoTC5[. HanpuMep, EnbLHH 04HO BpeMSI A. nR nloAe1 TO)e 

CTaJI CBSIIIjeHHOII KOpOBOIA, Ha KOPOTKOe BpeMSI, Korjja OH GOpOJICA C 

FOpOa4eBb1M, m roBopHJI, 4TO OH npOTHBHHK npHBHJIerHfl, 4TO OH XOLIHT B 

j]eueBbIX 6OTHHKax, H TaK aaJlee. Ho 3TOT o pa3 6b1CTpO HC4epnaJ1CSi, H 

Tenepb K HeMy COBCeM apyroe OTHOweHi4e. K COJINCeHHLtblHy TaKoe 

OTHOWeHHe ßOJIbWe Bcero jlep)KailOCb, HO Tenepb TO)Ke HC4epnaJloCb, 

nOTOMy 4TO, AJ15I Toro 4TO6b1 4ejiOBeKa BOCnpHHHMaJIH KaK CBSI(IjeHHylo 

KOpOBy, Hy)KHa ellje HeKOTOpa5i TäHHCTBeHHOCTb BOKpyr Hero. H BOKpyr 

COJDKeHHLjbIHa KaK pa3 H 6bIJIa TaKaB TaMHCTBeHHOCTb. A Korga OH noexa. n 

B tleTblpeX BarOHax no CTpaHe H Cram rOBOpHTb 0 TOM, 4TO OH CTpapaeT 3a 

HapOA, HO fl U 3TOM epeT B 4erblpex BaroHax - 3TO nioAert WOKHpoeano, 

nOTOMy 4TO B POCCHII Ha 3TO 04eHb HeoAO(5pHTeJIbHO CMOTP$IT. B POCCHH 

eciiH aa)Ke 4eJIOBeK npOCTO olleT O'-ieHb XOpOWO, TO 3TO y)Ke WOKHpyeT, H 

eCJIH OH e3JL HT B j]OpOTOM aBTOMO6HJIe - TO eMy MOryT 3aBNAOBaTb, HO 

yBä)K Tb ero nepeCTaHyT. IIOTOM COJI)KeHHLIb1H CTaJI BbICTynaTb no 

Tei1eBH1 eHHlo H rOBOpHTb 0 BeiaaX, KOTOpble JIK)ASIM nPOCTO HeHHTepeCHbl. 

OH IIPOCTO Ha/loeJI, H nepeCTaii 6blTb /1JISI HHX CBSIIueHHO i KOpOBo . 
Ho 

AJIS[ HeKOTOpbIX, MO)KeT 15b1Tb ewe OCTaeTCSl. CaMble OOJIbWHe 

np{4Bep)KeHUbl COJllKeHuui-. IHa, 3TO IIHANA KOPHeeBHa 1lyKOBCKasl. KOTOpaI 

HeAaBHO yMep la H ee AOLIb FJIeHa Ije3apOBHa LIyKOBCKasI. R ÜbIJI He11 BHO 

y EJ1eHbI, H MbI rOBOpW1H o6 I4I eaJlax. H OHa cnpalHBa. na, no'eMy 51 

KpHTHtIeCKH OT3bIBalocb O COJUKeHHIU. IHe. 51 OTBeTHJl, 4TO COJI)KeHNLLb1H BO- 
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nepBblx, He 9BJIgleTc3i MOHM HpeaJloM, H BO-BTOpb! X W151 McHSI HLIeaJI He 

O6A3aTeJibHO nepcoHHLuH(4HpOBaH. H 5! Aa)Ke He MOry Haxo1 HTb NAea17a HH 

B KOM H3 CBOHX COBpeMeHHHKOB. 

Boneik-HeBoneg BW CTanH AHccHpeHTOM. Bbi CaMH Bb16panH Anse 

ce6si 3Ty ponb, HnH pyre BII6paJH ee nnA sac? 
MOAHO CKa3aTb. ApyrHe, nOTOMY 4TO Bo-nepBbix, TO, 4TO 51 nncan B 

Hagaie CBoero nyTH 6oiiee mim McHee COBna l aJIO C peaJlbHOA CHTya1lHelt. 

IIOTOM HaCTynHIIO BpeMSI «OTTeneJIH», Korj]a B JIHTepaType H BOOrJule B 

o6I1jeCTBeHHOhi )KH3HH CTanH nO3BOJ15ITb HeMHO)KKO 6OJlbLe. Ho Moe 

MaCTepCTBO B03paCTaJlo, no Mepe Toro KaK A fHCan, H 4eM 60JIbWe 3TO 

CTaHOBHJIOCb noxo Ke Ha )KH3Hb, TeM 3TO CTaHOBHJIOCb OCTpee. Mo HO 

CpaBHHTb 3TO C pHcoBaHHeM. llepBble KapTHHKH y McHH COBceM He 

nOJly4aliNCb, OHH 6bIJIH pacnJlblB4aTble, aC OnbITOM CTaHOB51TC5! T04Hee, H 

TaK)Ke 3TO 6bUIO B nHCaTeJIbCTBe. KorAa 51 CTaJI nHCaTb . my4We, 51 CTan 

11MCaTb OCTpee. H nO3TOMy, 4eM inaJlbwe WIIO BpeM51. TeM McHbWe TO, 4TO 

A nHCa. n. 6bUIO COBMeCTHMO C pea. IbHOCTbIO, c HjjeoJ1orH4eCKHMH 

Tpe6OBaHHAMH , KOTOpble CyI1jeCTBOBaJIH B COBeTCKOM C0I03e H KOTOpble 

WJI4 COBceM B ApyroM HanpaBneHHF1. IIO3TOMy Korfla, Hanpl7Mep, B 640M 

ropy CBeprJ1H XpyLuj Ba - CTa. rn4 3aKpy4HBaTb ra 1KH. TO eCTb CTanli K 

JIHTepaType npejjbSBJIS[Tb OnSITb CTapble Tpe6OBaHH51 B 6o iee )KeCTKOA 

()OpMe, Hy McHS! BO3HHK KOH(pJIHKT, KOTOpbIFI He MOr He BbinuleCHyTbCA 

Hapyx: y. Ho OH y)Ke 6birl, sl y)Ke nxcan yoHKHHa, 4TO y we 3a ABa roAa AO 

Toro 6bIJIO HeB03MO)KHo, a TyT CTaJIO COBep1eHHO HeB03MO)KHO. HB TO 

we BpeMSI 51 He MOr He nHcaTb TO, 4TO 51 XOTeJI nHCaTb, nO3TOMy 3TOT 

KOHCIJIHKT B HeKOTOpOM CMb1CJ1e Ir)b1Jl He1136e)KeH. To ixe KacaeTCS1 MOeh 

o6u. eCTBeHHot1 n03HLIHH. 51 O4eHb MHOrO ayMan O TOM, 4TO 6b1JTO BO 

BpeMA )KH3HH MOerO OTUa HanpHMep, H Si CMOTpe1I Ha JIIO4e4 ero 

nOKOJIeHnsl H BHaen, 4TO CTaJIHHCKHh Teppop npOH3OWGn nOTOMy, 4TO 

JIIOßH 3TO AOnyCTHnH. IIOTOMy 4TO CJIHWKOM MHOrO 6bUIO TpyCOB, 

CJ1HWKOM MHOrO KOH(DOPMHCTOB. 51 C'HTan HX BHHOBaTbIMH, H nO3TOMy 

KorAa On54Tb Ha4aJIOCb HjjeoJlorn4eCKOe HaCTyruleHNe Ha JIionell, He 
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TOJIbKO Ha HHTeNIHfeHUH1O a BOOtllje Ha HapOq, 51 peIIIHJi, qTO SI j]OJI)KeH 

CKa3aTb, LiTO 51 C 3THM He COT71aceH. 51 He XOTeJi (blTb ßHCCH neHTOM, 

BbIXOAHTb Ha TUIOLuagb, HO A/ OJI)KeH CKa3aTb H IIOKa3aTb, 4TO 51 C 3THM He 

COr. naceH H tITO $1 B 3TOM y11aCTH51 He npHHHMalo. TaK TO MOe 

jjHCCH, LºeHTCTBO 6b1J10 OTtiaCTH BbIHy)K4teHHbIM H OTLIaCTH CO3HaTeJIbHbIM. 

Ho O4eHb Tpyj. IHO 6bITb f HCCHAeHTOM, 6bITb npaBo3aluHTHHKOM, 'ITO6b1 3THM 

3aHNMaTbC51, Hapo OT flaTbCSI 3TOMy 11OJ1HOCTbIO. Ay McHSI 6wia 

nHTepaTypa, H 51 HHKaK He XOTeJ1 McHSITb IIpO(DeCCHIO, BOOÜIIje, A He XOTeJI 

JIHIIIaTbC51 BO3MO)KHOCTH 6blTb nmcaTeiieM, a micaTe. nb, OH aoJllKeH 

MbICJ1HTb, H IIpepCTaBJ151Tb Ce6e )KH3Hb cOJIee O6beMHO H 6ojiee, A CbI 

CKa3a71, IUIaCTHLIeCKH, qeM IIOJIHTHi-ieCKHN Ae51TeJib 11)119 npaBo3awwwuuTHHK. 

fHCaTeJIb ßOJIx(eH BHAeTb pa3Hble CTOPOHbl )K13HH. H pa3Hble CTOpOHbI 

McJIOBetleCKoro xapaKTepa, H MHOrOe onpan/ b1BaTb. Boo 5u e, nHCaTeilb 

j]OJllKeH 6blTb O 513aTeJIbHO KOMI1pOMHCCHbIM 4eJIOBeKOM, a j]FtccHAeHT 

L1OJllKeH 6bITb 6e3 KOMnpoMHCCa. IleXOB Ol]Ha)K lm1 CKa3aii O B. l'. 

KOpo. ]eHKO, LITO OH 17HCaJI 6b1 TOpa340 nywe, ecim 6 XOTb pa3 H3MeHHJI 

CBOeIýi ) eHe. 

KaK aaBHHMHHHA CTOPOHHHK AeMOKpaTHH. KaK BLI npeACTaBnxeTe 

ce6e (Syjyulee PoccHH, OCO6eHHO B CBB3H Ct eMOKpaTH4eCKHM 

pa3BHTHeM? 

3HaeTe, SI Boothe-TO aymaio TaK. fl TaK , gyMan aa)Ke po Toro. KaK 3TH 

COWTHS[ HaCTynFnH. A npOCTO C'-IHTaIO, LITO BOOfte MIIp CTaHOBHTCSI 

OLIeHb TeCHbIM Ii OLIeHb 3aBHCHMbIM, Hanpn ep ga> e 6OnbIllHe H CHnbHble 

CTpaHbl, KaK HanpnMep AMepHKa, He MOT cefNac )KINTb B H30ngI1(HH, 

TOJIbKO nO CBOHM CO6CTBeHHbIM 3aKOHaM. OHM JIOn)KHbl CtIHTaTbCA C 

cylueCTBOBaHHeM OCTanbHoro MHpa. 3To gBneHtie Hauiero BpeMCHFI, 

nOTOMy LITO paHbllle, KorAa He 6bInO CaMOneTOB, KOMnbIOTepOB, aTOMH&IX 

6OM6, paKeT, TeneBH, geHHSI, Bcero 3TOrO He 6b1J1O, Torna Ka)K, aas 4aCTb 

MHpa )KHJIa CaMOCTOSITenbHO. 

HanpnMep, Anse Hac B Poccul, AHrnHSI 6bina gleM-TO HeH3BeCTHbIM. H HaM 

6bUIO BC2 paBHO, t-ITO TaM y BaC TBOPHTCSI, HJIH tITO TBOPHTCSI B ben(laCTe, 
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14)111 TITO TBOP11TC5I rile-TO B A(PpHK@ NJIii B HHAIM. CerNac 3TO y we He TaK, 

I1OTOMY MTO MHP CB513aH 6o iee 3KOHOMHLieCKH. HHl OpMagHOHHO, IIOTOMY 

t-ITO, ec. iu '-ITO-TO IIpOHCXOIIHT, ec. nH 3i2Cb y6HBa1OT w@CTHaAuaTb fleTBfi 

(Dunblane), TO B MOCKBe B TOT we jj@Hb 3TO BCG JIIOßIH BHA51T. H 

HaO60pOT, KorAa B MOCKBe 6bUIH OKTROPCKHe C06bITHSI 1993oro roAa ti 

PSIjIOM CO MHO R CTpeJIAJIN, y McH51 6bIJIO oluyleHHe, LITO 3TO I]pOHCXOAHT 

rile-To B r'BaTeMa. Ie. To. LITO 51 BH, I]8JI no TBJIeBH30py, 6bUIO 3a 

HBCKOJIbKO KBaPTaJIOB OT McHSI, ICI 51 He MOr Ce(e npellCTaBllTb, tITO 3TO 

f1POHCXO4HT P5113OM CO MHO11. MHp CTaJi HaCTOJIbKO TeC@H, OH ilOI1)KCH 

nOA4IHHSITbCSI O11HHM 3aKOHaM. H POCCNA TaK)Ke AOJDKHa IIOALIHH5lTbC5[ 

o6lluHM 3aKOHaM, NHage oHa norlI6H@T. HO He OAHa. Kor, na 6o. nbwoil 

KOpa6J]b TOHeT, J1O4KH BOKPyr Hero TO)Ke rHOHyT. TaKasi 6OJlbwaSI CTpaHa 

He MO)KP, T Calla no Cede nOrH6HyTb, 3HaLIHT, BCJIH OHa norHtH@T, OHa 

I1OTaLI HT ApyrHX 3a co ol. To eCTb 51 yBepeH, 'ITO MHp 6YIIeT npoiue 

TOJIbKO Torj]a, Kor, na OH CTaHeT OilHOpOAHbIM, KOrm B@Cb MHP GYieT 

I]Ojj4HHATbCA OJZHHM 06UIHM 3aKOHaM. H MHP H POCCHSI, 3Ha'IHT, BCE K 

3TOMji Henp@MCHHO 14)IIi TIPHAYT, Him MHP nOrAMT. 51 HMBIO B BHiy He 

TO)IbKO POCCHK), HO H MyCyJIbMaHCKHe CTpaHbl, r11e H4 YT Ce{14ac y KaCHble 

BO IHbI H OHH BCe 6OIIbwe pa3rOpa1OTC51, HO LIeJIOBeueCTBO, 51 Ha, leiOCb, 

nPOCTO HHCTHHKTHBHO CMo)KBT MATH KaKOVI-TO KOMI7pOMHCC. 

Bbl Bce eald yBepeHbl, ITO nHcaTeiiIO HaAO BLl6paTb: I4nH 

OCTaBaTbCH nncaTeileM HIIH cjje]IaTbc5i nOJIKTHKOM? 

SI AyMalo, '-ITO nOJIHTHLieCKOe H XyAO)KeCTBeHHOe MbIWAeHHe 

HecOBMeCTHMbI. XyJ. 1O)KHHK aOJUKeH AyMaTb. BOT npOCTOfi npHMep. 51 

He/äBHO BbICTynaJ! Ha c e3Ae IlapTHH «Bbl6Op Pocciiu», H 51 rOBOpHJ1, LITO A 

PYKOBO/CTBYIOCb npaBHJIOM - /IeJIaf 4TO AOJi)KeH H He /yMati o 

nOCJIelCTBHSIX. A nOJIHTHK He HMeeT Ha TO npaBa, OH Ao. n)ceH BcerAa 

pymaTb o IIOCJie/CTBH$IX. A I1HCäTeJlb /OJDKeH pyKOBO/CTBOBäTbC51 

npe>KAe Bcero MOpaJlbHblMH npHHL[HI7aMH, a He paCLleTOM H He 

uellecOO6pa3HOCTbK). fO3TOMy /JI51 nOJIHTHKa MOpaJIbHble npHHLlHllbl 

MOryT 6b1Tb Oonee pa3MbITbIMH, '-IeM Aim nncaTeJISl. SI HMeIO B MAY OIISITb 
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nHCaT@JIA KdK (1HCypy Hp3BCTBeHHylo. 

B CTapoM PYCCKOM fOHHMäHHH 11HCdT2Jlb Cyiu CTByeT AO TeX nop, nOKa OH 

H@COBM@CTHM C IIOJIHTHKOR. Ho HHOI"Ad BCTpe4aK)TCH peAKme r IcaTerni, 

4be TBOpy2CTBO riepenii@Ta@TCSI C fOITHTHKOii, HanPHMep rp3M rpm. 

MOzHO JIM aKTHBHO y4aCTBOBaTb B nOJIHTM4 CKHX npogeccax m 

OgHOBpeMeHHO COXpaHATb , nHCTaHWNIO OT BpelHMX BJIHAHHR 

BnaCTH? 

HAH npaBAa 11H Bcerra MTO TOT, KTO y BnaCTH. caMO co6o , 

BTArHBaeTCA B KOppyngxio? 
B POCCHH, jia, Ho $1 Boothe nymaio, i-ITO H 3jjeCb LIaCTHtIHO, HO B POCCNN 

6oJ1bwe. K CO)KaJ1eHN10. 

IIpexcAe, Bbl nblTanHCb OAHHM IIHTepaTypHbzM TBOptIeCTBOM 

onpeAeiIATb CBOe OTHOUIeHIde K NKH3HH. A ceggac B6i 6onbme 

y4aCTByeTe B nOJIHTH4eCKO[ )KH3HH POCCHH. KaKyio pOAb, nO- 

BameMy. Aon)KeH HrpaTm nHCaTenb B TaKOe BpeMSi? 

S( pyMalo, HHKaKO{%I. A He nbITaK)Cb, a McHB BTHrHBaK)T. H 51 He BH)Ky 

HHKäKON nOJlb3bI OT CBoero yt-IaCTNA B nOJIHTHqeCKO13 )KH3HH. 

Kaxofi npeAcTaBnsleTCSI BaM npo6neMa HawHOHanbHblx 

B3aHMOOTHOIQeHn l? yTO MO)KHO cfejIaTb? 

3TO O'-IeHb TpyAHblh BOnpOC. AenO B TOM, TO 51 O4HO BpeMA jjyMan. 4TO 

nHCaTeJIH ßOJ)KHbI B 3TO BMeLIJaTbCSI, nOTOMY WO B TaKHX CTpaHaX KdK 

PoccH-q, HJIH }OrocnaBHS1. OHH ellje ROJlb3y1OTCSi MOpanbHbIM aBTOpHTeTOM. 

Ho 51 nPOCTO MOry CKa3aTb, LITO HaLtHOHaJlbHble OTHOWeHHA HaCTOJIbKO 

OCTpbI, VITO KäK TOJ1bKO nNCaTeuIb, KaKo 6bI OH Hit 6bul, ero penyTal(NA 

cpa3y naiiaeT. 51 npHBejjy npHMep apMSIHCKON nO3TeCCbI CI nbBbl 

KonyTHKaH. KorAa Haganacb j1HKa5i Bpa)Kjja apMSIH c a3ep6aA a aHuaMH, 

oHa O6paTHJlaCb K apMAHaM C npl3blBOM K HaUHOHaJIbHOt TepnHMOCTH. H 

3TO Bbl3Bano HeOao6peHHe. A KOI Zla nHCaTenb BbICTynaeT 3a CBOHX, KaK 

HanpHMep B cuiyt-Iae COJDKeHHC(bIHa, KOrAa off 3aium an PYCCKHX - 3TO 
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Bb13BaJ1O 6OJIbIllyIO HBIIPI4SI3Hb Hy yKPaHHLj2B H Ka3aKOB. 41151 MBHSI BCe 

paBHbW H &OJIb KawAom HapOAa, ÖOJIb Ka)KAoro t1@JIOB@Ka OAHHaKOBbI. H 

ceri4ac M2H51 yTeWa@T, I-ITO MHOrHe pyCCKHe BbICTyI1 IOT B IIOJ. ijep)KKy 

LiegeHI1@B. H 51 CLIHTaio 3TO O'@Hb ITOJIO)KHTe. 7bHbIM (paKTOpOM. SI AyMalo. 

14TO HMBHHO nHcaT@JIH, J1IO11H HCKYCCTBa, KOTOpbI@ HM@IOT BJIHAHHB Ha 

O6weCTBO, AOJUKHbI AyMaTb 06 3TOM. 

KaiHe npo6neMbz COBpeMeHHOCTH Bac xaK nHCaTenR 6onbme 

BcerO BOJIHyIOT? 

TeppopH3M. H TeppOPH3M rOCyaapCTBeHHbIh, TOT. '-ITO B yegHe. H OTBeTHblh 

TeppOpu3M, KOTOpbIh tlegeHUbI 11pOBOß5IT. H TeppOpl13M B Be11()aCTe, N 

nOBCK)Ay" S1 HanncaJi TäKjIIO CTaTb1O OpHa)KJ]bI B ra3eTe «H3BeCTHSI». OHa 

Ha3bIBaJIaCb «CMJIa npOTNB HacHJIH51». KOHeLiHo MODI ronoc CJIa6bih, HO SI 

CLIHTalo. LITO rocyaapCTBa 4OJ1KHbM O6bej]HHHTbCSI H JIOJDKHbI 

npOTHBOIIOCTäBHTb CHJIY TeppOpH3My. nOTOMy 4TO OH paCnpOCTpaHHeTCSI 

H OCTaHOBHTC51 OeCKOHTpOJIbHbIM. S1 TäK)Ke HMeIO B BHJ YH 

rOCyaapCTBeHHbIFi TeppOpH3M. Koriia HanpHMep KHTah 11 MOHCTPHpyeT 

yrp03y TeppOPH3Ma npOTnB TahBaHA. H TO. 4TO Poccilsi penaeT B LIe4He, {4 

COGbITI-ISI B IOrOCJIaBHH. LITO TaKoe CyBepeHHTeT? Ka)K aast CTpaHa 

TOJIKyeT nO-CBoeMy, KaK eh BbIrOAHO. qTO TäKOe rosy aapCTBeHHble 

rpaHHIjbI? KaKasi He3aBHCHMOCTb MO)KeT &blTb? KTO MO)KeT O(bSIBJISITb 

He3aBIiCHMOCTb? : )TO BCe 1HKTyeTC5I TOJIbKO CeroAHSIIllHHMH 

nOJ1I1THgIeCKHM14 BbIrOAaMH H 3anaAHbIMI4 iiHaepaMN. HanpUMep, POCCHA 

HanaAaeT Ha McLIHIO H HHKTO He BMeLIIHBaeTCs - HMeeT npaBO le4H5i Ha 

He3aBHCNMOCTb HIM HeT? A 3TO j]OJI)KHO 6b1Th npHHL(I1niiäJlbHOe peWeH{7e. 

MHon-Ie rOBOpsIT. EJIbItHH rapaHTH51 neMOKpaTHH. nO3TOMy Gy1]eM 

IIOjj1gep)KHBaTb EJIbLIHHa KäK OH X04eT BeCTH 3TH BHYTpeHHHe Aejla. A 

3TOrO He J OJDKHO GbITb. A CgHTaIO, LITO C03AaHHe peaJlbHoro cy1ia no 

BOeHHbIM npeCTYIUIeHHAM - 3TO Ba)KHbl t War. H 6bIAO db1 xopoIuo 

nOCaßHTb Ha CKaMbIO nO, L CyL1HMbIX HaWero MHHHCTpa I-pat{eba, 3TO Sy) eT 

xopomHi3 npeL eAeHT. KpoMe Bcero, HaßO OOb51BHTb . nio6yio BOIIHy 

BHe3aKOHHOh. BCAKaSI BONHa aOJ)KHa C4HTaTbC5i npeCTYnHbIM aKTOM. B 
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Ha aJie BOAHbI Cyl r oJI)KeH peulHTb, KTO Haga. 1 BONHy, H CynHTb 3ä 3TO. H 

AOnyCTHM, BCJIH KaKafl-TO CTpaH1 HagHHaeT npOBOLIHTb j]eNCTBHA, 

Be, ayuuie K BOA He, OHa j]OJDKHa nOJI}/4HTb npeaynpe)KjjeHHB, H @CJW t5b1 MHP 

6bU1 B 3TOM CMbICJI2 o6beLNHeH, TO KOHe'-IHO HdIIpHM@P HpaK Aawe He 

rlo. ne3 &bi B KyBefT. BCE 3T1 HäCHJ1bCTB2HHbI8 ßeflCTBHS! 17POH3BO/ISITC51 

17OTOMY, WO Tä CTOPOHa, KOTOPä5I HX Hd. uHHäeT, 6o iee NJIH McH@E 

Hä jjeeTCR Ha (5e3HaKa3aHHOCTb. A ecim OHä 6jlA@T TO'-IHO 3HaTb, WO, 

TaKOÄ-TO BOIIPOC MO)K8T GbITb peuibH TOJIbKO 3aKOHOM, TOJ1bKO Cy/IOM, H 

HHKäKHM HaCMJIHBM 3TOi'O He 11O6HTbC$I, TorAa OHH OyL yT .1 yMaTb. : )TO 

BOT MH@ Ka)KeTCSI Ba)KHbIM. 

Bbi He ABJIAeTeCb 6e3yCJIOBHbIM ITpOTHBHHKOM ynOTpe6JIeHH51 

CHAN. B KaKHX yCJIOBHSIX BMI 6w C4HTäJIH yfOTpC6JIeHHe cHAti 

npHeMIIeMbaM? 

51 CI-IHTaJo, tITO Hy)KHa Me)KAyHapO4gHaA opraHN3autiR, KOTOpasi 6bw 

fpHMeHAJIa CNJIy OTBeTCTBeHHO H no peIueHNKI, MO)KeT 6blTb, Cy/]a. 

KOTOpa5 6bw SIBJIAJIaCb Me)KAyHapOAHOA CNJ1of noin e1CKOrO XapaKTepa. 

KaK apMNA NJIN Me)KjjyHapO, lHa} 17OJ1HLtHA, KOTopam o4eHb CHJIbHO 

Boopy)KeHa, H KOTOpaA MO)KeT /leACTBOBaTb He TOJIbKO fIpOTHB 

OTAenbHbIX JINL( HO Aa)Ke H ITpOTHB roCypapCTB. TaK we KaK BHyTPH 

CTpaHb!. KorAa noJ1HUHA I7pOH3BOAHT HaCHJIbCTBeHHble Ae{1CTBHB i1pOTHB 

npeCTynHHKOB, OHa PYKOBOACTByeTCA 3aKOHaMH, I1paBHJIaMH H HOpMaMN, 

KOTOpble OHa He MO)KeT nepexo/ul b. K co)KaJ1eHHIO B 

Me)Ki'OCyAaPCTBCHHbIX OTHOI11eHH5IX 3TH 3aKOHbl HäCTOJIbKO HenOHRTHbi, 

pac17J1b1Bi-IaTbI, '-ITO HX He Cyu eCTByeT. A MewAyHapOAHaA opraHH3auNA 

MorJia Obi pa3pa6OTaTb CBOA 3aKOHOB, KOTOpble 6bI Gb1J1N I1pHeMJleMb1 Aim 

Bcex CTpaH. Ho 3TO MO)KeT 6bITb yTonn5I, A He 3HaIol 

Bbi IIHCanH. LITO BLi cneuHamHCT CTpellb&N no H@IIOABH)KHNM 

MHUJCHAM. H tITO B 3aCTOfhThle Bp@MeHa B03MOXHO (5biAO ÖpaTb 

iiio6ol npe MET H ODHCWBäTb ero XOTb rojj. XOTb A Ra - OH C 

MBCTa He CABHH@TCA. MOWHO AH 6WITb CaTHPHKOM B HOBOf1 
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POCCHI1? 

MO)KHO, MO)KHO. HOBasI POCCnsi eul 6o iee CM@WHä5I CTpaHa, '-IeM Obuiä 

paHbwe. 1103TOMy B Hell MOAHO Ob1Tb CaTNpHKOM. B Heil OLieHb MHO('O 

CMeWHOI'O, HR rOBOpio ropy iO 60JIbwe, tleM paHble. PaHbme TaM 6bu a 

COB@TCKasi BJIäCTb CMeWHas!, HO MHOI'He CTOPOHbl )KH3HN 6bLJIH CKpblTbI, 11 

MHOI'II@ xapaKTepbi 6bUILi CKpbImI, a Tenepb OHH pä, CKPbI11HCb H cenLiac B 

POCCHN feNCTBHT@JIbHO O4eHb MHOI'O CMBWHoro. 

COBeTCKäsI BIIaCTb rSbUIa HenOJ BH)KHas1. CTa6HJIbHasi, a ceinmac 

TaKasi CTaSHAbHOCTb CCTb B PYCCKOM 06II(@CTBe? 

Hei, celuac cTa6HnbHOCTH Her, K co)KaneHHio. 

KaK we MO)KHO 6bITb CäTHpHKOM eciiH CTa6HJIbHOCTH HeT? 51 

HMeK) B BHjjy TO, MTO B KHOBbIX PYCCKHX» HOBOh CaTHpHtleCKOt 

MNWCHbIO 51BJI$IeTCA KPHMHHaJIH3aUUH5i othueCTBa. He Tpy1 HO JIM 

nncaTeiIK) npHgenHBaTbCA. KorAa TaKOit npeAMeT BCe BpeMA 

H3MeHAeTCA H CABHraeTCA C McCTa? 

51 XOLIy npHBeCTH npHMep. Bbl nJIbIBeTe Ha napoxoile. Ha6moaaere )K H3Hb, 

HanpHMep, ecnH 3TO AanbHee nyTeuecTBHe, Bbl BHQHTe KaKMe OTHOWeHNA 

B03HHKaIOT Me)K, ay nacca)KHpaMH, IiHOrj{a poMaHbl, H Bbl MO)KeTe OnHCbIBaTb 

3T1 npHKJ]K)LIeHKSI CnOKOAHO, nncaTb o6 3TOM paccKa3bI. pOMaHbI, 4TO 

XOTHTe. Ho sI roBoplo. 14TO PoccHn cehziaC KaK THTaHHK B MOMeHT 

KpyIeHHSI, H HeJlb35I OnHCbIBaTb KpyWeHHe Kopa6JlA, HaXOLI5ICb Ha CaMOM 

Kopa6Jle. MO)KHO BeCTH penOpTa)K H COO6lljaTb, 4TO Mbl TOHCM H y)KC 

f0'- TH norpy3HJlHCb, HO He Gojiee. B Poccim cenLiac npHMepHO TaKas1 

CHTyawMA, H HMCHHO nO3TOMy 51 H36paJ1 3TOT )K Hp TeJlecepHa. ma. nOTOMy 

T4TO MHe noKa3a. IOCb, LITO OH HaIi6o iee OTBel4aeT aefACTBHTejlbH0CTH, 3TO 

KäK Obi Xyl o)KeCTBeHHbIf penOpTa)K, HO noKa R nHWy 3TOT cepiaJl KaKNe- 

TO no. no)KeHHSI, 3nH3OljbI H3MeH$IIOTC51, H TO, 14TO 51 cerOAH31 nHCaJI, 3aBTpa 

3TO y» e He TaK. Ho B TO we Bp@MSi HHTepeCHO, Korpa pacOTaeWb B 

TaKOM )KaHpe, nOTOMj/ 4TO BCe npoceHBaeTCA KaK ýlepe3 CHTO. H McJIKHe 

BeII H HC4e3aIOT. a BCe rJIaBHoe OCTaETCS1. BOT npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO TaK. H 
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POCCNSI HäXOAHTCSI B TaKOt% 17ytiHHe, B KOTOpOf Kä3c1J1OCb &bI HapyweHbi Bce 

t{8JIoBe4eCKne CBA3H H JIIOAH 11pO3IBJI$1IOTC3T no japyromy, a BCG paBHO 3T0 

Te )Ke CäMbI@ xapaKTepbI, H BOT B 3TOM / BH)KeHHH HätiHHaeWb 3aMe -IaTb, 

KäK TäKOIl XapaKTep BbDKHBaeT n p14 JIIOÜbIX noBopoTax. 

HyXCHa JIM «HOBLIM PYCCKHM» CTapasl 1IHTepaTypa? 

51 He Maio, HY)KHa Jill HM CTapasl nlTepaTypa, KOTOpasl Hx ytuHna. Bo- 

nepBbIX CTapasi nwTepaTypa nbITanacb OTB2THTb Ha BOrIpOC, eCTb nM Bor? 

A 3THM HOBbIM PYCCKHM HeHHT@p2CHO 3HaTb, eCTb Ali HJIi7 H@T, OHH 

yBep8HbI, tITO erO H@T. CeHgac MO)KHO XOßHTb B L(BpKOBb. CTaBHTb CBe4Ky, 

a jjanbiue MO)KHO )KHTb no CBO@My 3aKOHy. To eCTb, A &bI OTBBTHJI 

OTPH T2nbHO Ha 3TOT BOFIPOC, Hy)KHa im HOBbIM PYCCKHM CTapaH 

nlTepaTypa. HoN anyfi. He Hy)KHa. 

H Korpa Bbl rOBO HTe o cTapoh nHTeparype, Bbl HMeeTe B MAY 

KJIaCCHKy? 

HeT. 51 HMe(O B BHAy Boo6We AliTepaTypy CTapbIX 17OH5iTHII, Haf1PHMep pa) ce 

TO, '-ITO 51 fHIIIy ceh'-iac, 51 CgHTdlo CTapol7 JIHTepaTypON. 

KaK LI}BCTByeT Ce6A pYCCKHf1 IIHcaTe. nb 3a rpaHHueR H JIOMa. 

PyccxH i nncaTe. nb LI}BCTBYeT Ce651 HeOLUIHaKOBO 3a rpaHH1(ec H /1OMa. 

BOT A paCCKa)Ky, KaK i-JyBCTBYIOT Ce631 pyCCKNe J 1O H Boo(5me, a He 

TOJIbKO nHCaTeJiM. B OnHOM OqepKe. (A He nOMHIO, ÖWi Jill OH nO-pyCCKH, 

eCJIH 6b1J1, TO Bbl er0 KOHe4HO'-IHTaJiH), Si paCCKa3an 0 TOM, KaK pyCCKHe 

JiIo ii caj]ATC31 BO cPpaHK(DypTe B caMOJI(T. KOrza OHM npOXOnJIT 

TaMO)KeHHb1f KOHTpOJTb, OHM TaKHe pO6KMe, OHH (SOSITCSA, OHH HeCYT C 

CO(O11 3TH 31II HKH, OHM (SO5ITC51, '-ITO 3TH $ILUMKH Y HHX OT6epyT, HX 'ITO-TO 

cnpawIlBalOT nO-HeMeLIKH, H OHM OTBet-IaK)T «Aa, na, ja, qa, na, g a, » H BCL, 

60JIbme OHH CKa3aTb HH'-IerO He MOryT, HJIH «DITO, 1-ITO? » Hanp5)KeHHb1e 

TaKHe. A r1OTOM OHH BXOWIT B CaMOJIeT. H MOMeHTaJIbHO npe0(Spa)KalOTCsi. 

KOr, La 51 liOKynan ÖHJIeT B repMaHHH, KOr. na flPOXO1]HJI 3TOT CaMblftl 

KOHTpOJlb, perHCTpaLlmo, McHSI cnpallJHBaK)T, Rauchen oder nicht rauchen? 
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, qnn KypSILUHX HJII-I HeT? A sI nepecnpocl3. n HapogHo, «Kaxoe 3TO HMeeT 

3Ha'leHHe, 'ITO A BaM OTBeyy? » a OH rOBOPHT «KaK KaKoe? Ecnm Bbl He 

KYPHTe 3Hai{14T Bbl ... » 51 rOBOPIO, Bbl xce Anse A3pocpnora perHCrpupyeTe, 

BäM HaßO 3HaTb, LITO jjn51 pYCCKHX 3T0 He HMeeT HHKaKOro 3Ha'-ICHHSI, H 

TOLIHO, A Ca)KyCb. Ca 115! TCSI O, QHH C OAHOIn CTOPOHbI, apyron c Apyroc, oöa 

TyT )Ke 3aKypHBaIOT. caMOneT eIlj2 Ha 3eMne CTOHT a OHH y)Ke 3aKypIBaIoT. 

H CTioapijeCCbl HHKaK He pearHpyK)T, 3Ha4HT OHM LIyBCTByIOT ceöm y)Ke 

ßoMa, rjie COBepIJ HHO npyrie npaBMJla noBeneHH!. I1O3TOMy npaBHna 

IIOBe. LIeHHS! pyCCKOºO nHCäTen51 BHyTPH H 3a rpaHHL(eh TO)Ke pa3Hble, 

nOTOMY LiT0 BHYTPH COBeTCKOrO CO103a OH ewä IOMHHT HJ1H nyMaeT. 4T0 

eII@ TaK eCTb H OH 3HaeT. 4{T0 OH O4eHb Ba)KHa5 tpHrypa, OH MO)KeT XO flHTb 

KaK Oi-IeHb Ba)KHblfi qejioBeK, a Kor. L a OH npHe3>KaeT 3a rpaHHUy, OH 

HatmHaeT cpa3y we XO flHTb OLIeHb CKPOMHO, KäK 51! AB MOCKBe, 

nOCKOnbKO $1 )KHB3 yemiHÜHHO, TO SI He Beljy ce(SSI KaK O4eHb Ba)KHbIft1 

L1enOBeK. KpoMe Toro 3a BpeMA 3MHrpaUHH A OTBbIK OT 3TOrO '-IyBCTBa, 

XOTSI paHbwe TO)Ke '-IyBCTBOBan ce6si B . )4CHbIM nepCOHa)ieM. B POCCHH, 

Korga SI XOIIHJ1 K Bpa'-ly. TO OTHOIUeHHe KO MHe (SbUIO OCO(SeHHbIM, C 

yBa)KeHHBM - H3BeCTHbI i nHCaTeJlb npHIDen. A 3a rpaHHljei! 1, HanpNMep B 

AMepHKe, K MOCMy OTBeTy, LITO 51 nHCaTenb, OTHeCnHCb He (SOnee, LIeM K 

OTBCTy '-IHCTHJIbIUHKa O6yBH. 3THM Si XO'-Iy fOjj4lepKHyTh, DITO B POCCHH 

eCTb yBaNCeHHe K rlpO(1)eCCHH nHCaTeJSl, '-ITO 3T0 npO(IIeCCNSI He Ka)KAOMy 

, OCTynHa5i, i-ITO 3T0 BOOiSIIje tITO-TO TaKOe (5o)KeCTBeHHOe, LITO fHCaTenb 

3TO genOBeK 6JIH3KM11 K gory. A 3, ueCb Ha 3anaj]e ropa3, nO HHTepecHee, 

ecnN LIenOBeK HOTapHyC HuH 3y6HO11 Bpa1i. B POCCHH 3y6HO171 Bpa4 

3apa6aTblBaeT öonbI1Ie nncaTen51, HO OH BCL-TaKH K fHCäTeJIIO OTHOCHTC51 C 

6OnbWHM nOLITeHHeM. IIOTOMy tiTO OH 3HaeT, 4TO 3T0 TaKasi npoc eccHA, 

KOTOPOrl OH He MO)KeT 3aHHMaTbC5I, OH 3HaeT. DITO Ka)KAbIf1 4enOBeK MO)KeT 

6b1Tb 6onee HnH McHee 3y6HbIM Bpa4OM, HO He Ka)KjjbIGl 4enOBeK MO)KCT 

6bITb nHCaTeneM. 

A ce yac BOIIPOC 0 'OHKHHe. KaK BM ceftyac OTHOCHTeCB K 

IIOHKHHy? IIpasAa AN. KaK nHcan 30nOTOH000B, 'TO gOHKHH - 
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3To BOtIHOBH4 MHHYC JIHTepaTypHax npo(peccHSI? 
SI 3Toro He nOHHMalo. 51 4HTan CTaTbIO, HO A He nOHSLn. 4TO OH HMeeT B 

Bi7Ay. MO)KeT ObITb, 4TO 3TO HänHCaHO He npO( IeCCHOHaJIbHbIM nHCaTeJIeM, 

a TIpOCTO HaTypaJlbHO. BOT HanpiMep, 51 ceN iac pHCyIO eCTeCTBeHHO, 

COBepUICHHO He 3Hä5( HHKaKHX npaBHJI, H MO)KeT OblTb OH 3TO HMeJI B BHJQy. 

HO BCe-TaKH Korija 51 fHCaJI gOHKHHa, sI y)ICe 4TO-TO coo6pa)Kan. y McHSI 

y)Ke Obi no npeACTaBJ1eHNe, 4TO SI X04y HanHCaTb. KOHe4HO MO)KeT ßblTb, 

4TO LIOHKHH 3TO TaKOA HaTypaJlbHbIYi report. 

yOHKHH B KaKO1-To CTeII@HH IIOXO)K Ha Bac? 

SI paHbWe pa)Ke OTpHUanI, tiTO OH fOXO)K Ha McHA. Ho BCe-TaKH A aymaio 

'-ITO j]a, B KaKOA-To CTeneHH flOXO)K. Bo-nepBblx sI ayMaio, DITO 51 TO)Ke 

HaTypaJIbHbI 1 tlejiOBeK, '-ITO $1 HHKOI'Ja He I7bITäIOCb BblßaTb Cecss 3a Toro, 

KeM 51 He SIBJISIIOCb. SI CTapaIOCb B )KH3HH He (caJ1bmHBHTb, a eCJIH H 6blBaeT 

HHor, aa, LITO 51 'dyBCTBYIO, tITO Beay Ce6 1 He TaK, McH51 3TO Ha'-HHaeT 

CaMorO KOpO(SHTb. X01Iy BCHOMHHTb O, gHH CJ1y4Ia1i, B KOTOPOM SI paHbWe 

HHKOI'jja He CO3HaBaJICA. Kor. ja gwia Haneq-IaTaHa MOST nepBaA ROBeCTb. 31 

6b1J1 o'-IeHb Ci-IaCTJIHB H rop, Ij, HB TOT jleHb B JIeHHHrpaaCKol rOCTHHHIIe q 

BCTpeTHJ1 onHorO 3HaKOMOI'O geJIOBeKa. flocJie OcbILIHOro pa3roaopa o 

peJlax MbI nOnpoWaJIHCb. H 51 3aMeTHJI, MTO 51 HAy TaKOA Ba)KHON 

nOXO4KO4i, H. He orJI5LAbIBas1Cb. 51 IIOtIyBCTBOBaJI CIINHOf1 ero yjiHBJIeHHbII1 

B3r. IAj3. H MHe 310 IIOKa3aJIOCb HaCTOJIbKO (paJIbWHBO. HaCTOJIbKO 

IIpOTHBOeCTeCTBeHHO, LITO MHe CTaJIO CTbIAHO H HapeIOCb 3TOI'O y McHSI 

6OJIbue HHKOI'aa He fOBTOpSIJIOCb. I1O3TOMy 51 CTapaIOCb Ha 

OdbIKHOBeHHble BeLUH peaFHpOBaTb a/jeKBaTHO, HO 51 nyMalo, tITO B 3TOM 

CMbJCJ1e y McHA eCTb fl OCTOI]YWHe tIOHKHHa, XOTSI 51 HaBePHO B 

HeKOTOpOM CMb1CJAe 6o iee HHTepeCHb1 1 'IeJIOBeK. A MO)KeT &blTb HeT. 

HaBepxo Her, KCTaTH, IIOTOMY '-ITO HHTepeCHb1Ik 4e. IOBeK, 3TO 

Heoci3l3aTenbHO 6onee O pa3oBaHHb1ll. 

Mot JIIO6HMbig paccKä3 y Bac «flyTeM B3äHMHoR nepenHCKii». 

KaK OH pOAH. CA? 
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3aMblcen paCCKa3a IIO5iBHJIC51 BO BpeMSI Moen CJIYNKGbl B apMHH, me Obino 

MHOrO coJI, naT, KOTOpble nepenHCbIBäIOTCSI TäKHM o6pa30M. 3HaLINT, KäK y 

M@H51 HänHCaHO, ACBYUIKH npHCbLJ1 IOT nHCbMä B gacTh. nepBOMY 

nonaBweMyc5l. KOMy noraA T 3T0 nHCbMO, ii OGbILIHO nOl4TänbOH npHHOCHT 

nHcbMa, KnaAeT HX Hä CTOJI, H KTO xogeT, OepeT HX. H HaXO, (js1TC51 

COnAaTbI THnä AJTbIHHHKa, KOTOpb1e Ha'-IHHa! OT OTBei-iaTb Hä nHCbMa. 

TdKMX coJIAaT MHoro. 3T0 npOCTO THnM'IHbINI tIe. iOBeK. 3TOT HBaH 

AJ1TbIHHHK, OH OepeT MHOrO nMCeM, OH J1IO&iT nHCäTb nHCbMä H nO3TOMy OH 

BCeM nFiWeT. HB paccKa3e MHOfI oni caHO, KäK 06bILIHb! e , i]eB}/IUKH nPOCSIT 

COJfl T npHCJIäTb (cOTOrpa HH H COJIgdTbi TO)Ke y HHX TpeOYIOT 

(4OTorpä(»NH. B Kd)KAoi7i LIacTH CYIIjeCTBYeT AocKa OTJH'-1HHKOB ymeCSHO- 

5OeBOh H nonHTNL1eCKOf1 nO. LIrOTOBKH C (poTOrpä[pNAMii Cepbe3Hb1X COJIAaT. 

CO 3HagKaMH, B näpaAHOV1 c opMe. N peßsiTa T"nä AnTbIHHHKa Cpb1BäIOT 

4Y)KHe (cOTorpa(PHH, H nOCbIJ1 IOT HX B CBOHX nHCbMaX, H BCR 3Tä 

nepenHCKa npOCTOe pa3BneLieHNe. Ho HHorAa H3 nepenHCKH npOHCTeKäeT 

TaKa. 9 HCTOpHSI, KOTOPYIO A OIINCan B paCCKä3e. SI nonpoCSOBan ce(Se 

npeACTaBHTb, tITO 6bi Morno CnYLIHTbCSI B pe3YnbTäTe TaKon nepenHCKH. 

IIpH3HaIOCb BaM, TO XOTSI 51 H He )KeHHJ1C5i no nepenlCKe. Mbi 

n03HaKOMHJTHCb c nepBOl1 )KeHOlf B MOCKOBCKOM OO[(e)KHTHH, xorAa 51 

paiOTaJi Hä CTpOf3Ke, HO Mott nepBbli1 6paK - 3TO T 11H4HblA npNMep Toro, 

'-ITO nOnyi-IHJIOCb y AJITbIHHHK.. SI paHbme HHKOMY OS 3TOM He roBopwi. 

CnacH6o 3a AoBepHe. A Kaxoik y Bac Jno6HMu paccKa3? 
1110 HMblhl paccKa3 y MBH$1 To)Ke 3TOT. Aa. 51 3THM paCCKa3OM O4CHb 

AopO)Ky, nOTOMy 4TO MHe Ka)KeTC31.4TO B HeM 51 nOKa3ai1 (SOJIbWe TOTO, 

'-ITO 51 co MpaJICA. IIO3TOMy MHe A awe npHSITHO, 4TO BbI ero OTMeTHIIN. 

B roAbi 3MHrpallHH Bd pa6OTanH HB repMaHHH HB CWA, HO Bbl 

npeAno4nH )KHTb B repMaHHH. Ongyuqaere im Bbl ce6si npeIcAe 

Bcero eBponetACKHM nHcareneM? 
floxcanyf. Aa. SI He Mory CKa3aTb, 4TO A CaM npeAno e. n 3TO, nOTOMy 4TO 

)KHTb B repMaHHH (5bulo npeArio trenn@M Hoed )KeHbl, a sq 6bi, MO)KCT 6blTb, 
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npeAnogeJi )K4iTb B AMepme npOCTO nOTOMy, '4TO ropa3Ao HaAe)KHee 

MaTepHaJlbHo, Ho, no)KaJlyfl, A ceft oujyu alo eBponeACKHM nNcaTe. rleM. 

nOTOMy '-ITO aMepHKaHCKafi McHTaJIbHOCTb HaM AOBOJIbHO ýgajleKa, 51 

J]yMalo aHriiHtiaHaM To>Ke. 

Bbl 0 LIeM-HH6yjjb )KaneeTe B )KH3HH? 06 yTpaLIeHHbMX 

BO3MOXICHOCTSIX Hanpl4Mep? 

Hy, KaK BaM cKa3aTb? HeT. HO KOHei-IHO 51 ON XOTen, '-ITOdbl BO-nepBblX MOST 

)KH3Hb Cno)KHJiacb 6oiiee 6narononyMHO. tlTOObI 51 (5onbwe ycnen. BOT. 

HanpHMep, Mom xHHra 3ambicen, rAe nblTalocb n03HaTb ce6sl, HO K 

co)aneHH1O c ono3paHHeM. Sl IlyMalo, MTO ec. nu 6b1 sI ce6sl nyvwe nOHSIn 

paHbwe B MO! OAOCTH, tbino db1 nyawe, H 51 Bcerna ouyatan HepocTaTOK 

oOpa3oBaHHS1. HO B uenOM SI He )KaneIO. A HHOrßa CI-IHTan, LITO MOSI )KH3Hb 

Morita ON CJ1O)KHTbCSI 6onee 6narononyLIHo, ecnu 15b1 51 He COBepwan 

KaKHx-To nOCTynKOB B COBeTCKOM CoIo3e, HO nOTOM, Korjja 51 , gyMan 

Bcepbe3, OLIeBHAHO 5bIJIO, LITO BCe paBHO 60nbwefl '-IaCTbIo 3TO 6bin0 

HeH36e)KHo. To eCTb, 51 MOr 6bI H36exKaTb KaKHX-nH60 MenKHX 

HenpHATHOCTeil, HO CaMbIX KpynHbIX HenpH5THOCTeA 51 H36e)KaTb He MOr. 

1I03TOMy B UenOM 51 He )KajIeIo. HO GbUIH cny'-IaH, KOTOpble MOrnH 6bI 

H3MeHHTb MOIO )KH3Hb, HanpHMep MOk npHe3, q B AMepHKy, B rapBapa. rAe sI 

BbICTynan. il Obin B TaKOM B3BHH4eHHOM COCTOSIHHH, 51 GOSUICH BbICTynaTb 

nepe, a ny6nTKOII. xorpa BMXOAun H BHAen, 1ITO n1OAH co6panHCb, H MHe 

Bcerj]a &L fO Hey OOHo nepejj HHMH. 51 nyMan, 1ITO OHH npNWnH yCnblwaTb 

OT McHA t1TO-TO Ba)KHOe Hy McH51 HeT HHLiero Ba)KHOrO NM CKa3aTb. 

IIO3TOMy Si &bIJI OyeHb Hanp5UKeH, a nociie Bb1CTynneHH3l 3a y)KHHOM 51 

HanHnCSI, H CnOHn Bcex npocpeccopoB, KOTOpble 6binn nbAHee McHSI, 

nOTOMy '-ITO y HHX He dbInO MOefn 3aKanKH. Si He 3HaJl 0 TOM, 4TO OHM 

XOTenH McHSI npHrnaCHTb Ha 11IOJDKHOCTb writer in residence, HO KorAa OHM 

yTPOM npOCHynHCb H nOCMOTpeJIH apyr Ha j]pyra, OHM 6Onbwe npo 3TO He 

rOBOpHnM. A Si TOrJ]a, MO)KeT 6bITb. HX npegnoweHNe Aa)Ke He npHHSIJ nb1, 

nOTOMy LITO 51 Obin 6ecnegeH H He pyMan. '-ITO MHe 3TO Hy)KHO. C Apyron 
CTOpOHbI, 51 nyMalo. 4TO BOO6Iue, MO)KeT OblTb. omeHb o6ecnei-leHHas1 )KH3Hb 
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, niisi nHCaT@JIA, 3TO ero rn6eJIb. TaK HäfpHM@P TOT )K@ COJI)K@H}7UbwH, OH 

! IPOCTO no N6 KdK nhicaT@JIb, MO)KeT 6blTb, IIPOCTO I1OTOM}i 410 ero )KH3Hb 

cTana 6narononyvHee. 

yeM abi 6onbme scero ropAHTecb? 

HHUeM He ropxcycb. 51 rAe-To HanMcan TO opraM. KOTOpbiA 3aBeiyer 
ropAocTbIO, y M6HS1 aTPCKDHPOBaH. 

HaA ueM Bbl cegiac pa6oTaeTe? 

ZLn5I McHR rnaBHasi KHHra 3TO 3aMMcen. Y McHA He OqeHb nony4aeTCR. HO 

R Hape1OCb, LITO KäK pa3 nepep OTbe3AOM cio aa, SI WO-TO TaKOe TaM 

C, gBHHYJ] H MO)KeT OblTb Haue JI KaKOFI-TO KJ1104. nOTOMY '4TO 3TO KHHra. B 

KOTOpOfi A XOLIy COBMeCTHTb BCe, a 3TO KaK-TO He noJiy4aeTCSi. : )TO AJ151 

MBHA caMasI r. IaBHasl KHHra, 3TO KHmra, B KOTOPOR S[ KaKHM-TO O6pa3OM 

XOLIy OTpa3HTb cedq BCero H3BHe, H3BHYTpH H CO BCeMH CBOIIMH 

JIHTepaTypHbIMH 3aMbICJIaMH, BOOrJwe 3Ta n11e51 GJIH3Ka K 6e3yMHOf1 H 

HäCKOJIbKO MHe 3TO y iaCTCS[ S[ He 3HaIo. N eure cepnan HoBue pyccKue, 

rAe q xouy H306pa3HTb He ceCSi, a COBpeMeHHOe POCCHfICKOe o Sl(eCTBO. 

3aMbceal, 3TO KäK tYATO MO R BHyTpeHHHf MHP C pa3HbIX CTOPOH, HMeHHO 

fO3TOMy 51 BB2JI B KHHry 3Ty 3JIH3y BapCKyIO, L TO0b1 c et, nOMOIIjbIO 

Bbi. &aTb BCe TahHbl CBOC jjylllH HO nOJIHOCTbIO B HHX He npH3HaBaTbcsI. A 

HoBMe pyccKHe, 3TO (5o iee BHeIIH5151 3aaa'a. 3TO ABe pa3Hble pa6OTbl, H 

OHH AOJ1KHbI B LIeM-TO, &onOJIHSITb , i]pyr Apyra. 

H BH BCe eigLA co6Hpa@Tecb IIHCaTb CTäTbH O IIOJIHTHqCCKOM 

no. no)K@HHH B xrypxanax, Korja BO3HHKHCT Heo xo/ HMOCTb? 

HeT, cneL(tiaJlbHO 51 nHcaTb H@ COiSHpaIOCb, HO BCe-TaKH n orna &b1BaeT 

Heo6xonHMO, Korßa BO3HHKaeT KaKasi-To HAe5I. 

CKOnbxo 'IaCOB B AeHb sIl pa6oTaeTe? 

BblBaer no-pa3HOMy, HxorAa Marro, HO xoraa A yxce BT5rHSabcb, xorAa 
pa6OTa HäXOAHTCA B KaKOF -TO C@P@, 1HHHO13 CTa, nnH. Koviia y)K@ BH aHO 
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Ky, na HABT Ae. no, Toraa 51 paöoralo c yTpa AO HOW, I1POCTO Si BCTa1o 
yTpOM, H Cpa3y we Ca)KyCb 3a KOMnbloTep, H pa6OTaIo j]O CaMOf HOtIH, AO 

O1HHHa1U TH tiaCOB, 1HOrha IIo3)Ke, H 3aCbina1O, y)Ke 3aKaH4HBaSI. 

51 BCnoMHHJIa. LITO Bbl o6ema]Iii MHe cneTb neCHIO, ICOTOpyIO cnen 

XpylgeB. II oxcanyhhcTa. MO)4CHO cehIyac? 

1 HanHcaJI OKOnO copoKa neceH, nOTOM ÜpOCHJI, H 3Ta neCHSI ($bina caMol1 

3HaMeHHTO i, XOT 1y McHA 6bUIH H apyrme nonyJISIpHble neCHH. 

(n02T) 

IleTblpHaJ UaTb MHHYT AO CTapTa 

(My3blKa OCKapa 4)eJIbTCMaHa) 

3anpaBneHbl B nnaHWeTbI 
KOCMHyeCKHe KapTbI 

14 WTYpMäH yTOLIHSIeT 

B nocJIe4HHI3 pa3 MapWpyT.. . 

AaBa ITe-Ka. pe6s1Ta, 
3aKypNM nepeA CTapTOM, 

Y Hac eiu( B 3anace 

LIeTblpHajlLlaTb MHHyT. 

nPHnEB: 
! Beplo, Apy3bsl, KapaBaHbI paKeT 

nOMtIaT HaC BnepeA OT 3Be3pbI AO 3Be3, gbI. 

Ha IIblJIbHbIX TpOnHHKä. X naJIeKHX MaHeT 

OCTaHYTCSI Haure CJlej]bi. 

AaBHO Hac O)KHAaIOT 

4aneKHe nnaHeTl. 

XonoAHble nnaHeTbi, 15e3MOnBHbie nonR.. . 
Ho HH oAfia nnaHera 

He )KAeT HaC TaK KaK 3Ta, 
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fl. naHeTa roiiy6asi 

Ro HMeHH 3eMnA. 

nPHnEB: 

BblTb MO)KeT HaM, pe6s1Ta, 

IlpIInIOMHHTCSI KOI-ßa-TO, 

KaK MbI K fl JIeKHM 3Be31jaM 

CIpOK. na1i1bIBanIH 17yTb, 

KaK nepBbIMH cyMenH 

, 
IOCTHgb 3aBeTHO%I L1eiiH 

H Hä pOj1HyIO 3eMJ lO 

CO CTOpOHbI B3r. rIAHyTb. 

nPHnEB: 

SI Bepio, Apy3b5l, KapasaHbl paxeT 

IIOMLIaT HaC BnepeA OT 3Be34bI 40 3Be3jjbl. 

Ha TIbIJlbHbIX TpOIIIIHKaX jjaJIeKHX [UIaHeT 

OCTaHyTC5 Hamm CJ1e, gbl. 

Aeno B TOM, DITO Korßa x Hanican 3Ty neCHIO, B weCTHAec5ITOM ro ay, ewe 

HHKTO B KOCMOC He JIeTan, TOJ]bKO COOHpaJIHCb, H 51 ee Hanncaii , IUISI 

paAHO. B TO BpeM5( Ha paj]HO fibula TäK Ha3blBaeMa3i My3b)KäJIbHaS1 

peAaKUHS[. KOTopa5 BbwnyCKa. na niiaCTHHKii. H MHe n03BOHHJIa peaaKTOpwa 

H CKa3ana, TO OHYI XOTSIT 3anHCaTb n. naCTHHKy. SI cor. nacit. nc51. To eCTb 

no paAHo y)Ke nenli, a nnaCTHHKH else He 6bino. Ho oHa BbICKa3ana OLHO 

no)KenaHHe, LITO6b1 Si H3MeHHJI «nwlbHble TpOnHHKH» Ha «HOBble». SI rosopio 
05 3TOM, LITOObI h aTb nOHSITb, DITO TaKOe COBeTCKa51 ueH3ypa, KOTOpaB BO 

BCe BMewnBaeTCA, 1ITO6b1 He 6bLIIO HeraTHBHbIX llepT. A CTapa. ICSI 

O6bSCHHTb, LITO 3TO gpyrHe nnaHeTbl, rqe ewe IIBOPHHKOB HeT. KOTOpble 

nOJ McTalOT, nO3TOMy TaM nblJlb. A ecnH H3MeHHTb Ha «HOBble», TO JIK)J1H 
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5y, gyT j]yMaTb, 'ITO TaM CTapble Sb1JIH, a TaM He 6bLJIO CTapbIX. Toraa OHa 

npeAIIO)Kwia H3MeHHTb Ha «nepBblep. Ha LITO 51 OTBeTRn. 4TO 3TO npOCTO 

1-IewHTepeCHO. 3TO CKytIHO. SI AOKa3b1BaJ1, '-ITO CJIOBO «Ha nbUlbHbIX» 3By4IHT 

no3TiigeCKH. Ha 'ITO, B KOHUe KOHUOB, OHa CKa3ana, 1ITO Toraa Mbl He 

MO)KeM B35ITb. A 1-Iepe3 HeKOTopoe BpeM51 FaraplIH no. leTeji B KOCMOC, a 

nJIaCTHHKH BCe eiu( He 6bU1O, B IIIeCTbpeCSIT BTOpOM roily noJ1eTeJul 

KOCMOHäBTb1 flonOBFiw-1 H HHKOJIaeB. N OHM CHa4a. na cneii 3TO B KOCMOCe, 

a nOTOM KOrjja OH! 'i npluleTeJIN, Torj]a XpyüjeB cne. n 3TO C TpH6yHbl 

MaB3oJ1es1, H KaK TOJIbKO 3TO CJIy'-IHJIOCb, OHa Ha Apyro AeHb n03BOHHJIa 

H rOBOpHT: «Bce, MbI 3aBTpa 3anHCblBacM Baiy neCHIO Ha nnaCTHHKy. » 51 

rosoplo: «jja? » OHa rOBOpHT: «h a. » 51 roBoplo: «Bbl 3HaeTe. y McH5 eCTb 

HeKOTOpoe coo6pa)KeHHe. » OHa roBOpHT: «KaKOe? » 51 roBOplo: «A X014y 

H3MeHHTb CTpo'Ky. » - «KaKylO CTpO'-IKy? » SI roBoplo: «TaM, 3HaeTe. eCTb 

CTPOLIKa Ha I7b111bHb1X. .9 XO4y eE H3MeHHTb H HanilCaTb MO)KeT ÜbITb Ha 

HOBMX. » OHa rOBOpHT: «Bbl LITO? C yMa cownN? Bbl 3HaeTe KTO 3Ty necHK) 

nen? » fl roBOplo: «51 3Halo, KTO ee nen, HO A 3HalO, KTO ee Hanucan, 11 

XO35IHH TOT. KTO HanHCa11, a He TOT, KTO neji. » OHa 4yTb c yMa lie cowjia, 

HO 3TO 51 B IL1 TKY KOHet1HO rOBOpHJI. nO3TOMy Si AaJ1 CBOe cornacne, H 

nU1aCTHHKa 6bUla 3anHCaHa. 

H npaBAa JIH. TO OAHH H3 KOCMOHaBTOB BO3pawan npOTHB 

OAHO[7! CTpO'IKH neCHH OT TOTO. LITO OH He KypHT? 

Aa, KorAa npHnerenH IlonoBHiq H HHKOnaeB. IlonoBHV cKa3an. '-ITO y Hero 

eCTb npeTeH3HSA, «BOT Mbl, KOCMOHaBTbl. He KypHM». H TYT y)Ke 51 HH4ero 

He MOr CAeliaTb, H CTaJIH neTb ee He «3aKypHM nepea CTapTOM» a 

«Cno MTe nepeA CTapTOM». Boo6AIe-TO nO-pyccKH 3TO 3Bj/4HT y)KaCHO 

ruioxo, TaKHe CJloBa KaK CnoeMTe, npONAeMTe, Aa)Ke HaA MHJIHUHOHepaMN. 

KOTOpble rOBOpAT «npo neMTe» CMeloTCA. HO A HH4ero He Mor H3MeHHTb, 

OHM CaMH y we HCnpaBHJIH H T3K OHH H neJIH. AA nOTOM B ApyrOM McCTe 

BCTpeTHJICA C TIOnOBH4eM, H CnpOCHJI ero: «Bbi 3HaeTe, LITO 51 BOOiSüle 3Ty 

neCHK) nHCäJI He nPO Bac, a npO TeX, KTO nOJIeTHT Ha Apyrue niiaHBTbl, a Bbl 

ewe AO apyrHx nJIaHeT He aonIeTeim, 51 HanncaJ1 neCHK) 0 JIK)ASIX, AnA 
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KOTOPbIX 3TO 6yßeT I1POCTO@ ae)1o, nOKypHJI, cen H nOJIeTejI. » Ho y Hac 

BOOC[Ij@ B COBBTCKOM C0I03e )KH3Hb ÖbUIa TaKaSI, 'TO Kaw abIk mor 

HcnpaBJls[Tb, BMeLuHBaTbCSI B JIHT6päTypy H(; 3äBHCHMO OT TOM, 3HäJI OH 

, nHTepaTypy, HnH xe 3Ha. n. 

Bonpoc 0 TOM. 'ITO nHmeT B caMbix pa3HI X xcaHpax. 

A CTapaK)Cb (5blTb pa3Hoo 5pa3HbIM, ecim 51 y)Ke 3TO ciienan, TO MHe CKYLIHO 

npO, (On)KaTb 3THM 3aHHMaTbCS1. TaK HanpNMep 3T{d neCHH. Korßa-To SI 

fHCan CTHXH, H MHe KaKOA-TO LIenOBeK CKa3an: «Ax, 3TH nO3Tb! -I7eCeHHKH, 

HX Bce nO3TbI pyraloT, rOBOpSIT. TO 3TO BOO6llje He nO33H1, '-ITO 3TO 

npOCTO HeHHTepeCHON, II 51 TO)e pyran. H MHe MOf1 npHsITenb roaopNT: 

«TbI pyraelub, nOTOMy 4TO TbI CaM TaK HanHCaTb He MO)KeWb. » S1 CKa3an, 

LITO MOry HaIIHCaTb. OH rOBOpHT: «He MO)Kewb. AOKa)KH. » A SI BO3pa3Nn: 

«KaK SI MOry j]OKa3aTb? » LITO6b1 floKa3aTb, MHO Hy)KeH KoMn03HTOp, 

nOTOMy DITO 51 My3bIKy COLIHHSITb He COGHpaJICA, a rue A erO BO3bMy? A 

nOTOM SI pa6OTan Ha pa/1HO, HanHca. n HeCKOnbKO neceH, N KorAa A 

ycnbIWan, tiTO HX nOIOT Be3pe, Ha Ka)KAOM yrny. MHe cpa3y CTano 

HeHHTepeCHO, H 51 npeKpaTNn, nepeCTan nHcaTb. fOTOM 51 HanHcan 

nOBeCTb o jjepeBHe, nOTOM paCCKa3 0 nepeBHe, nOTOM npo McHSI CTaJIN 

roBOpnTb, '-ITO 51 B OSIIjeM TaKO ! AepeBeHCKH I nHCaTenb, a MHe Hauo@n0 

6blTb AepeBeHCKHM nHCaTeneM, H 51 cTan nHCarb o ropope. Kopo'-Ie 

rOBOpsI, 51 B pa3HbIX )KaHpaX HB pa3HbIX BHAax. 

SI 3aMeTHma. uTO B BamHx onHcaHH$IX BHeIHHOCTH repose oco6ylo 

ponb I3rpaeT onxcarnte o6yBH. 3Ta AeTanb Hapy)KHOCTH repose, 

KaK MHe nOKa3a]IOCb, BcerAa HrpaeT Ann Bac oco6yio ponb. 
TaK JIM 3TO? 

HHKorAa He 3aMegIaJl. HO Korjla A BnepBble B 1960-oM rony t4liTan B 

JIHTepaTypHOM o beliHHeH1m «MarNCTpaJlb» cBOlo nepBylo nOBeCTb «Mb! 

3peCb )KNBeM», aeJno JaOIIIJIO no O IHCdHH$I O4HOrO H3 BTOpOCTeneHHbIX 

nepCOHa)Kef - waOauHI3Ka BaJIeHTHHa. CJIymaTerr paccMesuiiicb, Koraa A 

npoven, '-ITO BaJIeHTHH 6blJl B MHJ HL efCKHX rants( le HB OeJIbIX TanO'-IKaX. i1, 
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xorpa ntccan 3TO, He , gyMan, 1-ITO 3TO 3By1-I11T CMeWHO. fPOCTO MHe Hallo 

6bU1O, LITO&b1 3TOT repori 48M-TO 3aHOMHH1iC$I. BOT 31 H Hamicä. i 17po 

Tann qKH. Mo)KeT 6blTb HB ajpyniX CJIyLIa5lX TaK. 
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APPENDIX B 

Gurzheeva, L. B. and M. A. Skopina, `Zolotoi ukol', Russkii iazyk za rubezhom, 

(1967), 76-80 

3OAOTOII YKOA" 
JI. B. rYP)KEEBA, 
Al. A. CKOIINHA 

HUR ra3eTb[, Mbl CTa. 'IKHBaeMCA C TpyAHO- 

CTflM'H, npeoAOneTb KOTOpb1C lie Bcer. a MO>K- 

HO Aa>i(e c nOMOI11blO TOnKOBOrO cnoBap5l. 
BOT, HanpuMep, KBK Bbl nO iMeTe 4)pa3y, B3HTYI0 

HaMH H3 OAHOH MOCKOB'CKOIf ra3eTbl: foAy6oa 

eopoaorc 6yaer OTKpbIT e stae 1966 eoaa? Bo3- 
MO? KHO, Bbi npeACTaBHJIH ce6e AOM oTAbIXa H. H 

naH-CIiOHaT Ha 6epery perH, 3AaHHSI KOTOpOTO 

HMCIOT rony'6yro oKpacKy. Ecim T3K, TO Bbl 3a- 
6 ny)KAaeTeCb... 

foity6012 eopoöo, C - 3T0 KOMnneKC BOAHO- 
cnOpTHBHbIX COOpyXeHl4H. A ecnH Bbl ycneunHo 
cnpaBHJHCb c nep'Bb1M BonpOCOM, To nonpo6yH- 
Te AoraaarbCH, 0 'IeM H1eT peub B 3aMeTKe, no- 

TeJleit coape lexuoro pyCCKOrO I3blKa 1. OHH He 

ycneJIH euje nOnaCTb B CJ1OBap1I H3-3a cBoeli HO- 

BH3HbI. C031iaHIIe nOAO6Hb1X yCTON4EHBbIX co'ie- 

TaHHH o61 c11HeTCH CTpeMJIBHHeM ]KypHa. 11IlCTOB 

K 06pa3HOCTli, 4T0 oco6euHo HeO6XOJ1HMO B ra- 

3eTe nplu noaage 06b14HOr0 HH4)OpMaUHOHHOrO 

MaTepuaJIa. 3Tn co eTaHHA HBJIiIOTCS1 cBoeo6- 

pa3Hb1MH nepti#a3aMli, n03BOJIHIOWHMH 1136e- 

>K 1b nOBTOpCHHl1 B paMKaX 11e6o. 11bWo i ra3eT- 

H019 CTaTbH. TaK, BMeCTO Toro, 4TO6bI B ra3eTHOH 

HH#pMaumi nOBTOPHTb OAHO 11 TO )Ke CJIOB0 

npyabl, paccKa3blBaa O pa3BeaeI1 1H pb16bl, >I yp- 
rla. nHCT npea. iaraeT cBoeo6pa3Hblrl iteTac)opH4e- 
CKifil CUHOHIIM eOAy6ble 1lnaura1 Uu, KOTOpblfi 
B03HHKaeT no aHaJiorHH Co c. 'IoBocogeTaHHflMH 
pucoßbLe rlAariraquu, xd10IZKOebie n4anTar4uu... 

McMEHHOH B «KOMCOMOJIbCKOH npaBAe» OT 

7/VI-66 r., xOTOpaA Ha3blBaeTCf «30. lOTOkt yKOJI». 
MO>KeT nOKa3aTbCa, 4TO 3TO YKOJI 3011OTOH Hr- 
JIOIi, CAeJ1aHHb11i Bpa40M. HO TO He TaK. 3TO... 

peiuatomHri YKOJI panxpbi, npHHOCRLuHN no6eay. 
Hy, a uTO Taxoe ypooicaü eoAy6bix nnaHTaquü? 
He 6yAeM Rae 60nbule 3K3aMeHoBaTb. 

B COBpeMeHHOM PYCCKOM 93bIKe, OCO6CHHO B 

5I3bIKe ra3eT, paAHO, Ten[eBHiueuHR, xa>KAOAHeBHO 

p0)KAaIOTC51 HOBbie yCTOH4HBble CJIOBO004eTaHHSI, 

KOTOpble Bblpa3KaIOT eAHHoe nOHHTHe. STH C04e- 

TaHHft BeCbMa pa3JIH4Hbl no CBoe{1 JIeKCHKO- 

rpaMMaTH48CKoct CTpyKType. Pa3Hble Hx THnbl 

ace 6OJIbwe nplIBJIexalOT BHHMaHHe HCCJIeAOBa- 

«nJIaHTauHn - 3T0 6oJibuiasI nJIOLuaAb 3eM- 
JIH, 3aH5lTaH noa cneumaJIblible TeXHH4eCKHe linit 
npOAOBOJIbCTBeHHble KyJIbTypbl», - 4HTaeM Mbi B 
CJ OBape. 

IlpOH3ow. RO pacwnpetlxe 3Ha4CHItR c. noBa 
nnaKTat4uR jo Boauoro MaccHBa, aHa KOTO OM 
BblpaiunBaeTc 1 «ypox<ai »- pbi6a. 

º-RJii KOHKperH3auHtt we cJIOBa n4atira4uR B 
iioBOM Aim Hero ynnoTpe6netlHH Aaeicst npH. rtara- 
TeJIbHOe eo1iy6ai. TaKHM nyTCM B03HHKaeT 6OJ1b. 

I111HHCTBO HOBbIX YCTOH4HBbIX co4eTaH1{1i. TpyA- 

HOCTb npti Hx nepeBOAe Ha nep'ßbli B3rJIAA He 
3aMeTHa, TaK KaK Ka>KAb1N H3 KOMnOtiCHTOB CJIO- 
aoco eTaui i Mo neT 6brTb nOHATNbIM, HO npli AO- 
CJIOBHOM nepeBone 06111HN CMbICJI OCTa2TCR He- 
ACHbIM. 
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3anoMHwre 3xage"xxe BblpaxceHHA: 
flpu, narareJibHoe + cyuyecTBHTe ibHoe 3o1tomo, rAe CJIOBO 30Momo yKa3btaaeT Ha 
LIeHHOCTb 4ero-Jim6o, a lpl. IaraTe. IbHoe KOHKpeTH3HpyeT AOHATHe. 

ICpHOe 301toro - a) «He4pTb». 
HHKTO He MOP npe. I noJlaraTb, CKO IbKO K2pnOZO 30AOTa Ha 

, 
Ia: IbHeM BOCTOKe 2. 

6) «KaMe"HHbIIi yroJlb». 
CTpaHe iHY1KHO KCpHOe 30AOTO. Ky36aCC 3aHHMaeT OAHO H3 

"nepBblX McCT no 
. I[O6bitie K2pHOao 3O/IOTa. 

ÜeAOe 30AOTO - «XJIOnOK». 
CpeAHea3'HaTCKHe peCny6JIHIKH - OCHOBHb[e nOCTaBLLLHKH 6e- 

. 40W 30AOTa. 
Petoioe 30AOTO - «i eHHble IlOpoAbl pb16b. 
MSl2Koe 30/zOTO - t«nymHHHa». 
I7JU411CTOe 30AOTO OCIIOB'Ha 1 npOAYKLLHH OXOTbI B CCCP 

- nylfIHHHa, TaK Ha- 
3bl'BaeMoe MReKoe 30ROT0. 

3e41 noe 30A0T0 - «�1ec». 

3a HaBlirauulo nJIOTOBOAb! HpTblLua AOCTaBRT cioAa MHJI- 

JIHOH Ky6oMeTpoB 3enexoeo Sonora. 
Mbl tiacTO pa36a3apHBaeM 3eAe? ioe 30AOTo cTpaHbi, Bap- 

BapcxH Bblpy6a5i . neca. 
3eilexoe 30AOTO podunbl - Ha3BaHlae pazu onepeAaqji. 

lpHiiarare. nbHoe 30Aomoü + CyWeCTBHTe, nbHOC, rAe CJIOBO 3OAOmoü yxasbiaaer xa 
iteHHOCTb vero-JIHi6o 14.114 Ha uBe"r. 

30AoToa11pll3ep- «ygaCTHnnK copeßlioEan; 1s, IIOJIyqiiBWIifi 30JIOTyIO McAaJIb: i,. 
30. ZOTbLC I1pU3epbl '4eMi1HOHaTa ÖbIJIH TeIJIO BCTpegeHbl 6o- 

JIeJIb1ijHKaMII. 
3o4oTot yponcat - a) «6oraTbIR ypo>KaFi»; 

6) «3aBoeBaHiie 60JIb! noro i(ojiHgeCTBa 30JIOTbIX iieAaaeH 
Ha Me>KAyxapoAiiblx copeBHOSaHw x». B 3TOM roAy 
o iui2aeTcH 30JIOTOli yp01Kah. 

1 Cit. A. A. Spar tt H a. Or ron)"6oro He6a Ao rony6oro 3KpaHa. «PyCCKHH 93b1K B WKOne», 1966, Ns 3; U. H. 
WM en e B. J1eKCIIKo-CeMaHT114eCKlle 113MeieHHJI B COBpeMeHHOM pyCCKOM f13bIKe. «PyCCKIt1 R3bIK B WKOneb, 1966, 
N? 3. 

2 3ror H ace nocneaylouiHe'npHMepbi B3ATbl H3 COBeTCKHX ra3er, paAHo N Tenenepe, ga4 3a 1965-1966-A ron. 

3o. 4oraR napa - «KOHbxo6eKCubl-cp11rypH'CTbT, BbicTynaiouuie B napxoM xaTa- 
HHH, no, nygHBwHe 3OJý1OTble MenaJIH». 

0. IIpOTOnOnOB H TI. Be. noycoBa - 3ro nOHCTHHe 3o. 4oraa 
napa. 

3oAoroü raHet - «Talleu Ha Kollb'KaX IºpOTananona it 5enoyconoii». 
3oi. oroü raHec{. -Talc Ha3b1'Ba. n11 Bb1CTynneHHe co'BeTCKOl 

napbl 3a rpauuueil. 
3oAoroü yKoil - «pelual011 lII t yICOJI panlipbl Ha COpeBHOBaHH Ix, KOTOpb11i JlaJ1 

B03MO>KHOCTb? IOJ1y4H'rb 30J1OTY10 MeaaJ1bb. 
I'IBa'HOBa IiaHeCJla pewaio wii yap COJIAaTOBON... 3T0 6b1JI 

nOHCTHHe 30JA0T0Ü yKOA. 
l-ly, TaHe4Ka, c1e. aafi CBOH BTOp03l 30AOTOÜ yKOA! 

30AOToe mope - «nojie nLueHHllb1». 

BoKpyr paCKHHyJIOCb orpoMltoe 30a0r0e MOpe. 
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f1pHnarareabuoe, o6o3Ha' aIoMee LBer, + cyu. ecTSHTenbHoe. 

foýly6oü «BO2kHoe npocTpaHCTBO 3eMHOro uiapa». 
KOKTUHCHT - «r0Ay60ü KofTuien{T» - Hay%IHO--nOnyJIHpHblA (ýHJIbM. 

roAy6aA «BOAHbte nyTH CTpaHbl». 

Ma2ucrpaAb- Haia. nci cniiaB . neca no eOAy6btAi . 4ul2ucrpaAAAt cTpaHbl. 
rOAy6ble aOpOXKU - «fJIaBaTeJIbHble AOpO? KKH 6acce tiia». 

Ha 2oily6blx aopoYcxax. 
foizy6ble nyTU- «BOAHble nyTH cTpaHbl». 
fOJiy6ble TpOnbl- «pevHble [IyTH TypHCTOB», 

roAy6ble Tponbl. Bceü ceMbeIi Ii0 eoAy6bi. « Tponai. 
r0Ay6oü cTaäuon - «peKa, rAe npOB0, aHTC51 COpeBHOBaHHe». 

BOT y>Ke MHoro ner MocKBa-pexa gBJIfleTCJI 20Ay6b1M cTa- 
aUGHOM CTOJIHUbl. 

Y'4HTeCb nJIaBaTb. OCTaBJI3i3ITe 3a C06010 Ha 2011y60JIt cTa-" 
au01le KH. noMeTp 3a KHJIOMeTpOM. 

roAy6oü 2opoaoi - « KOM'nJIeKC BOAHO-CnOpTHBHbIX coopy)KeHHli». 

roAy6oü 2opoaoK 
6yI eT OTKpblT B Mae 1966 roaa. 

roAy6ble «npy. bl AJIR pa3BeAeHHH pb16bl». 
nAaHTal4uu - 

ýrp0>Kali 20Ily6blx. n11auTa1.4Uü. 

l'Ody6a$z Tpacca- «BO31IyllWHaSI JIHHH5 ». 
rio 2ony6btM TpaccaM . nerRT 6necTHwHe natHepbl. 

IoAy60Ü 020F1b - «I. a3, HCROJ1b3yeMblli KaK TO11JIHHBO». 
KpaeM 20Ay6020 O2KSl Ha3b1BaIOT reojiorH CapaTOBCK 10 

3eMJI}o. 

Xo3Reea 204y6owo «, n1oAH, Ao6blBalouuHe ra3». 
OZKfi - KX03ceea 204y6020 o2KS1» - Ha3BaHHe CTaTbH. 

Aprepuu eo4y6ozo 9. TllHHH ra3oanpoßoAO 0. 
o2HR- KAprepuu eoJyooeo oeHA3 - HaaaaHHe, cT? TbH. . 

fony6oe TonAueo- «npHpoAHbiH ra3». 
ra3oaxxH . I0631T rony6oc ußeT, BHAHMO, 3a TO, 14TO npH" 

poAHbiH ra3 B iiapoAe c yeaxceIIHeM Ha3b[Ba)OT eOAy6blAt 
Ton. Aueo/vt. 

roAy6a5 Tpacca- «nHHHR cTpourenbrrsa ra3onponona». 
FoAy6an rpacca nporaxy. nacb Ha HecKOJlbho COT xxnoMeT- 

poß. 

IIo alla, norHH C 3THMH MoAe. n1MH: 

I'oAy6oa 3Kpau- ((3xpaH TealeBH3opa». 
rJIaBHOH TBOp4eCK0li 3aaagecf q)e'CTHBaJIA CTa'HeT noAaep>K- 

Ka TeX, KTO yTßep>K aeT Ha eOdy60M 3KpaHe CpeJ. [CTBa- 
Aili 1IOBoro CaMOCTOATejtbHoro HCKyCCTBa npOfpeCCIIBHb1e 
NAeii. 

«Ha eoi! y60a{ 3Kpane» - Ha3BaHHe py6pHKH B ra3eTe. 
70 HOBHHO'K 20Jiy6oeo 3KpaKa. 

roiiy6oi ozoHCK - Ha3Ba}IHe Te. lenepeAa4H. 

«r0Ay6oi[ OeonCK» - oAHa H3 JI106HMb1X nepeAa4 TeJie3pH- 
TeJIeN. 

Ha «%oAy60(l 020HCKb npHlu. iH H3BCCTHble apTHCTbI H Xy- 
1A0? KHIIKH. 

TOAY6011 3KCnp000 - «nOC3A MCTPO». 
B 

o'ICIiHHrpaae, T6HJ1H'Cli, XapbKOBe, FaKy 'H Apyrtix ropo- 
AaX cicopo 6yAyT npo11o»ceMbi HOBble KOMdpOpTa6eibHble 
Toa'CCW , OA(/6b1X 3KCfpeccoB. 
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BeAblü yW . 4b- «3HeprMA, 3aKJIlo4eHHaH B BOAHbIX pecypcax peK». 
3anaAHa i li BOCTO4HaSi CH6Hpb CKa304Ho 6oraTbl 6eAbU 

yalbi. 
Be. aax o. 4uMnuaaa- «3HMHAR o. nIIMmnaaa». 
BeAblü 3KpaK- «3KpaH KHHO» (no aHa. norHH C ro. ly6biM 3KpaHOM TeJ1eBH- 

30pa). 
Betzua pan nOHBHJICHI HbIHe B CaMbIX OT. aJI¬HHbIX yroal- 

Kax pecny6JiliKH. 
3eA2HQR yduqa - «0603Ha4eHlte CB06oatioro nyTH». 

CnapTaKHaAa iuaraeT no crpaxe, H BCIOAy MbI eli OTKpbI- 
. 111 3eAMY1o yilUI(y. 

3e. 1CHbul 02OHeK. - «CBo60AHOe TaKCFi». 
A BOT H 3eAGKblü OeOH2K. IloeAeM. 

3eACKbu2 oKean - «diec». 
3eAÖKbiü OKeaa-TaK Ha3b1BaiOT Hawe necuoe 6oraTCTBO. 

3eAexoe Mope - «necHOH MaccHB, TaHra». 
flog KpbiJIOa, \I caNIO. neTa o 4eM-TO noeT 3eAeHoe . Mope Tafru 

(1i3 nonyJnRpHoi necHH). 
3eAenbu1 apy2 - «: lec». 

BeperuTe 3enenoeo apyea. 
3e, aeHb12 narpyAb - «, n}oAH, oxpa'H uO uHe . neca». 

3eAenbla naTpynb cTporo c, aeuHT 3a coxpaHHOCTb1O Jieca. 
3eneHoe eoücKO - «rlecaaoAbl». 

B Ha"CTynneHHH 3en. eHoe eoücKO. 
3e. 46Hoe noAe - «c yT6anbHoe none». 

Ha 3eiieKoMM nOAe pa3ropenacb o: KecTogeHHaH 6opb6a MeK: - 
Ay KOMBH !. aMH «Topneao» H «CnapTax». 

, 
le610TaHTb1 3e41 nbtx nOAeü. 

npHJ13CaTCJIbHoe, 0603Haga of ee pa3Mep VJIH 3Ha4HMOCTb SIBJICHHSI, + cyu[eCTBH- 

TCJIbHOe. 

Mautbcü 3Kpat - «3KpaH TeJreB10opab. 
f OAJ1HHHbIIi TeJle(HJIb. %i - 3TO He KHHO C 11UI1paBKaMli Ha 

JKaAblü 3KpWH H He TeaTp Ha nJIeHKe. 
ÜOAbwUOa 3Kpat - «3ICpaH KHHO)O. 
FOAbIU011 (/5yT60iz - «Me]KAyHapOAHble BCTpe4H H3BeCTIiblX KOMaHA». 

11op gKoaoe 4HCJlHTeJlbfloe + cyüjeCTBHTCJ1bHoe. 

llepeax nepuarKa - «vieMnuoii crpaHbl no 6oxcy» 
«Tiepaast nep iarKa. v (na3BaHHe U4Ho4)HJºbMa). 

fepeax paKeTka- «4eM11140H crpaHbl no TenHHCy». 
IJepeblui 3wwe/lon- «nepB00TKpblBaTe. lu, 3a41dHaTeJIH KaKOrO-TO AeJlab. 
%ISzTblü OKeali - «B03AyLUHoe npOCTpaHCTBO». 
iiiecroe HyoCTBO - «o60CTp6HHasi cnocoGHOCTb HHTYHTIiBHO 'BocnpHHHMarb, 

yraAbiBaTb DITO-J11i6o». 

Ced bAioü 
KOHTUHeHT - 

ao ITI NGH, 9Z 

G 2. 

la 
PQ 

ý 

SITY 1x 

«oxeaHbl 3eMHOro Inapax. 
BHIHMaHxe ienoaegeCTBa 
q)aHTacTHUecKH 6oraTbIrl 
KOKTUHCHT nJIaHeTbl. 

obpalüeHo Ha MHpOBOH oxeaH, 
H 1104TH He H3y4eHHbIl1 CeabAtOÜ 


